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W H A T Y O U N E E D T O SJCCEE 
RADIO 

RADIO is a highly specialized business. As it develops 
it is becoming more exacting in its demands. But radio 
is the modern field of opportunity for those who keep 
step with its progress and pioneer in its opportunities! 

There is a great need for trained men in the radio 
industry. There is no place for untrained men. Experi- 
ence must be accompanied by technical knowledge. 

A pioneer in home study, the International Corre- 
spondence Schools have kept apace of the times and 
offer courses prepared by authorities, which give prac- 
tical instruction in fundamentals and latest develop- 
ments alike. The courses are revised regularly. 

IN 
Composed of 24 basic divisions, the Complete Radio 
Course is designed to give thorough instruction in the 
whole field of radio. The I. C. S. Radio Servicing 
Course was prepared specially for men who wish to 
become service experts. Study of it makes possible 
leadership over competition. The I. C. S. Radio Oper- 
ating Course is vital to mastery of operating and 
transmitting. 

We will be pleased to send you details of any or all 
of these subjects. Just mark and mail the coupon -the 
information will be forwarded without delay. Why 
not do it today -now! 

I N T E R N A T I O N A L C O R R E S P O N D E N C E S C H O O L S 

Name 

BOX 2977 -C, SCRANTON, PA. - 

Without cost or obligation, please tell me all about the NEW RADIO COURSE 

Age 

Street Address 

City State 
If you reside in Canada, send this coupon to the International Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada 
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NOf YOU'RE WRONG, 
we're NOT advertising Movies! 

Paramount Pictures merely loaned us this photo of glamorous Marlene 
Dietrich as The Blonde Venus" to help us make a point about radio recep- 
tion to you. 

You like Marlene because of her dramatic ability, her loveliness of face and 
form, and the rich warmth of her throaty voice -hut even more fascinating is 
her different, intriguing foreign -ness. 

If thoughts of foreign lands and foreign tongues lure you -if you would 
thrill to Grand Opera direct from La Scala Theatre in Milan or a tango 
Orchestra direct from Madrid -if you would like to send your ears world - 
roving ... you can -at the twirl of a dial. 

There is no need -NOW -to be bored by the eternal sameness of your local 
programs -the same orchestras -the "too -well- known" features that sometimes 
cause you to turn off your set. 

For, AT LAST, there is one radio receiver that makes your cozy home a 

front row seat at the whole world's daily radio performances ... not just the 
portion that is broadcast here in the states, but all the fascinating radio enter- 
tainment from England, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and even far-off 
Australia. 

With this one set, that is nor merely a promise ... it is a GUARANTEE of 
daily world wide radio reception . .. for the SCOTT ALL -WAVE DELUXE 
alone gives such a warranty. And every part of this precision -built, custom - 
constructed receiver (except tubes) is guaranteed for five years, instead of the 
ordinary 90 day period. 

The SCOTT ALL -WAVE DELUXE is a combination short wave and long 
wave receiver. With it you will receive U. S. broadcasts from every State in 
the Union with a color of tone -a new depth of resonance -that will fill your 
home with a soul stirring wave of tone realism such as you never before have 
heard in a radio receiver. 

You might think so superbly performing an instrument prohibitively high 
priced. Not at all! Although its.quality is above all other radios -its cost is but 
little more than that of the ordinary receiver. 

The coupon at the right below is for your convenience. Use it to get the 
whole thrilling story of this, the world's finest radio receiver. 

E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. 
4450 Ravenswood Aveni,e Dept.' SWC -23 Chicago, III. 

¿s0uALL WAVE fk&Xb 

577 

r_ 
E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC., 
4450 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. SWC -23 
Chicago, Ill. 

Send me your two new brochures that tell how 
and why SCOTT ALL -WAVE DELUXE 
Receivers out -perform all others. This is not to 
obligate me in any respect. 

Name 

Ad.: rets 

Town State 
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l'ON l' lie 
satirlied with less 

than a big powerful, 
16 -tube Midwest ALL - 
WAVE set. A receiver cover- 
ing only half the regular broad- 
cast waves is only ]lull a set. When 
you own this latest Midwest marvel, the or write us a postal. 
whole world of radio is yours. With a tuning range of 15 to 
550 meters, you can hear regular and short wave broadcasts 

30 SAYS 
FREE 
TRIAL 

Remember, you buy di- 
rect from the makers. No mid- 

dlemen's profits to pay. You get 
an absolute guarantee of satisfac- 

tion or money back. You try any 
Midwest 30 days before you decide to 

keep it. Then, if you wish, you can pay 
in small monthly amounts that you'll 

scarcely miss. Mail coupon for full details, 

from all over the U. S. and many foreign lands. Midwest 
users from coast to coast report picking up England, France. 
Germany, Italy. Africa. South America. Hawaii, Japan. 
Australia, the Philippine Islands and many other far -away 
stations. 

This powerful, clear -toned, perfectly controlled set opens 
up new delights of radio to every listener. Such selectivity, 
such sensitivity. such amazingly faithful tone reproduction 
will delight the most critical. Don't boy any radio until 
you get the new 1933 Midwest catalog. Send for it today. 
Mail the coupon or write us a postal . . . NOW' 

World -Wide Long and Short -Wave Receptuon 
The Midwest 16 -tube ALL -WAVE is the last , 18 tuned circuits (Super-heterodyne 1, 
word in radio completeness and efficiency. 9 in cascade .... Dual ]sower, two separate 
You hear not only U. S. and foreign broad- transformers .... Large dual speakers .... casts, but also police calls, airplane signals, Duplex Duo -diode detection ...Class "R" 
ships at sea, amateurs .. everything that Amplification ....and many other 
comes over the air. But it's no wonder, for sensational' new refinements this fittest 1933 sensation incorporates all the and improvements. You'll be worthwhile new features , New type amazed and delighted when tubes Stat -omit tuning silencer . . . you hear one of these wonder- Color -lite tuning .... Full -floating condenser ful new sets in your own home. 650 

COMPLETE LINE 
OF 

NEW CONSOLES 
The big new NI ldweet 
catalog shows gor- 
geous line of artistic 
consoles In the new 
six-leg designs. Stall 
the coupon now. Get 
all the facts. Learn 
how you can save 
30% to 50% one big 
powerful radio by 
ordering direct 
from the 
factory. 

Deal Direct with factory SAVE UP 50% 
TERMS 

as low as 
$5.00 

DOWN 

Eta 
S 
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TO 
mod \ / ot 

Why buy the costly old- fashioned way and pay two or thr. -'- too .4'10 ßßS 
l OhtOOn tog VspòcOS9 r 
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UsSß MoNó 
EXSRpete 
C° 

detsUS' 101 

(men s profits in your own pocket. Investigate! Mail the cols- C 
pon. Learn how we give you a bigger, better, more powerful. s' clearer -toned radio at a positive saving of 30"6 to 50,, of usual 
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... 

te.t retail prices. Costs only . stamp to find ..n . Moil the ,,upon ..r Nt' t1s 
write us a postal . NOW ! 

MIDWEST RADIO CORP. ` ° 

Dept. 185 
.sap ' 

Cincinnati, Ohio 1pY ° `tate 
1aI. 11c41 

r 
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Broadcasting Stations employ trained men con- 
tinually for jobs paying up to $5,000 a year. 

er 

1,411° 

Police Departments are finding Radio a great 
aid in their work. Many good jobs have been 
made in this new field. 

Spare time set servicing pays many N.R.I 
men $200 to $1,000 a year. Full time men 
stake as much as $65, $75, $100 a week. 

Talking Movies -an invention made possil 
by Radio-employs many well trained radio 
men for jobs paying $75 to $200 a week. 

Te evision -the coming field of many great 
opportunities -is covered by my course. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1933 

I WILLTRAINYOU AT HOME 

Many Make $50 to $I00 a Week 
in Radio-- the Field With aiutare 

My book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives you full information on the opportunities 
in Radio and explains how I can train you quickly to become a Radio Expert through 
my practical Home Study training. It is free. Clip and mail the coupon NOW. Radio's 
amazing growth has made hundreds of fine jobs which pay $50, $60, $75, and $100 a week. 
Many of these jobs may quickly kart to salaries as high as $125, $150, and $200 a week. 

Radio -the Field With a Future 
Ever so often a new business is started in this country. You have seen how the men 

and young men who got into the automobile, motion picture. and other industries when they 
were started had the first chance at the big jobs -the $5,000, $10,000, and $15,000 a year 
jobs. Radio offers the same chance that made men rich in those businesses. It has already 
made many men independent and will make many more wealthy in the future. You will be 
kickine tnune1i if ton this once' -in -a- lifetime opportunity for financial independence. 

Many Radio Experts Make $50 to $100 a Week 
In the short space of a few years 300.000 Radio jobs have .en created, and thousands 

more will be made by its future development. Men with the right training -the kind of 
training I will give you in the N.R.I. Course -have stepped into Radio at 2 and 3 times 
their former salaries. Experienced service men as well as beginners praise N.R.I. training 
for what it has done for them. 

Many Make $5, $10, $15 a Week Extra 
In Spare Time Almost At Once 

My Course is world - famous as the one "that 1.s s for itself." The day you enroll I 
send you instructions, which you should master quickly for doing 28 Radio jobs common in 
most every neighborhood. Throughout your Course I will show you how to do other 
repair and service jobs on the side for extra stoney. I will not only show you how to do 
the jobs but how to get them. I'll give you the plans and ideas that have made $200 to 
$1,000 a year for N.R.I. men in their spare time. G. W. Page, 110 Raleigh Apts., 
Nashville, Tenn.. writes: "I made $935 in my spare time while taking your Course." My 
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," gives many letters from students who earned four, five, 
and six times their tuition fees before they graduated. 

Get Ready Now for Jobs Like These 
Broadcasting stations use engineers, operators. station managers and pay up to $5,000 

a year. Radio manufacturers employ testers. inspectors, foremen, engineers, service men, 
buyers, and managers for jobs paying up to $6,000 a year. Radio dealers and jobbers 
(there are over 35,000) employ service men, salesmen, buyers, managers and pay up to 
$100 a week. Talking pictures pay as much as $75 to $200 a week to men with Radio 
training. There are hundreds of opportunities for you to have a spare time or full time 
Radio business of your own -to be your own boss. I'll show you how to start your own 
business with practically no capital -how to do it on stoney made in spare time while 
learning. My hook tells you of other opportunities. Be sure to get it at once. Just 
clip and mail the coupon. 

I HAVE STARTED MANY IN RADIO AT 2 asp 3 TIMES 

$400.00 
Each 

Month 

"I spent fifteen years as traveling 
salesman and toes making good 

money but could . e the opportuni- 

ties in Radio. Belle -o me. I ant 

not sorry. for I have made moro 

money than ever before. I have 

made more than $100 each month 

and It really was your course that 

brought me to this. I can't say too 

much for N.R.I. " --J. CI. Dahlstead, 

Radio Sta. RYA. San Francisco, Cal. 

$800.00 
In Spare 

Time 

"Money could not pay for what I 
got out of your course. I did not 

know a single thing about Radio 

before I enrolled. but I have made 

$500 In my spare time although 

my work keeps me away from home 

from 6:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 

Every word I ever read about your 

'nurse I have found true. " -Milton 

I. Lelby, Jr.. Topton, Pennsylvania. 

r Chief 
Engineer f Station WOS 

"I have a nice position and am 

getting a good salary as Chief En- 
gineer of Radio Station W08. Be- 
fore entering Radio. my salary was 

barely $1,000.00 a year. It Is now 

$2,700.00 a year. Before entering 
Radio, my work 1,11.. more or less. 

a drudgery -it Is now pleasure. 
All of this is the result of the 
N.R.I. training and study. You got 

Hemy first important position." 
H. Lance. Radio Station w'03, 

Jefferson City. Missouri. 
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Act Now - -- Mail Coupon Below 
for Free Book of Facts and Proof 

You Can Learn at Home in Your 
Spare Time to be a Radio Expert 

Hold your job. There is no need for you to leave home. I will train 
you quickly and inexpensively during your spare time. You don't have 
to be a high school or college graduate. My Course is written in a clear, 
interesting style that most anyone can grasp. I give you practical experi- 
ence under my 50 -50 method of training -one -half from lesson books and 
one -half from practical experiments with equipment given without extra 
charge. This unique and unequalled method has been called one of the 
greatest developments in correspondence Radio training. N.R.I. pioneered 
and developed it. It makes learning at home easy, fascinating, practical. 

Learn the Secrets of Short Wave, Television, 
Talking Pictures, Set Servicing, 

Broadcasting 
I'll give you more training than you need to get a job -I'll give you 

your choice, and not charge you extra either, of my Advanced Courses 
on these subjects -(1) Television, (2) Set Servicing and Merchandising, 
(3) Sound Pictures and Public Address Systems, (4) Broadcasting, 
Commercial and Ship Radio Stations, (5) Aircraft Radio. Advanced 
specialized training like this gives you a decided advantage. 

Your Money Back if You are Not Satisfied 
I will give you an agreement in writing, legal and binding upon this 

Institute, to refund every penny of your money upon completing my 
Course if you are not satisfied with my Lessons and Instruction Service. 
The resources of the National Radio Institute, Pioneer and World's 
Largest Home -Study Radio School stands behind this agreement. 

Find Out What Radio Offers You. Get My 
Book at Once 

One copy of my valuable 64 -page book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," is 
free to any resident of the U. S. and Canada over 15 years old. It has 
started hundreds of men and young men on the road to better jobs and a 
bright future. It has shown hundreds of men who were in blind alley 
jobs, how to get into easier, more fascinating, better paying work. It tells 
you where the good Radio jobs are, what they pay, how you can quickly 
and easily fit yourself to be a Radio Expert. The Coupon will bring you a 
copy free. Send it at once. Your request does not obligate you in 
any way. ACT NOW. 

J. E. SMITH, President 
Dept. 3BB3, National Radio Institute 

Washington, D. C. 

FORMER PAY 

rExperienced 

k 

Radio Man 
r'i Praises 

N. R. I. Ie) Course 
"Before taking your course, I had worked 
at Radio for over men years, doing 
quite a bit of Servicing, but I realized 
that I was in need of better training. 
From the first lesson on I began to un- 
derstand points that had me wondering. 
Tho course has taught mo what I could 
not have learned otherwise and I would 
not take many dines the price it has 
cost mo, for the knowledge I have gained. 
In a period of nine months, I have made 
at lea,t $3,500. " -C. J. Stegner, 28 Su 
Sandusky St., Delaware, Ohio. 

Special FREE Offer 
Act now and receive in addition to 
any big free book "Rich Rewards in 
Radio,' this Service Manual on 
D. C.. A. C., and Battery Operated 
sets. Only my students could have 
this book in the past. Now readers 
of this magazine will receive it free. 
Overcoming hum, noises of all kinds, 
fading signals, broad tuning, bowls 
and oscillations, poor distance recep- 
tion, distorted or muffled signals, 
poor Audio and Radio Frequency am- 
plification and other vital service in- 
formation is contained in it. Get a 
free copy by mailing the coupon be- 
low. ACT NOW. 

SPECIAL Radio Equipment 
for Broad Practical Experience 
Given Without Extra Charge 

col t'ui L w.t all theory. l 

show you how to use my special It., equipment for conducting merinirn' and building circuits which Music to important principles used In such well - known sets as Westinghouse, General Slam tic. Phil., R. C. A., Victor, Majestic, and others. You work out with your own hands many of the things you read In our lesson books. This 50 -50 method of training makes 
learning at 
home y. 

interest ing, 
fas c l slating. 
Intensely 
practical 

alp and mail NOWfor 
FREE INFORMATION 

J. E. SMITH, President, 
National Radiollnstitute, Dept. 3BB3 
Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith: Please send me your manual "Trouble 
Shooting in D.C., A.C. and Battery Sets" and your 
book, "Rich Rewards in Radio," which points out the 
opportunities for spare time and full time jobs in 
Radio and your famous 50 -50 method of training men 
to become Radio Experts through home study. I un- 
derstand that this places me under no obligation. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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IT IS always the well- trained man who wins out over the horde of thousands of superficially 
trained and incompetent men. You are reading this magazine because you are Interested in 

reds. Sooner or later, the time will come when you will wish to cash in on Your krtowledg' 
Your chance may come over night. and then the big and vital question will be, "How well equippcil 
am I to fill the job?" You arc in radio because you like it. You also realize that, at tm' 
present time. there are many branches of the radio art which you do not know as thoroughly as 

you should. Knowledge. these days. can be gotten cheaper than ever before. It isn't necessary 

for you to go to college to become proficient in radio. Start today, to build a REAL radio library 
and become acquainted with all branches of this great and growing art. In this page are listed the 
world's best radio books. We have combed the market for the really important books in radio: 
so that. no matter what branch you are interested in. you can pick out the best books that are 

now printed. Start. now. to build a complete radio library. You do not have to get all the 

books at once. but make up your mind to net one book a month: so that, when your chance comes. 

you will be fully equipped to win out over the others not so well equipped. 

WORLD'S BEST 
RADIO BOOKS 

IMPORTANT. -This list is changed every month to include the latest books. Note also new low prices. 

THE RADIO HANDBOOK. o 
.lames A. Moyer and .Iohn F. Wa- 
strel. Flexible covers, size 5tg ", 
888 pages, 850 Illustra - 00 $5e tions. Price {!{/ 
Comprehensive data un short-wave 
apparatus, vacuum lutors, modern 
radio receivers and transmitters, 
photoelectric cells. television, 
sound motion pictures. tables, 
graphs, diagrams, etc. No radio 
man should miss it. 

RADIO FREQUENCY ELECTRI- 
CAL REQUIREMENTS. by Hugh 
A. Brown. ('loth covers, size 
609 ", 386 pages. 235 11- $4.00 lustrations. Prim 
One of the few great books on this 
Important subject. Everything 
from thermionir -tube coefficients 
to pine-electric measurements. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, by 
E. T. Lerner. Cloth covers, size 
5 %ze% ". 223 pages. $3075 127 illustrations. Price 
This book explains television In 
full, in Luling elementary prin- 
ciples. photo- electric cells- and all 
important types of television sets 
as well as basic principles of op- 
tics, images. mirrors, lenses, etc. 

MAGNETIC PHENOMENA, by 
Samuel Robinson Williams. Cloth 
rovers, else 6x9 ", 230 pages, 150 
illustrations, nod numer -$3.00 
ous tables. ('rice PJJ 
All electric motors, coupling rolls. 
magnetic and dynamic loud speak- 
ers, transformers. choke coils, etc., 
are dependent on magnetic phe- 
nomena. This fine book Is com- 
plete on the subject. 

CINEMATOGRAPHY, by James 
R. Cameron. Stiff rovers, size 
7%05 ^, 240 pages, 150 $4e00 
illustrations. Price 
Everything on the subject from 
"silent" and "talkie" 16 mm. 
film to Its manufacture and to the 
final projection is in this marvel- 
ous volume. 

AUDELS RADIOMAN'S GUIDE, 
by Frank D. Graham. Cloth envers 
(flexible), size 5z6% ". 220 pages, 
300 illustration.. $i. Price 00 
A practical, concise book present- 
ing the theoretical and prartirai 
information for the proper opera- 
tion, maintenance and service as 
applied to modern radio practice. 

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK, (New Revised Edi- 
tion), by A. Frederick Collins. 
Cloth covers, size 5%z7% ", 394 
pages, 116 illustrations. $2.00 Price 
If you wish to become radio 
amateur (radio ham( this book 
tells you how. Everything in re- 
receiving and transmitter sets and 
how to build them. 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO, by R. 
lt. Ramsey, Prof. of Physics, In- 
diana University. Cloth covers, 
size 7 %s51/2", 258 pages, sy168 
Illustrations. 
Postpaid 

biro, $2.75 
.\ marvelous bank for The experi- 
menter. Experiments galore in 
easy comprehensible language. 

RADIO THEORY AND OPERAT- 
ING, be M. T. Loomis, 5th re- 
vised lest Icon. ('loth- hound; size 

ai :Mxl 'K" thick; 1.0110 Pages; 
over 800 Illus.; 450 review ques- 
t ions and answers $Áe50 
Price P`i 
Written in textbook style, a tre- 
mendous amount of useful Infor- 
mation has been crammed into 

this thin- paper, compact reference 
work. Radio transmission and re- 
ception have been covered, 'from 
soup to nuts." A truly great beet. 

9. GERNSBACK'S RADIO EN- 
CYCLOPEDIA (Second Edition). 
Red Morocco Flexible Binder. 352 
pages, 2201 radio definitions, 1253 
illustrations, 34 tables. $3.25 Price 
The most comprehensive encyclo- 
pedia of its kind in print. Re- 
markably up-to-slate in every wey, 
with marvelous Illustral ions. 

DRAKE'S CYCLOPEDIA OF 
RADIO AND ELECTRONICS. by 
II. P. Manly. ('loth covers, sine 
6x9 ", 11150 pages, 10011 illustra- 
tions. 

Price 
1032 Edi- 

tion. $5.00 
The largest work of Its kind cter 
put between two covers. New and 
up -to -date: a standby for every 
radio man. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO. 
by R. R. Ramsey. Professor of 
Physics. Indiana University. Cloth 

vers. size 9 %z6 ", 372 pages. 
Illustrated. 
Price prepaid. $3.50 
The backbone of the radio art. 
This book gives you the founda- 
tion on radio from A to Z. 

RADIO OPERATING QUES- 
TIONS AND ANSWERS. by Nil- 
son and Hornung. Fourth Edition. 
('loth r size 5%0N ". 350 
Pages. 131 $2e50 illus- 
trations. Price $2 s50 
Contains over 600 questions and 
anwters covering all phases of 
licensed radio operation. Revised 
to contain much new material. 
Nothing better in print for the 
transmitting anti receiving ama- 
teur. 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUAL. Volume I, by Hugo 
(tern. +bark and Clyde Fitch, Flex- 
ible loose -leaf binder, size 91[12 ". 
over 2.000 illustrations, 850 pages. 
COMPLETE WITH SIX SUP 
PLEM ENTS. 5 e 40 Price prepaid `g .7 

The Service Man's Bible. Greatest 
hook ever published on the aub- 
jeel. Contains all old circuits of 
every imaginable commercial radio 
set up to 1931. 

THE RADIO MANUAL by 
George E. Sterling and Rohl. S. 
Kruse. E.E. 2nd enlarged edition. 
Flexible fabrikoll covers. Size 
5%x8 ", 805 pages, 348$6.00 
illustrations. Price spV 
A complete Radio Course for the 
operator, the technician, the ama- 
teur. the student and experimenter. 
Everything imaginable in the 
whole radio art is revered in this 
great beak -the "radio dio Roble" of 
the amateur. DON'T MISS THIS. 

HOW TO We cannot ship C. O. D. Our prices are net, 
as shown. Some of the books sent prepaid 
(in U, S. only.. Those that are not thus listed ORDER will be shipped by express collect If sufficient 
postage is not mluded by you. 

FOUNDATIONS OF RADIO, by 
(whilp)h L. Duncan. Cloth ry ra. 
.be' 3l_18". 216 pages, 147 illus- 
trations. Numerous $2.50 tables. ('rice 
rids textbook gives you the funda- 
entals of electricity as applied 
. radio. It equips you for further 

,turfy in the field of radio. 

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO EN 
GINEERING. by John IL More - 
..oft. ('loth rovers, size 619 ", 

34r nages. 250 lus- í3e50 
[ratons. Price ep 
.\ student's hook; devoted to th 
Print iules of radin apparatus; in- 
tended to 

a 
e rotnnany a course h 

rl,-r'ririty. The bed s4 Its kind. 

PRACTICAL RADIO C O N- 
STRUCTION AND REPAIRING, 
by J. A. Moyer, H.R., A.M. and 
.1. F. Wostrel. Cloth rovers, size 
8x.5 ", 354 pages. 163 $2e50 illustrations. Price f..7 
A handbook that every radio set 
tester and general student must 
hare. The diagrams alone are 
worth the price of Ilse book. 

A POPULAR GUIDE TO RADIO, 
by It. Francis tla,hiell. Cloth 

w n, site 5%885íe' 286 pages 
profusely illustrated. 50 $3. Price prepaid .7V 
'rite fundamental principles of ra- 
dio. From crystal reel sclera to the 
latest electron tube amplhicatlolt. 
etc. 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COM- 
MUNICATION. by J. II. More - 
'raft. Prof. of Eleetriral Engin- 
eering, Columbia University. Cloth 

revs. size 9 %x6 ", 955 Pages, 
profusely Illustrated. 50 $7. Trio I .7V 
roe: radio classtr, by the dean 
of radio. ('nvern entire radio art 
as does no other book. 

ELEMENTS OF RADIO CON 
MUNICATION, by Professor John 
IL Storre oft. ('loth cover.. size 
9x6 270 na Ren, 170 
illustrations. Price .PaR e00 illy 
An authoritative vdunte embrac- 
ing every Imaf (nable phase in Ta- 
dle communication. 

RADIO SERVICE MAN'S HAN 
DYBOOK WITH ADDENDA 
DATA SHEETS. Flexible covers, 
-Ize 9x12" 200 pages, 11111 Illus- 
trations. (. p 
Price prepaid $1.49 
The Service Man's standby. Con- 
tains the latest practical informa- 

I sou on rouit ;rrrlrluK. 

HOW TO PASS U.S. GOVERN- 
MENT RADIO LICENSE EX- 
AMINATIONS, by lt. I. Duncan 
and C. E. Drew. Flexible c r 
size 9 %x7 ", 170 pages, 92 Ills, Illus- 
trations, appendix. $2.00 Price 
The most important book on the 
subject eser published. Gives every 
coneelvable angle Itch st 111 I.elp 
IOU to pass a radio license ex- 
amination suecessfull. 

RADIO MOVIES AND TELE- 
VISION, by l'. Francis Jenkins 
Cloth curers, size 9 %x6 ", 144 
pages, profusely illus- $1 .00 
trated. ('rice vP Vly 
A complete volume by the master 
of television. giving everything in 
television. Including constructional 
details for building your own tele- 
VI -Ion set. 
RADIO PHYSICS COURSE (2ná 
enlarged edltionl, by Alfred A. 
I flarardi. Cloth covers, size 7'ír 
914" 992 pages, 510 illustrations. 
numerous tables. 
Prie $3 .50 s Wei 
The finest and most popular hook 
nn electricity and radio. Each 
ubjert is clearly discussed. ith 

the aid of dozens of excellent 
drawings. Chapters on talkies. 
telerl -Ion, electronics and service 
work, etc. Biggest buy In radio 
books, 

RADIO VISION, by C. Prani-lt 
Jenkins. Cloth covers, size 9X1(6 ", 
144 pages, profusely Illua- 

ti 
90 

lted. Price Prepeid..._... 90C 
,tt excellent book. The Jenkins 
television .yateul, as well as marry 
ut her modern television systems 
fully desrrlhed. 

Wr herewith present the most complete eolleetien of recent important radio books. We hare. after 
an exhaustive study, selected these volumes bemuse they represent the foremast radie books of their 
kind in print today. There Is such great variety that we are sure it will satisfy any taste as 
well as any requirement that the student of radio might have. 
We publish no catalog and ask you to be kind enough to order direct from this page. Prompt 
shipments will be made to you direct from the publishers. We merely act as a clearing house for 
a number of radio publishers and OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW OR LOWER THAN WILL BE 
FOUND ANYWHERE. Remit by money order r eertiled cheek. ..If you send cash, be sure to 
register it. 

SHORT WAVES, by C. R. l.euts I RADIO RECEIVING TUBES. by 
nd R. B. Gable. Huff Coons. 3loyrr 11118 Wo,lrel. ('loth rovers. 
'lxe 8x8 ". 384 pages, 358 : size 7t¢ß1%" 298 pages, 151 

Ilustratlons. ('rice, $ 300 illustrations. lakfi 
s7V 

ee0 
repaid . Price..._.._ aP 

The biggest and most complete One of the finest books on var, 
took on short waves. Covers every tun tubes. Everything 9 ort Ito bile 
maglnable phase, including S. W. on the -subject treated In a mas 

.uperheterodynes. The authors lerfnt manner. 
re famous S. W. authorities. 

RADIO TELEGRAPH'( A N D 

SOUND PICTURES AND TROU- TELEPHONY. by It. I. Duncan 

BLE SHOOTERS MANUAL, by and C. I. llnst I New Edition.( 
Cameron and Idler. Cloth rover, Cloth covers. size 9416 ", 930 
size mew,. 11211 pages, pen- Pages, 488 illustrations. $7.50 
fusel, illustrated. wvry (j l rice aP/ s7l/ 
Price W / .50 Everything from Ohms Law to 

The standby of' eve y perator. It 
tartan. tubes and detectors, to 

is the most thurnngh Look un the "sel llograPhs am] radio corriPas.s 
subject. thoroughly treated In this great 

bock. 

ELECTRICITY AT HIGH PRES 
SURES AND FREQUENCIES. 
by Henry L. Tramtrool. ('loth 

ers. size o 
z.7t. ", 218 Pages. 

141 
% 

illustrations. $2.35 Price ('repaid 
A marvelous book for the student 
in electricity and radio. General 
fundamentals lead up to a t'mn- 
Plete discussion of every repo of 
Tesla anti (hulln high- frequency 
roils. Geissler tube +. le.: ron- 
struethon details of Tesla roils 
are given In great profusion. THE 
ONLY BOOK OF ITS KIND. 

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE 
MANUAL. Volume I1. by Hugo 
Gernsback. C. E. Denton and C. 
11. W. Eason. such 1932 Free 
Supplements. 101111 pages. 2111111 il- 
lustrations. Flex Mk Loose -Leaf 
Binder. size 9012 ". $4.00 Price prepaid 
The talk of the radio industry. 
TITI+ marvelous anionic entails 
very thing in radio. circuits and 
ad lo development:. ruts. for 1932. Not 

line of duplication Iwiween 1931 
n 1 l'132 volutnr. , Col. I and 

Vol. 2.1 

ORDER DIRECT 
FROM 

THIS PAGE 

RADIO PUBLICATIONS 

PHOTOELECTRIC PRENOME 
NA. by . \rthur 1.1ew0lyu llughe 
and bee . \ Iv In Dnlrldge. Cloth 
'' er size tix9rj ", 331 paces. 
202 illustrations. $5.00 Prim. 

.\ crilleal survey of the ohole 
field of Photodeetrie phenomena. 
intended as a reference book for 
research oorkerg. ,lu lents a n d 
t earlier.. TTr most complete work 
In print. 

RADIO SERVICING COURSE, 
by Ghlrardi and Freed. ('loth 

w ro. size 5%17%.. %° 102 Muges. 
121 illustrittions: 114 test ques- 
tions; 28 test - lu dru- $íe50 
nient circuits. Price w 
A pram leaf lack beginners and 
old-timers In twilit service till 
licol Ireful Nine chaulers discuss 
measuring instrument, and tests, 

atd 
trouble- +11,011g : the chapter, 

"Useful Informal inn for Service- 
1111.11. the book. 

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION, 
by .\. F'rtclerirk Coil ins. Cloth 

Illurd. as0 ", 312 pages. 155 
strations. $2.50 Price spfi s7l/ 

m isu Is of one syllable the au- 
thor discusses fundamental trin- 
(ples; in the same vein he pro- 
r ris tu build up desrri Pt lots of 

eelevisinn equ 1pment, each step 

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO, by 
Keith Kenney, M A. Cloth covers. 
51zs, 8x55¢ ", 478 loges. lsrjcif e 
306 illustrations. Price ape s7V 
.\ marvelously written textbook 
with the lah -t radio principles. 
including screen grid and pen- 
tode, amplifiers. etc. 

NEW LOW PRICE I 
RADIO BOOKS 

Dull' up-ho -date 
took, on ever) s cttitoivable radin 
ubject. Just published. Modern 
r every sense. AI.L BOOKS 
"NIFOlt \L from 61 to 72 pages; 

A to 120 illustrations. All books 
srllteu by nett-known radio 
tabors. Order by Number. 

No, 1 RADIO SET ANALYZERS. 
by L. Tan Der )tel 

No. 2 MODERN RADIO VAC- 
UUM TUBES, by Robert 
Hertzberg 

No. 3 T H E SUPERHETERO- 
DYNE BOOK, by Clyde 
Fitch 

No. I MODERN RADIO HOOK- 
UPS. by It. I). Wa- hburle 

No. 5 HOW TO BECOME A 
RADIO SERVICE MAN. 
Its Louts Martin 

No. 6 B R I N GING ELECTRIC 
(RADIO) SETS UP TO 
DATE. by Clifford E. Den- 
ton 

No. 7 RADIO KINKS & WRIN- 
KLES for Experimenters) 
by I'. W. l'a liner 

No. 8 RADIO QUESTIONS L. ANSWERS. by It. D. 
Word:borne 

Nu. 9 AUTOMOBILE RADIO A. 
SERVICING. by Louis 
Marin 

No. 10 H O M E RECORDING 
AND ALL ABOUT It 
by Geo. .. Saliba 

No. 11 FUNDAMENTAL PRIN- 
CIPLES OF RADIO. lev 
Louts Martin 

No.12 HOW TO BUILD AND 
OPERATE SHORT -WAVE 
RECEIVERS. by the Ed- 
itors of SIIORT R'.\\'i-: 
CRAFT 

Nu. 13 HOW TO BECOME AN 
AMATEUR RADIO OP 
ERATOR. by M. F. Eddy. 

PRICE PREPAID $ .45 EACH BOOK 
nchtK nupPOrted by simple, home- PRICF,FHt:PAIn 

'lit $4e85 uodc rxneriuuntal -rt-nits. ALL l3 Iturl< NY OJ 
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SHORT WAVE ACTIVITIES INCREASE 
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK 

DURING the past year, all short wave activities have 
increased at a remarkable rate in this country. I have 

mentioned this a number of times in the past and also the 
fact that there were increasing signs of short wave activity 
apparent all about us. If these remarks seemed perhaps 
too optimistic, I am now in a position to back it up by 
actual figures secured from the report of the Federal Radio 
Commission of Washington. These figures are astonishing, 
in that they are far greater, in many respects, than the 
most optimistic predictions I could have forecasted. They 
make, indeed, excellent reading for those who are interested 
in the continuous growth of short waves in all its different 
branches. 

30% Increase in Licensed Amateurs 
First of all, radio amateur activities increased tremen- 

dously. On June 30, 1932, there were 30,374 licensed radio 
amateur stations in the United States alone, according to 
the report. 12,522 new stations were authorized by the 
Federal Radio Commission, an increase of more than 30% 
in a single year. This is a most astonishing figure, and em- 
braces, of course, only those amateurs who have been 
licensed, and who may therefore, be called transmitting 
amateurs. Conservative estimates of other experimenting 
amateurs and radio experimenters not licensed, but who 
are interested only in receiving short waves, is certainly 
not less than 150,000! These figures are based in part on 
our own estimates, and also on the sworn circulation of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, which under date of February 16, 1932, 
was 67,740. 

In aviation the Federal Radio Commission authorized 177 
new stations, the total of June 30th now being 358 aircraft. 
For aeronautical, aeronautical point to point, and airport, 
new stations authorized were 92, total stations now 221. 
Under special experimental stations licensed (most of which 
are probably on short wares) we have several classes, 
mostly of general experimental, special experimental, ex- 
perimental relay broadcasting, and experimental visual 
broadcasting (television). Total new stations authorized 
68, total of these stations on June 30th of this year, 211. 
Of the geophysical stations (for exploring underground, 
mine and metal deposits, etc.) 3 new stations were author- 
ized; total now in U. S. 116. 

Amateur Station Licenses 87% of Total 
In addition to this, there were 80 new ship stations added, 

and there is now a total of 2,011 new stations, but most of 
these are, of course, not on short waves. The exact number 
of ship short -wave stations cannot be ascertained, since the 
Radio Commission does not give this information. The 
Federal Radio Commission also, under the caption of Ama- 
teur Section, states that amateur stations comprise 87% in 
number of all radio stations licensed by the Commission. 
The records of applications, licenses, call letters, and other 

details were maintained on cards which aggregate about 
100,000. 

These are formidable figures, and speak volumes for the 
activities of the American radio amateurs and experiment- 
ers. They show with what avidity the serious radio en- 
thusiasts in this country have taken to short waves, and 
there is no predicting how far the movement will grow. It 
is certain, however, from what is being observed, that the 
movement is yet in its infancy, and that it will expand 
rather than contract during the next few years. The rea- 
soning here is that, if during the depression all short-wave 
activities have increased, what will happen when times be- 
come normal again? 

The cause of this great interest, of course, is that short- 
wave radio experimenting cannot be looked upon simply as 
a hobby, but in a way it is a serious vocation which fre- 
quently becomes a profession. I have mentioned many 
times that, sooner or later, the boy who starts in with the 
$5.00 short-wave set, invariably graduates into better en- 
deavors and he finds himself climbing upward in the radio 
profession. 

It is significant that practically all the personnel of the 
radio industry today has been recruited from the radio 
experimental and amateur fields. It is here that the young 
men gained their experience, which has stood them well in 
the later years, because what you learn when you are young 
you probably will never forget, and indeed, the former 
hobbies often paid handsome dividends to those young men 
who stuck it out. 

In the meanwhile, short -wave experimenters are added 
to the fold by the thousands every month. They are chiefly 
attracted to the new endeavor, first by the itch for build- 
ing their own sets, and second, to listen to the foreign short- 
wave programs. Most of those starting in the game are 
usually beginners who, for a few dollars, are enabled to 
build their own sets; and from the large correspondence 
which we receive from day to day, we know that many of 
these experimenters have built as many as twenty sets. It 
is not at all a rarity these days to have experimenters who 
have three or four sets hooked up permanently at all times; 
which makes it possible to receive almost semnitaneously, 
from four to five distant radio stations on the various loud 
speakers and thus listen to the multiplicity of foreign lands 
all at once! It is seldom that all of the foreign station an- 
nouncements come through at the same moment; so that it 
is no trick at all for the experimenter to "log" the various 
foreign stations in one sitting, over a few hours, with little 
changing of the tuning controls. 

Of course, a great many of these builders sooner or later 
go in for the factory -made sets, after they have obtained 
sufficient confidence in short waves to make the investment 
in an expensive set either by themselves or their family 
an actual possibility. 

I again repeat, that short waves have by no means 
reached the crest of their popularity, and the process will 
go on for a long time to come. 

SHORT -WAVE CRAFT IS PUBLISHED ON THE 15th OF EVERY MONTH 
This is the February, 1933, Issue - Vol. III, No. 10. The Next Issue Conies Out February 15th 

Editorial and Adrertising Offices - 96 -98 Park Place, Nec York, City 
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Short Waves Carry Voice from Ocean's Depths 
TO BROADCAST it 

NETWORK ~ 711 ST!. AYE. 

BOUND BROOK 
'101 

NEW JERSEY / 9 "2 WALKER ST 

(TRANSMITTER) i ),,> (W3XL) 

NETCONG 
NEW JERSEY 
RECEIVING 

STATION ' 

i' j/ 
;,./l 

46.6 METER 
"CUE " CHANNEL 

f 
LAW RENCEVILLTE 

NEW JERSEY 
WNB 
28M 

FLATS BERMUDA 
RECEIVING 

STATION 

'CUE" CABLE-04,' 
CIRCUIT (CODErii 

% / 
ZFB,." 

_ta 
_,% VRT 

PROGRAM 
CABLE 

CIRCUIT 

"CUE" SIGNAL: 
296M. 

THE interesting diagram reproduced 
above shows how the voice of Cap- 

tain William Beebe was broadcast from 
a steel ball, known as the "bathy- 
sphere," which was lowered approxi- 
mately one -half mile below the surface 
of the sea. Captain Beebe and Otis 
Barton, inventor of the "bathysphére," 
were lowered over the side of the S. S. 

Freedom anchored off Nonsuch Island, 
Bermuda. The air conditions and the 
sub -sea sights they saw were broadcast 
over a telephone wire to the surface 
and then radiated on short waves to a 
land station at Bermuda. Thence the 
broadcast went on a 29 meter wave to 
Netcong, N. J.; over a wire circuit to 
New York City, and out over the N.B.C. 

network. Other short -wave "cue" chan- 
nels connecting with the ship and Ber- 
muda stations were also used, as the 
diagram shows. Note the interesting 
"long distance" cue circuit extending 
from New York (711 Fifth Ave.) to 
Bermuda, thence by radio to the sender 
ship Fro-dom. 

Talks 22 Miles on Light Beam 

THE human voice has been carried 
22 miles on a beam of light; the 

previous record was about six miles. 
The successful spanning of the much 
greater distance was accomplished on 
the evening of November 22 when Hey- 
wood Broun, newspaper columnist and 
radio speaker, stood before a micro- 
phone in one of the buildings of the 
General Electric Company at Schenec- 
tady. Beside him was a 24 -inch re- 
flector, concentrating into a narrow 
beam of light from an electric arc. The 
light appeared constant, but in reality 
it was very rapidly varying in intens- 
ity, being modulated by the voice of 
Mr. Broun. Through a closed window 
the light was pointed northward, to the 
foothills of the Adirondacks. 

High up on a hillside near Lake 

Left: IIe) 'wood 
Broun at the 
"mike" with light - 
beam projector be- 
side him. Right: 
Diagram showing 
talking light beam 
a n d short -wave 

"relay" link. 

Desolation, at a 
crow -flight dis- 
tance of more 
than 22 miles, 
were John Bel- 
lamy Taylor and 
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other scientists of 
the General Elec- 
tric Company. 
They had a 36- 
inch reflector, at 
the focus of 
which was 
mounted a light - 
sensitive photo - 
t u b e. Accurate 
adjustments o f 
the beacon and 
receiver estab- 
lished the contact. 
T h e phototube 
equipment, re- 
sponding to the 

(Continued on 
page 621) 

Left: Talking 
light -beam receiv- 
er set -up at Lake Desolation, 22 
miles from Sche- 

nectady, N. Y. 
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Will Short -Wave Heat 
Effects Cure Human Ills? 

By DR. WILLIS R. WHITNEY 
Vice- President and Director, G I Electric Company 

Among the interesting physiological effects of short waves 
are their heating effect on solutions akin to blood; their 
effect on animals and various other angles, such as the 

"focusing" of the heating effect. 

VACUUM tubes place in our hands 
the remarkable power of generating 

an electromagnetic field traveling 
through space at high velocity, akin to 
light, and, like it, composed of radia- 
tions of many different wave -lengths, 
but far more comprehensive in the 
scope of its spectrum than visible light 
can possibly be. Tubes of the radio 
type can be used to produce electromag- 
netic waves as long as a thousand me- 
ters and as short as 5 centimeters (2 
inches). It is not difficult to believe 
that within this range many invisible 
assets await only further research to 
disclose them. Radio broadcasting is 
only one use for the principles involved. 

In earlier days, and indeed from 
its very beginning, the greater part of 
radio-tube research was carried out 
along the definite and narrow lines dic- 
tated by, as it was then supposed, its 
greatest application -that of broadcast- 
ing. Vacuum -tube phenomena, as they 
were disclosed, permitted the use of 
certain types of sending tubes, and the 
development of other specializations, 
such as magnifying, rectifying, ampli- 
fying, and receiving tubes. In a word, 
the best talent was expended on the de- 
velopment of the radio tube for radio 
use, and little thought was given to the 

broader aspects of the powerful tool in 
our possession. 

One of the important applications of 
radio tubes quite apart from, and, in- 
deed, tangential to, their use in radio, 
concerns their employment in biological, 
and possibly in therapeutic fields. Our 
interest was early attracted to the heat- 
ing and destruction of living matter in 
an intense radio field, and we undertook 
much investigational work in this con- 
nection, for it seemed clear that sooner 
or later radio fields must find biological 
use. The form of apparatus which we 
most commonly used in this work con- 
sisted of an oscillating circuit with a condenser and reactance activated 
through vacuum -tube oscillators. 

The three -element tube permits the 
production of undamped sine -wave 
oscillations, or very high frequency 
sine -wave alternating currents, by suit- 
ably connecting it into a circuit in 
which an electrical capacity and a re- 
actance are in parallel. This oscillat- 
ing current charges a second condenser, 
and it is in the field of this condenser 
that the heating which we are consider- 
ing in this article is produced. 

The electrical engineer, thinking at 
first of the dielectric constants of con- 
densers, is apt to confine his thought to 
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Dr. Willis R. Whitney, 
author of the present arti- 
cle and one of the foremost 
experts on scientific re- 

search in the world. 

what is broadly called dielectric hys- 
teresis, and to use the word to cover 
the various losses in the space between 
the condenser plates without reference 
to their origin. This article is not the 
place to analyze losses in dielectrics. 
For our purpose it may be enough to 
know that we are dealing largely, if not 
entirely, with a relatively simple case 
of electrical resistance. We may look at 
our arrangement as a condenser field 
in the midst of which a certain resist- 
ance is placed. If the ends of that re- 
sistance are looked at as connected in 
any way, as by static induction, to the 
condenser plates, it is clear that some 
certain current will flow in the resist- 
ance, and so cause corresponding heat- 
ing. 

If electrolytic resistance is commonly 
looked at as the frictional effect oppos- 
ing the motion of the ions of the elec- 
trolyte, we may still attribute the heat- 
ing effects to this motion, even though 
the actual migration which can take 
place in a ten -millionth of second is 
very small and the amount of actual 
electrolysis entirely negligible. 

The "influence" of the condenser 
plates themselves, which we have called 

(Continued on page 624) 

Photo at left, above, shows experiment with insects ex- 
posed to the powerful short -wave field which had a very 
unusual effect on them. Photo, at right, illustrates how we 

may treat certain muscular and other ailments tomorrow, 
by simply subjecting an arm or other part of the body to 

a powerful high frequency field as shown. 
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Short Waves 
Control 

Model Ship 
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.1 

RUDOLPH WEBER, a rising young 
radio genius of Drossen, Germany, 

has recently demonstrated his extreme- 
ly interesting short -wave control ap- 
paratus, by means of which he is en- 
abled to cause a model ship or other 
device to go through a series of move- 

ments at a distance. Different fre- 
quencies are used for producing the 
respective movements, such as stopping 
and starting the miniature ship, caus- 
ing it to turn one way or the other, 
etc. Mr. Weber installed a small can- 
non on the deck of the ship which he 

Above- Rudolph Weber at the short- 
wave transmitting apparatus and con- 
trol wheel by means of which he 
directs the movements of the small 

boat shown in the picture. 

Left a close -up view of Sir. Weber's 
short -wave radio control apparatus, 
the waves from which direct the small 
ship and cause it to stop, start and 

turn. 

could fire at will from the shore. The 
propelling motor derives its power 
from a storage battery. Mr. Weber 
took up the study of radio when he was 
nine years old. This is a very interest- 
ing and prolific field for American ex- 
perimenters to develop. 

New 5 -Meter Transmitter and Receiver 
THE photo at left shows the newest commercial 5 -meter 
transmitter and receiver mounted on a strong tripod. 

This 5 -meter two -waif radio telephone and telegraph re- 
ceiver and transmitter is intended for mobile communica- 
tions over short distances; it is battery operated. It has 
been perfected by the engineers of the RCA -Victor Com- 
pany. The apparatus weighs but 22 pounds. The antenna 
is of the di -pole type; the average range on land is three 
miles. 

Oldest Radio Amateur 
"HATS OFF" to Dr. George W. Kirk, 82 year old "ham" 
radio operator who dearly loves his short waves. Dr. 

Kirk was graduated from medical school in 1888. He be- 
came interested in radio about ten years ago and received 
h's transmitting license about five years ago. His call is 
WBARJ. His transmitter comprises a Hartley oscillator 
with a '10 tube; the receivers are a Pilot Super -Wasp and 
3 -tube regenerative for long -wave weather reports. Dr. 
Kirk does not care for phone, but prefers to work a few 
'hams" regularly by "C.W. "- Bernard Comte. 

Above -Sew R. C. A. 5 -Meter Transmitter 
and Receiver. It is "battery- operated" and 
is thoroughly portable; it can he used in a 
plane. Its land range is about three miles. 
but this can he increased by elevating the 

transmitter. 
Right -The OLDEST "ham," Dr. George W. 
Kirk, 82 years old, who handles a key like 

a youngster. 
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This two -tube instrument, operat- 
ed by batteries, was designed to 

provide a compact, portable, smoothly 
operating short wave automobile or 
station receiver. 

The set covers all waves from 20 to 
550 meters, and has received, with no 
external amplifiers, the following sta- 
tions: 

EAQ Madrid, Spain 
W6XI California 
VE9CL Winnipeg, Manitoba 
GBS Rugby, England 

and many other stations at a lesser 
distance than the above, as well as 
many amateurs in the U.S. and Can- 
ada. 

When the author operates this set 
at his home station, a .0005 mf. con- 
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2 -TUBE PORTABLE 
All -Wave Receiver 

By CLARK KUNEY, Jr. 
Here's a snappy 
little All -W a v e 
receiver which 
may be used as a 
"station" or "gen- 
e r a 1" receiver: 
Range 20 -550 

Meters. 

Left -On of the 
most compact. use- 
ful All -Wave Re- 
ceivers that we 
have seen. Right - 
hook-up for Mr. 

Kuney s set. 

denser in parallel with a 25 turn 11)i" 
coil is put in series with the antenna. 
This not only serves to eliminate "dead 
spots ", but when operated at its cor- 
rect setting, serves to materially in- 
crease the signal -to -noise ratio. How- 
ever, when the set is used as a port- 
able, this extra piece of equipment is 
not necessary. 

Any type triode tubes may be used 
in this set, but the author recommends 
'30's. The case is an aluminum shield 
can 5x5x6 inches. The antenna is 
coupled to the set through a small 
trimmer condenser, fastened directly 
to the antenna binding post. The coil 
socket is mounted on a small circular 
piece of bakelite cut to fit the coil 
socket base, and the entire assembly 

R.F.C. 85 MH 
of 

PHONES 

i 
('ci 
.001MF 

.0001MF. 

50.000 
OHMS 

8í451, . 

15 
OHM 
RHEO 

SW. 

A+ bi 90V. 

CS.13 PLATE PILOT MIDGET. /.0000S445) C4 5 PLATE PILOT MI DOET.(000015MF 

is mounted directly over a 1% inch 
hole cut with an expansion bit in the 
left -hand panel of the case. The coil 
leads are encased in spaghetti tubing 
where they pass through the panel. 

A cut-out is made on the back panel 
of the set to accommodate a strip of 
bakelite in which the five binding posts 
are set. The author found it much 
more convenient to have separate posts 
for each wire than to connect two 
wires to the same post, especially when 
using a battery cable. 

(Continued on page 637) 

Novel Short -Wave Coil Ideas 
Fastening Heavy Wire 

I am herewith sending a free hand 
drawing of a method I am using 

for fastening the ends of large wire 
on my short -wave coils. Fully realiz- 
ing that it is a hard matter to wind 
coils with large wire and secure the 
ends in such a manner as to have the 
turns drawn tight, I set about to find 
a way that would be easy, and this 
sketch illustrates the result. 

Taking two pieces of No. 16 wire, I 
bent a ring on one end of each wire 
(scraping the ends and priming with 

An effective method for anchoring heavy 
wire on coil forms. 

solder before bending the ends into a 
circle) large enough for No. 12 wire 
to pass through. Then I measured the 
wire from the hole in the coil form to 
the tube prong, allowing about one 
inch to stick through. I cut off, cleaned 
and primed this end with solder. The 
wire was then drawn through the hole 
in the coil form and passed through 
the hole in the tube prong, drawn tight 
and soldered fast. After allowing 
enough space on the coil form for the 
required number of turns on the coil, I 
then bored another hole for the second 
wire and the same procedure was fol- 
lowed, placing this wire like the first 
one. 

All that is necessary to wind a coil 
on a form like this is to prime the 
starting end of the coil wire with 
solder, place it in the ring and solder 
fast, wind on the necessary amount of 
turns and solder the finishing end into 
the opposite ring from the starting 
end. 

You have a coil that can be changed 
any number of times with different 
wire sizes by only applying a soldering 
iron to the rings. -Chas. Q. Free. 

Simplest Low -Loss Coil Form 
Probably one of the simplest and 
best low -loss coil forms is shown in 

the accompanying illustrations. This 
particular design was suggested in a 

recent British patent and appeared in 
Experimental Wireless in London. The 
coil is wound in sections in the slots 
formed, the tube or cylinder being 
made of varnished impregnated paper, 
or it may be or fiber, bakelite, micarta, 
etc. The uncut portions, B, serve to 

(Continued on page 637) 

t clever way in which to make a "low - 
loss short -wave coil form. 
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Fig. 2 -Photo of the experimental pentode transmitter built by 
Dr. Möller. 

SMALL transmitters, with which a 
number of interesting experiments 

can be performed, may be constructed 
without difficulty with simple means. 
At the same time great manual dex- 
terity is absolutely unnecessary. Who- 
ever knows how to construct a one - 
tube receiver, can certainly also build 
a small experimental transmitter. Spe- 
cial transmitting tubes are not requi- 
site. A great number of loud -speaker 
(audio amplifier) tubes are suitable. 

First, I shall treat small transmitter 
hook -ups, operating with pentodes. In 
the second section, there follows a se- 
lection of suitable experiments, all so 
chosen that even in the case of the 
loud speaker (audio frequency) tubes, 
customary in receiving sets, a suffi- 
ciently strong and impressive effect re- 

F iR. I- Hook -up of low -power pentode 
transmitter. 

PENTODES In 
By Dr. W. Möller 

The transmitter described in this article is intended 
primarly for demonstration purposes, and should not 
be used for actual radio transmission, unless it is ad- 
justed to operate in one of the "amateur bands." Of 
course, a license from the Federal Radio Commission 
is necessary for radio transmitting of any kind. Ex- 
perimenters who are interested only in observing the 
phenomena of resonance, absorption, etc., can use this 
apparatus in their homes without a license, as long as 
they do not couple it to an antenna.- Editor. 

sults. These experiments give at the 
same time a deeper insight into the 
nature of radio- technological processes 
and are therefore suitable not merely 
for one's own studies, but also for the 
purposes of demonstration. 

1- Construction of a Small Transmitter 
Transmitting hook -ups for the single 

tubes may also be converted without 
trouble to the pentode tubes. A modi- 
fication of the three -point hook -up, 
suited to the pentode, is shown in Fig. 
1. The oscillating circuit, which con- 
sists of the coil LI and the condenser 
Cl, has its poles at the plate and con- 
trol grid of the tube. On the way 
from the oscillation circuit to the 
plate of the tube is the blocking 
(fixed) condenser C2. Its task is to 
keep the high plate direct current out 
of the oscillating circuit and away 
from the control grid. The grid bias 
is taken from a special, small grid 
battery 1--V-V and connected approx- 
imately to the center of the oscillation 
circuit coil. The plate potential is ap- 
plied via the high frequency choke CH. 
i and the protective grid potential via 
the choke CH. 2. The grid and the 
cathode are by- passed by a (fixed) 
condenser C3. 

For the experiments described in 
the second section it is most practical 
to adjust the frequency approximately 
to the range between 40 and 100 met- 
ers, since the requisite coils can be 
used in the form of core -less coils, 
and with their relatively small num- 
ber of windings these are always con- 
venient to manage. This settles the 
dimensions of the oscillation circuit. 
The condenser Cl must be a short 
wave condenser of 200 mmf. maximum 

CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 

MILLI- 
AMMETER \\ 

-T4 

R 

CH.2 ñ C3' / 
FIG.4 

B4EEANODE ò 
e+ e+Z , F4 

CI 
F- FN oft NEATER FIG. 5 

Fig. 4, at left, wiring plan of the pentode transmitter, as used by the author. 
Fig. 5, at right, shows the detector and receiving circuit. 

capacity. The coil parallel to it has 
a diameter of 3 to 4 inches, with 6-8 
turns. The blocking condenser C2 
must not offer too great a resistance 
to the high frequency oscillations trav- 
eling between tube and oscillation cir- 
cuit; therefore, it must have at least 
2000 mmf. (or .002 mf.) capacity. Its 
test potential must be about four times 
the operating potential provided for 
the plate. 

The other blocking condenser C3, 
which lies in the bridge between pro- 
tective grid and cathode, has the size 
of .1 mf. In the hook -up two tubes 
are in parallel in order to increase the 
output of the transmitter. Their plates, 
control grids, shield grids and fila- 
ments are connected by means of short 
wires. The second tube is not abso- 
lutely necessary. When it is not avail- 
able, the hook -up can be made with 
one tube. The experiments are suc- 
cessful even then. The designated 
choke coils are ordinary high frequen- 
cy chokes, such as are used in every 
receiving set, of about 85 MH. in- 
ductance. The plate potentials are 
taken from a house -current power - 
pack, just as in receiving sets. 

How the set is to be constructed is 
left to the reader's taste. Where it is 
a question of performing experiments 
for personal study, and occasionally 
also for demonstration purposes, the 
arrangement in Fig. 2 is recommended. 
It shows the base -board of the set built 
by the writer. On it are fastened the 
tube sockets, the regulating resistance 
for the heater circuit, and a vertical 
front-panel for the tuning condenser. 
There are also on the base -board a 
number of sockets, which are con- 
nected together according to the hook- 
up. 

The individual connections are made 
with different colored wires, making 
the whole arrangement very easy to 
lcok over and understand. This type 
of mounting presupposes that the oth- 
er parts which must still be added, such 
as condensers, choke coils, etc., are all 
so arranged that one push puts them 
in their sockets. This makes experi- 
menting especially simple. 

One can easily change one part for 
another and investigate its influence 
on the operation of the transmitter, 
etc. If on the other hand all the parts 
are in a fixed mounting arrangement 
with regard to one another, this ad- 
vantage of easy interchanging is lost. 
Accordingly, whoever resolves on this 
kind of mounting must put choke coils 
and blocking condensers on suitable 
double -plugs and pay careful attention 
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Low-Power Transmitters 

Fig. 6A -Colts used in the transmitter and receiver -two trans. mitter coils at left; at right -condenser and coil, together with 
glow lamp used in "test" receiver. 

to the separation of the sockets on the 
base -board, so that the prongs will fit 
properly. 

Figure 3 shows the experimental set 
with which I have had very good re- 
sults in experimenting, and which I 
therefore can recommend warmly. At 
the same time it shows some examples 
of how the small parts are fastened to 
the double -plugs. Coil L1 is made in 
a large form. Its ends rest on two 
supports, made of insulating material. 
It is connected by heavy copper wires. 
Besides this large coil, which is bent 
out of 5 mm. (.25 inch) copper tubing 
10 cm. (4 inch) in diameter, one can 
of course also operate with smaller 
coils. In radio -technological instruc- 
tion courses this form of set has proved 
excellent. Accordingly there is shown 
in Fig. 4 the exact wiring plan of the 
base -board, with the individual parts 
clearly indicated. 

The arrangement just described is 
only a proposal, so that all roads are 
open to the reader to choose for his 
set other forms better suited to him. 

Since the writer had to use the 
transmitter not only in the short wave 
oscillation field, but also for produc- 
ing oscillations of acoustic frequency 
and also for oscillations of very slow 
periodicity, it was necessary to ex- 
change choke coils and blocking con- 
densers very quickly. In these fre- 
quency fields there are needed, aside 
from much larger blocking condensers, 
also choke coils of a far higher induc- 
tance. 

The broad basis for so extensive a 
purpose of use could be created only 
by having all the parts in question 
made easily and quickly interchange- 
able by means of prongs and sockets. 
Those who wish to confine their experi- 
ments to high frequency oscillations 
described in the following section can 
mount the blocking condensers, the 
coil Ll, and also the choke coils solid- 
ly on the base -board if desired. 

2- Experiments in the Field of High 
Frequency Oscillations 

First Experiment: The Demonstra- 
tion of Induced Oscillations. 

As soon as the transmitter is set in 
action, a magnetic field arises in the 

Fig. 3 -The experimental, low- power, pentode transmitter with 
individual parts as constructed by Dr. Willer for his laboratory 

demonstration work. You will find it very interesting. 

region about the oscillator coil, with 
high frequency alternating currents 
flawing through it. Each point of this 
field is characterized by the fact that 
the magnetic force in it continually 
changes itá strength and its polarity, 
in exact time with the oscillation of 
the transmitter. These fields possess 
a physical characteristic extremely im- 
portant for radio work. They induce 
a potential in all conductors inserted 
into the field; this again produces a 
current, the so-called induction cur- 
rent, if the circuit of the conductor ix 

closed. 
To demonstrate this field effect by 

an extremely clear experiment, we 
bend a wire loop of about the same 
diameter as the oscillator coil. The 
two free ends of this loop are closed 
across a small 3.5 volt filament lamp. 
We hold this wire loop in such a wit 
that it is parallel to the loops of the 
oscillation circuit coil, and bring it to- 
ward the transmitter coil. At a dis- 
tance of 5 to 10 cm. (2 to 4 inches) 
the lamp begins to glow. The in- 
duction current is thereby demon- 
strated. 

We can use this small apparatus 
with advantage, when we wish quickly 
and simply to convince ourselves or 
our audience that the transmitter is 
operating. 

Second Experiment: Sounding the 
Transmission Field with a Detector Re- 
ceiver. 

The glow lamp shows a visible effect 
only in the direct proximity of the os- 
cillation circuit coil. It is relatively 
insensitive. We get a far greater sen- 
sitivity if we provide our receiver with 
a crystal detector. The alternating 

(Continued on page 627) 
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Fig. 6- Experimental receiving circuit em 
ploying a small lamp as the resonance in- 

dicator. 
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Fig. 7, at left, above, shows experimental set -up of transmitter, resonator and 
absorption circuit; Fig. 8, at right, shows how to hook up apparatus for demon- 

strating "blocking circuit" effect. 
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The two photos above show the A.C. Super -Wasp after being brought up -to -date by adding a screen -grid tube for the detector 
and a J7 pentode for the output. 

The A.C. Super Wa 
Thousands of short -wave "fans" are the proud owners of the 
famous A.C. Super -Wasp. Many of these "fans" have often 
wished undoubtedly for some information describing how to 
modernize this receiver, so as to use a 47 pentode. This data is 
here given, also how to use a screen -grid tube for the detector. 

ONE of the first A.C. tuned radio 
frequency short -wave receivers, the 

Pilot A.C. Super -Wasp, was widely 
used by short -wave enthusiasts. The 
combination of screen grid, tuned 
radio frequency and the regenerative 
detector made a sensitive and fairly 
selective receiver but the use of a type 
'27 output tube prevented satisfactory 
use of the loud -speaker. 

This article will show how to bring 
the receiver up to date at an extremely 
kw, cost. 

The major changes consist of replac- 
ing the type '27 detector tube with a 

screen -grid tube and the output tube 
with a type '47 pentode. In order to 
keep the cost down to a minimum it 
was decided to retain the present type 
'24 as the R. F. tube and to use a 
similar tube as the detector. If the 
new type '57 and '58 tubes were used 
new sockets would be necessary. 

The first attempts to use the '24 as 
detector were failures. It was found 
that the leakage due to the high volt - 
nge across the detector grid condenser 
made enough noise to drown out any 
signal. The only remedy was to isolate 
the detector grid from the R. F. plate. 

L 

..,,r.,.l.....,,..w...-..,..........- ....w,.w.,.......r...,. ,..w 
Ir 
I 

PILOT-K111 POWER PACK 

SACK 

FiG t 

Fig. 1- Wiring diagram of the A.C. Super -Wasp in its original form. 

to Brought S t Up To Date! 
By 

A. A. DOLID 

The obvious method of adding a pri- 
mary winding was ruled out, as this 
would mean the use of new six -prong 
coil forms and sockets. A little re- 
search disclosed the fact that the Pilot 
Co., engineers, in designing the Uni- 
versal Super -Wasp, had used a two - 
winding coil for coupling the R.F. tube 
to the detector circuit. This was done 
by using the "tickler" as a combina- 
tion primary and oscillating coil. 

Figure I shows the original circuit 
and Fig. 2 the changed circuit. A com- 
parison of the two will show the few 
additional pieces of apparatus neces- 
sary to make the change. The use of 
the screen -grid for regeneration and 
oscillation gives the effect of using a 
separate oscillator and practically 
eliminates detuning in the detector cir- 
cuit. The potentiometer in the screen - 
grid lead controls regeneration very 
effectively. 

The additional apparatus is listed 
below with the designations shown in 
Fig. 2: 

C -1 .01 mf. mica cond. 
C -2 .0001 mf. mica cond. 
C-3 .00004 mf. mica cond. 
C -4 .01 mf. mica cond. 
R -1 50,000 ohm potentiometer 
R -2 450 ohm resistor 
RF -1 80 milli -henry R.F. Choke 

The K -111 power -pack is retained. 
The 220 volt tap which was not used 
in the original circuit, is now used to 
supply the plate voltage for the pen- 
tode output tube. Although this volt- 
age drops to about 200 volts under 
load, the output from the '47 tube is 
s :tfftcient to operate the loud- speaker 
on practically all signals. 

The .00004 mf. condenser C3, which 
couples the detector plate to the 
screen -grid, is mounted directly on the 
detector tube socket. The 0001 mf. 
condenser C2 is hung beside the de- 
tector coil socket, being held in place 
by the leads to the tube socket and 
the coil socket. These are shown clear- 
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ly in the rear view of the receiver. 

The .01 mf. condenser C4 is 
mounted below the chassis directly be- 
tween the old R.F. choke and the new 
choke RF1, which is mounted on the 
other bracket. The other .01 mf. con- 
denser Cl is mounted on the frame of 
the detector tuning condenser in place 
of the old .2 mf. paper condenser. 

The 450 ohm resistor R2 replaces 
the present 2000 ohm bias resistor and 
the 50,000 ohm potentiometer RI is 
mounted on the panel in the place of 
the present variable condenser used 
for regeneration control. 

Since the grid -leak is now across the 
grid condenser, the location of both of 
these must be changed. By using 
heavy wire (16 gauge) the grid clip 
which is fastened to the upper end of 
the condenser will hold them in place. 

The lead is removed from the cath- 
ode terminal of the output tube socket 
and connected to the center -tap of the 
filament resistor. This tap must be 
disconnected from its present ground. 
Since there are two grounded binding 
posts on the receiver, G and B minus, 
one of these posts is removed, the hole 
reamed out and an insulating bushing 
put in, so that the post can be used as 
the 220 volt tap for the pentode cir- 
cuit. The "B" minus lead from the 
power -pack is connected to the ground 
post on the set. 
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FIG. 2 

Fig. 2-The A.C. Super -Wasp after modernization, showing screen -grid tube for detector in place of the 27; also, the use of a 47 pentode in the output stage. 

As neither the turns on the coils changed, the wavelength ranges are nor the spacing between windings is the same as before. 

Short-Wave Receiver in a Cigar Box 
PORTABILITY was the primary ob- 
jective in the building of this one - 

tube short -wave receiver submitted. 
The set shown was designed for use 
on a trip into northern Michigan. Of 
course an A.C. set was out of the ques- 
tion and because batteries could not 
be purchased on the trip, it was neces- 
sary to construct a receiver with the 
least possible drain on the batteries. 
After a little consideration the straight 
one -tube regenerative circuit was 
chosen. 

Because of a limited amount of 
space a cigar box with the dimensions 
2% "x51/4 "x101/4" was used. This was 
large enough to enclose all parts, in- 
cluding both batteries and aerial. 

The set was for the most part, built 
from old parts out of broadcast re- 
ceivers. The coil is of the plug -in type, 
wound on an old tube -base. The grid 
coil has 24 turns and the tickler 18 with 
a space of 1/4" between the two. The 
tube is a UX -199. The tuning conden- 

wiring diagram for the 1 -Tube battery - 
operated S -W Receiver. 

ser is a .00025 mf. cut down to a 50 
mmf. and the regeneration condenser is 
a .0005 mf. cut down to a .00035 mf. 
The aerial condenser is a 20 mmf. The 
grid -leak is 8 megohms and the grid 
condenser is a .0001 mf. The "A" bat- 
tery consists of two flashlight cells in 
series and the "B" battery is a small 
221 volt size. The aerial is a cop- 
per screen built into the lid of the 
box. A piece of wood 1/4"x51/4"x- 
21" is used to separate the set 
from the batteries and also to sup- 
port the tube socket. The resist- 
ance of the earphones is 2,000 
ohms. 

To operate this little receiver all 
that is necessary is to plug in the 
earphones and turn the filament 
switch on, then adjust the regener- 
ation control until a slight hiss is 
audible: the tuning condenser is 

turned slowly until a station is heard. 
If any "dead spots" are encountered 
while tuning, they can be shifted by 
turning the antenna condenser. 

This short -wave receiver may also be 
used as a short -wave adapter on any 
modern broadcast receiver, by simply 
running a wire from each of the ear - 

(Contimied on page 623) 

George W. Bunce of 
Olmsted Falls, Ohio, 
won honorable mention 
in the August contest 
for the best short -wave 
set submitted to the 
editors. The editor s 
tried this receiver and 
it worked very nicely. 
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Two-Tube A. C. Band- 
By George W. Shuart, WZi Be 

Mr. Shuart's 2-Tube A.C. "Band Spreader" provides smooth, easy tuning and high 
economy. 

THE receiver described in this 
paper was built as a companion to 

the crystal -controlled transmitter de- 
scribed in the December issue of this 
magazine. 

The requirements were a very sturdy 
and compact receiver at low cost, and 
still no sacrifice in sensitivity. 

The new type 58 tube provides a 
very sensitive detector, and is very 
smooth in operation. The 47 pentode 
was chosen for the audio amplifier be- 
cause it had comparatively large audio 
output, and could be operated from the 
same filament supply as the 58. 

The entire set is built around an 
aluminum can measuring 5x6x9 inches. 

These cans can be readily obtained. If 
one does not wish to cut the hole in the 
cover himself, any of the dealers sup- 
plying these cans will readily supply 
the can with the hole and a cover to 
fit. This opening is convenient be- 
cause otherwise it would be necessary 
to take out the four screws and re- 
move the cover in order to change 
coils. 

The sub -base mounted inside the can 
measures 41/2x5%x8% inches, and is 
fastened to the bottom of the can on 
brass spacers 741 of an inch long. This 
space provides ample room for the 
wiring and the mounting of the re- 
sistors, condensers and wafer sockets. 

There has been a wide -spread de- 
mand from short -wave fans for an 
economical short -wave receiver, 
which would work a loud speaker 
on but two "working" tubes, and 
also provide "band- spread" features, 
besides providing a smooth regener- 
ation control. Mr. Shuart has sup- 
plied the "missing link" and the set 
he here describes embodies these 

several desirable factors 

All Parts Mounted on Shelf 
All parts should be mounted on the 

shelf, and all wiring be done before it 
is attached to the bottom of the cabi- 
net. The leads to the various parts 
mounted on the front and insides of the 
cabinet should be left long and unat- 
tached till all other wiring is done. 

The posts supporting the socket for 
the plug -in coil should be one and one 
half inches long, if short coil forms, 
such as National or Silver -Marshall, 
are used; otherwise it would be difficult 
to reach the coil from the small hole 
in the top. 

The cable is clamped to the shelf and 
the leads are attached directly to the 

CNqSS15 . 

COIL 
LI 

G TOFU 

C2 

G 

TICKLER L2 
PTO Ft 

Ì. , , `',f Y 
-B= a+' B+ 2.5V. 8+ 

22.5V 180V. FIL. 180V 

/r 
l'irturc diagram especially suited to the lay reader, who is not so familiar with schematic wiring diagrams. 

ing this 2 -tube receiver is very nominal indeed. 
The cost of build- 
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Spreader Works Loud Speaker 
Winner of $20.00 Prize in November Contest 

parts. This eliminates the necessity 
of a plug or a binding post arrange- 
ment. 

No specifications for mounting of the 
parts are given, because anyone build- 
ing this set may use a somewhat dif- 
ferent layout. A general idea of this 
can be gotten from the photographs. 

The grid -leak and condenser are 
mounted directly on the tuning conden- 
ser, with a lead from one end going up 
to the grid cap on the 68 tube. No 
tube shield is shown on the detector 
because the use of one resulted in a no- 
ticeable decrease in signal strength, es- 
pecially around twenty meters. No 
radio frequency choke coil was found 
necessary in the plate circuit of the 
detector. A by -pass condenser C9 was 
all that was needed. A .002 mf. unit is 
shown, although any size from .00025 
mf. to .002 mf. will serve quite well. 

No "Dead- Spots " -Smooth 
Regeneration 

There are absolutely no "dead- spots" 
in the tuning of this receiver, and 
there seems to be no limit to the fre- 
quency at which the type 58 detector 
will oscillate. The control of regener- 
ation by varying the screen- voltage on 
the detector of this type receiver is 
highly recommended, because it is ab- 
solutely the best method so far devel- 
oped. There is little effect upon tun- 
ing, and it is extremely smooth in op- 
eration. The one -half mf. condenser 
shunted across the potentiometer con- 
trolling regeneration gives quiet oper- 
ation and also acts as a by -pass for the 
screen grid lead. 

The audio coupling is done by the 
condenser- resistor method, because of 
the small amount of space it requires. 
Audio amplification can be carried only 
to a certain degree after which the 
back ground noise becomes too great 
for the reception of weak signals. 
With the method used in this set many 
signals are too loud for comfortable 

C3 

40 -20 METER 
BAND SPREAD 

COIL 

Cl, C2 8O MMF MARLUND EQUALIzERE. 
C3 35 MME. MIDGET NMMARLUND TUNING 
C 100 M FIXED COND. 
CS. CB ONE NALL MF. TUBULAR BV -PASS 
C7 .00G F. FIXED CONDENSER 
CO, C9 .002 -Mi FIXED CONDENSER 

RI,R6 2MEG. GRID LEAK 
COND. R2. 50.0000HM DOTENT 

R3. C.T. 200NM RES. 
Rd 1,500 010M RESISTOR 
95 0.25 -4EO- RES 
1.1,52 SEE TEXT 

FI 

L2-. 
USE THIS IF BAND 

SPREAD IS NOT NEEDED 
ON 20 ANO 40 METERS. 

f¡ 
Schematic wiring diagram of the A.C. "band spreader" 2 -tube receiver. 

ear phone reception. The stronger sig- 
nals come in with sufficient strength 
to operate a loud speaker, and still the 
background noise level is extremely 
low. 

It can be seen that even if more 
audio gain could be obtained by other 
methods of coupling it would be use- 
less with a 47 as the audio amplifier. 
If a 27 or 56 were used then there 
would be reason to use another method. 
This is why a 47 was used, as it elimi- 
nated the larger type of coupling units. 

No Output Transformer Used 
Of course one must remember that 

the 47 draws considerable plate current 
and that this passes directly through 
the phones, unless an output trans- 
former is used. The author has not 
used an output transformer and no ill 
effects have been experienced. 

The grid bias for the 47 is obtained 
through a 1,500 ohm resistor in the 
grid return to the filament center -tap 
resistor. 

It may be well to mention here that 
if hum is noticeable, it may be caused 
by the filament voltage being taken off 
the plate transformer. A separate fila- 
ment transformer will undoubtedly 
cure this trouble. 

The specifications for the coils are 
given in the drawing and hold true 
only with National or Silver -Marshall 
coil forms, or with other forms of the 
same dimensions. 

If one does not wish to spread out 
the twenty and forty meter amateur 
bands, the tap in the grid coil can be 
eliminated and the tuning condenser 
shunted directly across the entire grid 

(Continued on page 636) 

The photos above show interior as well as bottom views of Mr. tube for the detector and a 47 A.F. output tube. The plate 
Shuart's very neat receiver job-a 2 -tube "high gain" A.C. supply may be from `B" battery or from a well -filtered `B" 
operated set, with "band- spread" features. It employs a 58 eliminator, whichever you have handy. 
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Appearance of Mr. Matthews' 5-meter 
superheterodyne receiver which employs a 
single tuning dial; loud speaker appears 
in the background. The set uses seven 

tubes in all. including a rectifier. 

1 -Two gang variable condenser 100 mmf. cap 
(Hammarlund) Cl and C2. 

I- Midget variable condenser 1$ mint. cap. 
(Hammarlund) C3. 

1-0.1 mt. 200 volt condenser. 
2- Triple section 0.1 mf. 300 volt condensers. 
1 -0.001 mt. mica dielectric 200 volt condenser. 
1-50 mmt. mica dielectric 300 volt condenser. 
3 -250 mmf. mica dielectric 300 volt condensers. 
2-0.01 mt. paper dielectric 200 volt condensers. 
1-0.02 mf. paper dielectric 200 volt condenser. 
2 -1.0 mt. paper dielectric 900 volt condensers. 
1 -2.0 mt. paper dielectric 200 volt condenser. 
2-8.0 mt. dry electrolytic 500 volt condensers. 
1 -400 ohm u watt carbon resistor. 
1 -1600 ohm 1 watt carbon resistor. 
1-5000 ohm 1_ watt carbon resistor. 
1- 14,000 ohm 3 watt carbon resistor. 
1- 26,000 ohm i_ watt carbon resistor. 
1- 30,000 ohm IC watt carbon resistor. 
1- 100,000 ohm I_ watt carbon resistor. 
1- 250,000 ohm I watt carbon resistor. 
4- 500,000 ohm I watt carbon resistors. 
1- 25,000 ohm 1 watt variable resistor with 

power switch. 
1 -200 turn universal wound coil, -" form 

(Auto. Winding Co.1 
1-86 mh. choke (Samson). 
1 -10 henry choke 35 ma. direct current. 
1 -20 henry choke 50 ma. direct current. 
4- Six -prong sockets. Alden 
2- Four -prong sockets. Alden 
1 -Five prong socket. Alden 
1 -Power cord and plug. 
1- Chassis (Blan -The Radio -Man). 

1 -Power transformer: Sec. Volts -2.5 volts 
c.t. 7.5 amps, 5.0 volts 2 amps. 700 volts c.t. 
70 ma. 

I -Tube shields for 53 type tubes. 
1- -Tube shield for 24 type tala. 
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A 5-Meter S.W. 
By A. C. MATTHEWS, 

R'ITH the advent of actual broad- choice of the frequency difference be- 
casting on the ultra short wave band tween the oscillator and the incoming 

l.etween 43 and 80 megacycles, inten- signal, however, is important and will 
sive receiver development has been be discussed further under the inter - 
taking place. The art has gradually mediate amplifier. Once the incom- 
progressed through the regenerative ing signal has been transformed to a 
detector, super-regenerator stage, until relatively low frequency, the design 
at present the most satisfactory problem becomes simply that of a 
method is that of the double- detector straight tuned radio frequency receiver 
or superheterodyne. with associated audio amplifier. 

Tuned radio frequency amplification The development of this circuit for 
at such ultra short wavelengths is use in the ultra high frequency band 
practically out of the question, since has been rather slow. This has been 
the low impedances encountered in the due to the almost impossible task of 
crdinary tuned circuit do not permit maintaining the beating oscillator at 
much amplification. Recent advances a constant frequency. The success of 
in tube design have resulted in de- the superheterodyne depends on the 
creased inter -electrode capacities. stability of this oscillator. 
This is conjunction with the addition Having discussed the main difficul- 
of an extra grid (R.F. pentode) has ties to be experienced in the design 
made it possible to realize some gain of an ultra high frequency super - 
at very high frequencies, if extra pre- heterodyne, we will now take up its 
cautions are taken in the circuit de- design in a systematic manner. 
sign. At its best, however, a tuned 
radio frequency receiver for these fre- First Detector -Mixer Circuit 
quencies is complicated, due to the 
necessary design precautions that must 
be taken. 

Superheterodyne 

The first detector circuit is tuned to 
the incoming signal frequency by the 
inductance L -2 and condenser C -1. 
The coils are made by winding the 

Briefly, the superheterodyne fune- necessary number of turns (see table) 
tions in the following manner. (Shown or a one -half inch form and then re- 
diagrammatically in Fig. 1.) The in- moving the form. The wire size is 
coming signal frequency is mixed with rather large and this will tend to hold 
a local oscillator. The resulting beat the coils in place. Pin jacks are 
frequency, being lower than the orig- soldered on the coil ends for conven- 
inal signal frequency, is therefore iince. This makes it possible to 
much easier to handle. The difference change coils in the event that it is 
between the local oscillator and the necessary to shift to another frequency 
signal frequency remains constant over band. The oscillator is coupled through 
the band for which the set is designed. the screen -grid circuit of the 58 type 
Since the beat frequency remains con- tube, although inductive coupling may 
stant, the design of a suitable ampli- be used when a stable oscillator is em- 
fier having the desired characteristics ployed. The author prefers the screen - 
is much easier than before. The grid method, since this precludes the 

The 5 -meter field is rapidly expanding. Many short wave "hams" 
operating in this field have undoubtedly found that one item badly 
needed was a good 5 -meter receiver -one which would provide high 
sensitivity, suitable selectivity and sufficient volume to work a loud 
speaker. Mr. Matthews, author of the present article, is a prominent 
short -wave and television expert, and he has evolved this very interesting 

6 -tube superhet for 5 -meter work. 
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Diagram above shows, at left, successive stages in the reception of signals on a superheterodyne; coil winding data at Fig. 1B 
while the graphs shown at Figs. 2 and 3 are used by the author in explaining the action of the receiver. 
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Superheterodyne 
Radio Consultant 
possibility of radiation through the 
antenna. 

Oscillator 

As has been said before, the oscilla- 
tor is the heart of the ultra high fre- 
quency superheterodyne. The ordi- 
nary oscillator with inductive coupling, 
such as employed in the usual receiver, 
would be a complete failure in ultra 
high frequency work. The oscillator 
to be used must not only have a very 
high order of frequency stability, but 
also be capable of maintaining its in- 
tlnded frequency unaffected by the 
first detector circuit, with which it is 
connected. Frequency stability that is 
relatively impervious to changes in the 
supply voltage is necessary. The fact 
that its load circuit is subject to rather 
severe variations, since the oscillator i required to furnish power of a 
small order to the first detector, makes 
the oscillator requirements very severe 
to say the least. The degree of "pull- 
ing in" of the oscillator frequency with 
the tuning of the first detector un- 
fortunately is greater as the frequency 
increases. In other words, the fre- 
quency stability of the oscillator de- 
creases as the frequency increases. 
Therefore a combination that would 
be entirely adequate for broadcast re- 
ception would be entirely out of the 
question for ultra high frequency 
work. With the performance so de- 
pendent on a fixed frequency differ- 
ence between the oscillator and the in- 
coming signal frequency, it is easily 
seen that nothing but the most refined 
circuit design would be tolerable in 
this application. No doubt it is be- 
cause of this fact that so much valu- 
able time has been spent trying to im- 
i.rove on the straight regenerative and 
super- regenerative receivers. 

Suppose we take a look at some 
commercial installation and see what 
precautions they take to maintain os- 
cillator stability. Probably one of the 
best installations would be the trans - 
Atlantic receiver station of the R. C. 
A., at Rocky Point, L. I. In their di- 
versity telephone receiving system 
used for picking up foreign broadcasts, 
they make use of a buffer or coupling 
tube between the oscillator output and 
the grid circuit of the first detector. 
This provides a high degree of oscil- 
lator independence but the additional 
tube makes for more complicated cir- 
cuits and although it can be used for 
frequency doubling or tripling, it is 
hardly warranted in a receiver for Mr. 
General Public. 

After having tried practically every 
type of oscillator circuit unsuccessful- 
ly, the electron -coupled oscillator was 
adopted. This oscillator, described by 
Lieutenant J. B. Dow in the December, 
1931, I. R. E. Proceedings, has as good 
if not better all around frequency sta- 
bility than the more complex oscillator - 
amplifier combination. The circuit 
employs a screen -grid tetrode; the 
cathode, control -grid and screen -grid 
forming the frequency generating cir- 
cuits, while the plate is in the output 
circuit and is entirely independent of 
the oscillator frequency, since it is 
shielded by the screen -grid from the 
oscillator circuit proper. (The screen - 
grid is at ground potential, as far as 
radio frequency is concerned.) The 
coupling to the load circuit is there- 
fore electronic rather than inductive 
er capacitive since the plate is effec- 
tively isolated by the screen grid. This 
reduces the interlocking effect between 
the oscillator and first detector tre- 
mendously and in no small measure 

(Continued on page 622) 
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Top view of the 5 -meter superheterodyne. 

Bottom view of Mr. Matthews' 5 -meter 
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I ere we have the complete wiring diagram of Mr. Matthews' superheterodyne designed for 5 -meter reception. We believe that 
this is an ideal receiver for the average short wave fan interested in 5 -meter reception, as it uses but seven tubes with. rectifier. 
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AS usual, the new radio tubes have 
been appearing so frequently that 

even the most up -to -date set manufac- 
turers do not seem to be able to 
keep abreast of the march of prog- 
ress. 

Experimental set builders, however, 
can employ the latest developments in 
tubes just as soon as the tubes are 
available in the radio stores -provided 
suitable circuits are furnished from 
which to work. 

Many readers have wished to try out 
the efficient new 6.3 volt tubes in a 
short wave A.C. circuit. The receiv- 
er presented herewith was especially 
designed for these fans. 

A glance at the schematic diagram 
reveals the fact that the new tubes 
are used in a circuit which is funda- 
mentally sound. It is of the tuned radio 
frequency classification, with two 
stages of T.R.F., a regenerative 
power detector and a resistance -coupled 
output stage. The new super -con- 
trol 44 type variable -mu pentodes 
are used in the two R.F. stages. 

Above- General 
view of the newest 
4 -tube A.C. oper- 
ated short-wave re- 
ceiver designed by 
Mr. Clain, popular 
American set d e- 
signer, and which 
uses the new 6.3 volt 
pentodes. The au- 
thor specifies the 
best type of loud 
speaker to use with 

this receiver. 

Bottom view of the 
Cisin 4 -tube pen- 
tode receiver. The 
numbers on t h e 
various parts corre- 
spond to those on 
the diagram on the 

opposite page. 

Plug -in Coil Details 
The antenna 

coupler (3), the 
R.F. transformer 
(8) and the coup- 
ling coil with tick- 
ler (15) are all 
plugin type Alden 
short -wave c o i l s. 
Coils (3) and (8) 

are used in the conventional man- 
ner, while coil (15) utilizes the secon- 
dary winding as a tuned impedance 
with the primary winding employed as 
a tickler. The Alden coils are available 
four to a set, so that when tuned by 
a .00015 mf. variable condenser, they 
can be used to cover the entire short 
wave range from 16 to 200 meters. 

In this receiver, three identical sets 
of these coils are used. The tops of 
the coil forms are marked with differ- 
ent colors, corresponding to the wave- 
length range of each particular coil. 
This prevents confusion, since if a coil 
with a red marking is used at socket 
(3), it obviously is necessary to plug 
in a coil with a similar color mark- 
ing at (8) and (15). The Alden coils 
possess unusual low -loss characteristics 
and they are rugged and efficient. 

Accurate, light weight variable con- 
densers are employed. One of these 
(4), is a single Cardwell "Feather - 
weight" type. The other (9, 20), is a 
dual condenser of the same type. Tru- 
test trimmer condensers are used in 
connection with the dual variable in 

CISIN 4- 
order to permit perfect initial balanc- 
ing. 

2 -Dial Control 

Two -dial control has been chosen, to 
give that very desirable extra degree 
of accuracy, so helpful when one is try- 
ing to tune in a difficult distant station. 
The No. 66 double reduction wedge 
drive Crowe tuning units are specified. 
These dials are designed for extreme- 
ly fine tuning. They have a ratio of 
48 -to-1 in 180 degrees. Precision tun- 
ing units permit one to obtain better 
results from any set, but in the case 
of a well -designed short -wave set, they 
are absolutely indispensable. 

The detector is a screen grid tube 
of the 36 type. Condenser (22) and 
resistor (23) are a part of the coupling 
system between the second R.F. stage 
and the detector. As mentioned above, 
power detection. is used. Minimum 
negative bias is maintained on the two 
R.F. tubes by means of the voltage 
drop across individual fixed resistors 
(6) and (12) in the cathode return 
circuits. The Electrad tapered potenti- 
ometer (14), in series with both these 
resistors, provides a means of smooth 
even volume control. The screen grid 
voltage on the 44's and also on the 36 
is dropped to the specified value -90 
volts -by means of the voltage divid- 
er resistors (18) and (16). The total 
voltage drop across these two resistors 
is 250 volts. 

A 50,000 ohm resistor is required at 
(25) to provide the negative bias for 
the power detector and the resistor at 
(34) furnishes correct negative bias 
voltage of 16.5 volts for the output 
tube. It is interesting to note that the 
plate voltages of all four tubes are 
identical -250 volts. Another interest- 
ing feature of this circuit is the fact 
that all four tubes are of the cathode - 
heater type. If the 2% volt tubes were 
used, it would be necessary to use a 
direct heater type tube in the output, 
such as the 47 or 45. Since indirect 
heater type tubes are used, this circuit 
can be adapted readily for direct cur- 
rent or for battery usage. 

The tickler coil is shunted by a 50,000 
ohm Electrad potentiometer (27) which 
gives a conventional but efficient means 
of regeneration control. The short- 
wave R.F. choke (29), by- passed by 
the .001 mf. mica condenser, keeps the 
audio portion of the circuit free from 
R.F. currents, which otherwise would 
tend to produce distortion. 

The resistance coupling between the 
detector and the output gives splendid 
results as regards tone fidelity. The 
output tube (35) is the latest type 42 
power pentode. Although this fact is 
not generally known, the 42 tube yields 
20 per cent more undistorted power 
output than the 47 type pentode. Spe- 
cifically, the 42 has a power output of 
3000 milliwatts, whereas the 47 has 
only 2500 milliwatts output. 

The 2500 ohm speaker field, by- passed 
by the two Aerovox dry electrolytic con- 
densers, furnishes ample filtering for 
the rectified A.C. Full -wave rectifica- 
tion of standard design is used. The 
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TUBE PENTODE RECEIVER 
BY H. G. CISIN, M. E. "Efficiency plus" marks this latest brain -child of Mr. Cisin's, 

a 4 -tube A.C. operated high -gain receiver using 6.3 volt pen- 
todes in the two R.F. stages and the A.F. stage, and a 6.3 
volt screen -grid tube in the detector stage. This set works a 
loud speaker in dandy shape and possesses unusually high -gain 
in the R. F. amplifier, thanks to the use of tuned inductances of 
the plug -:n type, thus permitting operation on any wave band. 

switch (43) is mounted on the volume 
control and is operated by the same 
knob. The amperite (44) is included 
in the circuit so that the operation of 
the set will be independent of line volt- 
age fluctuations. This is a very desir- 
able feature. A Trutest power trans- 
former (40) provides all necessary volt- 
ages with the exception of filament volt- 
age for the four receiver tubes. The 
latter voltage is obtained from a sep- 
arate filament transformer (42). 

Constructional Details 
It is possible to obtain the aluminum 

chassis with socket holes and trans- 
former mounting hole already drilled, 
Where this work is to be done by the 
experimenter, these holes preferably 
should be drilled in the flat sheet be- 
fore the sides are bent. 

The sockets are mounted first and 
at this time the three tubes shield bases 
are also fastened in place. The bind- 
ing posts are mounted next, grounding 
post (2) to the chassis, but carefully in- 
sulating post (1). The power supply 
transformer (40) is mounted, then the 
single and dual Cardwell variable con- 
densers. The dual condenser is set back 
about two inches, using a small metallic 
coupling and extension shaft to line 
up the two Crowe tuning units. The 
condenser is set back so that the grid 
leads to the variable condenser sections 
will be as short as possible. 

The trimmer condensers are fastened 

to the chassis deck alongside the dual 
variable unit as shown in the illustra- 
tion. The two electrolytic condensers 
(37, 38) and the filament transformer 
(42) are also mounted on top of the 
chassis. 

The two Electrad potentiometers 
(14, 27) are mounted on the front 
chassis wall. As shown in the bottom 
view illustration, the three large by- 
pass condensers (17, 19, 24) are fas- 
tened to the inside chassis walls. Mica 
condensers (22) and (31) and the R.F. 
choke (29) are secured to the under- 
side of the chassis. All other com- 
ponents (fixed condensers, flexible re- 
sistors and metallic resistors) are sol- 
dered in place while the set is being 
wired. 

Flexible Corwico Braidite should be 
used for the wiring. The filament cir- 
cuits of the four receiver tubes are 
wired in first. To reduce the filament 
voltage to 6.3 volts, the exact value 
specified for these tubes, an .8 ohm, 3 
watt resistor should be connected in 
series between one of the outside fila- 
ment terminals of the transformer (42) 
and the line going to the tube sockets. 

The method of wiring the sockets 
for the Alden short -wave coils is clearly 
shown in the schematic diagram. Be- 
fore starting to wire the tube sockets, 
the accompanying socket connection 
sketches should be carefully studied. 
The grid circuits are wired in first, 
making the control grid connections of 
the first three tubes at the caps, as indi- 
cated. It is suggested that shielded 
Braidite be used for the leads to these 
caps. Plate circuits are wired next, 
then cathodes, negative returns, by -pass 
condensers and filter condensers. The 
rectifier tube circuits are then complet- 
ed, as are the primary circuits of the 
two transformers. 

After checking over the wiring, the 
tubes are inserted in their proper posi- 
tions with shields placed over tubes 
(5), (11) and (26), the three short 
wave coils are put in place, the loud 
speaker is plugged in, aerial and 
ground are connected and the set is 
connected to the 110 -volt A.C. source. 

The first adjustment is that of the 
trimmers (10) and (21). If the set 
does not regenerate properly, this is a 

(Continued on page 618) 
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Wiring diagram for the Cisin 4 -tube pentode receiver which, as will be seen, makes use of the new 6.3 volt pentodes in the 
R.F. and audio stages and a screen -grid tube of the 6.3 volt type in the detector stage, together with an 80 type rectifier tube. 
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HOME MADE ANTENNA 
Coupling Condensers 

By M. HARVEY GERNSBACK 
ONE of the most important consid- 
erations in the design of a short- 

wave receiver is the method of coupling 
the set to the antenna system. There 
are two coupling methods generally in 
use, as most fans know: inductive 
coupling and capacitive coupling. For 
the present we shall confine our atten- 
tions to a discussion of simple methods 
of effecting a suitable coupling medium 
by use of capacitance. All of the meth- 
ods discussed here are, of course, only 
home made "gadgets," but they are all 
just as effective as the ordinary midget 
variable condenser seen in a commercial 
outfit. 

The first coupling device serves a 

ting out two pieces 14x2 inches; each 
piece should be bent to form a right 
angle bracket. The bend should be at 
a distance of one inch from each end 
so that the resulting pieces will be in 
the form of right angle brackets with 
each leg one inch long. In one piece 
drill a hole in one of the legs to pass 
a screw. The size of the hole may be 
as desired to fit whatever screw the con- 
structor has on hand. In the other 
piece a slot % inch long with the ends 
of the slot 14 inch in from the ends of 
the leg should be cut. The width of the 
slot should be sufficient to pass a screw 
the same size as the screw to be used 
in the other bracket. The two brackets 

The short-wave fan will find 
these home -made condensers 
very efficient and the cost prac- 

tically nil. 

last of all a 3 inch piece of brass tub- 
ing, with an inside diameter slightly 
larger than the outside diameter of the 
spaghetti tubing. 

Two holes should be drilled in the 
bakelite block, 1/4 inch from each end 
to pass the two screws. Two pieces of 
bus bar each 2% inches long should be 
cut and two pieces of spaghetti two 
inches long also. A loop is made in one 
end of each piece of bus large enough 
to pass the screws. The spaghetti is 
then slipped over the bus, completely 
insulating it with the exception of the 
loops. The rest of the construction is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. It is important 
that the distance between the two pieces 
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Fig.l, at left, shows how to make an antenna coupling con - 
d nser from old safety -razor blades. Fig. 2-Another simple 
and practical design involving the use of two right -angle brass 
or other metal members, one of which is slotted for adjusting 

double purpose; it acts as a coupling 
condenser and it is also the answer to 
what to do with old razor blades. The 
condenser consists of two safety razor 
blades mounted on top of each other 
with an insulating spacer in between. 
The blades should preferably be of the 
new type with stampings in them. The 
stampings can be used for passing 
screws through. The blades used by the 
writer were Gillette's, but almost any 
type will do. The blades should be 
spaced about is of an inch apart and 
one should be free to be rotated in or- 
der to vary the capacity of the unit 
(See Fig. 1). 

Another simple condenser can be con- 
structed by taking two pieces of alumi- 
num, brass or copper sheeting and cut- 

the rapaci y. Fig. 3 shows how to utilize the old neutralizing 
condenser principle. Fig. 4 -Still another simple type which 
can be made from odds and ends to be found in your "scrap- 

box". The hase should be of first -class insulation. 

should be mounted as shown in Fig. 2. 
The capacity can be varied by sliding 
one of the brackets back and forth by 
means of the slot in it. The illustration 
should be self -explanatory. Do not 
make the brackets any smaller than 
specified or the capacity of the con- 
denser will be too small to secure good 
results. 

Another type of condenser is really 
nothing more than the old "neutrodon," 
which was a familiar part of the origi- 
nal neutrodyne sets of nine years ago. 
A bakelite block 5 x 1/2 x ,'e inches 
should be secured ; also six inches of 
bus bar wire, six inches of spaghetti 
tubing that will fit over the bus bar 
very snugly, two small screws of half 
inch length and nuts to fit them, and 

How Large is the Dead Zone in Ultra Short 
Waves? 

The American Naval Research Lab- 
oratory recently undertook the task of 
determining the extent of the "dead" 
zone of the waves between 15 and 7.5 
meters. In these tests a transmitter 
with 1 kilowatt capacity was under ob- 
servation from several receiver stations 
of varying distances. Emitting on the 
15- meter -wave, the transmitting fre- 
quency was gradually increased and 

marked down at these reception ends, 
at what frequency the signs became in- 
audible, that is, where the limit of the 
dead zone was reached. For this pur- 
pose, the measurements were made ex- 
clusively at a time of intensest ioniza- 
tion, that is, around 1 or 2 hours after 
noon, inasmuch as ordinarily the dead 
zone for these waves is infinitely great. 

For the dead zone. these waves 

of bus is about 3k of an inch. 
The condenser illustrated in Fig. 4 

consists of two right angle brackets of 
brass with one leg 34 inch long and the 
other two inches long. The width of the 
brackets may be 1 inch. In the 3 inch 
legs a hole should be drilled for passing 
a mounting screw. In the two inch legs 
holes should be drilled 1/4 inch from the 
end of the legs. These last holes should 
be tapped so that brass threaded rods 
may be screwed through. On the end 
of each rod a disc of copper or alumi- 
num two inches in diameter is soldered. 
The two discs form the plate of the 
condenser and by screwing or unscrew- 
ing the brass rods the capacity may be 
altered. 

showed the following values, applicable 
only for noon time: 

Frequency Wavelength Dead Zone 
kilocycles in meters kilometers' 

20,000 15.0 1500 
22,600 13.2 2000 
26,000 11.5 2200 
28,000 10.7 2600 
32,000 9.4 3300 
36,000 8.3 3300 
40,000 7.5 3300 

*1 kilometer =.6 mile. 
-from Radiobelt. 
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Building 
A 

Shielded 
Power Unit 

for 

Short Wave 
Receivers 

At least half of the converter fail- 
ures are due to the makeshift ways 

by which their power is taken from the 
receiver to which they are connected. 
By looking over the diagrams and 
drawings given on these pages the 
reader will see that this unit is very 
staple and inexpensive to make. While 
the shielding can is not required to 
make the power unit work it is put on 
to prevent any disturbances from in- 
terfering with the short wave tuning 
apparatus. Therefore this unit can be 
placed extremely close to the tuner or 
converter. 

Some of these power packs take the 
high voltage for the rectifier plate di- 
rectly from the A. C. line. This limits 
the rectified voltage to less than line 
voltage. At the same time this system 
requires the use of a filament trans- 
former for the heaters. The trans- 
former to be described will be found 
easy to construct and is properly de- 
signed for this job. By looking at the 
hookup diagram we find a pair of 2.5 
volt heater supply leads that will take 
care of this end of the job. The plus 
lead will give a range of voltage from 
zero to 160 volts with plenty of current 
for all converter and short wave tuner 
needs. A knob on this voltage regu- 
lator is not needed as it will be set once 
to meet the need of the set and left. 
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Drawing above shows details of metal shield, power supply unit and the fill( 

system. 

Constructing Transformer 
In Figure 6 we have a wood block; 

this will serve to wind the coil upon. 
Cut a strip of wrapping paper l%k 
inches wide and wrap this around the 
block to a thickness of nearly 1 -16 
inch. Put a machine screw through the 
hole and fasten it in the hand drill. 
This drill can now be clamped in the 
bench vise. Lay a strip of friction tape 
on each side of the paper form, leaving 
an inch project beyond each end of the 
block. Solder a lead wire to the end of 
the No. 29 B. & S. enameled wire and 
tape the joint. Twist this around the 
center screw in the block to anchor it 
and wind the first layer of wire over 
the paper and strips of tape. Before 
it winds to the end start the wire back 

.over the first layer. With this second 
layer in place cover with a layer of thin 
waxed paper. Continue with two lay- 
ers of wire and a layer of paper until 
1,045 turns have been wound on. Now 
fold the ends of the tapes over the coil. 
They will hold the wire in place. Solder 
a lead on and cover the primary with 
three layers of the same paper used 
under the coil. 

Now lay down four more strips of 
tape for the secondary binding. Solder 
a lead to the No. 36 B. & S. ename ed 
wire and anchor as at the primary start. 
Wind about 400 turns on and cover with 
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Here we see the various parts comprising the S -W "power unit' laid out on the base; also details of the transformer steel laminations. 

waxed paper; continue thus for 1,700 
turns. Do not try to wind this fine 
wire in even layers, simply wind back 
and forth. After the 1,700th turn solder 
a lead on and fold the tapes over the 
coil. Put on three layers of the wrap- 
ping paper. After which put down the 
tape strips as before. 

Simple, clear directions 
for building a quiet plate 
and heater "supply unit" 
for satisfactory use with 
short -wave receivers has 
been rather scarce. The 
accompanying article 
gives details for "winding 
your own" power trans- 
former; also the method of 
connecting the transform- 
er, "home made" choke, 
condensers and rectifier 
tube. Keep this article 

for future reference. 

Coil Is Finished 
The No. 18 B. & S. wire is used next, 

and no leads are needed as the wire is 
strong enough. Wind on twenty-four 
turns and bind with the tapes. Cover 
with paper and wind on twenty -four 
turns of the No. 15 B. & S. wire. Now 
the coil is done; remove the block from 
the center and submerge the coil in 
melted wax or parafin. Do not have 
this too hot -just melt it. Figure 2 
shows the kind of laminations to use. 
These are inexpensive to purchase (see 
note at end for this), or can be cut from 
lamination iron to the dimensions given. 
Using fifty of these laminations, place 
all the "E" pieces in the coil opening. 
Entering them alternately from one 
end, then from the other end. With 
this done, place the straight pieces at 
the open ends of each "E" lamination. 

A solid core is built up in this way. 
(Continued on page 625) 
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A good crystal holder is very desirable. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1933 

a 

Navy type crystal holder here described. 

A Navy Type 
Crystal Holder 

WITH the advent of the quartz 
crystal as a practical, efficient and 

comparatively inexpensive method of 
maintaining constant frequency in a 
radio transmitter, and the increasing 
popularity of this type of oscillator 
control among amateur radio enthusi- 
asts, it is time that some thought was 
given to construction of a suitable 
holder for such a delicate piece of 
equipment as a thin quartz plate. 

In their enthusiasm to modify their 
transmitters to use a crystal for fre- 
quency control, a large number of 
amateurs give little thought to the 
highly important mounting for the 

By HOWARD S. PYLE 
Lieut. (JG) C-V (S), U. S. N. R. 

The holder described is designed 
along lines very similar to those of 
the holders in use in the United States 
Navy, with suitable modifications to 
adapt it to average amateur purposes. 

It will be noted that the container is 
circular, rather than square or rec- 
tangular, as in the case of the major- 
ity of manufactured and home -made 
holders in general use. From the ama- 
teur builder's standpoint this is more 
desirable, inasmuch as a great deal of 
patient drilling and filing in a block of 
heavy insulating material is not neces- 
sary in order to provide a suitable re- 

The quartz crystal is coming more and more extensively into use 
every day in our amateur short-wave transmitting stations. It is 
one thing to purchase a crystal ground accurately to the proper 
thickness for the specified frequency, but it is just as important to 
have an efficient holder for the crystal. We are certain that our 
readers will be pleased to have this article by Lieut. Howard S. 
Pyle, in which he gives much valuable information on how to 

build a professional Navy type "crystal holder." 

quartz plate, and many are content 
to merely clamp such crystals be- 
tween two scrap brass plates, holding 
the whole assembly with a rubber 
band. 

There are on the market a few crys- 
tal holders within the means of the 
average amateur, and those amateurs 
who have wished to elaborate on their 
makeshift mountings have made rough 
copies of such crystal holders as they 
may have seen on display in radio 
stores. There are, however, a number 
of weak points in these cheaper manu- 
factured holders, and such weaknesses 
are generally amplified when their con- 
struction is attempted in the home 
workshop. It is accordingly the pur- 
pose of the writer in this article to 
offer a substantial, efficient and prac- 
tical design for a holder which can, 
with care, be made almost entirely at 
home and at a total cost of about $1.00. 

cess for the crystal and its contact 
plates. 

The container, accordingly, is formed 
of a hard rubber, bakelite or fibre in- 
sulating tube, 2 inches in outside diam- 
eter and 11/4 inches inside, leaving a 
1/4-inch wall. The finished length of 
this piece of tubing is but % inch, and 
such tubing can be obtained from stock 
from any insulating material house for 
about 20 cents. The edges should be 
faced off in a lathe so that they are 
exactly parallel and at a perfect right 
angle to the side walls. The amateur 
who is not equipped with a lathe can 
have this done in a few minutes at any 
machine shop at a cost of but a few 
cents. 

The base and cover plates for the 
holder are of 1/16 -inch brass stock. 
Discs 2 inches in diameter, which will 
require no machining, can be obtained 
from shop and foundry supply houses 
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Details of crystal holder as described by 
Lieut. Pyle. 

for about 5 cents each. At the same 
time a disc 11/4 inches in diameter and 
1/4 inch thick should be obtained for 
the floating contact plate. The balance 
of the material required is slight: three 
4/40 flat head brass machine screws 1 
inch long; three small thumb nuts for 
same; 2 -inch piece of fine copper braid, 
and two General Radio or similar type 
plugs will complete the list. 

The two larger brass discs should be 
layed out for three holes to pass the 
4/40 machine screws, and such holes 
should be equally spaced about the cir- 
cumference of the disc, and 1 of an 
inch from the edge. The holes in one 
plate should be countersunk to receive 
the heads of the 4/40 screws. 

Now, using one of the drilled plates 
as a template, identical holes should be 
drilled through the edge of the insulat- 
ing tube container. These may be 
smooth holes clear through, or, if the 
builder desires a particularly well -built 
job and has the necessary tap, the last 
1/4 inch of the hole should be drilled 
with a smaller drill and tapped for the 
4/40 machine screws. This will pre- 
vent the base plate being loosened 
every time the cover plate is removed. 

In the side wall of the insulating 
tube two holes should be drilled, % of 
an inch from the edge and 4/a of an 
inch apart. Care should be taken to 
drill these holes exactly parallel to an 
imaginary line drawn through the 
diameter of the tube and bisecting the 
circle, so that the two plugs mount 
parallel to one another; otherwise they 
will not properly fit the jacks. These 
holes should be slightly countersunk 
from the outside so that the shoulder 
on the base of the plugs make a snug 
fit in the tube. It is better to thread 
the plugs into these holes than to at- 
tempt to use a nut on the inside, al- 
though this may be done. Using a nut 
may make it slightly more awkward to 
remove the floating contact plate from 
the crystal, when desired. 

(Continued on page 62.2) 
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Improving the Short 
Wave Antenna 

By Everett L. Dillard 

No one factor in short wave operation is more important than the aerial 
and the method of making a connection between it and the set proper. 
Mr. Dillard, well -known for his previous articles on short wave antennas, 
here provides real sound information which every short wave "fan" 
should study carefully. The signal energy you waste at the antenna can 

never be regained at the receiver. 

THE short wave fan, whether he is 
interested in transmission or recep- 

tion, encounters at one time or anoth- 
er the problem of how to erect the most 
efficient antenna for his purpose in the 
space and surroundings in which it falls 
his lot to live. This is quite often a 
problem, especially in certain sections 
of crowded city territory where space 
is at a premium and a large unsight- 
ly antenna system is out of the ques- 
tion. While it is true that each indi- 
vidual location presents a separate 
problem in itself, it is also true that 
certain fundamentals of antenna de- 
sign along with the proper choice of 
antenna materials will considerably en- 
hance the prospects for better results. 

This applies to both the transmitting 
and receiving antenna and though quite 
often the final appearance of the best 
aerial system for receiving purposes is 
quite different from that of an antenna 
system designed for transmitting pur- 
poses in the same location, there are, 
nevertheless, certain inherent factors 
which remain the same for both types 
of antennas even though they may dif- 
fer considerably in appearance in their 
final form. These fundamentals of de- 
sign which improve the performance of 
both the receiving and transmitting 
antenna are simple and will be taken 
up at this time. 

Most Important Factor 
The first and most important factor 

relative to any short wave antenna is 
that it should be as much in the clear 
and as free from any surrounding ob- 
stacles as possible to place it. Height 
is valuable, but if the choice must be 
made between height and placement of 
the antenna in the clear, by all means 
choose the location giving clearance. 
On the short waves we experience much 
more loss due to the absorption or 
shielding effect of surrounding build- 
ings, trees, heavy wiring, and garages 
than is experienced on the broadcast 
frequencies. Technically this is known 
as a high attenuation factor, and about 
the only solution to the problem is to 
locate the antenna as free from sur- 
rounding objects as practical. Placing 
the antenna in the clear also tends to 
reduce pickup by the antenna proper of 
man -made static -which in itself is a 
considerable improvement in reception. 
We can afford to sacrifice some height 
in preference to clearance of the an- 
tenna and still expect reasonably good 
results, but the moment that our an- tenna gets too close to other objects 
which tend to absorb and shield from 

the antenna, our efficiency immediately 
begins to drop off rapidly. 

Now local conditions and surround- 
ings may be such that, while it is im- 
possible to erect an antenna in the clear 
near the radio set, fifty or a hundred 
feet away there is a spot which is 
reasonably clear and suitable for the 
erection of the antenna. This may be 
in the lot next door, on the flat roof 
of the building across the alley, or on 
top of the building several stories up. 
When this condition exists it is possi- 
ble to take advantage of the spot that 
is ideal for the location of the antenna 
by putting it there and making connec- 
tion either to the transmitting or re- 
ceiving set by the use of a feeder sys- 
tem. 

Use of the Doublet and Transposed 
Lead -in 

This is not unduly complicated and 
will improve reception very much in 
localities of this kind. Without going 
too much into detail, let the writer sug- 
gest the use of the doublet antenna 
with its transposed lead -in, when re- 
ception conditions must be bettered and 
background noises eliminated. For the 
transmitting antenna, the voltage fed 
single wire Hertz, the Zepp, the cur- 
rent fed doublet and other practical 
feeder systems will suggest themselves 
to the reader. It is safe to say that 
if a location better than that in which 
your antenna is now located is within 
a distance of 100 feet or less, your re- 
sults will be materially improved if 
you will transfer the antenna to the 
better location and then use one of the 
feeder systems mentioned above. (See 
page 412, November 1932 issue.) 

Many mistakes have been made, and 
in many instances poor results have 
been secured simply due to the fact 
that the wrong kind of antenna wire 
was used for the antenna. Too often 
smooth tongued salesmen will force 
upon the beginner some kind of a "new 
fangled" antenna wire with promises 
of results better by 100 to 200% than 
if ordinary antenna wire is used. After 
many years of trial the fact remains 
that the best wire for short waves is 
still single strand copper wire, running 
either in the No. 14 or No. 12 gauges - 
all high sounding sales -talks to the contrary. Except for the antenna used with a transmitting set of 250 watts output or more, No. 14 and No. 12 wire is amply large. The use of No. 10 wire is recommended on all powers in excess of 250 watts up to the limit of 1000 

(Continued on page 629) 
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KPícked up and Relayed" 
By A. D. MIDDELTON, WSUC 
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".... position 170 west 30 north ... all's well so far ... plane sinking lower ... can hold on a little longer ... Pete." 

O SITTING there in his tiny operating 
room, Jack Miller wiped his fore- 

head, shifted his phones to a more 
comfortable place on his ears and 
rolled his wad of gum over to the other 
jaw. He glanced at his log book and 
ran his eye down the list of ones, twos, 
nines and the ever present fives. Not 
so many were the sixes and only one 
seven greeted his eye. "But," thought 
Jack, "this is mid -summer and I can't 
expect much." 

It was only 10:10 P. M., the little 
ship's clock on the monitor told him. 
There was plenty of time to get in 
some real work before hitting the hay. 

A sweet whistle broke through the 
jam calling "CQ CQ CQ de W5DEX." 
Jack shoved in the switch and as the 
whistle ceased with a parting "K," 
called back- "W5DEX W5DEX de 
W9ZH." A lifted key and the whistle 
was saying "BK BK." Jack replied 
and gave the Texas station the desired 
report: That his crystal -like signals 
were coming in QSA5 and that they 
were 'knocking his cans off up in Ev- 
anston!" The five gave a couple of 
laughs and came back with some wise- 
cracks such as only a Texan thinks of. 

Then among the wise- cracks Jack 
heard "- did you hear latest news 
of Transpacific fliers? They - are re- 
ported half -way from Frisco to Tokio." 

To Miller there was only one thing 
as dear to his heart as Radio -that was 
aviation. 

"No," he replied, "I knew they were 
well on their way but missed the CQ 
at 8 p. in." 

"Well, old timer," came back the 
five, "I'll throw a few more CQs out 
and go to bed CUL 73." 

Jack signed off with his customary 
speed but his mind was not on the dots 
and dashes that his nimble fingers were 
flicking out into the air ... far from 
it. His thoughts were on a tiny plane, 
far out over the Pacific and on a pair 
of men, sitting in a crowded cabin. 
One with his eyes and hands glued on 
his flying instruments, the other man 
twisting a dial and listening with tired 
and aching ears, to the weather reports 
and other data sent out by shore and 
ship stations as the plane flew on to- 
wards the goal in Japan. 

"Gosh," thought young Miller, "what 
would I give for a chance to do some- 
thing like that, sure wish I could try 
it ... oh, well, let's see what's doing 
outside the band." 

A twist of the dial and Jack was out 
of the band used by the States and 
into that forbidden but widely used 
space where bootleg stations and ex- 
peditions abound. A few faint rotten 
notes and some good ones greeted his 
ears. 

Jack knew that the good signals 
were South Americans and that the 
bad ones were dumb American "lids." 
Neither held any interest for him. As 
he turned back into the band a dron- 
ing note came into his phones. 

A Voice From Mid -Ocean 
Once before, Jack had heard a note 

like this, when the ill -fated "Dallas 
Spirit" had flown its merry but tragic 

way almost to Hawaii. The "Spirit" 
had carried a short -wave rig on it and 
Miller had been one of the numerous 
amateurs who listened to the steady 
drone for hours and then heard it rise 
to a shriek and lie out in the midst 
of a parting wise -crack. There could 
be no mistake -It must be the Trans- 
pacific plane. Yes! It was. 

The droning note had stopped and 
now Jack heard - "CQ de XVMO CQ de 
XVMO ALLS WELL DOING 105 
NOW OVER HALF -WAY LOVE AND 
KISSES MAC AND PETE." 

Jack was not following the smooth 
sending of "Pete." He was thinking 
of the time he met this man at a con- 
vention in Chicago, where Mark Peter- 
son, a world- famous aviator and radio 
expert, kept the gang spellbound with 
his witty comments on the subjects so 
dear to him. Several thousand miles 
separated the plane and Evanston, but 
Miller could feel the pull of the cheer- 
ful personality of the man, who was 
jesting even while on a "crazy and 
futile journey" as a journalist had put 
it. 

Jack turned away from the plane's 
signal but its position on the dial was 
engraved on his memory and he knew 
that his dial would rest on that point 
most of the night. He worked several 
stations, but the amateurs seemed so 
tame and uninteresting after listening 
to the far -away "Frisco Maid." Time 
after time he tuned from the band and 
onto the steady drone that portrayed 
the scene going on far out over the 
Pacific. 
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As long as the note stayed steady, 

he knew the plane was in the air and 
moving along its normal course, but 
should the note rise and fall, and wav- 
er in its pitch, all the world could tell 
that the plane was in trouble, for the 
key was down all the time. Pete would 
lift it only to send messages. 

Distress 
Jack noted the plane's reported po- 

sition at times on the wall map and 
felt elated at the progress the men 
were making. 

But then -even as he listened to an 
especially funny wise -crack he heard 
"SOS SOS SOS de XVMO PLANE 
FALLING POSITION APPROX LAST 
PLUS FIFTY MILES WEST XVMO." 

Jack was thinking very hard. His 
pencil wrote automatically -"SOS SOS 
SOS de XVMO PLANE ALMOST ON 
WATER LAST POSITION IN ER- 
ROR WE ARE NOW APPROX -" 
and the droning note cut off. 

Jack closed his eyes and strained his 
ears, but the signal was gone. There 
was no mistake about it. He listened, 
tuned around carefully and listened 
again. It was no use, there was noth- 
ing there! 

It couldn't be, thought Miller, that 
Pete was gone . No . anything 
but that ... But where is the signal? 
I must be dreaming. It must come 
back. He reached over and turned on 
the broadcast receiver. 

" Broadcasting Company re- 
grets to announce that the Transpaci- 
fic Plane, 'Frisco Maid,' is down in 
mid- ocean. The position as last re- 
ported was well over half way to Japan 

Our readers voted for "more" short- 
wave fiction -so here goes! We 
hope you get as great a thrill out of 
Mr. Middelton's tale as we did. 

Jack Miller, our hero, is a typical 
short-wave "ham," who is liable to 
be "listening in" at most any old 
time of the night or day. And, as 
usual, the unexpected will happen - 
Jack picks up the distress call from 
a trans- Pacific plane, forced down 
in mid -ocean. His "ham" station 
was located in Evanston, Illinois. 
How do you think Jack got Naval 
planes to rescue the distressed fliers 
far out on the broad Pacific? Read 

on -it's a great tale! 

but the present location of the plane, 
which is carrying Peterson and Mac - 
Ready, is unknown as the radio was 
sending out their corrected position 
when the plane fell into the water. 
We will broadcast any further infor- 
mation we receive -through the cour- 
tesy of the United Press. Please stand by." 

Young Miller turned off the radio. 
It was true! What an awful ending to 
such a glorious pair of adventurers. 
He sat there thinking, helpless in his 
desire to do something to save the men 
who were at that moment so near the 
end of their journey. 
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Jack thought of the logical events 
that would take place in the plane. 
Peterson would try the emergency 600 
meter rig that was carried for such an 
ending as this, a forced landing . . . 
but if that failed, what would he try 
next? The generator on the plane 
only rotated and supplied power to the 
short wave set while the propeller re- 
volved. 

While toying with these dismal facts, 
Jack's fingers had not been idle. A 
ceaseless turning of the dial often 
raised his hopes, only to have them 
dashed down when the wobbly note 
signed "YX2A" or some other unim- 
portant call. Out of the night there 
came no reassuring "CQ CQ de XVMO 
ALLS WELL." 

Downhearted, he listened on in the 
hope that something would turn up. 
An hour passed. The broadcast set 
gave the report that the 600 meter rig 
had failed to get a message through. 
No ship had reported any SOS signals. 
Two hours went by. Jack had talked 
with several western stations and with 
an Hawaiian, but they all had similar 
luck, bad luck. No signals were heard 
from the "Frisco Maid." 

At Last! A Signal From the Wrecked 
Plane!" 

Miller's hand still twisted the dial, 
hoping to hear that familiar fist call- 
ing. Suddenly he straightened up in 
his chair and turned up the volume. 

SOS SOS de XVMO POSI- 
TION 170 WEST 30 NORTH PLANE 
ON WATER CAN HOLD UP FEW 

(Continued on page 618) 

Short -Wave Operating Hints 
By M. Harvey Gernsback 
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Fig. 1 shows one way to obtain smooth regeneration with a potentiometer; Fig. 2, using a vernier condenser to facilitate re- 
generation control; Fig. 3, Circuit for reducing "hum" in a short wave receiver. 

1. MICROPHONIC hum in a short- 
wave receiver is not always caused 

by faulty tubes. A defective variable 
condenser is often the cause of violent 
microphonic hum. This trouble can 
sometimes be remedied by re- spacing 
the plates of the noisy condenser. If 
this procedure is not possible it will be 
necessary to replace the condenser. 

2. When shielding a short -wave set 
be sure that the coils are at least one 
inch away from the shields. If it is 
possible to have even greater spacing 
so much the better. When coils are 
too close to the shields there is 

sure to be a large loss in efficiency. 
3. When using for a detector a fila- 

ment type tube supplied with pure 
D.C., it is often possible to obtain 
smooth regeneration control by con- 
necting a potentiometer across the fila- 
ment terminals of the tube and bring- 
ing the grid return to the slider arm 
of the potentiometer (see diagram). 

4. When using a variable condenser 
to control regeneration in a short -wave 
receiver very fine adjustment of re- 
generation can be secured by shunting 
the regeneration condenser with a 
small variable condenser. A midget 

condenser having 2 or 3 plates should 
prove very satisfactory (See Diagram). 

5. Always make sure that all by- 
pass condensers used in the R.F. and 
detector circuits of a short -wave re- 
ceiver are of non -inductive construc- 
tion. If they are not they are next 
to useless. 

6. When using a stage of radio - 
frequency amplification utilizing a 
screen grid tube, it is worthwhile to 
try several tubes before making a final 
installation, as these tubes are less uni- 
form in construction than triodes. 

(Continued on page 620) 
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Note the "professional" appearance of the new Comet "Pro" 
short -wave superheterodyne receiver, developed by the Ham - 

marlund engineers. 

THE Comet "Pro" is a high -fre- 
quency superheterodyne receiver de- 

signed to meet the exacting demands of 
professional operators and advanced 
amateurs interested in the reception of 
both code and voice radio signals in the 
frequency range from 20,000 kc to 1200 
kc. In addition, it is suitable for vari- 
ous kinds of experimental and research 
work involving frequencies in that 
range where high sensitivity, low 
noise level, and great selectivity are 
important. The rather unusual tuning 
system as well as several other inter- 
esting features are here described. 

Before taking up the actual descrip- 
tion of the receiver it may be interest- 
ing to go over some of the more im- 
portant considerations involved in 
short -wave receiver design. First of 
all comes the question of power supply; 
shall it be batteries or alternating cur- 
rent? Of course this controversy is 
automatically answered in situations 
where no alternating current is avail- 
able, but these relatively few cases 
were disregarded and complete A.C. 
operation decided upon. There is really 
no comparison from the standpoint of 
convenience; in fact the only argu- 
ment in favor of battery operation 
seemed to be from the standpoint of 
quietness of operation which is un- 
questionably of paramount importance 
in the reception of extremely weak 

the COMET 

signals. After 
some experimen- 
tal work even 
this argument 
was disproved, as 
it was found per- 
fectly possible to 
build an all A.C. 
receiver just as 
quiet in operation 
as the finest bat- 
tery- operated re- 
ceivers. 

Next come selectivity and sensitivity, 
which while separate and distinct qual- 
ities in themselves, are nevertheless 
dependent on each other in most prac- 
tical receiver designs. The superhet- 
erodyne, or double detection type of 
receiver, undoubtedly offers outstand- 
ing advantages in the matter of selec- 
tivity and sensitivity, especially where 
such a wide range of signal frequencies 
must be covered. Then once again the 
question of noise was raised -all super - 
heterodynes were considered too noisy 
for satisfactory weak signal reception. 
But experimental work also disproved 
this theory and so work was started in 
earnest on an A.C. operated superhet- 
erodyne. An intermediate frequency 
of 465 kc was chosen as a compromise. 
It is below the broadcast band, and at 
the same time is high enough to pro- 
vide a large spread between a desired 
signal and its "image" interference. By 
using Litz wound intermediate coils 
the selectivity and sensitivity are kept 
high. This and many other design 
features are described in more detail 
in the following paragraphs. 

Tests on the final model were excep- 
tionally gratifying. The selectivity is 
such that the over -all response curve 
averages only 30 kc wide at 10,000 
times input. The sensitivity is so high 
and the receiver noise level so low that, 
under test in a prominent laboratory 

By LEWIS W. 

it was found possible to read a C.W. 
code signal at twenty words per min- 
ute (single transmission) when the in- 
put to the receiver was only 1 /10 
micro -volt. The signal was fed from 
a signal generator through a 200 ohm 
resistor to the "Ant" and "Gnd" termi- 
nals of the receiver. Dividing this fig- 
ure by four gives a value of 1/40 
micro -volt per meter (assuming an 
effective antenna height of four me- 
ters) which is the generally accepted 
measure of signal field -strength. A 
complete description of the receiver 
follows. 

General Description 
Interchangeable plug -in coils are 

used to shift from one frequency range 
to another. Two coils, one OSC and 
one W.L. constitute a set, and the tun- 
ing condensers are of such size that 
each set of coils covers a frequency 
range of approximately two to one. To 
provide ample overlap four sets of coils 
are used to cover the range from 15 to 
250 meters. The coils are wound on 
extruded Isolantite forms 1%" in 
diameter. This results in high electri- 
cal efficiency and also great mechanical 
stability, which aids materially in 
maintaining dial calibrations. The 
coils plug into special extruded Isolan- 
tite sockets with double grip clips which 
make contact to opposite sides of each 
coil prong, insuring reliable electrical 
connection with consequent freedom 
from noise due to variations in contact 
resistance. Any variation in resist- 
ance at these coil terminals would 
modulate the incoming signal carrier. 
Since these coil terminals are really 
the input to the receiver, any modula- 
tion at this point would be amplified 
by all succeeding stages resulting in 
serious noise in the output circuit. For 
this reason all switches or other 
sources of variable contact resistance 

The two photos above show rear and bottom views of the Comet "l'ro" high- frequency " superhet." Plug -in coils of the latest 
type, wound on Isolantite forms, are used. C.W. code reception is provided for, as well as phone. 
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"PRO" SUPERHETERODYNE 
MARTIN* 

have been avoided in the design of this 
receiver. Both OSC and W.L. coils 
are completely shielded in separate 
shield cans. The covers of these shields 
are readily removable to facilitate 
changing from one frequency range to 
another. The use of these coil shields 
eliminates all electro- magnetic coup- 
ling between OSC and W.L. coils as 
well as direct pickup from stray fields 
of any kind. 

"Band- Spread" Feature 
The arrangement of the tuning con- 

densers is interesting and unique. The 
fundamental circuit is shown in Fig. 1, 
and although designed primarily to 
give a band -spreading action on the 
four amateur bands of 20, 40, 80, and 
160 meters, the same effect is obtain- 
able throughout the entire range from 
15 -250 meters (20,000 to 1200 kc). 
Condensers Cl, of 138 mmf. each, 
constitute tank condensers and are in- 
dividually controlled by separate ver- 
nier dials, one at left center and one 
at right center of the panel. By means 
of these two condensers, together with 
the appropriate set of coils, the re- 
ceiver may be tuned to any frequency 
within its range. After this has been 
done, the main tuning dial, which con- 
trols condensers C2 and C3, will 
provide substantially true singl^ con- 

Hammarlund -Roberts, Inc. 

One of the outstanding high- frequency superheterodyne re- 
ceivers of the year is the Hammarlund Comet "Pro" here 
illustrated and described. The editors have been able to obtain 
the coil data for this set and this is the first time that this has 
been published. The Comet "Pro" tunes over a frequency 
range extending from 1.2 to 20 megacycles. This high -class 
short -wave receiver, intended for commercial, high -class ama- 
teur and general S -W listening stations, possesses several out- 
standing features such as "band- spread" tuning, extreme 
selectivity, high -power output and a special oscillator for the 

reception of C. W. signals. 

trol over a relatively narrow band of 
frequencies. If the main dial is set at 
50 when the adjustment of the two 
tank condensers is made, approxi- 
mately half of the spread band will be 
above and the other half below the 
mean frequency determined by the 
choice of coils and the setting of the 
two tank condensers. If the main dial 
is at zero when the tank condensers are 
adjusted the entire spread band will 
be above that frequency. Conversely, 
setting the band with the main dial at 
100 will throw the spread band on the 
lower frequency side. The dials on the 
two tank condensers are finely and ac- 
curately calibrated to facilitate precise 
logging. While calibration curves are 
furnished with each receiver, the oper- 
ator should make an accurate calibra- 
tion of his own receiver by means of 

standard frequency signals, certain 
stations known to be well controlled, 
etc. 

This type of band spreading circuit 
necessarily results in a non -uniform 
band width at various frequencies, and 
this fact should be taken into consid- 
eration by the operator. At 20 mega- 
cycles the band is approximately 1500 
kc wide and narrows to 300 ke wide at 
10 mega- cycles (using the "AA" coils). 
With the "BB" coils the band width is 
1000 kc at 10 mc. and 150 ke wide at 
5 mc. The band spreading on these two 
ranges is accomplished by the 15 mmf. 
condensers C2 and C2, Fig. 1, on the 
main tuning dial. These condensers 
alone are inadequate for proper band 
width in the 5 mc. to 1.5 mc. range 
covered by the "CC" and "DD" coils. 

(Continued on page 684) 
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Diagram of connections as used in the latest "revised" model of the Hammarlund Comet "Pro" short -wave superheterodyne re 
ceiver. This set uses 8 tubes, including an 80 type rectifier. Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1- Hook -up for amplifier. C, filament, en- 
closed in concentrating cylinder; BI and B2. 
deflection plates; Pl, principal anode or plate. 

and P2, the second or polarizing plate. 

THE thermionic valve in use today 
represents without doubt an enor- 

mous progress with respect to the mod- 
els first constructed. The considerable 
increase in the filament efficiency, plus 
a more rational arrangement of the in- 
dividual electrodes, has permitted im- 
proving in large measure the electrical 
characteristics of the valve. Other elec- 
trodes have been added, making the 
valve better adapted for certain pur- 
poses, and finally the technical manufac- 
ture has been so improved as to allow 
the making of valves perfectly sim- 
ilar to a given model in large quanti- 
ties. In view of the progress already 
made, we can hardly hope for further 
remarkable perfection (except in tubes 
intended for special purposes, like the 
multi -mu), unless some new principle 
can be used. 

The tubes now in use still operate ac- 
cording to the principle used by De 
Forest in the first triode devised by 
him. Between cathode and anode of a 
two -electrode tube is inserted a control 
electrode (grid), which, creating an 
electro- static field, controls the number 
of electrons which can reach the anode. 
Considering a single electron emitted 
by the filament, the action of the grid is 
of the "all or nothing" type; namely, 
the useful effect is represented solely 
by the possibility of the single electron 
with regard to getting the plate; long 
before producing this total effect, the 
electrostatic field of the grid has al- 
ready commenced to influence the kine- 
matic characteristic of the orbit of the 
electron, but this effect is not absolute- 
ly utilized in the ordinary triode. 

Then the idea spontaneously arose of 
constructing a triode in which is uti- 
lized the diverging effect instead of the 
blocking effect of the electrostatic field 
of the control (i. e., the grid), which 
should give a valve more sensitive than 
those now in use. 

The corresponding phenomenon is 
much used in the cathode oscillograph, 
and those who have had occasion to use 
it have reported it as the producer of 
very weak electrostatic or electromag- 
netic fields for obtaining notable de- 
flections of the electron pencil. 

Its use for the construction of ampli- 
fier tubes is for the present hindered 
by the inconveniences, both theoretical 
and practical, which we shall indicate 
below. The basic hook -up for an ampli- 
fier is shown in Fig. 1. C is the fila- 
ment enclosed by the cylinder for con- 
centrating the electron pencil; B1 and 
B2 are the two deflection plates; PI is 
the principal anode (plate), and P2, 
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A 
Revolution 

in 
Therrnionic 

Valves? 
By GIOVANNI COCCI 
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Fig. 3- Showing the arrangement of the vacs 
um tube devised and used by the author. F is 
the cathode; C, the concentrating electrode; B 
and 82. the two deflecting plates; S, the screen 
and polarizing anode, and P, the actual anode 

the second anode. The electron pencil 
generated by the cathode passes be- 
tween the two deflection plates and is 
equally divided between the two an- 
odes. 

A rapid calculation based on the ele- 
mentary formulas of electronic dynam- 
ics allows the determination of the 

A number of novel ideas quite revo- 
lutionary in character in regard to 
vacuum tubes for use in radio cir- 
cuits are here presented by Mr. 
Cocci. He suggests the use of tubes 
based on the well -known cathode 
ray tube, now being experimented 
with extensively for television recep- 
tion. The tube we shall use tomor- 
row may very conceivably have 
magnetic field control, besides elec- 
trostatic control, and provide vastly 
improved results. A brand new 
type of tube experimented with by 

the author is also described. 

variations of current on one of the 
anodes by means of a meter applied 
between the deflection plates on the 
basis of the elements of the electron 
pencil (velocity and density) and the 
geometrical dimensions of the whole, 
introducing plausible values for the 
various amounts thus obtained for the 
steepness (perfectly corresponding to 
the steepness of ordinary triodes), 
values of the order of 5 to 10 milliam- 
peres; that is, values better than or at 

Fig. 2- Showing similar design of tube to that 
illustrated at the left in Fig. I. but here capacity 
coupling is employed to output circuit. instead 

of a transformer 

least equal to those of the better triodes 
constructed today. 

Tubes of this kind can have many 
other uses of interest. Keeping the 
arrangement of Fig. 1, one can note 
that the variation in current in the two 
anodes is in perfect opposition of 
phase; then using both currents one 
can make a balanced system much more 
perfect than those known today. 

Having disposal over more anodes 
and a circular deflection field, one can 
obtain in output a polyphase current 
with perfect symmetry, ready for many 
uses without the obstacles caused by 
the difficulty of obtaining it with 
triodes. 

The control with magnetic fields is 
just as easy as with electrostatic fields 
and allows great simplification of the 
parts used for collecting between the 
various points. Lastly, by opportunity 
combining magnetic and electrostatic 
fields one can obtain with extreme ease 
phenomena of modulation, frequency 
alteration, etc. Recently James Robin- 
son (the inventor of the Stenode) pat- 
ented a tube of the kind, with combined 
electrostatic and magnetic control. 
which permits periodically variable 
stopping of an oscillating circuit; this 
phenomenon is utilized by permitting 
in a circuit a small decrement to follow 
the modulation of the telephonic sig- 
nals. 

In conclusion, tubes functioning by 
the bending of a pencil of electrons 
promise to bring progress and very 
great simplification in the field of radio 
technology. We shall now see the diffi- 
culty of construction. The first at- 
tempts at tubes of this type took place 
somewhat after the appearance of or- 
dinary triodes; in general the results 
obtained were rather discouraging. 
Aside from the difficulty of obtaining 
an electron pencil sufficiently intense 
and concentrated, there were marked 
difficulties in using the variations in 
current obtained. On the introduction 
of useful loads in the anode circuit, 
there is formed on the anode an alter- 
nating potential, which influences in an 
unfavorable manner the course of the 
pencil ; there results a coefficient of am- 
plification so low as . to make the tube 
useless. Only much later was the need 
comprehended of the accurate screen- 
ing of the anode and the results at- 
tainable with the means of modern 
technology are set forth in an article 
in the July issue of the Zeitschrift für 
Hochfrequenztechnik, 1931 (by H. Alf - 

(Continued on page 621) 
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New Vacuum Tube 
For Generating 

Ultra Short Waves 
One of the newest and most unusual patents, 
granted recently to Emil Hatt, relates to an im- 
proved means for producing electro- magnetic 
waves of ultra -short length, ranging from one - 
half meter down to a millimeter or less. The 
outstanding features of Mr. Hatt's invention 
are illustrated and described herewith. 

EMIL HATT of Maywood, Illinois, 
recently had an interesting patent 

granted to him by the U. S. Patent 
Office, disclosing an improved form of 
vacuum tube for producing ultra -short 
waves, ranging in length from one -half 
meter down to a millimeter or less. 
Mr. Hatt's patent is numbered 1,844,- 
319. Mr. Hatt claims for his inven- 
tion a more efficient means of produc- 
ing ultra -short waves. 

One of the goals of Mr. Hatt in 
working up his invention was the effi- 
cient production of ultra -short waves 
without the necessity of necessarily 
employing an external oscillating cir- 
cuit. 

Referring to the top sectional view 
of the tube, Fig. 3, it will be noted 
that on the inside of the tube and in 
the center of all the elements there is 
a glass stem which is made in two 
sections -a top section and also a bot- 
tom or supporting one. The top sec- 
tion, as shown in Fig. 1, has a rounded 
closed top and a flanged bottom end. 
In the rounded upper end of the top 
section there is fused a depending 
tubular member, in which there is con- 
cealed a conductor leading down 
through the center of the stem. In 
sealing the top and bottom glass stems 
together, there is sealed between the 
flanges a plurality of radially extending 
arms, having upturned ends, which 
serve to support the various elements 
in the tube, as Fig. 1 makes clear. 
Some of these arms constitute conduc- 
tor terminals, while others merely act 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
PtATE 

i¡jt á_: 
FIGA I 

PRIMARY 
} GRID 

HEATER 

SECONDARY 
GRID 

Ja 

Diagram showing the action between the plate 
heater, and the primary and secondary grids 

as associated supports for elements 
mounted on the top section of the 
stem. The tube is finally exhausted 
and sealed through the tip at the top 
as shown in Fig. 1. 

Supported upon the top section of 
the stein is an electrode which consti- 
tutes the plate element of the tube; 
refer to Fig. 3. This plate element, 
which functions as a negative anode, 
is tubular in form and has a diameter 
greater than that of the stern. The 
ends of this metallic tube or plate 
member are reduced in diameter so 
that the bottom end rests upon a 
shoulder formed at the base of the 

r PLATE PRIMARY GRO NEATER SECONDARY GRIP / Al 
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SUPPORTS 
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STEM 
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111111 POTENTIOMETER } _ POTENTIOMETER 

Schematic circuit arrangement for utilizing the 
new four -element tube devised by Mr. Hatt for 

generating ultra -short -wves. 

View looking down endwise on the utre -short 
wave generator tube, showing double grids and 

plate; the heater is between the two grids. 

SECONDARY 

GRID 

PRIMARY 
GRID 
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The new ultra -short- wave Tenerating tube. which is provided with primary and secondary `rids. together with heater and plate elements. 

glass stem, while the top of the plate rests against the stem, as becomes apparent from the study of the draw- 
ings. A suitable conductor or lead 
wire connects to the plate. 

Surrounding the plate, but radially 
spaced therefrom, is a second electrode 
which constitutes the inner or prinmarg 
grill of the tube, as shown in Fig. 3. 
This grid comprises four upright sup- 
porting rods upon which is helically 
wound a wire of any suitable material 
and gauge. A suitable conductor is 
connected to this primary grid mem- 
ber. Referring once more to the dia- 
gram, Fig. 3, the wavy line just out- 
side the primary grid represents the third or heating electrode, which is 
the cathode of the tube. This heating 
element is radially spaced from the in- ner or primary grid also. This heating 
element, in the form of a cylinder, com- 
prises a substantially fine -mesh wire 
screen made of any suitable filament 
material, but Mr. Hatt suggests the 
use of thoriated tungsten. The top 
and bottom ends of the mesh cylinder 
are bound and secured in a rigid fash- 
ion by rings. Suitable conductor 
wires are secured to the heating ele- 
ment, so as to provide an electric dr- 
cuit through the heater in the usual 
way. A clever arrangement has been 
worked out by the inventor for the 
mounting of this heating element, so 
as to provide for the relative move- 
ments of the element due to the ex- pansion and contraction caused by heating and cooling. 

Such a heating element with a mesh - 
like filament is advantageous because it 
provides a greater filament surface 
area, which is foraminous for the 
passage of electrons there- through. 
Again, such a mesh insures a uni- versal emission of electrons in every 
conceivable direction because said 
electrons, when emitted, begin their 
flight in directions radial to each and 
every filament wire in the mesh. In- 
stead of employing thoriated tung- 
sten in the wire of the mesh or screen 
alone, you may employ platinum iridi- 
um wire as a base core and coat it 
with a suitable oxide compound of barium or calcium, etc. Another ad- 
vantage gained in making the cathode 
in the form of a wire mesh is that the 

(Continued on page 626) 
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News of Clubs; Readers' Opinions of the 5 Meter "No- Code" Argument 
Tri -Cities Short Wave League 

I am turning in eleven more memberships to 
the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE. 

We have two meetings a month and have 
decided to call our chapter The Tri Cities Short 
Wave League. 

Pease send any notices or instructions to me. 
Yours truly, 
FRANCIS J. MacBLAIN, 

Box 144, Baytown, l'ex. 

International Amateur Radio Society 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

Being interested in radio, especially in short 
waves, I receive quite a few magazines on radio 
and among them are SHORT WAVE CRAFT. TELE- 
VISION NEWS and Radio -Craft. To give you 
my true opinion as to what radio magazines I 
like best, I won't hesitate to say frankly that 
those published by the Gernsback publications 
such as Radio -Craft and TELEVISION News. and 
last but not least the one and only short-wave 
magazine that is making friends all over the 
globe is SHORT WAVE CRAFT, which is the only 
magazine of its kind in print that gives the 
reader the latest and most up -to -date inter- 
national developments in short waves. in a very 
simple manner so that any reader can under- 
stand. 

I em pretty sure that your magazine will 
be a great success as a monthly publication. 
Being the vice -president of the "International 
Amateur Radio Society," which has headquarters 
at 111 N. Main Street, Three Rivers, Michigan, 
all of our officers as well as myself recommend 
the magazine to all of our members all over 
the world. 

Membership in this organization is only 25 
cents a year which gives the members the 
privilege of using all of our technical radio 
departments free of charge and also we have a 
club album wherein we allow each member a 
full page on which we insert the photos of 
himself as well as of his radio outfits. This 
also is free of charge to members. The society's 
album, when completely filled with photos from 
its members, will be sent around the world so 
that each of our members can see for himself 
what other members are like. In addition to 
all these privileges we also supply our members 
with the society's organ, which is published 
each month for the benefit of our members. 
In this small magazine we have all the news 
on the development of this society and radio 
news that is supplied by our members. You 
really don't have to be a licensed amateur to 
become a member of our society as we have 
members in our "TARS" who are not amateurs, 
but merely interested in short -wave radio. 

We are looking now for radio amateurs in 
the following countries, who would care to be 
our official representatives in Poland. France, 
Germany, Russia, Latvia, Burma, Italy, Czecho- 
slovakia and a few others. Those interested 
in representing our society in their country 
should write to this address, Stanley J. Yurek, 
72 East 21st Street, Bayonne, N. J. Those in- 
terested in becoming a member of our society 
should send in 25 cents to our headquarters, 
or to me, and we will see that each one sending 
his membership fee of 26 cents is supplied with 
our official organ every month, as well as given 
a full page in our society's album. So please 
hurry and send in your "two- bits" and enjoy 

the privilege of being one of the many satisfied 
members of the good true "IARS." 

In closing, let me thank you for your co- 
operation of the past as well as the present 
and future, also wishing you all the success 
and luck in this monthly publication of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT, and on behalf of all the officers 
of the "International Amateur Radio Society." 

Cordially and sincerely yours. 
STANLEY J. YUREK, 

72 East 21st Street, 
Bayonne, N. J. 

Likes Phone But Not Code Test 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I have just joined the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 
and am another in favor of doing away with the 
"code test" in passing the government license. 
I have no license, but anyhow I have no desire 
to "pound brass" as the amateurs say; I am 
just interested in Radiotelephony or Amateur 
"Fone." I believe that there are many others 
like myself who would obtain a license if it were 
not for the "code" part of the test, and I sure 
wish that the Radio Commission would do away 
with it. 

GEORGE HIBBELER, 
2104 N. Keystone Ave., 

Chicago, Illinois. 

Wants Code Test 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I am a new reader of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 
having bought my first copy this month, and I 
want to say that it is the best magazine on short 
waves. 

Again bringing up the subject of "no knowl- 
edge of code on or below six meters," I read 
a letter in the June issue of SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
written by a certain Mr. V. D. Kinard. I don't 
see why he should be having such a hard time 
with the code. It took only two months to mas- 
ter the code and "Q" signals on my part. I 
think it is much harder to build a transmitter, 
monitor, frequency meter, and all the other 

Get Your Buttoir! 
The illustration here- 

with shows the beautiful 
design of the "Official" 
Short Wave League but- 
ton, which is available to 
everyone who becomes a 
member of the Short \t ®F 
Wave League. EACJi. 

The requirements for 
joining the League were 
explained in the May issue; copies of rules 
will be mailed upon request. The button 
measures 3/4 inch in diameter and is inlaid 
in enamel -3 colors -red, white, and blue. 

tA 

Please note that you can order your but- 
ton AT ONCE-SHORT WAVE LEAGUE 
supplies it at cost, the price, including the 
mailing. being 35 cents. A solid gold but- 
ton is furnished for $2.00 prepaid. Address 
all communications to SHORT WAVE 
LEAGUE, 96 -98 Park Place, New York. 

necessary equipment of a station than learning 
the code. The result would be a lot of inexpe- 
rienced fellows who have tihkered with radio 
apparatus, building transmitters without any 
idea of its operation. Practically all of the fel- 
lows would be "off frequency" and the band in 
which they operate would be a regular inferno 
of noise, QRM and everything under the same 
title. 

I am not a "ham" yet, but will be in a very 
short time. I think every operator should have 
a license, regardless of the frequency or band 
he works on, for the sake of others on the same 
band. 

Wishing your magazine continued success, I 
remai n. 

Yours very tru:y, 
M. R. ROFAJKO. 

5417 N. Natoma Ave., 
Norwood Park, Ill. 

Arguments for "Code Test" 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

In the course of buying your magazine for the 
interesting articles it admittedly conta'ns, I have 
found that I bought some printed opinion with 
which I am not in accord. You will perhaps 
find it worth while to run this counter- attack on 
the page you devote to the SHORT WAVE 
LEAGUE. 

Class my remarks as opposition to the issuance 
of a non -code -requirement license. Since your 
readers have been so unanimous in the support 
of such a movement as would delete the test, it 
is only fair to pass on some of the considera- 
tions of the other side. 

Radio telegraphy is the older art, but must 
not presume on seniority in the argument. save 
in one way, and that in the natural course of 
development. An amateur operator in the ad- 
justment of his first transmitter learns that the 
paper advice he has read is not easily put to 
work. Experience brings the ability to use a 
transmitter to the best advantage, both for its 
"DX" ability. and for the good- citizen character 
of the signal emitted. As the readers know, 
phone operation is more than a refinement; it 
requires even more familiarity with the radio 
frequency end of the "rig," presumably gained 
in the successful operation of a C.W. trans- 
mitter. The complexity is doubled. While a 
phone transmitter is not an impossible thing to 
operate without telegraph experience, getting 
over one part of the problem in the C.W. outfit 
allows any of the difficulties arising to be more 
intelligently dealt with. Simple things first is 
the scientific attitude. 

Thus the operation of a C.W. transmitter 
would seem to improve one's technical insight 
against t e later phone. It is for this reason, 
in part, ihat I hold for the code test, and the 
ability to use a telegraph outfit for all amateurs. 
Emergency might call for telegraph with simpler 
apparatus, too. 

In addition. the members of the League who 
are crying for a "codeless" license, nearly all 
say that the code is too hard for them. The 
amateur who has had to learn the code is 
obviously more interested in the art of radio 
than one who only wants to play with it, un- 
willing to give himself the code ability. Wave 
bands are more and more passing on to the 
limit of capacity, and restriction of their use to 
people who will work a bit and thus evince 

(Continued on page 6E8) 
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How the "beginners' Receiver" looks when rewired for A.C. 
Tubes. Arrows indicate "new" parts 

WELL, here we are ready to com- 
plete the electrification of our short 

wave receiver. We will remember that 
last month we made the power ampli- 
fier and power supply unit, and we 
have been using the "B" part of this 
unit to supply the plate curent to our 
receiver. 

However, we are still using the "A" 
battery to light the filaments of the 
two tubes in the set, and as it is our 
purpose to make a completely power - 
operated set from our original Begin- 
ners' receiver, we will make the neces- 
sary changes, now. 

First, we will not be able to use the 
type 30 tubes in the electric set, as 
these tubes are designed for battery 
operation and cannot be used with al- 
ternating current on the filament. The 
tubes made for the latter purpose are 
constructed a little differently than 
the former type. Instead of having a 
filament to emit the electrons as we 
learned some time ago, it uses the fila- 
ment only to heat a small metal tube 
(called the "cathode ") to a red heat. 
This cathode is covered with a sub- 
stance that emits electrons similar to 
a filament. The regular filament is 
operated from the alternating cur- 
rent, which we have learned is not 
constant, but is continually changing 
its direction, back and forth; and of 
course, the strength of the current 
also varies from a maximum value to 

The Short -Wave 
Beginner 

By C. W. PALMER 

No. 8 in Series: Completing Electrifica- 
tion of Beginners' Receiver 

Mr. Palmer describes in a clear manner, in- 
telligible to the layman, just how to convert 

the "Beginners' Receiver" from battery 
to A.C. operation. 

zero, each time it changes direction. 
These changes in strength would 

cause the tube to act differently for 
each value of current and a very loud 
humming noise would be heard in the 
loudspeaker. This is the reason why 
the "cathode" type tube is used. The 
cathode holds the heat, so that the 
changes in the filament current do not 
affect the operation of the tube. These 
current changes that we have men- 
tioned are too fast for our eyes to 
notice, but they are heard in the 
phones or loudspeaker as a very an- 
noying hum. 

Making the Changes 
The tube that we will choose, then, 

is very much like the old ones in ap- 
pearance, with certain exceptions. It 
has five prongs on the base, so new 
sockets are also needed. While this 
changing from one type of apparatus 
to another may seem wasteful, it was 
necessary as we can see by referring 
back over all the steps made in build- 
ing our set. Naturally we had to build 
it simple at first, so that we would not 
have too much trouble. 

The only remaining battery, when 
we remove the "A" batteries, is the 
"C" battery. We will remove this by 
placing a resistance in the current 
supply for the plates of the tubes, and 
tapping off enough for the "C" sup- 
ply, which is only about 10 volts. This 

is done by inserting a resistance of 
the correct value in the "cathode" cir- 
cuit. As the current of the "B" sup- 
ply passes from the cathode to the 
plate, this is the most convenient place 
to make the "C" tap. 

The parts needed for these final 
changes in our receiver are as follows: 

2 -type 56 Tubes -Arcturus (or 
R. C. A.) 

2 -5 -prong Tube Sockets -Alden 1- Resistor, 2,700 ohms (1 watt 
sift) Aerovox (Lynch) 

1 -1 mf. by -pass Condenser - 
Aerovox (Concourse) 

Remove the tube sockets, the fila- 
ment wires, which includes the wires 
that connected to the "F" terminals 
on the two sockets, as well as the 
wires from ground to the filament 
rheostat and from the rheostat to the "A- ,B -,C." terminal. The wire from 
the "A." to the tube filaments and the 
wire from the "F" terminal on the 
transformer to the "C-" terminal are 
also removed. 

Now mount the five -prong sockets 
in place of the old ones, with the grid 
binding post to the left looking from 
the front. Resolder the wire from the 
grid leak and condenser to the "G" 
terminal on the detector socket. Con- 
nect the wire from the regeneration 
coil back on the "P" terminal of this 
socket. This leaves three terminals 

(Continued on page 636) 
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Wiring diagram showing schematically how the new A.C. heater Physical wiring diagram for the "uninitiated" S -W fan, showing 
circuit is applied to the short -wave "Beginners' Receiver," pre- how Mr. Palmer rewired the filament- heater circuit for A.C. 

viously described for battery operation. operation in the "Beginners' Receiver." 
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS 
OF THE WORLD 

ALL SCHEDULES EASTERN STANDARD TIME: ADD 5 HOURS FOR GREENWICH MEAN TIME 

Short Wave Broadcasting Stations 

13.93 21,540 W8XK 

13.97 21,470 GSH 
1:1.93 18.830 PLE 

16.87 17,780 W3XA L 

W9XF 
1 9,98 17,770 GSG 
19.56 15,330 W2XA D 

19.45 13,2:0 W2XE 
19.66 13,210 A 

19.72 15,210 W8XK 

D For 

19.01 15.110 GSF 
19.83 15,120 NV1 

11AA 
19.99 15,000 CM6X1 

20.50 11,62220 XDA 

20.95 14,310 G2NM 

21.50 13.910 

23.35 12.R50 W2XO 

W2XCU 
W9XL 

23.38 I2.a20 

25 14 11.901 F YA 

1.2221 11.880 W9XF 

25 24 11.470 VUC 

WBX K 

25.28 11.405 GSE 
25.34 11.440 W9XAO 

11.830 W2XE 
11,810 12110 

2:.1' 11.400 VE9GW 

25.45 11.790 WIXAL 
25.17 11,780 V E9D R 

21.1)) 11.760 XDA 

11.750 GSD 
VE91 R 

, 11.:05 F Y A 

29.30 10.250 T14 

314 9.860 EAQ 

: :l 10 9,610 HSP2 

31 24 9.590 V K2M E 

::1.29 GSC 
31.::, W3XAU 

Address and Schedule 

West 
Pittsburgh. Kl,o5'e 

Elee Ici. ., t 
7:30 

. E 
a 

- noon. 
Chelmsford. England. 
Bandoeng. Wednes- 

days. :O0-8:00 

Nltionl Itronklr 
tt hug Co.. 

Downers Grove. Ill. 
Chelmsford. England. 
General Electric Co., Sche- 

nectady. N. Y. Broad - 
n..,. Sae P 

and Sunday. 
6 

p.m. 
Wayne. N. J. 
"Radio 

I. France. 
Pontoise 

le la ItadiodiftU. ion. 103 
)tue de Grenelle. Paris. 
Dalle' 8:30 -10:00 a.n,. 

Westinghouse Electric & 
Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh. 
7:30 a. m. to 5 p.m. 

address. see listing for 
DIA. Mondays. 10.11 p.ur. 

('hein font. England. 
Vatican Rn City 

loorne.5lta is 
Tokio. Japan. Irregular. 
Central Tuinuto. Cuba. 

Irregular. 
Tre, -News _Agency. lies- 

Ito City, 2:30.3 p.m. 
Gerald Marcuse, Henning- 

on-Thames n- 
days. 1 :30 p.m. 

l !livers 1t3 of Bucharest. 
Bucharest. Roumania, 

1 p.m.. Wed.. Sat. 
General Electric Co.. Skie 

r,lady, N. Y. Antipodal 
program 9 II.In. Mon. to 

ado.. Tues. Noon to 5 :1 

m. on Tues.. Thurs. and 
sat. 

\ m pare, N. J. 
Anoka. Minn.. and other 

experimental relay broad - 
ader. 

Director General. Tele- 
graph and Telephone Sta 
,lune. Rabat. Morocco. 
Sul.. 7:30-9 s1dn. Daily 

Telephony. 
'Radio Colonial." Pontoise 

Paris). See listing for 
11.08 meters. Daily 1:00- 
2:10 p.m. 

National Broadcasting Co.. 
Downers Grove (Chicago). 
Ill. 9 -10 p.m. daily. 

Calcutta. India. 9:15-10:45 
p.m.; 8 -9 a.m. 

AWe,tinghouse Electric. East 
Pittsburgh. Pa. 4 -IO p.m. 

Chelmsford, England. 
Chicago Federation of La- 

bor. Chicago. Ili. 7 -8 
a.ur.. 1 -2, 1 -5:30, 6.7:30 

Wayne. N. J. 
"Radio Roma Napoli." 

Rome. Italy. I) a i I y . 

11:30 .m. to 12:15 I.n 
PI 2:1111-6:00 p.m. 

d a y , 11:00 a.m.-121 

W. A. Shane, Chief Engl- 
uer. Bow manville. Can- 
ada. Daily. 1 -4 p.m. 

110.ton. \la.s. 
Dnlmmondrille, Quebec. 

Canada. Irregular. 
Tans -News .Agency, Mesi n 

Cit v. :3 -4 p.m. 
I .ford. England. 
Winnipeg. Canada. Week- 

day:. 5:30 -7:30 p.n. 
"Radin Colonial," I'I.ntaise 

(Pari,). See listing for 
19.68 meters. Daily. 3:00- 
7:00 pm. 

.AmmMdo Cespedes Marin. 
Novella. Costa Rica. Moo. 
und %'ed.. 7:30 to 8:30 
p.m. : Thurs. and Sat.. 
9:110 to 10 p.m. 

Transradlo Espanola, Alcala 
4:t- Madrid. Spain. (P. D. 
(Boa 951). Daily for 
\merles, 6:30 -8:00 p.m.: 

for Europe and Canaries 

3 
:1 Saturdays only'. 1:00 - 
00 p.m. 

Broadcasting Service. Post 
And Telegraph Depart 
ment. Bangkok. Siam. 9 
11 a.m., daily. 

.Amalgamated Wireless.Ltd., 
Sydney, Australia, Sun., 
1 -3 .t1)., 5 -9 a.m., 9:30 
11:30 a.m. 

C 'l0Itn-.ford, England. 
It) hems l'a.. relays WCAI' 

.1. 11) 

Address and Schedule 

os 
HBP LeSague of 

Sundays. 
5:00 -5:45 p.m. 

31.3:1 9.570 WI %AZ 

51.19 9,560 DCA 

Si. IA 9.530 W2XAF 

::1.19 520 OXY 
1' 

::1.11 9.510 GSB 
4,110 V K3ME 

9.511) PRBA 

7,1 9.160 
Aires. 

:2.00 9.::71 EH90C 

290 

00 9,570 RV15 

...1 e0 7.5:10 

10,110 7.500 
10.10 7.130 YR 

10.50 7.410 

10.71) 7.370 X26A 

10.90 7.320 ZT1 

11.40 :.230 DOA 
11.50 7291 H B9D 

SRI 

Westinghouse Electric A 
life. Co.. Springfield, 
Mass 6 a.m. -10 p.m 
daily. 

Poznan, P o l a n d, Tues.. 
1:45 -4:45 p.m., Thurs.. 
1 :30-8 p.m. 

Reich +postaentralamt, 11 -15 
Schoenberg. Stresse (Ber- 
lin), Konigaw'usterhausen, 
Germany. Dally. 8 a.nt.- 
7:36 p.m. 

General Electric Co.. 
1 ,1m. n0egctady, N. Y., a 1 

D311y. 
Skamleboek. Denmark, 2 -7 

p.m. daily. 
Chelmsford. England. 
.Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd_ 

167 -169 Queen St., Mel- 
bourne, Australia. Wed, 
6:00 -6:30 a.m., Sat. 5:00- 
7'00 a.m. 

Radio Club of Brazil, ltlo 
de Janeiro. 4:30 p.m. to 
about 8:00 pan. 

Radio Club of Buenos 
Argentina. 

Berne. Switzerland, 3 -5:30 
pt, 

Morocco, 3 -5 Rabat, 11.10. 

Sunday, and irregularly 
weekdays. 

Far East Radio Station. 
Khabarovsk, Siberia, 5- 
7:30 a.m. 

'El !'rada" Ttioiramba, FS-- 
mdo, Thur +., 0 -11 p.m. 

"Radio -Touraine." France. 
Lyons. Frame. Dally ex- 

cept Sun., 10 :30 to 1:30 
a.m. 

Etter:walde. Gennam'. lion., 
Thum.. 1 -2 p.m. 

Nu1vo Laredo. Mexico. 9- 
10 a.m.: 11 a.m.-noon; 
1 -2; 4 -5; 7-8 p.m. Tests 
after midnight. 
progralna 11 p.m. Wed. 
A. P.31. 

Jnhannesbnrg. So. Africa. 
9:30 a.m. -2:30 p. e1. 

Doeberitr. Germa)'. 
Zurich, Switzerland. 1st 

and 3rd Sundays at 7 

a.pt.. 2 P.M. 

(NOTE:--This list is compiled from many 
sources, all of which are not in agreement, and 
which show greater or less discrepancies; in 
view of the fact that most schedules and many 
wavelengths are still in an experimental stage; 
and that wavelengths are calculated differently 
in many schedules. In addition to this, one 
experimental station may operate on any of sev- 
eral wavelengths which are assigned to a group 
of stations in common. We shall be glad to 
receive later and more accurate information from 
broadcasters and other transmitting organiza- 
tions, and from listeners who have authentic 
information as to calls, exact wavelengths and 
schedules. We cannot undertake to answer 
readers who inquire as to the identity of un- 
known stations heard, as that is a matter of 
guesswork; in addition to this, the harmonics 
of many local long -wave stations can be heard 
in a short -wave receiver. -- EDITOR.) 

p1 7 7.191 

2.110 7.110 
2.70 7,020 
!.91) 0,990 

13.0+1 0.875 

6.10 0.1811 

16.:0 6.125 
4.7)1 6.125 

6.191 
7.00 6.3011 
,.., 6.3::5 

C 4.2711 

pin 

VSIAB Singapore. \ S. lion., 
Wed . and Fri., 9:30 -1 

H K X Bogota, Colombia. 
EAR125 Madrid, Spain. 6 -7 p.m. 
CTIAA Lisbon. Portugal. Fridays, 

7 p.m. 
FSMC Casablanca. Morocco. Sun., 

Tues., Wed.. Sat. 
TGW Guatamela City. Gnat. 

8 -10 p.m. 
W9XL .Anoka. Minn. 
W3X L National Broadcasting Co. 

Bound Brook, N. .1. Re- 
lay's R'.1Z, irregular. 

R V62 Minsk. 1-.S.S.It. Irregular. 
NCI DR Quito, Ecuador, 8 -11 p.m. 
V E9AP Drummondville, Canada. 
CNP.MC Casablanca. Morocco. Mon. 

3 -4 p. in., Tues. 7 -8 a.lo.. 
3-4 II, M. Relays Rabat. 

H KC Bogota. Colombia. 8:30- 
11:30 p.m. 

H K A Barranquilla. Columbia. 
8-10 p. m. es. Mu.. Wed.. 
Fri. 

i' 
18.62 

it 

0,170 H RB 

Address and SehWale 

Tegucigalpa. (Honduras. Mon- 
day, Wednesday. Friday. 
Saturday 5-6 p.m. and 
J -12 p.m 

18.811 6.110 W8X1( 1Vestinghouae Electric and 
Mfg. Co.. East Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 5 p.m.- midnight. 

18.99 0.120 W2XE Columbia Itroadcasting Sys- 
tem, 485 Madison Avenue. 
New York. N. Y. 7:00 
a.m. 16 midnight. 

FL Eiffel Tower. Paria. 5:30- 
5:45 .m.. 5:45- 12:30, 
1:15 -4:45 PM. 

19.10 0.11a VE9CG Calgary. Alla., Canada. 
19.15 '1.100 W3XAL National Broadcaiting Com- 

pany. Bound Brook. N.J.. 
Irregular. 

V ESC Il alifax, N. H.. Canada. 
6 -10 p.m.. TIE. Thu., Fri. 

19.1: 0,495 V ESC W Iton mantille, Ontario. Can- 
ada. 5 :00 pm. to mid- 
night. 

19. 18 .4100 W9XF I ow hers Grove, IIL 
1931 WOXAA Chicago Federation of La- 

1n,r, Chicago. Ill. 6 -7 a. 
7 -8 p.m., 9:30- 10:15, 

11- 
, 

12 P.m. Int. H. -W. 
Club program .,. From 10 
p.11. Saturday to 6 a.m. 
Sunday. 

V FOCS vancouver, It. C., Canada. 
Fridays before 1:30 a.m. 
Sundays. 2 and 10:30 p.m. 

1B .Johannesburg, South Africa. 
10 :30 a.m. -3:30 p.m. 

19.1; SA1 Ilntala, Sweden. 6:30 -7 a. 
., 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

19.50 4.04a W8X AL Crosley Rodin Corp.. ('In' 
Inont1. 

(8. Relaya 6:30 - 
ado. 1 -3 p.m., 6 p.m. 

1)1 2 u dally. Sunday 
after 11p. M. 

49.30 0.060 VQ7L0 Imperial and International 
Communications, L t d, 
Nalroill. Kenya. Africa. 
Monday. Wednesday. Fri- 
day. 11 a.m. -2:30 p.m.: 

Tuesday. Thursday. 11 :30 
a.m.-2:30 p.m. ; Saturday. 
11:30 a.m. -3:30 p.m.: 
Sunday. 11 a.m. -1:30 
11.ní. ; Tuesday. 3 a.m. - 
4 a.m.: Thursday, 8 a.m. - 
9 a 

W3XAU ib'berry. l'a. Belays WCAU. 
19.56 1:.150 GSA Chelmsford, England. 
!9.59 64150 VE9CF Dal Ibis. N. S., Canada. 11 

1. -noon. 5 -6 p.m.. On ado -noon. 
8 -9; Sun.. 6:30- 

8:15 p. m. 
H K D Barranquilla, Columbia. 
P Sourabaya, Java. 6 -9 a.m. 
W4XB Lawrence 

lote of Dreams 
Dutton. 

Broad- 
cast Corp.. Miami Bead). 
Fla. 

p,,. :5 
: :a VE9CA Calgary. Alta., Canada. 

1.1 . , V Eel) R Canadian Mai. 
bec. 

6-10 p.m. daily. 
19.9: 0.1100 YV2BC Cara 

cas. VelÌy'u . 

:45- 
5- 

Eiffel Tower. Paris, France. 
Testing. 6:30 to 6:45 

tom1:15 to 1:30. 5:15 
5:45 p.m., around this 

ave. 
VE9CU Calgary. Canada. 

40.97 6010 
- 
\s 

T.. Taministration 
des P. T. 

Madagas- 
car. Tues.. Wed.. Thurs.. 
Ed., 9:30 -11 :30 a.m. 
Kat and Sun.. 1 -3 p.m. ,_ 5.970 H l Vatican City (Rome). ^ 
2:1.5 p.m.. daily. Sun.. 
5-5:30 a.m. 

5 tt) H KO Medellin. Colombia, 8 -11 
p.111.. except Sunday. 

51. In H K D Barranquilla, Colombia, 
7:4.5 -10:30 p.m., Men.. 
Wed.. 8 -10:30 p.m. ; Sun- 
day. 7:45 -8:30 p.m. Elias 
J. Pellet. 

x. :In VE9CL Winnipeg. Canada. 
51.112 5,5511 W8XJ Columbus, Ohio. 
50,1111 5,170 OKI MPT Prague, Czechoslovakia 1- 

3:30 p.m., Tues. and Fri. 
PMY Bandoeng. Java. 
PM B Sourabaya, Java. 

011.30 4,975 W2XV Radio Engineering Labora- 
tories. Inc.. Long Island 
City, N. Y. Irregular. 

62.50 4.795 W9XAM Elgin, Ill. (Time signals.! 
W3XZ Washington. D. C. 
W9XL Chicago. Ill. 

67.05 4,450 DOA Dteheritz. Germany. 6 -7 
p.m.. 2 -3 p. ill.. Iton., 
Wed., Fri. 

7000 4.290 OH K 2 Vienna, .Austri a. Sun.. first 
15 minutes Itf hour from 
I 10 7 p. m. 
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1O., 

SHORT WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD 

70 20 4.273 

7.05 42.530 

(Continued frolle opposite page) 

Short Wave 
RVI5 Far East ltisili Si, ibn, i 

Khaharovik, S t b or la. 
s, 

Rally. 3-9 a.m. 
Iterlln. Germany. Tues. and 

Tim's.. 11:30-1:30 P.M. 82.90 
Telefui ken Co. 

3,6211 

Broadcasting Stations 
FUUKS 

13R0 

IMA 

Ilai9 an; ün. 'l'u1,i;, .\büa. 512i 
Shun. and Fri. 

Prato Jlmeraldn, R o m e, 
Italy. Daily. 3-5 p.m. 128.09 

1 Lieber ltr., Gerinally. 

611 

3,560 OZ7RL Copenhagen, D e n m ark . 

Tues. and Frl. after 
2.:112 W7XAW v. nl. 

Fish Blend, Inc., Fourth 
Are. and University e -. 
,,e11/11.- \t'a.hlncton. 

Experimental and Commercial Radio- Telephone Stations 

Address and Yhedule 

9.08 31.000 WOX I Pillnbulgli. l'a. 
10.79 27,800 W6XD Palo Allo. Calif. NI. It. T. 

11.55 25.960 CSSW Chelmsford. England, Ex- 
perimental. 

11.67 25.700 W2XBC Sew Brunswick, N. .1. 

12.18 21,01)0 W6XQ San Matot, Call(. 
Vienna. A u s t. r l a. Sin., 

Wed., Sat. 
11.00 21.120 W2XD1 Deal, N. J. 

And other experi inim al sta- 
tluna. 

11.01 21,400 W LO American Telephone & Tel- 
egraph Co.. Lew retire, N. 
J., transatlantic phone. 

14.11 21.130 LSM Monte Grande, Argent his. 
14.27 21.1120 LSN (Burlingham), R uenoe 

A ere,. Argentina. 
I :.26 21.000 OKI Pldebrady, Czechoslovakia. 
11.47 20.719 LSY Slunte Grade. Argentina. 

Daily 3 -6 p.m., Sunday. 
10 p.m. 

Monte Grande. Argentina. 
after 10:30 p.m. Tele- 
phony with Europe. 

LOX Buenos Aires. Telephony 
with U. S. 

FS Ill l'arin- Saignn phone. 
11.54 20,620 PMB Itandoeng- Java. After 4 

11.89 20,140 DWG Nutlet). Germany. Teets 10 
a.m. -3 p.m. 

15.03 19.950 LSG Slonte Grande, Argent Ina. 
From 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Telephony to Paris and 
Neuen (Berlin). 

Sauer), Germany. 

11.50 20.600 LSN 

D I H 

15.07 19.906 LSG Manie Grande. Argentina. 
8 -10 a.m. 

15.10 19,850 WMI Deal. N. J. 
15.12 19,830 FTD St. %soh se, France. 
15.45 19.4110 FRO.F RE St. Assist., France. 
15.55 19,300 FTM St. Amine. France. 10 a.m. 

In noon. 
15.58 19.240 DFA Nauen. Germany. 
15.60 19.220 WNC heal. N. J. 
15.94 18.820 PLE Itandoeng, Java. R:10.10:40 

a.m. Phone service to 
Holland. 

18.10 18,620 GB1 Rndmin, England. Tele- 
phony with :Montreal. 

18.11 18620 GBU 
16.33 18.370 PMC IL ndong. Java.. 

16.35 18.350 WND Deal Reach. N. .1. Tran. - 

at lent le telephony. 
18.38 111,310 G8S Rugby, England. Tele- 

phony with New fork. 
General PostoMre, Ln1I- 
Ilon. 

Saigon. Indo- China, 1 to 3 
p.m. Sundays. 

16.44 18,210 FRO.F RE Stn. Assts. , France. 
16.50 10.170 CGA Drummondville. Q u e lt e e. 

Canada. Telephony In 
England. 

Halmin, England. 
Itnlinas, Calif. 
ltandoeng. Java C 'Ratite 

Malabar "1. 
W2XAO Sete Brunswick, N. J. 

1.1.82 17.830 PCV Kotwlyk. Holland. 9:40 
a.m. Sint. 

16.87 17.760 W8XK Wes Inchon,. Electric and 
Mfg. Co., Saxonburg. Pa. 

17.00 17,410 Ship. Phones to Shore: WSBN. 
"Leviathan ": OF WV, "Sfayeatic "; 
GUM, Olytmpic ": GDLJ 'Home- 
ric' : GMAQ "Belgenland ": work 
on this and higher channels. 

17.23 17,380 11AA Tokio, Japan. 

F ZS 

18.57 
16.81 
16.80 

10.100 
18,050 
17.850 

GBK 
KQ1 
PLF 

a 

32 
17.:: 1 

17.1- 

17.55 
16.10 

16.50 
18.56 
16.66 

1t.Rll 
18.90 

18.9:1 

111.1i11 

20.65 
211.711 

20.80 
21.17 
22.:16 

23.46 
21.41 
21.46 

Y 

I7.:InU 

17,110 

17.11811 
10.31111 

1R.2nn 
16.150 
16,111;11 

iy-i 
WBXL 
W6XA1 
W9XL 

WOO 

W2XDO 

GBC 
PCL 

W LO 
FZR 
GBX 
NAA 

15,11511 PLG 
15,8611 FTK 

15.7611 11AA 

15.3110 0 X 
11.530 LSA 
11.1n0 GGBW 

1 1. 1211 

11,1511 
13,4011 

12.780 
12.290 
12.250 

21.115 12.1511 

21.60 
21.8!1 

21.118 

25.10 
25.65 

25.64 
211.00 
26.10 
26.15 

26.22 
211.14 

12.9:0 
12.1115 

12,11110 

11.945 
18.1150 

11.6711 
11.530 
11,101 
11.4711 

11.135 
1I,:1111 

WNC 
VPD 
KKZ 
WND 

GBC 
GBU 
FTN 

AO d resa and Sr hrd u it 

Dayhnn Ohio. 
Oakland, Calif. 
Anoka, Minn., n, 

experimental st' 
Deal, N. J. Tram -. 

phone. 
Ur ran Gate. N. J. 

A T. Co. 
Rushy. England. 
Kuotwijk, llolland 

with ltandong 
a.m. 

lawrenre, N. J. 
Saigon, Indn- China. 
Rugby. England. 
I'. S. Navy. Arline:., s 

TIM.. signals. Ii 

ltandowng, Java. -tltc, iI...' 
St. Assise, France. Tel 

phony. 
Tokio. Japan. l'ln In 

a.m. Wain ti on.ndt1,, 
Lynglty, Denmark. Exp. 

- 

mental. 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
Radio Section, General I'.. 

Office, London. E. C. 
Rugby. England. 

Deal, N. .1. 
.Suva. FIJI Islands. 
Itnlinas, Calif. 
I leal Bench. N. .1. Tran.. 

a Hint it telephony. 
Rugby, England. 
Rugby. England. 
Ste. Assise (Pads l . Frane. 

Works Buenos Aires, In- 
do -China and .lava. On 
!I a.m. l0 1 p.m. and 
other hours. 

GBS Rugby. England. 
PLM Itandoeng. Jars. 7 :41 a.m. 
CBS Rushy. England. Tran.:n- 

Imo le phone to Ural. 
N. J. INew York I. 

FQO.F OE Sir. Assise. Frana. 
'ß,kio, Japan. 5.8 a.m. 

NAA Arlington. Va. Tin, sig- 
nals, 11 :17 to nom. 

NSS Annapolla, Md. Teme sig- 
nals. 9:57 -10 p.m. 

Saigon, Indo -China. Time 
signals, 2.2:05 p.m. 

Itnlinas, Calif. 
Maracay, Venezuela. I lue 

broadcasts occasionally.p 
K 1 Kahului. Ilawall. 
CGA Drummondville, Canada. 
GBK IhBin In. England. 
18 D K S.S. "Elettra," Marroul'- 

yaeht. 
Sauen. Germany. 
Nordeich, Germany. Tin, 

signals. 7 a.m.. 7 p.m. 
Donn ache Sewn a rte. Man - 

Iowa. 
Wellington, N. Z. T,sn. 3- 

R 

Itandong. .lava. St'i,rk- 
wi111 Holland and }'ram,' 
sieekd ys from - m., 
anelimes after 9:30. 

W LO I.:nvrence, N. J. 
V L K Sydney. Australia. 1 -7 a in 
PO Kodwilk, Holland. 
K EZ Isolina a. Calif. 
LSY Buenos .ten's. Argon Ina. 
GB Itugby. England. 

FIG 

KKO 
YVO 

D H C 
DAN 

27.311 111.'1811 ZLW 

28.211 111.630 PLR 

26.11 

28.80 

28.80 

111.510 

10.410 

10,31111 

2..51 

Address and Schedule 

-e 
DIS I n . I -n Sauen, Germany. P r e s s 

(rode) daily; 6 p.m.) 
Spanish; 7 p.m., Eng- 
lish; 7:50 p.m., German: 
2:30 p.m.. English; 5 
P.M., German. Sundays: 
u p.m., Spanish; 7:50 
p.m.. German: 9:30 p.m.. 
Spanish. 

GBU Rugby. England. 
311 ..51111 185 Buenos Aires, phone to 

Europe. 
LSA Buenos Aires. 

04 7:10 0BW Rugby, England. 
o 75 .7511 .tgen, France. Tues. and 

Fri., 3 to 4:15 p.m. WNC Dent. N. J. 
Áu.90 9.7110 WMI Deal, N. J. 
:.0.93 9,6011 LQA Buenos Aires. 

i I .23 9,8011 LGN Bergen, Norway. 
t. 13 9.3:0 CGA Drummondville, Canada. 
..21 9,:110 GBC Rugby, England. Sundays 

2:30-5 p.m. 
:2.40 0,250 GBK Ih8lmin. England. 
.150 9.230 F L Paris, France (Eiffel Ten - 

erl. Time signals 4:56 
a.m. and 4 :10 p.m. 

50 9.200 GBS Rugby. England. Transe 
lent lc phone. 

9,0111 GBS Rugby, England. 
+l 6.872 NPO Cavile (Manila). Philip- 

pine Islands. Time sig- 
nals 9:55 -10 p.m. 

Arlington. Va., Time sig- 
nals 9 :57.10 p.m., 2:57 

:1 p.m. 
33.98 8.011) WSBN S.S. "Leviathan." 
34.50 8.690 W2XAC Sehenertalty. New York. 

NAA 

31.60 8,6511 W2XCU 
31.de 8.1511 W3XE 

W2XV 

3-1.74 8.630 

35.02 8.5511 
31.7a1 8.1511 

36.!12 
37.02 

6.1211 

8.11111 

3:.811 7.9:111 

on 

. 311 

60 

39.15 
:0.40 
39.74 

7.91111 

7.830 

7.770 

:CU 

7.610 
7..,2u 

WBXAG 
W4XG 
W3XX 

WOO 
W2XD0 
WOO 
PRAG 

PLW 
EATH 

11AA 

DOA 

VPD 
11AA 
PDV 

FTF 
PCK 

FTL 
H KF 
CGE 

Ampere, N. J. 
ItaltiMire. Sid. 12:15 -1:15 

p.m.. 1,1:15-11:15 p.m. 
Radio Engineering Lab., 

Long Island City, N. Y. 
Dayton, Ohio. 
Miami, Fla. 
Washington. D. C. 
And other experimental sta- 

11ons. 

1)0,1. N. J. 
Olean Gate. N. J. 
Ilrean Gate, N. J. 
Porto Alegre. Brasil. 8:30- 

9:00 a.m. 
Randoeng. Java. 
Vienna. Austria. Senn. and 

Thins.. 5::0 to 7 p.m. 
'l'okyo. Japan. Tests 5 -8 

a.m. 
Doeherit Z. Germany. 1 to 

:t p.m. ltelchpmstrrntra- 
lomq Berlin. 

Suva. Fiji Islands. 
Tokio, Japan (Testing). 
Kollwijk, Holland, atom 9 

a.m 
Sie. .SSSIae. France 
Hootailk, Holland. 9 n.m, 

tu 7 p.m. 
Ste. As.Si se. 
Bogota. Colombia. 0 -10 p.r.. 
l 'a !gat r. Canada. Testing. 

Tues., Thurs. 
13.70 6,860 K EL Ihdlnas. Calif. 

Radio Vitus. l'ari +, France. 4.1: 
a.m. .I p. 111. 

(CO/it ill ,ed on nest page) 

"STAR" SHORT WAVE BROADCASTING STATIONS 
The following stations are reported regularly by many 

listeners. and are known to be on the air during the 
hours stated. Conditions permitting. you should be 
able to hear them on your own short -wave receiver. All 
times E.S.T. 

G5SW has been replaced by eight stations operating on 
various waves between 13.97 and 49.58 meters. 

H VI. Vatican City. Daily 5 to 5:15 a.m. on 19.83 
meten: 2 to 2:15 p.m. on 50.26 meters: Sunday 5 to 
5:30 a.m. on 50.26 meters. 

V K2M E. Sydney. Australia. 31.28 meters. Sunday 
morning from I to 3 a.m.; 5 to 9 a.m.; and 9:30 to 
11:30 a.m. 

VK3M E. Melbourne. Australia. 31.55 meters. Wednesday 
5:00.6:30 a.m.; Saturday 5:00 -7:00 a.m. 

FVA. "Radio Colonial." Paris. On 19.68 meters, daily 
8:30 -10:00 m.; on 25.16 meten. daily 1:00 -2:00 
p. m. ; on 25.6 meters, daily 3:00 -7:00 p.m. 

H K D, Barranquilla. Colombia. On 51.4 meters. Mon- 
day. Wednesday and Friday. 8 to 10:30 p.m.; Sun- 
day, 7:45 to 8:30 p.m. 

VEOG W, Oowmanville. Ontario. Canada. 25.42 meters. 
from I to 10 p.m. 

EAQ. Madrid. Spain. 30.4 meters, 6:30 to 8 p.m. daily: 
1 to 3 p.m. Saturday. 

K onigs.Wllsterhausen. Germany. On 31.38 meters daily RVI5, Khavarovsk, Siberia. 70.2 m . Daily from 2 le 
Iron, 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. 9 a.m. 
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612 SHORT WAVE CRAFT for 

SHORT WAVE STATIONS OF THE 

at_ it 
cr- 

32 1¿Y 

43.80 6.840 
44.40 6.733 
41.99 6,000 

95.50 6,560 

46.05 6,515 

98.95 3,030 
3:[23 5.6311 
9A0 3.490 

53.53 5,600) 
01.32 3,1701 

(Continued from preceding page) 

Experimental and Commercial Radio.Telephone 

- 7S 

43-1 Address and Schedule 3 LLY 

C FA Drummondville. Canada. 62.80 4.770 
WND (real, N. J. 63.00 4,7611 
F8KR Constantine. Algeria. Mon., 63.13 4.750 

Fri.. 5 p.m. 63.79 4,700 
H KM Bogota. Colombia. 9 -11 72.87 4.116 

p.m. 7I.72 4.105 
RFN Moscow, U.S.S.R. (Russia) 

2 a.m. - I p.m. 
WOO Deal. N. .1. 

V E9A R 
WQDP 
WSDE 
WSDB 
KGUK 
KGUF 
KGUC 
KGUL 
KGUG 
KG UA 

WQDU 
KQQ 
KQM 
KMP 

Saskatoon. Sask., Canada. 
Atlanta. Ga. 
Tuscaloosa. Ala. 
Jackson. Miss. 
Shreveport, La. 
Dallas. Tex. 
Fort Worth. Tex. 
Abilene. Tex. 
Rig Springs. Tex. 
El Paso. Tex. (Southern 

Air Transport Lines.) 
Aurora. Ill. 
Iowa City. Iowa. 
Des Moines. Iowa. 
Omaha. Nob. 

54. 
90.077 

0 

815 to 5 meters -00 to 80 megacycles. 
x.96 to 6.18 meters -18.5 to 50.3 megacycles. 
6.82 to 7.14 meters -42 to 46 megacycles. 

WBXF The Goodwill Station, Pon- 
tiac, Mich. 

Philco Radio. Philadelphia, 
l'a. 

%OAR Broadcasting Co., 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

6.89 43,500 Milwaukee .Journal, Mil- 
waukee, Wis. 

Camden, N. J. (Other ex- 
perimental television per- 
mits: 48.800 to 50.3.0 
k.r., 43.0110-46.000 k 

101.7 to 105.3 meters -- 222.850 to 2.950 kc. 
WIXAV Short Warn & Televi 

Corp.. Boston. Ma,._ 
2. 7:30 to 10:30 0 

daily ex. Sun. W 
with W1XAU 10 -11 

W2XR Radio Pictures, Inc.. I. 
Island City. N. Y. 1 

10 p.m. 
r 

Sund:ps. 
Silent 7-7:30 Sat. 

103.9 2,833 W6XAN Los Angeles. Calif. 
W7XAB Spokane, Wash. 

W3XE 

W8XL 

W9XD 

W3XAD 

Address and Schedule 

Z L2XX Wellington. New Zealand. 
Radio LLI'aris, France. 
WOO Ocean Gate. N. J. 
WIXAB Portland, Me. 
WOO Deal, N. J. 
NAA Arlington, Ya. Time Sig- 

nals. 9:57 -10 p.m., 11:57 
a.m. to n.vnt. 

Airport Stations 

5,560) 
3.1001 

KRF 
KMR 
KQE 
KQC 
KQD 
KKO 
K1E 
KFD 
K RA 
KDD 

WAEF 
WAEE 
WAED 

FEBRUARY, 1933 

WORLD 

Stations 

_ L 

3C Y qJ 
92.50 3..10 W9XL 
95.00 3.159 PK2AG 
90.03 3.124 WOO 
97.53 3,070 W9XL 

193.5 1,550 W2XCE 
199.35 1,560 WIXAU 

Address and Schedule 
Chicago. III. 
Samara ng. Java. 
Deal. N. .1. 

Chicago. I II. 
Mutala. Sweden 

a.m. -nain, 1 -l0 p.m. 
Passaic. N. J. 
limon, Ma,s. 

11:30 

l.incoin, Neb. 
North Piatte. Neb. 
Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Rock Springs. Wyo. 
Salt Lake City. Utah. 
Elko, Nevada. 
Reno. Nevada. 
Oakland. Calif. 
Boise, Idaho. 
Pasco. Wash. (Boeing Air 

Lines). 
Newark. N. J. 
('anillen. N. J. 
Harrisburg, Pa. 

Television Stations 

WAEC 
WAEB 
WAEA 
KGTR 
KSY 
KSW 
KSX 
KGPL 
KGTI 
KSI 
KGTD 
KST 

Pittsburgh. Pa. 
Culumhus, Ohio. 
Indianapolis, 1111. 
St. Louis. 310. 
Tulsa. Okla. 
Amarilla. Tex. 
Albuquerque. N. M. 
Kingman. .[riz. 
Las Vegas. Nev. 
Los Angeles. Calif. 
Wichita. Kan. 
Kansas City. Mn. 

continental Air 
port 1. 

(Trans- 
Trans- 

108.3 to 109.1 meters -2.750 to 2.850 ke. 

WIXAB Columbia Itl...04 41ns 
System. 4 8 5 Madison 
Are., N. Y. 8:00 -10:0., 
p.m. Sight and Sound 
Transmission daily except 
Saturday and Sunday. 

002X00 Lang Island City. N. Y. 

W3XE l'hile° Radio. Philadelphia. 
l'a. 

W9XAA l'hirags', Ill. 
W9XG Lafayette, Ind. 60 holes. 

1.200 r.p.m. Tuesdays 
and Thursdays. 2:00 
7:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. 

108.8 2.758 VE9CI Landon. Ont., Canada. 
130.4 to 136.4 meters -2.2110 to 2.300 kc. 

W9XAL First National Television 
Corp.. Kansas City, Mo. 

136.4 to 142.9 meters -2.100 to 2.200 kr. 
W2VBS National Broadcasting Co., 

New York. N. Y.. 1.290 
il.i'.M.. 60 linea deep. 7.2 

MAP. 2 -5 p.nt.. 7 -10 
0.n\. ex. Sundays. 

Fre- 
Wave- clueing 
length (Kilt- Call 

(Meten) cycles) Letters 
KGOZ 
KGPN 
WPDZ 
WPDT 
WPEC 
KGPI 
WPDP 
KGFD 
KGPM 
KGPW 
WRDQ 

121.S 2,470 

122.0 2,458 

!22.4 2,450 

YPDO 
WPDN 
WPDV 
WRDH 
WPDR 
WPEA 
WPDK 
WPEE 
WPEF 
WPEG 
KGPH 
KGPO 
KGPZ 
KGZF 

Location 

Cedar Rapids, la. 
Davenport, la. 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Kokomo, Ind. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Omaha, Neb. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
San Jose, Cal. 
Salt Lake City, U. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Klamath Falls, Ore. 
Akron, Ohio 
Auburn, N. Y. 
Charlotte. N. C. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Rochester, N. Y. 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
New York, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Okla. City, Okla. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Wichita, Kans. 
Chanute, Kans. 

Police Radio Stations 
Fro. 

Wave quency 
length (Kilo - 

(Meters) cycles) 

122.8 2,442 

123.4 2,430 

123.8 2.422 

124.1 2,416 

124.2 2,414 

187.81 1,596 WRDU r WKDT 
WCF 

W2)(8 Ensilo Pictures, Inc.. Long 
Island City. N. Y. 48 
and 60 line. 5 -7 p.m. 

W3XAD R. C. A.- Victor Co., Inc.. 
Camden. N. J. 

W2XCW c henerta.U. N. Y. 
WBXAV Pittsburgh. l'a. 1.200 R. 

1'.31.. 60 holes. 1:30- 
^_:30 p.m., Mot., Wed., 
Fri. 

W9XAP Chicago, Ill. 
Kansas State Agricultural 

C o I l e g e. Manhattan, 
Kans. 

to 2.100 kc. 
Jersey City, N. J. 
Jrrxey City. N. J. 3 -5, 6.9 

p.m.. ex. sun. 
Wheaton Maryland. 10:30 

p.m.- midnight exc. Sun. 
Works with %3X.1. 

Passaic, N. .1. 2 -3 p.m. 
Tars., Thnrs., Sat. 

The Goodwill Station. Pon- 
tier. NI Eh. 

112.9 to 180 meters -2.000 to 2.100 kr. 
W9XAO Western Television Research 

Cu.. Chicago. Ill. 
W9XAA Chicago. Ill. 

112.9 to 150 meters -2.000 
W2XAP 
W2XCR 

W3XK 

W2XCE 

W8XF 

Letteers Location 

KGPX Denver, Col. 
WPDF Flint, Mich. 
WPEB Grand Rapids, Mich. 
WMDZ Indianaoolis, Ind. 
WPDL Lansing Mich. 
WPDE Louisville, Ky. 
KGPP Portland, Ore. 
WPDH Richmond, Ind. 
KGZH Klamath Falls, Ore. 

Muskegon, Mich. 
WPDI Columbus, Ohio 
KGPP Portland, Ore. 
WPDM Dayton, Ohio 
KGZD San Diego, Cal. 

Highland Park, III, 
KSW Berkeley, Cal. 
WMJ Buffalo. N. Y. 
KGPE Kansas City, Mo. 
KGPG Vallejo, Cal. 
WPEK New Orleans, La. 
WPDW Washington, D. C. 
KGPB Minneapolis, Minn. 
WPDS St. Paul, Minn. 
WPDY Atlanta, Ga. 
KGPS Bakersfield, Cal. 
WCK Belle Island, Mich. 
WPDX Detroit, Mich. 

Marine Fire Stations 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Detroit, Mich. 
New York, N. Y. 

182.4 1 558 

Fre- 
Wave- Queeny 
length (Kilo- Call 

( Meters) cycles) Letters 
WRDR 

99.5 

123 

2,414 

I 712 

1,574 

25 

WMO 
KG PA 
WPDA 

KGPJ 
WPDB 
WPDC 
WPDD 
WKDU 
KVP 
KGPL 
KGJX 
WPDU 
KGPC 
KGZI 

WRDS 
WMP 
KGPY 
WBR 
WJL 
WBA 
WMB 
WDX 

.oatisa 
Grosse Point Village, 

Mich. 
Highland Park, Mich. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Tulare, Cal. 
El Paso, Tex. 
Beaumont, Tex. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Dallas, Tex. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Pasadena, Cal. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Wichita Falls, Tex. 
Newton, Mass. 
Shreveport, La. 
E. Lansing. Mich. 
Fram'gham, Mass. 
Shreveport, La. 
Butler, Pa. 
Greensburg, Pa. 
Harrisburg, Pa. 
W. Reading, Pa. 
Wyoming, Pa. 

W EY 
KGPD 

Boston. Mass. 
San Francisco, Cal. 
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CHOKES \( 

=r 
a tI 

FAHNSTOCK 
CLIPS 

$5.00 PRIZE 
VARIABLE R.F. CHOKE 

Ahoy,. 
t 

diagram .showing a simple 
inclinai of quickly changing the value of 

the radio frequency Choke. Fahnestork lins are serewed to the lop of half -inch 
coaten dowel rods and one end of the 
hoke is fastened to the clip. .t hole 1s 

drilled in each end of a strip of copper 
or brass. One end of the strip is bolted 
to the binding post of the transformer. 
Screw the other end to the dare) roll. The 
remaining end of' the choke is fastened to 
the strip. Ivan Ross. V 

PLUG -IN COIL HANDLES 

A very good handle for tube base cot 
an be mi 

a 
e front common Italia 

knob. the I variety sold in the Five -and 
Teml'ent stores; aber washer and a 
brass hushing. Remove the nut on th 
knob and slip on Ilse bushing, chlrl 
n hound be about osa" long; next, 1h 
washer. and finally the nut. Tighten the 
whole thing und the handle Is ready for 
tue. 

After the coil is nlatle. all up form 
with sealing wax and push the handl 
into then s until the bottom of Ilse knot 
Is flush with the surface of the wax. 
Mee the wax solidifies yon ha a t c 

lasting coil 'pull." -Thom as A. Mani 
ara. 

JOINING WIRE TO PRONGS 

TUBE EASE 

STIFF 
WIRE 

SOLDER 
ENDS 

TO 
WIRE 

In making shortwave plug- in coils 
have found an raster method of fa.trnin 
lie ends of the roils to the prongs of tl 
roll form or tube base. For l'X base 
take four pieces of stiff wire (as [alt 
el +sant Just large enough to tit tight 
it to the prongs of the fonts and sold 
11,. ends of the (Mils to the wire. Fa 

u +e five wires. etc- ltarry+ F, Siebe 

"HUM" REMOVER 
Here is a kink that will be very rueful 

t those who use 'A" eliminators for ti, Ir 
receiver filament supply, which pass 
A.t'. hum, deter :able In the speaker 

TO SET 

STORAGE 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR 

$ 5.00 For Best 
Short Wave Kink 
The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be paid for at regular space rates. Look over these "kinks" and they will give you some idea of what the editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description, with sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the "Kink" Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

ss pis extremey mdey, so 1 bought aaodorh 
which l 

batten. (mending to use the eliminator n 

bcharger. 
This took a lut of time and 

other so I shunted the batten' across the 
output of the eliminator. Thiselinli- 
nated the A.C. hunt completely. It this 
hum still persists take out the ac his from 
the battery and Ill) It with tondo:wet oil 
uutea1. --0, Zentanorieh. 

SIMPLE "TEST" BATTERY 
To toonsbourt this ' 'arias ing batten" 

Y011 non lr) the blotter between t u 
plalr.. Il. ill too hub., in the bake- 

life Irmo ,orb ttol: I,Il,am Ill' .one - 

the I nlal 'floe pi of 
nnIni Iillrul 

owl,' I ', 
- iir and 

loue. 'l'hr pl.. tr are part of two s -rial le 
nitdrl..r- low brai- and the other :luuli- 

tuol. . \In .i're piale. of Bakelite may ie 
atria the blotter keeps the plates Is it 
touching one ' another. Ontead of two eh os 

or bhl,line pa is ont may be used and a 

BRASS WET ALUMINUM 
"wormy( 

POST FOR 
PHONE TIP TEST PROD 

I tree of flexible wire fastened under the 
I Caul of one of the amine screws; acme 
I Ong should be soldered to this end for a 
11041. The tip of the aforementioned phone 
c rd Is used for the other end of the tes 

rd. To charge this battery simply ins 

tiroe 
the blotter in water. If the blotter 

before you wish to use It. the proles 
I imply repealed It is not necessary 
n remote the blotter from between the 
I lanes Ito fret IL Wet the complete batten' 
and then wipe excess water from the plate. 

awl +irip of bakeilte, being sure the plate 
b placed that they hold the blotte 

firmly between them. -James Austin. 

HANDY CONNECTIONS! 
To those experimenters who delight in 

tlrwtIne and trying out new circuit: And 
who know the bother of having to ebnge 

FAHNESTOCK 
CLIPS 

EQUIP THE TERMINALS OF ALL 
ESPERIMENTAL PARTS 

PE 

connections from one point to anot1137i Iw 

o 

owing and unscrewing thumb -nuts I I 

tne life of an experimenter about eve 3 les ronds) try the following kink: Fou p 
t t terminals of all your cxperimenta 
I its (sockets. rolls, rheostats. etc.) ni 1 

l' hnertoek ,.lips. The parts thus equlpp t 

It y be mounted bread -board fashion ant 
ti nor circuits sr complete circuit ,.Lange . 

t y be made quickly and without trnubte -M, C. Alexander, Jr. 

5 -METER TRANSMITTER 
I believe this to be the simplest and 

most efficient 5 -peter transmitter. In the 
Iw t : 1x weeks over 200 contacts were made 

stilt 2K different stallions. The "DX 
sas about 15 miles and an "119" sign 
sat reported front that tation. Because 
position and not power Is everything on 
his band, and the transmitter being lo- 
oated on the west slope Of a hill, prat.- 
frailly all contacts were with "western" 
tattoos. The quality of modulation was 

gaol, although loop was used and the Per- 
centage of course was low, An Indoor g ft. 
aerial Was used and over R miles Was coy - 
red with no antenna at 

s 
ll. The circuit 

is riatiort of the split Colpitta and is 
as follows: 

A '45 with 400 tolls of "R" supply was 
found to work the best. L1 and 1.2 a 
one turn, Il /" ll:Meter of No. 1R wine 
1.3 Is 1 turn of No. 32 ,wire twound arumtd 
1.1. Cl may be a 5 to II plate midget 
or any condenser of similar rapacity. 

The aerial Is 8 fret long and may be 
connected to the plate roil directly. A 
neon bulb will 

s 

how oscillation by touching 
It to either end of the antenna or a single 
turn of wire attached to Rash -light bulb 
will light within one -half inch of the 

ci eke) 
NHL Any 

suflire. D.tvld uencY 
Townsend 

A HUSKY PHONE JACK 

LIGNT 
PLUG 

LLITI 
LIGHT 

SOCKET 
HEAD 

PHONES 

t 'se an electric light plug for a pin 
ck and a ligln market of the prong GI e. 
Mid it just as good. Solder one end of 

Li e lead from the phones to one of th 
crests of the plug and do the sae 
the other lead. Using a double -tiros, 
Ingle -pole switch makes a good sway to 
stitch the aerial t0 the ground. when n t 

using the aerial for the set. -Barren W. 
Smith. Jr. 

TO 
SET 

TO 
ANT 

TO 

ANTI -CAPACITY DEVICE 
This Is a method of curing those trou- 

blesome "holy capacity" effects. It consists 
merely of "tuning" the earth lead to a 
point where the eft ects disappear, by 
means of "nartalenser." such as XL, 
of' any capacity up to about .0005 mf. 
maximum; I use a .0003 mf. This mill 
be found absolutely effective, and I have 
never known it to fall yet. If one moves 

613 

SHORT WAVE 
SET 

PRE- SET 

VARIABLE 
CONDENSER CONDENSER 

p from, say, the 20 -meter to the 40- 
Icier hand, a slight readjustment may be 

but this Is the work of a uso 
gent. -0. E. Gaunt. 

QUICK AERIAL CHANGE 
T got tired of removing the antenna 

anti ground leads from one set end placing 
Ghent on another. Now 1 use baby Phone 
jack: Instead of the binding rust:. and 

BAKELITE 
STRIP 

BABY 
JACK r 

A A - SOLDER 
TO G ...dJ ANT. AND GNO. 

A CONNECTIONS IN SET 

rd tips on the leads Instead of the bare 
w re. The two baby jacks were put on o 

small strip of bakelile as .shown n 
.ketch above and soldered to the antenna 
nd ground connections in the set. Now 

It is a simple matter to yank these cont- 
entlons out of one set and plug them Into 
he other. -l. T. Watkins. 

REDUCING "DEAD -END" 
LOSS 

4TO PurE 

__s SHORTING 
T.-CONNECTION 

Referring to Mr. Haas' article. "Sliders 
Do The Trick," in the February-Mar h 
ssue of Short Rare Cran, I found th 
ante trouble as with laps. the "grit" 
oil showed a loss and the "plate" coil 
'nt into oscillation too abruptly on 

o otun of the "dead -ends." 'then I did I 
he sliders exactly what I had been doit 

s -nth the taps. that is, "shorting' with 
leery plere of bus -bar from the pivot o 
he aliders to the "dead -end" of the coil . 

'resta' No loss to be uotteed front ti 
rid roil and the plate wit could h 

arded from a whisper to maximum 
without oscillation. -W. If. Lord. V 

WINDING TUBING 

NEGATIVE 
TERMINAL 

Wind your copper tubing rolls on an old 
1 y -cell. First flatten the end of coppe 

ding. drill a hole through It and e1 p 
over binding post. Rind the requlr d 

rna while the other end is pulled tie t 
n a vise or held by someone. -Floyd 

Grlbben. 
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LETTERS FROM SW FANS 
200 STATIONS! 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
I am glad to give a big cheer to SHORT WAVE 

CRAFT for its wonderful work. I am a regular 
reader of your magazine and I appreciate the 
good it did to me. I can hardly wait for the 
next issue! 

As I am not rich (I'm a "chomeur "), (French 
term for unemployed. Ed) I experiment only 
with parts scrapped from old sets, and being 
very patient and courageous I obtain good re- 
sults. 

I've built a "5- tuber" that tunes quite sharp 
from 200 to 550 meters: 200 stations from 
Canada, United States and Mexico have been 
"logged" with it, all on the loud- speaker and 
with good tone and volume. 

And now, you ought to see my S -W set! It 
is a marvel born from junk! It's an adapter 
built from "odds and ends." The coils are 
wound on 3!4" tubing and with model Ford T 
primary coil wire. The condensers are old .0005 
mf. Cardwells, cut down to 5 and 17 plates. 
The detector is an old tube bearing no name 
but a number "221D," the prongs are very 
short. Who made it? I don't know -but it 
works better than the "O1A." I've heard over 
25 broadcast stations and a lot of code and 
(what a thrill) around 20 police stations.' Now 
that I've the bug, try'n' stop me in my experi- 
ments! 

I don't know if you'll publish this letter but 
I am glad to give you once again my apprecia- 
tion. 

Yours truly, 
GEORGE LEGARE, 

4289 Des Erables, 
Montreal, Canada. 

(My! Sly. George -"F. R." and glad to hear 
from one of our Canadian readers. Why not 
take a good clear photo of your short -ware 
receiver and tell the SHORT WAVE CRAFT readers 
something more about it? What a great many 
of our contributors fail to do is to tell a little 
bet more about the "operation" of their sets. 
when writing an article about them. It's all 
very well to tell a man to buy six condensers, 
four plug -in coils, a handled of miscellaneous 
binding posts, by -pass condensers and resistors 
end tell hire to "go to it." It frequently hap- 
pens that the enthusiastic builder is a "green- 
horn" and if he is not given a few "tips" as 
to how to tune the set, for example, he may 
run up against a stone wall temporarily, which 
may disillusion him before he has really had a 
ftir chance to experience s of the wonderful 
thrills the short wares really hold in store for 
)tine. So "we'll be seeing" you -we hope real 
soon.- Editor.) 

A "BRIEF" FOR THE BRIEF -CASE 
SET 

Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 
In one of the late issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT 

you published a hook -up for a brief -case short- 
wave receiver. This I built, except that it was 
built on a panel instead of in a brief case. I 
also made plug -in coils for each bated. 

I believe you stated this receiver would span 
one -half the U. S. By using 90 -volt plate bat- 
teries and two OlA tubes I have listened to Rio 
De Janeiro, South America, on said receiver! 

I have before me at this writing, confirmation 
from station EAQ. Madrid, Spain, for my recep- 
tion of their station at 8:00 p. m., E. S. T., 
on June 23, 1932. 

I am advised by the owners of EAQ that they 
broadcast programs to America daily from 23:30 
and 1:00 G. M. T., and on Saturdays from 6:00 
to 8:00 p. m., G. M. T., a program intended for 
Europe, Canary Islands and all Spanish posses- 
sions. EAQ has 20 KW. power and works on 
30.4 meters. 

Trusting that the above information will be 
of interest to you and that through SHOAT 

WAVE CRAFT you will advise other "hams" that 

they have been receiving broadcast programs 
from EAQ, I am, 

Very truly yours, 
P. A. DONALDSON, 

101 No. Jefferson St.. 
New Castle, Pa. 

(Thanks very much for the information, P. 
A. D., and that's sure a record for the short- 
wave "brief-case" receiver which tee described 
in the .tune issue of this magazine. .lust shows 
what a little real patience will do with a small 
battery-type receiver. such as the "brief -case" 
design. We have had many testimonials con- 
cerning the "brief -case' receiver, but we be- 
lieve you go to the head of the class for your 
"DX" results. -Editor.) 

COMING, SIR, COMING! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I like SHORT WAVE CRAFT better than any 
other publication of its kind that I have found. 
Red I have been buying it for over n Ten. Mr. 

FROM HOLLAND! 
Editor, Short Wave Craft: 

About forty days ago I bought for the first 
time Short Wave Craft and yesterday my sec- 
ond .ropy (October issue(. As a beginner, I 
find in your fascinating and wonderful publica- 
tion plenty of theoretical and practical infor- 
mation. I think it is the most valuable radio 
magazine and the most interesting. Yes, I have 
found what I was looking for -it was wasting 
money to buy other magazines. 

Encouraged from its plain building descrip- 
tions I have assembled and worked my first 
radio receiver, the short -wave set designed and 
described by Louis Martin in your September 
issue. What results! More than twenty Euro- 
pean and Transatlantic S -W stations came in the 
loud -speaker! I am proud of this receiver and 
thank you se much, dear Editor and Mr. Mar- 
tin, for having given me the chance to build 
such a radio masterpiece! 

I hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely yours, 

CATELLO MUSCOGINRI. 
Pieter de Hoopchstraat, 25B, 

Rotterdam, Holland, 

( "Merci beaucoup." Catello -and undoubtedly 
you will )tear from some of our American fans 
when they see your letter in this department of 
SHORT WAVE. CRAFT. We are glad indeed that 
yeu had such fine results willi Mr. Martin's 
short -erase receiver and we always try to bal- 
ance each issue with as nn.eh theoretical and 
practical data as possible.- Editor.) 

narnsasnonononononsewewnonsewnsarnew 

Gernsbaek's editorials and articles are very good, 
and I have noticed that some of his prophecies 
of future radio have already come true. I would 
Eke to see some loin- pottered crystal controlled 
transmitters in your publication in the near 
tutu re. 

I wish you would put a few more simpler 
receivers in your magazine, instead of those 
"factory -made" receivers. 

73's and good luck, 
EDWARD MUNDT. 

576 Clatsop Ave., 
Portland, Ore. 

(We are glad to have your suggestion, Ed- 
ward, and pleased to know that you like the 
editorials. In the December issue you will find 
a low-power crystal-controlled transmitter and 
we have some more material along this line in 
store for you. We are sure that you must have 
noticed the last few issues of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT. which have contained a vast arrangement 
of the "simpler type" short -ware receivers. in- 
cluding super -regenerators. etc., and that a rela- 
tively small space has been devoted to factory- 
...ode receivers.-Editor.) 

ON THE BED -SPRING AERIAL 
Editor, SHORT WANE CRAFT: 

I have been a reader of SHORT WAVE. CRAFT 

for some time and have always found it instruc- 
tive and educational. 

I have just finished reading the "Lettera from 
S -W Fans" page in the August number and like 
Mr. Ventura am writing. this, my first letter 
to any magazine. My attention was attracted 
by Mr. Ventura's and Mr. Staple's letters with 
reference to the "two-tube" short-wave receiv- 
ers. Last spring I built my first S.W. receiver 
using the then new "dry-cell" tubes. I used a 
set of Aero short -wave coils (regenerative), a 
30 detector tube and a 33 tube in the single 
audio stage. I know this is not quite a proper 
place for a pentode tube, but that's where 1 

put it! With an inside aerial and a bedspring 
ground, I was able to listen in on W3XAL and 
W9XF consistently with headphones. I also 
heard nearly a hundred "hams" from California 
to New York and the Carolinas. Well, that was 
pretty good for a "starter" but my attic became 
too hot for comfort. so that I haven't listened 
in for three months or more and now that win- 
ter is here, I want to get lined up with a real 
S.W. set. 

I hope I haven't taken up too much of your 
time and I hope a:so that SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
will continue to grow and spread the gospel of 
short waves. 

Yours very truly, 
PHILLIP SMITHHISLER, 

Portland, Oregon, 
(Glad to hear front you. Phillip. It really is 

astonishing, when one stops to think about it. 
what soute of you fans accomplish on two small 
dry -cell type tubes! We hope that by this time 
bolt are back on the job with the "cans" glued 
fo your ears and from the way all the other 
fans write Itou will have to be very hard of 
hearing to miss Paris. Rome and Rio de Janeiro, 
with .4astralia thrown, in as a "flip. " -Editor.) 

FROM VENEZUELA 
h,'ditor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

I am very glad to write you this, which I 
would like to have communicated to Mr. Frank 
McCoy of Kansas City, author of the two-tube 
27 circuit, of which a diagram was published 
in your excellent magazine for Dec.-Jan. 1930 -1. 
page 277, as well as in the June -July 1931 
issue, page 66. 

While this circuit did not contain the values 
of the component parts, since I am a radio fart 
through and through, I managed to construct 
around this circuit an excellent receiver, which 
satisfies me splendidly, as well as all my friends 
who have heard it. Although it has only two 
tubes, I can hear the strong stations on a 
magnetic speaker, very smoothly, and others by 
phones, with surprising fidelity and purity of 
tone. 

Such stations are Schenectady, Pittsburgh. 
Paris, Cincinnati, New Jersey, London, Rome, 
Madrid, Boston, and all those in Columbia. 
Brazil, Argentina, beside others too numerous 
to mention. 

I would like to convey to Mr. McCoy my 
thanks and congratulations on his marvelous 
idea. I shall be read to hear from him, at the 
editorial offices of El Universal, Caracas, Vene- 
zuela, South America. 

(Between Gradillas and Sociedad)- street ad- 
dress. GUSTAVO A. RIVODO L. 

(Fine Business. Gustavo, and we were sure 
glad to hear from one of our short ware read - 
e's in Venezuela. You will undoubtedly hear 
from many readers of this magazine when the.[ 
read your letter. IVe assure you that the edi- 
term hare endeavored to greatly improve Stour 
WAVE. CRAFT since December, 1930, in so far as 
giving the complete details of constructing vari- 
ous sets are concerned. We try to give all the 
helpful and constructional data that we can and 
usually if there is any data missing. it is be- 
cause it was lu. manly impossible to obtain it. 
which sometimes oreurs in the rase of neanm- 
factured gets, etc. Thanks again for your inter- 
esting letter. -Editor.) 

(Continued on page 037) 
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Direct-Reading Ohmmeter 
By H. J. DAILEY 

TO anyone who has operated an 
ohmmeter of the series type, the 

limitations and drawbacks of its oper- 
ation very soon appear. Readings of 
this type of instrument are wide on 
one side of its scale and so close on the 
other side that it almost prohibits any 
degree of accuracy. 

To everyone who has had this expe- rience, this article is dedicated, espe- 
cially to those whose finances are some- 
what limited. Following is a list of material that will be required to con- struct a direct- reading ohmmeter, that 
is, one on which the readings are dis- tributed evenly across the scale. 1-0-1 milliammeter 1- 10,000 -ohm fixed resistor 1- 400 -ohm potentiometer 
1 -12 -volt flashlight lamp or 31/2 volt 

lamp and a 30 ohm resistor (ap- 
proximately) 

1 -small battery switch 
3-43¢ volt "C" batteries 1- filament control jack (or) 
1 -two pole double throw switch 

If the filament control jack is used a telephone plug with the terminals 
shorted together will be required. 

This ohmmeter has three ranges: 
10 -1000 ohms, 1000 -10,000 ohms, 10; 
000 -100,000 ohms, so it will cover prac- 
tically every resistor that the serv- 

ice man has trouble with today. In this case I used a filament control jack, because this is an article that will be found in practically every serv- iceman's junk -box. The accompany- ing diagram gives the hook -up of this ohmmeter using the filament control jack. A double -pole, double -throw switch of any style can be used equally as well. 
The 10,000 ohm resistor that was used by the writer is a carbon fixed re- sistor that was originally around 9000 ohms but by scraping and filing this resistance was raised to 10,000 ohms. 

The proper value was ascertained by comparing the readings of the 0 -1 ma. in series with this resistor and a good - quality voltmeter belonging to a friend. Scraping the resistor until the read- ings of the two meters are identical is 
a sure way of getting the right result. 

The drawing is very nearly self - explanatory. An unknown resistor is connected at X. The battery switch is 
closed. This connects the unknown re- sistance in series with the 0 -1 meter. If the resistance is between 1 -100 ohms 
close the 100 ma. shunt, insert phone 
plug and multiply the scale reading 
by 10. If the resistor is between 100- 
1000 ohms close the 10 ma. shunt, in- sert phone plug and multiply the read- 
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x 100 MA. SHUNT 

10 MA SHUNT 

10000 OHMS 

222 1iß - 12 VOLT LAMP 

\---11111111111 
XUN KNOWN RESISTANCE A INSULATOR. 

Hook -up suggested by Mr. Dailey for a direct- reading ohmmeter built around a low -scale milliammeter. With the scheme shown it becomes possible to obtain read- 
ings which are distributed evenly across 

the scale. 

ing by 100. If the resistor is. between 
100 -10,000, leave both shunts open and adjust the 400 ohm potentiometer un- 
til the meter gives full scale reading, 
then insert phone plug and multiply 
reading by 1000. 

If resistor is between 10,000 and 
100,000 adjust the potentiometer until 
the meter reads by one -tenth of its full 
scale or .0001 ampere or 1 /10 or 1 mil- 
liampere, insert phone plug and multi- 
ply by 10,000. In every reading but 

(Continued on page 634) 
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SKETCH above shows a Ver) 
clever design of band -change 
.switch, which any short wave 
fan can easily build at an in- 
significant cost; it can be made 
with as many poles as desired. 

e i AM sending herewith a 
sketch of a band switch I 

have designed and which has 
worked in a very satisfac- 
tory manner. 

By looking over the sketch 
ou will find that the switch 

My Idea 
of A 

Band Switch 
By 

ANTHONY HOLTGREFE 

can be made very easily, with prac- 
tically no cost, by simply using all 
the old material that every radio or 
short -wave "bug" has on hand. 

Now for a few details about the 
switch. First you will notice that 
the bolts used for contact points 
have no nuts on them. By drilling 
the holes in the bakelite a little 
smaller, the bolt can be turned in 
to fit snugly and the wires from the 
coils can be soldered direct to same. 
By doing this I have saved on space. 

By drilling the front panel for 
two wood screws, one on each side 
of the shaft it can be held in place 
by running these screws through the 
front panel into the front wood 
piece on the switch. 

By marking the shaft at each set- 
ting with an awl, at the face of the 
front panel, the correct setting can 
be determined with ease. 

This switch can be used with the 
"Best" short -wave converter de- 
scribed in the Feb. -Mar. issue of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 

This design of short wave band - 
change switch has many good points 
to ccmmend it. For one thing, it is 
a relatively easy matter to adjust 
the springs, made of phosphor 
bronze or German silver, so that 
they will have even tension at all 
positions of the switch. 
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SHORT WAVE QUESTION BOX 
Edíted by R. WILLIAM TANNER 

I.F.T 
1 

I F T 

2 

iL. 
DETECTOR 

PLATE 
CIRCUIT 

i 
15!. 
I. F. 

GRID 
CIRCUIT 

4- Circuit band -pass filter suitable for con 
netting the first detector plate and the 
grid of the first I.F. tube in a "super." 

Band -Pass Tuning Data 
A. G. Getzler, Chicago, Ill. 

(Q) I want to build a short wave super 
but am uncertain as to just what type 
of second detector and audio to use. Will 
you advise which of the following combi- 
nations would give best volume and tone: 
57 pentode detector feeding a 47 audio 
amplifier, a 55 diode- triode feeding a 47 
or a 56 triode feeding a 47? 

(A) A 57 detector will give greatest 
volume. The two latter combinations are 
about equal in sensitivity but better tone 
is possible with the 55 detector. A com- 
bination Carborundum, Zincite -Tellurium 
or Iron Pyrites crystal detector, followed 
by a 57 voltage amplifier feeding a 47 
power stage, will give greater volume and 
better tone than any of the above. The 
Iron Pyrites crystal will, I believe, handle 
a greater input voltage, although authori- 
ties differ. 

(Q) While I am quite certain upon an 
I.F. of 450 kc. and two stages, would 
it be better to employ an I.F. of 175 kc.? 

(A) I have always obtained better re- 
sults with a circuit using a first I.F. of 
about 500 to 700 kc. with one tuned R.F. 
stage, and a second I.F. of 100 to 200 kc. 
with one band -pass coupled I.F. stage. 
This gives less trouble from regenerative 
feed -back and has practically the same 
gain as two I.F. stages. 

(Q) I want to obtain real knife -blade 
selectivity, say 5 to 6 kc. separation with- 
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mproved regeneration control scheme, 
using tapped grid coil: the condenser "C' 

has 25 mmf. capacity. 

IFTt 
450 IfC. 

óß1 

rl 

"Super -het" hook -up requested by Mr. Neff and designed to produce good volume 
and ample selectivity. 

out losing too much gain. Would a coup- 
ling in the I.F. transformers of l' -z" pro- 
vide this? 

(A) It is doubtful if this separation 
would give the degree of selectivity you 
desire. In these columns you will find a 
four -circuit band -pass filter to connect 
between the first detector plate and the 
grid of the first I.F. tube. The coupling 
between coils may be quite close, ap- 
proximately ,Ya ". The condenser C de- 
termines the selectivity and may be from 
.0005 mf. to .5 mf., the larger the value 
the greater the selectivity. All coils are 
of the same values, as are the tuning 
condensers. The common connection to 
the two "inside" tuning condensers may 
be grounded. 

Aligning Super -het I.F. Stages 
Charles A. Bingham, Nashville, Tenn. 

(Q) What would you recommend as 
being simple to construct and inexpensive 
for aligning a superhet I.F. amplifier? 

(A) The simplest device I know of is 
merely a tuned circuit, energized by a 
small buzzer connected as shown in the 
diagram in these columns. The output is 
controlled by a 3000 ohm potentiometer. 
The coil value will depend upon what fre- 
quency band you want to cover. The en- 
tire equipment must be placed within a 
shield can in order to provide a decently 
sharp output wave. I have used a similar 
device for years. At present, a double 
contact buzzer is used which synchron- 
izes with a 2.5 volt 60 cycle supply. Due 
to a number of new features, the output 
wave is nearly as sharp as a modulated 
oscillator. 

(Q) I custom build sets for "short- 
wave listeners" and so far have built all 
regenerative and T.R.F. sets. The de- 
mand is generally for a small number of 
tubes. Could a superhet do the work 
with only one I.F. amplifier? 

(A) I believe the following arrange- 
ment would be very satisfactory: 58 first 
detector, 56 oscillator, 58 I.F. amplifier, 
57 second detector and a 47 power A.F. 
Regeneration in the first detector through 
the use of the screen grid would greatly 
increase sensitivity and image selectivity. 
Two tuned circuits preceding the first de- 
tector would be just as necessary as with 
a broadcast super even with an I.F. of 
400 to 500 kc. 

Data on S -W Super -het 
Albert Neff, Hollywood, Calif. 

(Q) I have about $300.00 worth of ra- 
dio parts and want to build a short -wave 
super -het. Have always had trouble with 
oscillation in I.F. amplifier and poor qual- 
ity at loud volume. Will you publish a 
good circuit which is easy to build and 

that has a high degree of volume? 
(A) The circuit appears in these col - 

umns. There is not space enough here 
to give constructional details. However, 
the important constants are shown. Wind 
the coils as would be used for any short 
wave super. The 450 kc. I.F. coils will 
have to be purchased. 

Regeneration Control 
Eugene Moore, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

(Q) I have a regenerative short wave 
receiver using a 35 tuned R.F. and 24 
regenerative detector and two stages of 
A.F. This set works like nobody's busi- 
ness but I do not care for continuous con- 
trol of the regeneration condenser. Can 
this be made so as to "stay put" over a 
large portion of any one band? 

(A) There are two methods which can 
give fair results. One uses a tuned grid 
and a tuned plate coil shielded from each 
other. Regeneration can be controlled by 
variation of screen grid voltage. The 
other method is far the be ter. The cir- 
cuit is given in these columns. The de- 
tector coil is tapped in the exact center 
and the tuning condenser connected 
across the entire coil. The condenser C 
is adjusted so that regeneration is at a 
desired point and is then seldom varied 
except when shifting bands. C should be 
a midget of 25 mmf. capacity. 

Value of Resistor 
Glen Clark, Kansas City, Mo. 

(Q) What is the value of the Electrad 
Truvolt resistor shown in circuit on Page 
329 Feb. -March issue? 

(A) The value is 2000 ohms variable. 

.00035 -M F. 
BUZZER 

3,000 
OHMS 

ouT 
PUT 

GROUND SWITCH 

Hook -up of buzzer suitable for use in 
checking up I.F. amplifier. 
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R. G. SCELI 
IN 1912 Mr. Scoli became the proud pos- 
sessor of one of the wireless telegraph 

outfits advertised in those days as an alleged 
transmitter and receiver. He says that he has 
no recollection of ever hearing a signal or of 
having anyone hear him. However, within a 
month or two. he had completely dismantled 
the thing and set it up in accordance with his 
own ideas. 

He naturally graduated from this to the 
W. B. Duck Catalog, from which concern he 
purchased numerous Navy type loose couplers. 
transformers, spark gaps, etc. Mr. Scelï s 
interest continued unabated up to the time of 
the war, when he heard rumors that the 
Government was going to make all amateurs 
shut down. Therefore he proceeded to sell 
his outfit and did so about two weeks before 
the order went into effect. 

From 1917 to 1924. his activities were 
somewhat curtailed but seldom in that time 
was he without at least some sort of a re- 
ceiver. 

In 1924, he started the Radio Inspection 
Service Company in a room about ten feet 
square in a second floor location. with a pair 
of pliers, a screwdriver and a "lot of nerve." 
He began to get work from local radio stores 
as well as servicing sets for friends. Started 
building custom built euperhets, the first of 
which were his own idea of Lacault's Ultra - 
dyne. 

Two years later, in 1926, he moved across 
the street to larger quarters. By this time, 
he had worked up a very nice business on 
custom built superhets, of which altogether 
he sold probably 500 in Hartford (Conn.) 
and surrounding towns. 

In 1926. Mr. Sceli managed to talk Mr. 
McMurdo Silver into appointing him as service 
station. Shortly after this. working on the 
theory that a service station should stock 
parts, he talked Silver -Marshall into selling 
him on a jobber's basis. In 1927 and 1928. 
his firm did a land office business in super - 
beta, kits, and "what have you." And also 
developed a very good service and repair 
business. 

With the advent of the Majestic electric 
radio, he started to sell manufactured sets for 
the first time. Then when Silver- Marshall 
brought out their model 30. his company 
really did sell manufactured sets and gave up 
the custom built sets entirely. In October, 
1930. they moved to their present location, 
which is a store 20 by 60 feet. giving them 
considerably more room, good show windows, 
etc. 

His company has developed since into a 
very good parts business supplying local deal- 
ers, amateurs and service men and also does 
very good retail business on sets. 

Mr. R. G. Scelf 

4 YEARS NEW! 
617 

NATIONAL SW -58 Thrill Box is four years NEW. Four years 
ago short -wave broadcast listeners heard around the world 
with NATIONAL Thrill Boxes. Each year, with new and better 
tubes and new and better research, the Thrill Box has been 
improved ... now the SW -58 Thrill Box offers features to the 
users not dreamed of in September, 1928. "Controlled Selec- 
tivity," an entirely new order of isolation between circuits, 
tremendous RF gain with the new 58 tubes ... and during 
four years, a constant stream of unsolicited, 
unpaid for, enthusiastic testimonials from 
users who BOUGHT and PAID for their 
NATIONAL receivers, has flowed in praising 
the performance of the Thrill Box. 

"In two months I have logged nearly 1000 stations 
which includes about forty foreign countries." 

Centralia, Washington. 
"I would like to tell you that the Thrill Box is abso- 
lutely the bast short-wave set I have heard, regard- 
less of price. I have received stations in Australia, 
Holland, England, Germany, South America, Cen- 
tral America, all on the loud speaker .. " 

San Antonio, Tax. 
"I am tuning in stations from all over the world .." 

Malvern, Pa. 

"I have had the receiver in operation for about a 
month and wouldn't trade it for any six others I 

have ever heard . . . " 
Fairport Harbor, Ohio. 

When You Buy the NATIONAL 
SW -58 Thrill Box You Get 

Utmost Sensitivity, Extremely Low Background Noise 
(highest signal -to -noise ratio), Unequaled Flexibility 
and Ease of Control. 
"Controlled Selectivity " An entirely new feature, 
found only in the SW -S8, which allows the set al 
ways to be operated at the best selectivity con. 
sistent with signal strength and reception conditions. 
Loud Speaker Performance. A Push Pull Stags with 
245 tubas for bast tone -quality gives fine loud- 
speaker volume. There is also a jack for head- 
phones. 
Full AC or DC. The AC set operates with the 
NATIONAL 5880 Spacial SW Power Supply with 
extra shielding and filter sections for humisss 
operation. RCA Licensed. Battery model also 
available for use where there is no AC current. 
Mail the coupon below today for your copy of our 
new 24 -page book and full details of the new 
NATIONAL SW -5e THRILL BOX. 

NATIONAL 
A. C. SW -58 
THRILL -BOX 

NATIONAL 
SW- 58 THRILL -BOX 

REGULAR USERS 

of NATIONAL 
Short -Wave Equipment 

NATIONAL Short -Wave Equipment and 
Short-Wave Receivers are used by thousands 
of Short -Wave listeners and amateurs all 
over the world, and by every large com- 
mercial company in the communications 
field, including: 
General Electric Co. 
Westinghouse Electric 

& Mfg. Co. 
R.C.A. Communications 
Tropical Radio (United 

Fruit Co.) 
Federal Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Western Electric Co. 
Press -Wireless 
Mackay Radio (Postal) 
American Airways 
American Tel. & Tel. 

Co. 
Canadian Marconi 
U. S. Naval Research 

Laboratories 

U. 8. Navy 
Signal Corps, U. S. 

Army 
U. S. Dept. of Com- 

merce (Lighthouse 
Service) 

Pan American Airways 
Boeing Air Lines 
Western Air Express 
Transcontinental a n d 

Western A ir Express 
Radio - Marine 
United Air Lines 
Eastern Air Transport 
Canadian Airways. Ltd. 
Southern Air Transport 

Send for THIS FREE 24 -page BOOK 
Full and up -to -date infor- 
mation on short-wave re- 
ceivers. radio time and 
revised call list of inter - 
national short-wave broad 
Basting stations giving 
wave lengths. tall let- 
ter and full partieu- 
lars. 

USE 
COUPON 

BELOW 

NATIONAL CO., Inc., 
61 Sherman Street, Malden, Mass. 

Gentlemen: 
Please send me free book, "World -Wide 
Short-Wave Reception." 

Name -- 
Address -... 

SWC-2-33 
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Every 
RADIO 

WORKER 
Should 

Have This 
CATALOG of 

Pic ECISION PARTS 
Qt.. \I.ITY in a radio is ab- 

solutely essential, if you 
expect accurate perform- 

ance. 
That is why Hammarlund's 
more- than -thirty -years of engi- 
neering experience means so 
much to radio builders who pre- 
fer performance to promises. 
The new Hammarlund Catalog 
"33" describes condensers, coil 
forms, sockets, transformers. 
chokes, couplings, equalizers and 
shields for all types of radio 
work -transmitting; or standard 
and low -wave reception. Mail 
coupon for your free copy. 

ISOLANTITE SOCKETS 
and COIL FORMS 

Sockets have Isolantite base and 
perfect spring contacts, 
for 4, 5 and 6 prongs. 
1 solantite Coil Forms 
for Short and Ultra 
Short Waves. No drill- 
ing. 4. 5 and 6 prongs. 

Improved MIDGET 
CONDENSERS 

Ideal for short -wave and ultra short - 
wave tuning. Sturdy frame. Sol- 
dered brass plates. Smooth bearings. 
Four -point wiping roto ar contact. 
Isolantite insu- 
lation. Not 
affected by tem- 
perature or hu- 
midity. Vibra- 
t i o n-p r o o f. 
Eleven stock 
sizes, 3 mmf. to 
320 mmf. capac- 
ity. 

3m.liRZIah RadilY 

Itámmarlund 
ECISION 

PRODUCTS 

I I.\ \I]L\RLL]U \1. NCFACTCRING CO., 
424 W. 33rd St.. New York, N. Y. 
Please send your new Catalog "33," 
Jcsrribing precision radio parts. 

Name 

S\C-? 
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"Picked Up and Relayed 
(Continued from page 603) 

HOURS MAC AND PETE C\-:í10." 
A look at the map and within a flash 

Jack threw on the power and called "CQ 
PACIFIC URGENT" for several minutes, 
signed and then listened -he held his 
breath. There was a weak but distinct call 
for him -it signed "K6ZB." It was a Mid- 
way Islander, only a few hundred miles 
from the plane! 

"Did you hear the 'Frisco Maid' ?" 
"No," came back the Islander, "no luck 

here past four hours skip -distance effect." 
With flying fingers Jack gave the far - 

off station the details of the plane's posi- 
tion and plight. 

"Please get in touch with Naval base 
and see what they can do about it," Jack 
told the Midway Station. The man re- 
plied that he would do all he could. Soon 
K6ZB told him that a pair of seaplanes 
had left the base and were bound for the 
spot far out on the ocean where the fliers 
were reported to be floating. 

Jack told the Midway man that he would 
call him in a half hour and tuned back 
to the plane's wave. The note was not a 
drone now, it was a weak 500 cycle waver- 
ing thing, so like the plane that was just 
barely awash, far out on the deep Pacific, 
a half -hearted carrier. 

As Jack listened, he could picture the 
condition of the men as they were tossed 
by the steady roll of the waves. He kept 
the receiver following the shifting wave 
coming from the "Frisco Maid." He heard 
snatches of the CQ's that Peterson was 
sending out on the short wave transmitter 
like "SAY IF YOU BIRDS DON'T COME 
QUICK WE CAN'T GET TO JAPAN IN 
TIME FOR DINNER," or "POSITION 
170 WEST 30 NORTH ALLS WELL SO 
FAR PLANE SINKING LOWER CAN 
HOLD ON A LITTLE LONGER PETE." 

As if in answer to his question, the far - 
off operator answered Jack's mental query, 
"SORRY CAN'T USE 600 METER RIG 
CAN'T GET AT IT COLLAPSED CABIN." 

An Emergency Transmitter 
This made it apparent that Peterson, a 

master craftsman, had rigged some kind 
of a "hand" operated generator and was 
"working" the low powered short wave 
transmitter by means of the make -shift 
power supply. 

The signal' disappeared at times for long 
intervals and it seemed that all hope must 
be gone, but then Jack, ears strained for 
the weak signals, would hear the welcome 
high- pitched note and a message would 
come through. 

As time went on and the messages grew 
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shorter and more to the point it seemed 
that the men on the plane must lose hope 
but their indomitable will was holding 
them up. 

The Navy men were on the alert and 
swung into action on receipt of a cable 
from the K6ZB. They had been waiting 
anxiously for such a call, reported K6ZB 
to Jack over the air as the minutes 
flew by. 

Saved! 
It seemed to Jack that a month had 

passed, in reality only a few hours, and 
then a fragment of a message came 
through- 

"HEAR PLANE'S MOTOR SEEMS TO 
BE CIRCLING US SURE HOPE WE 
AREN'T DREAMING THE PLANE IS 
COMING DOWN THEY SEE US GREAT 
WORK." 

Jack was almost wild with joy. He 
listened on, "NOW THEY ARE DOWN 
AND TAXYING UP TO US WILL SINE 
OFF NOW CUL 73 PETE XVMO." 

With a turn of the switch, Jack called 
the Island station who had done so much 
to aid in the rescue and told him what he 
had heard from the plane. The man on 
the Island flashed out "Mighty glad to help 
will see them tomorrow please QSL 73." 

Jack reached for his "log" book and 
glanced at the little clock, "Only 5 AM; 
could it be that all this excitement had 
happened in so short a time ?" But there 
was the clock and there were the scribbled 
notes on the pad in front of him. Jack 
shook his head thoughtfully and turning 
out the light, went to bed. 

That morning, Jack was greeted rather 
harshly by his father when he came down, 
sleepily, for breakfast. 

A Pleasant Surprise 
"Why the Sam Hill can't you go to bed 

at a decent hour instead of sitting up 
there and ticking away on that infernal 
key of yours ?" But Jack only smiled and 
handed his father the Morning News, 
where there on the front page, in two -inch 
heads, was printed the answer - 

PACIFIC FLIERS 
SAVED BY RADIO 

Young Miller pointed to the story be- 
low, which read, "Guided by a radio mes- 
sage picked up and relayed by an ama- 
teur radio operator named Miller, of 
Evanston, Illinois, a Navy seaplane . 

and smiled as he reached for the ham 
and eggs. 

THE END. 

Cisin 4 -Tube Pentode Receiver 
(Continued from puge 597) 

sign either that the tickler winding should be 
reversed or that this winding is short- eireuited. 
However. if the above directions have been fol- 
lowed faithfully, no trouble of any kind should 
he encountered. Anyone desiring additional top 
and bottom drawings showing exact locations of 
the various parts may obtain these gratis by 
writing to the author in care of Short -Wave 
Craft, enclosing 5c to cover mailing costs. 

Data on Alden Plug -in Coils 
(1) 43'a turns; 6 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.; Primary 

4 turns No. 31 D.S.C. 
(2) 10% turns; 12 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.; Pri- 

mary 6 turns No. 31 D.S.C. 
(3) 22% turns; 16 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.; Pri- 

mary 7 turns No. 31 D.S.C. 
(4) 51% turns; 40 Pitch No. 22 D.S.C.; Pri- 

mary 15 turns No. 31 D.S.C. 
(5) 68% turns; Close wound No. 28 D.S.C.: 

Primary 28 turns No. 36 D.S.C. 
(6) 191% turns; Bank wound. 2 layers. No. 

32 (Optional Litz) ; Primary 32 turns No. 36 
D.S.C. 
WAVE BANDS: 

(1) Blue -10 to 20: (2) Red -20 to 40; (3) 
Yellow - --40 to 80; (4) Green -80 to 200; (5) 

White -200 to 350; (6) Orange -350 to 550. 

D.S.C. -double silk covered. Pitch -turns per 
inch. 

For use with .00015 mf. capacity condensers. 
Coil forma 1,4" dia. by 1 15/16" long. 

Complete List of Parts for Four -Tube 
Short -Wave Receiver Using the New 

6.3 Volt Pentode Tubes 
1, 2 -Eby Insulated Binding Posts. 
3, 8, 15 -Alden (Radio Trading Co., No. 

1616) short -wave plug-in coil sets (four coils to 
a set) covering Bands from 16 (15) to 200 (210) 
meters- Hammarlund "Isolantrite" Four - 
Prong Sockets. (Trutest. Alden) wafer -type. 
4- Cardwell "Featherweight" .00015 mf. vari- 

able condenser. type 405 -B. 
6, 11- Variable -mu R.F. pentode. type 44- 

Truteet (Alden) 5 -prong wafer -type sockets. 
6, 12, 34- Electrad Truvolt flexible resistors, 

600 ohms. type 2G -500. 
13- Aerovox (Polymet) .01 mf. 200 volt 

cartridge by -pass condensers. type 281. 
O. 20- Cardwell "Featherweight" .00015 mf. 

dual variable condenser, type 405 -B double. 
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10, 21- 'Vrute. -t (Hammar lund) trimmer con- 

densers, 2 to 35 (32) mmf. 
14- Electrad (Clarostat) Tapered Volume Con- 

trol, 10,000 ohms. type RI240 -P (P- 18- 10,000 NI 
with Switch. 

16- I.R.C. -Durham (Lynch) 10,000 oho. 1 

watt metallized resistor. type F -1. 
17- Aerovox tConcourae) 1 mf. 400 volt by- 

pass condenser, type 407 (PT -1 400 V). 
1S- 1.R.C- Durham (Lynch) 20,000 ohm, 1 

watt metallized resistor, type F -1. 
19, 24- Aerovox (Concourse) 1 mf. 200 volt 

by -puai condensera, type 207 (PT -1 -200 V). 
22- Aerovox 1 Polymet) .00015 mf. mica con- 

denser, type 1460 (MI- 1157). 
23-I.R.C.-Durham (Lynch) 1 meg. 1 watt 

metallized resistor, type F -1. 
25- I.R.C.- Durham (Lynch) 50,000 ohm. 1 

watt metallized resistor, type F' -1. 
26 -'36 type Screen Grid Detector -Trutest 

(Alden) 5 -prong wafer -type socket. 
27- Electrad potentiometer, 50,000 ohms, type 

IC1205. 
28-- Aerovox 1 Polymet) .001 mf. mica con- 

denser, type 1460. 
29- Trutest (Gen -Win: Hammarlund) short- 

wave type R.F. choke. 30- I.R.C. -Durham (Lynch) -250.000 ohm, 1 
tratt metallized resistor, type F -1. 31- Acrovoz .01 mf. mica cond. type 1450. 32- I.R.C. Durham (Lynch) 500,000 ohm. 1 
watt metallized resistor, type F -1. 
33- Aerovox 25 mf.. 25 volt tubular dry elec- 

trolytic condenser, type PR-25-25. 
35 -Power output pentode, type '42- Trutest 

(Alden) 6 -Prong wafer type socket. 
86- Trutest (Alden) Four Prong wafer -type 

socket for "Speaker" connections. 
37, 38-- Aerovox 4 mf. 500 volt dry electro- 

lytic condenser, type 65 -4 (TD cana). 
39- Full Wave '80 type rectifier tube- -Tim. 

test (Alden) 4 -Prong wafer -type socket. 
40- Trutest flush- mounting power transform- 

er. type 4C -1490. 
41- Lafayette (Serge -Smith) dynamic speaker. 

with 2,500 ohm field and output transformer fin 
single 47, PZ or 42. 

42- Trutest 7 _ volt filament transformer, 
type 2C -1967. 

43 - -- Switch on 14. 
44- Amierite regulating line voltage control, 

type 5A -5 Trutest (Alden) four -prong wafer - 
type socket. 

Roll Corwico stranded Braidite hook -up wire. 
Three Hammarlund aluminum shields for 

tubes 5, 11 and 26. 
Aluminum chassis, 14 to 16 gauge, 11"x11 "x2" 

high -Blanc The Radio -Man. 
Two Crowe tuning units, Fan type, No. 66. 
Metallic Condenser Coupling --2" extension 

shaft 

Note 1: "Trutest" Products are marketed by 
the Wholesale Radio Service Co., New York, 
N. Y. 

Note 2: The other "trade- marked" apparatus 
l'sted in brackets are mentioned to give the 
reader a greater choice of well -known parts, 
which he may use in building this set. 

CONTROL SCREEN 
GRID D GRID 

(CAP) juDl 
CATHODE PLATE 

HEATER 
A 

HEATER 

SOCKET CONNECTIONS 
(LOOK t NG AT TOP OF SOCKET) 

'44 AND'36 

CONTROL I SCREEN 
GRID -GRID 

CATHODE gip"- PLATE 

1 
HEATER HEATER 

SOCKET CONNECTIONS 
(LOOKING AT TOP OF SOCKET) 

'42 

"Tube" Socket Connections 
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Crystal Oscillators 
By A. Binneweg, Jr. 

Con, lud.d fruit, .1a,aatsy 

Use of Crystal Oscillator as Trans- 
mitter 

A crystal oscillator of this type can be used 
to control the frequency of a transmitter. A 
larger tube can be used in the crystal oscillator 
such as a type '45, which is cheaper than a type 
'10. It is advisable not to use over 250 volts 
on a crystal oscillator for the reason that the 
crystal may crack. For the higher voltages it 
will be necessary to increase the voltage of the 
"C" battery. The condenser, Cl. should also 
have the proper high voltage rating. about twice 
the plate voltage to be used in the oscillator. 
Normally, it will not be necessary to use a plate 
condenser having a greater plate spacing, unless 
Very high voltages are used on the crystal oscil- 
lator itself. When using a type '45 tube, the 
filament will probably be operated from the light 
socket through a transformer. 

For greater power output, an amplifier must 
be added to the crystal oscillator. Figure 4 

shows a diagram of a crystal oscillator followed 
by a power amplifier. Normally, the amplifier 
will employ a higher plate potential, so the re- 
sistance R is used to drop the voltage to the 
crystal tube to the proper value. The antenna 
is coupled to the plate circuit of the amplifier 
by any of the usual methods. 

Short -wave transmitters operating at the high- 
er frequencies use frequency doublers in order 
to obtain a constant high frequency output. 
For transmitting purposes, it is usually best to 
purchase a crystal having a fundamental as 
close to the desired operating frequency as pos- 
sible. The higher the fundamental frequency 
desired. the more expensive the crystal itself 
becomes. High- frequency crystals are very thin 
and fragile. However, there is usually a con- 
siderable saving in apparatus if the higher fre- 
quency crystals are purchased, since the ampli- 
fying apparatus necessary is less complicated. 

The operation of frequency doublers is ex- 
plained in the following: Assume a 160 -meter 
crystal. Such a crystal furnishes a 160 -meter 
wave to the grid of the crystal oscillator. The 
plate circuit of the crystal oscillator is tuned to 
the same frequency. The first stage of ampli- 
fication has its grid circuit tuned to 160 meters, 
but its plate circuit tuned to 80 meters. If one 
desires to transmit at 80 meters. the antenna is 
tuned to SO meters and coupled to the plate cir- 
cuit of the amplifier. For operation at 40 me- 
ters, another stage of amplification is required. 
The grid circuit of thia stage would be tuned to 
80 meters and the plate circuit to 40 meters. 
The aerial would then be tuned to 40 meters 
and coupled to the output of the second stage of 
amplification. For higher frequencies, the pro- 
cedure is similar. other stages of amplification 
being employed. It is evident that, if a 40- 
meter crystal were available to start with. much 
expensive apparatus would be saved, offsetting 
the increase in cost of the crystal itself. If the 
output of the 40 -meter crystal oscillator were 
amplified, it would be necessary to neutralize 
the amplifier, since the plate and grid circuits 
are tuned to the same frequency, and self- oscil- 
lation would result. 

Testing Quartz Crystals 
A very practical method for testing the oper- 

ation of quartz plates is shown in Fig. 5. A 

QUARTZ PLATE 
TO BE TESTED r 

METAL 
PLATE 

FiG .5 

TWO-STAGE 
AUDIO 

AMPLIFIER 

Arrangement for testing quartz crystals. 

Crystal Oscillator with power amplifier. 

metal plate is mounted on a piece of bakelite 
and the plate connected to the tuned circuit of 
a short -wave regenerative receiver detector. The 
detector circuit should be followed by about two 
stages of audio amplification for best results. 
The detector should be provided with plug -in 
coils covering the ranges in which the funda- 
mental and desired harmonica of the crystals 
fall. To test a quartz crystal. lay it on the 
metal plate and, with the regenerative receiver 
kept at the point of oscillation, vary the setting 
of the tuning condenser C. When the fundamen- 
tal of the crystal is crossed, a loud "plurp" will 
be heard in the output of the audio amplifier. 
By varying C over a large range, the harmonics. 
and any other frequencies present, can easily be 
heard. The crystals will give a fine loud musi- 
cal note, just as the tuning condenser crosses 
the fundamental frequency of the crystal. If 
the crystal is being ground to a certain fre- 
quency, it is easy to note the progress of the 
work by using this method. It is not extremely 
accurate but will find much use where other 
methods cannot be used. 

Short -Wave Operating Hints 
. ,used from page 603) 

7. A.C. hum in a short -wave receiver 
using battery substitutes is often difficult 
to eliminate. Certain types may be cured 
by placing an R.F. choke with suitable 
R.F. by pass condensers in the "B" sup- 
ply unit's filter circuit. This should pre- 
cede the filter system (see diagram). 

8. Always have several grid leaks on 
hand as there is a great difference in 
performance between various sizes. 

9. When using a set with plug -in coils 
it may happen that the set is less sensi- 
tive over that portion of the tuning range 

State - . .... - .. -.. -._ where the variable condenser used for 
tuning is near maximum capacity. If this 

is the case it is possible to wind an extra 
plug in coil with its winding increased 
40 to 50 per cent over that of the coil 
mentioned above. By this method the fre- 
quencies which were received when the 
variable condenser was near maximum us- 
ing the first plug in coil will be tuned 
in near the minimum capacity of the 
variable condenser when the extra plug 
in coil is used in place of the regular 
one. The sensitivity of the receiver is bet- 
ter when less condenser capacity is shunted 
across the tuning coil and therefore better 
reception will be had. This particular kink 
was used very successfully on the Pilot 
"Super Wasp" set. 
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A Revolution in Therm. 

ionic Valves 
(Continued from page 606) 

ven: Versuche mit einer Veratü.rkerrohre nach 
dem Querfeldprinzit>- -i.e., Experiments with an 
amplifier tube by the cross-field method). The 
hook -up of the tube used by the author is shown 
in Fig. 3. F is the cathode; C. the concentrating 
electrode; BI and 112, the two deflecting plates; 
S, the screen and rest (polarizing) anode, and P, 
the actual anode. Given proper voltages to the 
various electrodes, the characteristics obtained 
are excellent and are: 

coefficient of amplification. 2,000 
steepness, 3.5 MA /V 

The tube, however, presents various inconveni- 
ences. 

Even if a strong grid current is put on the 
two deflection plates (about .2 milliampere), this 
can be very inconvenient for the use of the tube 
as amplifier. Luckily the relative steepness is 
much smaller and in general negative, hence the 
charge imposed on the input circuit can be made 
zero by the introduction of a suitable series re- 
sistance. There cannot be omitted the possibility 
of reducing the grid current by a favorable 
agreement of the electrodes, as has already been 
done in the case of the cathode oscillograph, and 
lastly there is the possibility of magnetic control 
which definitely eliminates that inconvenience. 

Much more serious. however, is the difficulty 
of obtaining a concentrated pencil. In the tech- 
nology of the low voltage oscillograph it is noted 
that a sufficient concentration is possible only by 
leaving in the tube a small quantity of residual 
gas. In the case now considered the writer used 
mercury vapor coming from a vacuum pump, the 
pressure of which regulated the mercury of the 
pump on opportune cooling. Too low a gas pres- 
sure does not allow the attaining of a sufficient 
concentration of the pencil, while too high a 
pressure gives a pencil which is not very sensi- 
tive to the external fields. 

The useful pressure will be critical enough, 
and that certainly constitutes the gravest incon- 
venience. The construction of the tube in this 
way presents great difficulties for manufacture 
on a large scale, and also the keeping of the re- 
quisite degree of vacuum presents great techni- 
cal difficulties. Another practical difficulty i 
represented by the large number of electrodes 
and the need of a precise adjustment of the po- 
tentials of the various electrodes. 

All these difficulties are not insurmountable. 
The technology of the cathode oscillograph has 
recently rapidly progressed, and already today 
it is possible to get better results than those de- 
scribed by the author. Hence it is very probable 
that in a very short time the last difficulty will 
be overcome and tubes operating according to 
these principles will be introduced into practical 
use, allowing a great advance in the field of 
radio tech nolovv. -Rm/io per Tut 

Talks 22 Miles on Light 
Beam 

(Continued from page 584) 
light variations, changed the impulses 
into electrical waves and then into sound. 

Also at Lake Desolation was a short- 
wave radio transmitter so that the en 
gineers there could talk with Schenec- 
tady -Lake Desolation being without 
telephone service -and so the light -con- 
ducted talk by Mr. Broun could be re- 
layed back to Schenectady for stations 
WGY and W2XAF. 

In connection with the Lake Desola- 
tion program it was found that the sig- 
nals could also be transmitted during 
daylight hours. 

"Essay" Contest Winners 
THE e.,say contest on "What is an Amateur?" 
conducted by the General Engineering Corp., 

of Charlotte, Mich., closed Dec. 15. The First 
Prize was won by J. E. Barrett. W6ABY, Tuc- 
son, Ariz.; Second Prize by Chas. E. Winkley, 
Jr.. Plymouth. Mass., and Third Prize to Victor 
Soens. Iowa City. Iowa. First prize consisted 
of a fine power -pack ; second prize was a 10.000 
volt .000175 m. f. variable transmitting con- 
denser; Third prize was a fine 45 henry filter 
choke with 170 mills capacity and standing 
5000 volts. 
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Attention! Radio Technicians! 

A Short Wave 
Switch for 

EBY 
wi-lr,Ito 

Short Wave 
Switch 

Engineers, 
Experimenters 
-All Short 
Wave Fans 

Cheek these points on the EBY Switch -they prove EBY superiority 
1. Sturdy construction permits 
ganging any number of units into a 
strong, compact assembly. 

2. Compactness resulting in the 
switching of intricate circuits in very 
small space. 

3. Flexibility providing any variety 
of circuit arrangements and contact 
sequences desired. 

4. Negligible Capacitance Effects be- 
tween adjacent switch circuits and to 
ground. 

5. No Variable Effects. Compen- 
sated high frequency circuits remain 
-atisfactorily adjusted for any position. 

Low Loss 
ISOLANTITE SOCKETS 

Designed especially 
Television and Short Wore sets 

The Eby Low Loss Isolantite 
Sockets offer the most positive 
and efficient socket operation 
possible. It will pay every ex- 
perimenter and designer to rely 
on EBY sockets for perfect con- 
tact. The difference in set op- 
eration is readily noticeable. 

6. Exceptional low Contact Resist- 
ance is obtained by use of the best 
silver plated bronze contact springs. 
Simplified hook -up eliminates all loose 
or high resistance contacts. 

7. Common Ground Connection of 
shaft, end plates and all electrically 
inactive parts. 

8. Insulation of the highest quality 
between all circuits and ground. 

9. Smooth Action and Positive 
Alignment are obtained thru sturdy 
construction and special design, fea- 
turing the ball bearing snap action 
giving positive, decisive switch position. 
10. Universal Mounting with either 
single hole threaded bushing or two 
hole screw or eyelet mounting. 

H. H. EBY MFG. CO., INC. 

411I Mail this Coupon K 
H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., Inc., 
22nd & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Send me complete catalog information and 
prices on your new Short Wave Switch and 
your Low Loss Isolantite Sockets. 

Name 

Address 

Short Wave Craft is not the 
sort of maga 

zine that you read and then discard. 
Readers keep their copies for years as a steady 

reference and thousands of letters attest to this 
fact. 

It is now possible to save your copies and for 
this purpose we designed a splendid binder for 
you which holds twelve copies. It is made of 
heavy substantial materia! and is covered with 
black grain leatherette. The name of the maga- 
zine is stamped in gold on the cover. 

An ingenious mechanical arrangement is provided 
which makes it possible to bold the copies flat uberr 
reading from the binder. 

$125 SHORT WAVE CRAFT Binder as de- 5 
scribed, prepaid in the United States 

Canada and foreign countries 25c extra. We accept 
money order, check, stamps or cash. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT (B) 
98 Park Place New York, N. Y. 
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NEW SENSATIONAL OFFER 

RADIO 
PAY FOR TRAINING 
AFTER YOU GRADUATE 

To a few honest fellows I am offering an 
opportunity to get a training and pay for 
it after they graduate in easy monthly 
payments. You get Free Employment Ser- 
vice for life. And if you need part -time 
work while at school to help pay expenses, 
we'll help you get it. Coyne is 33 years 
old. Coyne Training is tested -You can 
find out everything absolutely free. Just 
mall the Coupon for My Big Free Book. 

Jobs Leading to Salaries of 
$50 a Week and Up 

Jobs as Designer. Inspector and Tester- 
s Radio Salesman and in Service and In- 

stallation -as Operator or Manager of a 
Broadcasting Station -as Wireless Opera- 
tor on a Ship or Airplane, as a Talking 
Picture or Sound Expert- Hundreds of 
Opportunities for fascinating Big Pay 
Jobsl 

10 Weeks' Shop Training 
AT COYNE IN CHICAGO 

We don't teach you from books. We teach 
you by Actual Work on a great outlay of 
Radio. Broadcasting. Television. Talking 
Picture and Code equipment. And because 
we cut out useless theory, you get a prac- 
tical training in 10 weeks. 

TELEVISION 
Is Now Here! 

And Television is already here! Soon there 
will be a demand for Television Experts! 
The man who gets in on the ground floor 
of Television can have dozens of opportu- 
nities in this new field! Learn Television 
at Coyne on the very latest Television 
equipment. 

Talking Pictures 
A Big Field 

Talking Pictures, stud Public Address Sys- 
tems offer golden opportunities to the 
Trained Radio Man. Learn at Coyne on 
actual Talking Picture and Sound Repro- 
duction equipment. 

Get the Facts 
Don't spend your life slaving away in some 
dull, hopeless job I Don't be satisfied to 
Work for a mere $20 or $30 a week. Let 
me show you how to make Real Money in 
Radio -the fastest -growing, biggest money- 
making game on earth! Get my big Free 
book and all details of my pay after grad- 
uation offer. Mail the coupon today. 

H. C. LEWIS, President 
Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School 
500 S. Paulina St.. DeOt. 23 -2K. Phials, In. 
Dear .fr. Lewis: 

Send me your big Free Book; details of your Free 
Employment Service; and tell me all about your eta- 
oul offer of allowing me to pay for training on easy 
monthly ferma after graduation 

Name 
Address 

L.Tty State 
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A Navy Type Crystal Holder 
(Continued Jrv:n page 600) 

The smaller disc and the large disc which has 
the countersunk holes form the contact surfaces 
which "sandwich" the crystal, and accordingly 
one side of each must be ground perfectly flat 
and smooth. This is done by hand, using fine 
carborundum dust or valve grinding compound 
on a flat glass surface. and rubbing the plates 
with the finger tips in a circular motion. The 
side of the large disc which is NOT countersunk 
will, of course. be the side to grind. 

Upon completion of the grinding, the contact 
surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned with gaso- 
line. and the holder is then ready for assembly. 

First. secure the two jacks in place and tin 
the ends protruding into the shell. To one, sold- 
er a fie -inch length of very thin shim brass or 
copper. about As-inch wide. Bring the free end 
down the inside of the shell and fold it over the 
bottom edge of the insulating shell. This will 

form contact with the bottom contact plate of 

the holder, which may now be placed in position 
and the three 4/40 machine screws put through 
it and the shell. The short piece of copper 
braid is then soldered to the UNGROUND side 
of the small disc, about in the center. and the 
other end of the braid soldered to the remaining 
plug. inside the shell. Care must be used in 

soldering to the small disc, in order that the job 
may be done quickly without overheating the 
plate, which might cause it to warp slightly and 
affect the contact with the crystal. 

Again wiping off both brass contact surfaces 

to make sure that no finger grease or other for- 
eign matter has soiled them, the holder is now 

ready for the crystal, which may be dropped 
gently on to the bottom plate. with the smaller 
disc resting on the upper surface of the quart: . 

It will be found that the weight of a brass disc 
l tl, x 'a inch is approximately 1 Ys ounces. 
which is just the correct pressure on the crystal. 
without additional springs or other mechanisms. 
Furthermore. crystals of varying frequencies 
(thickness) may be used in the holder with 
assuranez that the pressure will always be the 
same on any crystal. which would not be the 
case with spring tension applied. 

The cover plate may now be slipped over the 
protruding screws in the upper edge, and the 
thumb nuts run on. and our holder is now com- 
plete and ready for use. 

Should the holder be used where there would 
be danger of occasional rough handling, which 
would cause the upper contact disc to ride up 
and down in the holder, the space between the 
upper contact disc and the cover plate may be 

lightly packed with absorbent cotton. 
The accompanying working drawings illus- 

trate the constructional work in detail, and 
should be closely followed. The writer ha. 
made up a number of these holders for the use 
of himself and others, and all have given per- 
fect satisfaction. Considerable may be added 
to their appearance by huffing the brass or 
nickel plating. 

A 5-Meter S.W. Superheterodyne 
(Con t /m/ 5951 

contributes to the excellent frequency stability 
of the oscillator. The screen -grid being at ground 
potential (R.F.) necessitates operating the 
cathode above ground. This is completely satis- 
factory and when using uni- potential cathode 
type tubes having indirectly heated cathodes, no 

deleterious effects can be detected by havin:- an 
R.F. potential difference between the cathode 
and heater. Although it might seem that the 
cathode- heater capacity might interfere with the 
satisfactory functioning of the circuit it com- 

pensates rather than incapacitates the frequency 
stability during the warming up period of the 
tube. A slight varying of the oscillator fre- 
quency with detector tuning has been noticed 
when using the fundamental of the oscillator; 
however. this can be eliminated by using the 
second harmonic of the oscillator to heterodyne 
with the incoming signal frequency to create 
the intermediate frequency beat. 

Careful shielding of course is necessary if the 
oscillator is to be operated at full efficiency. 
since any coupling of the oscillator tuning cir- 
cuit will defeat the excellent qualities of the 
system. 

The coil data are given in table 1. The con- 
denser C -2 determines the approximate fre- 
quency while the trimmer condenser C -3 acts as 

a vernier adjustment. Eventually when ultra 
high frequency super- heterodynes become as 
numerous as the regular broadcast variety, the 
receivers will then be truly ample control. The 
vernier, however. is not a serious hardship to 
endure and without it the performance would 
surely suffer. The screen -grid voltage should be 

approximately 67 to 00 volts. the lower value 
being recommended for stability. The value of 
the gridleak should be 100,000 ohms for hest op- 
eration. 

Now that the degree of electrical stability far 
surpasses any other oscillator combination, it be- 

hooves the experimenter to exercise particular 
care in the mechanical construction to insure 
rigid mounting of the component parts which 
might affect the frequency stability. If ordinary 
precautions are taken in the construction of the 
oscillator, even the dyed -in- the -wool experiment - 
er will witness a thrill at the stability of the 
electron -coupled oscillator. 

Intermediate Frequency Amplifier 
'l'he choice of an intermediate amplifier is one 

i of all importance, since the main characteristics 

of the receiver are obtained in this section. The 
intermediate frequency must be low enough so 

that sufficient gain can be realized with a good 
degree of selectivity. The frequency character- 
istic of course must also be considered, other- 
wise the quest for selectivity would result in 

undue attenuation of the high audio frequencies 
and poor quality would obviously result. How- 
ever. there is another consideration to be taken 
into account in ultra high frequency work. Sup- 
pose the intermediate frequency was of the order 
of 400 kc. and the oscillator tuned to a fre- 
quency of 40.000 ke. It can readily be seen 
that a variation of only 0.01% in frequency 
would amount to so much that the resulting 
frequency would not be amplified by the 
highly selective intermediate stages. 

Now, let us suppose an intermediate frequency 
of 1,750 ke. or thereabouts was chosen. The per- 
centage allowable variation in the oscillator fre- 
quency could obviously be much greater, without 
affecting over -all performance. 

The intermediate frequency finally adopted in 
this application was 1,750 kc. I.F. transformers 
may be purchased already built, or the experi- 
menter may build his own. In the latter case 
the coils from a short-wave receiver covering 
this band will be satisfactory. Small Isolantite 
dielectric condensers may be substituted for the 
larger air condensers formerly used for tuning. 
The I.F. amplifier in reality is a fixed -tune 
radio -frequency amplifier and its design is not 
unlike any other R.F. amplifier covering this 
band. Such circuits are not so selective that the 
fidelity will be impaired by aide -band attenua- 
tion. This applies only to sound reception; the 
requirements for television reception are some- 
what more stringent. 

Second Detector 
The second detector for voice reception is of 

the orthodox plate detection variety. A 57 tube 
is employed in a circuit designed particularly to 
eliminate detector overloading. This scheme 
does not entirely eliminate detector overloading 
in the strict sense of the word, but it does 
greatly extend the usable range of inputs to the 
detector, without suffering an appreciable re- 
duction in rectified output. This particularly 
applies to signals of low percentage modulation 
which heretofore have given the most trouble in 
detector circuits. 

Figure 2 shows the essential circuit in its 
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
simplest form, together with a graphical e planation of the how- and -why of the improve- 
ment. C -1 and R-1 are chosen so as to have 
time -constant of greater duration than the pe- riod of the lowest audio frequency to be repro 
duced, yet sufficiently short in duration to folios. the variations in amplitude of the modulated carrier. C -1 must also be of such a value that it will have no effect upon the tuning. 

Figure 2 -A shows a typical grid -plate char- acteristic of a power detector. Point a-o rep- resents normal bias with no signal applied. Upon the reception of a modulated signal (50% mod. shown) this point moves to a -1 and rectification 
takes place, giving the audio frequency com- ponent in the plate circuit as shown. Such a signal would result in the same output in either a straight bias detector or the modified circuit used here. Now let us consider a very strong signal which would normally overload 
the detector. With the normal circuit the ef- fective grid bias is increased from a-o to a -1. This, however, is not sufficient to bring the envelope of the modulated wave on the straight - line portion of the tube characteristic. with the result that the audio output A -1 suffers severe distortion. Note also that the amplitude is greatly reduced. 

Now consider the modified circuit. When grid current flows a voltage drop occurs across R -1. thus causing the bias point to shift to a -2. This results in a much greater amplitude than before. 
although with slight distortion. A close ex- amination will show, however, that the distortion 
is more symmetrical and certainly less severe than that of A -1, without the decrease in ampli- tude experienced before. The voltage built up across R-1 can be returned to the I.F. grids through de- coupling resistors to effect further limitation on very strong signals. 

Typical output curves with and without this circuit refinement are shown in Fig. 3. 

Output Stage and Power Supply 
The output stage of this receiver is left en- tirely up to the individual. The author prefers a single '45 tube for ordinary use. This can be used 

to drive a pair of 46s in push -push (class B) amplification, if the sound output is inadequate. 
The schematic diagram clearly shows the cir- cuit and constants used, and needs no further 
explanation. 

Part List -Five Meter Superheterodyne -Voice 
Receiver 

Required Items 
3-- Coils -L -I. L -2, L -3, see table. 
3 -I.F. Transformers, see table. (h'. W. Sickles 

Co.) 

Short Wave Receiver 
in a Cigar Box 

(Continued from page 591) 
phone binding posts. to the terminals marked phonograph on the broadcast receiver. The aerial and ground are left on the short wave receiver and tuning is done on the same. 

As for results this little receiver using a ground for an aerial, a WI -phone station at Hartford, Connecticut, was received QSA 5, R 
6-7 and also W4OC: a phone station at Durham, 
North Carolina. was QSA 4, R 6 at Detroit, Michigan, in the daytime. The copper screen 
used as an aerial in the lid of the cigar box works very satisfactorily at night. 
1 -50 mmf. tuning condenser. 
1- .00035 mf. regeneration condenser. 
1 -.0001 mf. fixed grid condenser. 
1 -20 mmf. antenna condenser. 
1 -8 megohm grid -leak. 
2 -tube sockets. 
Grid coil, 24 turns on old tube base. 
Tickler coil, 13 turns, spaced ,.í" from grid roil. 
1 -UX -199 tube. 
1- filament switch. 
4- binding posts. 
1- vernier dial. 
Cigar box 10!¡" x 5,:" x 2%". 
1 -piece of copper screen 9 %" x 61j ". 
1 -piece of wood 5t_" x 2%" x ;y 
1 -strip of leather 9" x " x for the handle 
Miscellaneous nuts, bolts, wire. etc. 2- flashlight cells for the "A" battery. 
1 -22,,. volt "B" battery. 

-George IV. 1? ;4 Olmsted Falls. 01, io. 

for FEBRUARY, 1933 

RAW A.C. S -W. Receiver 
liy E. leu be rger, New York City 

¡Honorable Mention in Set -Builder's Contest) 
THE set that I finally constructed after several months of experime nting th WORLD W I D E rious circuits and parts, is a "two- tuber," using raw A.C. on the filaments of the '27's and two 

"e0NLY 
or three "B" batteries for a quirt plate supply. 
The circuit employed was chosen mainly because of its high selectivity and sensitivity. 

A Hammarlund .00014 mf. "Midline" midget condenser is used for tuning, while a Pilot .0001 
mf. midget condenser controls regeneration. The 50,000 ohm resistance is employed as a volume 
control. For plug -in coils, the Dresner type is recommended, because they are small and the 
forms are threaded. For an audio transformer, the Thordarson type R76 is used. The filament transformer is home -made, having been rebuilt 
from the power transformer taken from an 
Elkon tapering trickle- charger. 

Incidentally, both transformer eases are grounded. 
List of Parts 

('1- -Ha mma eland .00014 nef. "M idline" midget 
condenser 

C2- -Pilot .0001 mf. midget condenser 
R2 Centralab 50,000 ohm resistance 
AFT- Thord:uvon R76 audio frequency trans- 

former. 
LI. L2-- Dresner plug -in coils (Can -Win) 
PT-- Filament transformer, 2, volt 2- five -prong tube sockets 1- four -prong coil socket 
SW -Pilot lower switch 
RifPilot 20 ohm center tapped ressrtanc, C5- Sangamo .00025 mf. mica grid condenser R1- Aerovox 2 megohm grid -leak 
C3- Variable antenna coupling condenser 
RFC -Radio frequency choke. 85 mh. 
R3 -2000 ohm metallized resistor 
1 Pilot knob (for volume control) 
1 -"KK" knob (for power switch, 
2 -"KK" vernier dials -0 -100«. and 100 -0 
C4 -1 mf. bypass condenser 
1- aluminum panel 12 "x7" 
3 -ply veneer subpanel, 6ÿa "x10%" 2- subpanel brackets, 2 "x6%" 
Binding posts, hardware, etc. 1- Carter midget phone jack 
1 Pair of Baldwin type "C" earphones 

l'hotos and hook -up of the Eilenberger A.C. 
S -W. Receiver 

Radio Magazine! 

European radio publications are abounding with 
new circuits and new radio developments that have found their way slowly over to the United States. The reason is since there is such a tremendous amount of original radio engineering going on in this country, there has been no pub- lication that catered to the foreign developments. All the American radio publications must report the American activities first and, as a rule, have no room left for what is going on in Europe. Mr. Hugo Gernsback conceived the idea of bringing to American readers a totally different radio publication, the like of which has never been published before; and the result is RADIO REVIEW AND TELEVISION NEWS. 

This is not entirely a new magazine; it is, really. two magazines in one. A section devoted to television has been retained, which will report in every issue, the major American and European television advances; but the big, front section is given over to an international radio digest. This magazine. therefore, will perform the function that, for instance, the LITERARY DIGEST is serving in literature. You may not be aware of the fact that there are some 160 radio publica- tions printed outside of the United States; but from all of these publications RADIO REVIEW 
is extracting the hest -the Radio Meat -which you want. 

RADIO REVIEW AND TELEVISION NEWS shows you a true perspective of what is going on in radio all over the world. It gives you hun- dreds of new radio hook -ups, special circuits. new time -saving kinks, new money -making ideas galore. You will find here the latest radio cir- cuits and sets from France, Germany, England. Italy, Russia, Norway and even Japan. 
Dozens of translators have been busy to make each issue of the new combination magazine a memorable one. 

Features of the Current Issue: 
Build Your Own "Theremin'- Electric Musical lnarument .\ Band Pa:., Filter to Improve Reee firer Selectivity Complete I'ry,tal Reeelver In a Tolmeeo Can \l,xlem Tuning Cold Pratt lac flint, on Tolle t',,rrectinn 
The Screen Crld Tube a, a Detector latching the Load 
\ides 1 r (Lang Tutting 
file -Volume- Speaker 

Radio Kink: 
limiest of American ]radio \L,gazinr. 
Itigea or Radio Patent, 
\I.0 enlarged teievislou .cation I,,nlalni ng lilts and operating hint,. 

Clip and Mail Coupon Today! 
RADIO REVIEW AND TELEVISION NEWS 

9M l'art flare SW1' -2 -a" 
New York oily (Nark X in Square Which Offer l'uu De, ire) 
Ornt temen, 

AA per your spwt.J offer, I encloue SI.11 (Can- ada and Foreign SI. 501 for which enter ub- 
sc ['Potion in td1110 REVIEW AND Tülh :\ISION 
NEWS for one e rear. 
r] Send lee ihz current Issue of RADIO RE- VIEW AND TELEVISION NEWS. for Pith II I nrio.t 21e (l'. s. ,lamp, fly coin an-epte,O 0111i 
the full undern,uniluc that If I do nut Ilke the magazine you alit refund the nulney. 

Naino ............ _ __ .... _. 

.tddrese 
city and SIs1e 

mmmermw 

1 
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AERO 
INTERNATIONAL 

ALL WAVE 11 -TUBE 
SUPER- HETERODYNE DE LUXE 

;-. Completely Assembled 
With 2 Matched F u l l 

Dynamic 
$ a-! 15 Spas keys It! 

At last! World wide re- 
ception at a sane price. 
15 to 550 meters. Besides 
the regular broadcast 
band, it brings in for- 
eign programs, amateurs. 

Police calls, ships at dea and aeroplanes. One 
dial control. No plus, in un.. Latest super - 
phonic tubes. 

AERO 4 -TUBE MIDGET 
510.95 less tubes 

2.95 kit of tubes 

The lowest priced quality 
Midget Receiver on the mar- 
ket today. Very selective. 
brings in long distance like 
local stations. 
AERO 5 -TUBE MIDGET $1 L90 

AERO 6 -TUBE MIDGET 18.50 

AERO WORLD WIDE 
1 -Tube SHORT WAVE 

$5.95SET ad - 
a-i phone Operation 

Listen in DIRECT to Lon- 
don. l'aria. Berlin. Buenos 
Aires and other broadcast- 
ing stations throughout the 
world via short waves. Tour 
ordinary receiver cannot tune 
in these low tare stations. 
WORLD -R'IDE RECEIV- 
ER gets 15 to 500 meters. 
.Aero 9 -Tuhe Short Ware Set 
$8.75. The same as above 

as but it lins 1 stage of Audio Frequency added to it. 
Write for Complete Catalogue. 

CHARLES HOODWIN CO. 
4240 Lincoln Ave., Dept. All Chicago 

WHICH CONTROLS YOU? 
Science says that the chemical elements compos- 

ing man's body may be bought for sixty cents at 

pharmacy shop. But the real past of you is the 

infinite, creative power within -it makes YOU 
living, vital being. 

By the proper use of this creative, sleeping force 
within you, you can DOMINATE YOUR LIFE 
and MASTER THE CONDITIONS WHICH 
SURROUND YOU. The Rosicrucians have shown 
thousands of thinking men and women how to use 

this infinite powe 
r 

. Learn to direct the inner 
processes of your mind. 

This Free Book Explains 
The Roscicrucians will send the SINCERE 

SEEKER a free copy of the new book, "The 
Wisdom of the Sages," which tells how you may 
become a student of these age -old truths. Address 
e letter (not postcard of curiosity) to: 

Scribe \\' Y B 

ROSI(RU(IAN BROTHERHOOD 
AM PC 

SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 
Just a reminder -The Rnsicruclan 
Brotherhood is NON -RELIGIOUS 

'rie Too HoPtandlne nooks of the Year! 
How to Build nd Operate 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS" 
"How to Become an 

AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR 
and Secure a U. S. Government License" 

50c EACH 
ro I r ler tam V: d . 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
98 Park Place, New York Citi 
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Will Short-Wave Heat Effects Cure 
Human Ills? 

(Continued from page 585) 

static induction effect, may be as easily inter- self heated in the field -an effect perhaps due in 

preted as our experience with radio waves and part to absorbed moisture. 

antennas. We think of the radio antenna as At about this stage of the work we became 

picking up the magnetic field changes, but the acquainted with the remarkable work of Dr. 

two changing magnetic and static fields are Wagner- Jauregg, of Vienna, who had made a 

closely interlocked. The fact is that the heat- fundamental clinical research on many cases 

ing of such resistances as those of aqueous so- of paresis by using fevers. He had employed 

lutions in the static field of alternating circuits particularly a malarial infection, and thereby 

becomes very considerable when the frequency had produced at least 30 per cent recessions 

of alternation reaches the ranges above ten of the paresis. It naturally seemed desirable 

million cycles. The more accurate determina- to apply the radio fever in place of the infec- 

tions of relation between frequency and resist- tion. Dr. Carpenter took up work on syphilis 

once in such cases, and with reference to the in rabbits, and later, after it was evident that 

significance of the dielectric constants, have no danger was involved, extended his work to 

been shown by various writers, such as Patzold include humans. In the meantime, the work of 

and McLennan. other researchers on the physiological and biol- 

Misa Hosmer in 1928 studied the effect of the ogical changes brought about by radio heating 

radio field upon salt solutions contained in glass -notably that of Dr. Knudson, of Albany - 
tubes placed between condenser plates which gave increasing confidence that experiments on 

were connected to the radio power supply- It humans might be safely carried out. So work on 

was found that the salt solutions were heated a "fever-machine" was extended, and it has been 

in the field. and that solutions of equal electrical found possible, with increasing perfection of 

resistance heated at the same rate, regardless of design. to control rises in human body temper - 

the salts used Solutions similar in their con- ature as great as 8.5 deg. F. 

stitution to the blood were particularly studied, A powerful tool was thus placed in the hands 

and it was found that effective heating occurred of medical men in the combating of various 

in a range of alternating frequency of the order diseases. such as syphilis. in which excessive 

of fifty to ten million cycles. or six to thirty body temperature may be an alleviant, or even 

meters wave -length. Experiments were also a cure. Such work, however. can be properly 

made with solid jellies, to determine the extent done only by experts in well organized institu- 

of their heating in the field. and also to 'rib- Lions. Several such institutions. having learned 

serve the remarkable phenomenon of orients- of the preliminary researches, requested loan 

tion between the plates. of experimental apparatus. This seemed the 

This heating effect was found to be much more best way to carry out the clinical studies. It 

general than a mere application of the field to was logical to attack immediately the identical 

salt solutions might indicate. Apparatus of the disease which had yielded to the malarial treat - 

type described by De Walt and by McLennan ment. The New York State Psychiatric Insti- 

was found to permit a variation of the heating tute. already using that method, were willing 

effect in the resistor with the variation of os- to use the electrical process. and an outfit was 

ciliation frequency in the circuit. McLennan loaned to that institution. Some of their re- 

and Burton, indeed, have shown the mathemat- suits have been published. Other organizations 

ical relationships which explain the dependence have been loaned other outfits, and the plan 

of the rate of heating of the resistor upon its has. in general, been one of supporting or as- 
sisting the researches of experts already ac- 
quainted with the field of paresis or some kin- 
dred disease where internal heat might be "in- 
dicated." In this way sufficient data have al- 
ready been obtained to warrant further work 
along this line. 

Arthritis, as mentioned. seeems to lend itself 
well to this work. and several experts are ac- 
tively experimenting. Dr. Schliephake has re- 
cently published accounts of favorable experi- 
ments on surface malformations such as boils 
and carbuncles. and on such swellings of joints 
as occur in certain arthritis troubles. Several 
friends made use of our apparatus in the study 
of tumor growth under controlled temperature 
in the mouse and rat. The results here were 
not promising. however. 

It developed through the experiments in hos- 
pitals that there were studies of internal body 
or joint heating which might be made of value 
without producing a fever for raising the tem- 
perature of the whole body above the tempera- 
ture produced by its normal control mechanism. 
For this reason a number of smaller short- 
wave generating outfits have been made by 
which induced local heating. as within arm and 
leg joints, is accomplished. Several clinical 
centers are now operating in this way. 

The work also soon raised the interesting 
question: Can the heating effect be "focussed "? 
There are at least two ways of localizing, more 
or less. this energy application. One is by the 
shape. size and positions of the condenser plates, 
because the greatest heat effect. other things 
being equal. is where the field is the most in- 
tense. Another way consists in controlling the 
frequency so as to fit the particular specific 
resistance of the part concerned. Not much has 
been done in either field, but it was shown by 
Hosmer that while aqueous solutions of different 
salts and equal resistances heated equally, there 
was for each frequency a particular resistance 
or salt concentration which heated most rap- 
idly. A tadpole in water which heated but 
slightly alone caused heating of the water be- 
cause of the tadpole's rise in temperature when 
in the water. 

Schliephake has made comparisons between 
the rates of heating of various parts of the 
body, like fat, bone, muscle, etc., when sub- 
mitted to diathermy as commonly applied 
(using contact -electrodes), and when submitted 

electrical resistance (for dilute solutionsi. They 
have shown that the frequency of the electrical 
oscillations for maximum heating can be ex- 

pressed by the formula rZK = 1 where C is the 

conductivity and K the dielectric constant of 
the resistor, and a the frequency. More general 
mathematical studies of such heating effects have 
been made by Christie and Loomis, Drake. 
Pierce, and Dow, Patzold, and a general treat- 
ment of the subject by Schliephake was pub- 
Balled in Germany in 1929. 

When we transferred our attention from salt 
solutions to living matter, it seemed wisest at 
first to work with non -human material -in- 
sects, mice. rats, rabbits, and other animals. 
Alternating current of several hundred thou- 
sand cycles, to be sure, had already been used 
therapeutically, contacts of one sort or an- 
other being always attached directly to the 
person or animal treated. In these interesting 
cases, it seemed probable that the contact re- 
sistances and differing specific resistances of 
various parts of the body produced unevenly 
distributed heating effects -a condition well de- 
lineated by Westermark and by Schliephake. 
Because of this, and because we were not per- 
fectly certain that internal high -frequency heat- 
ing might not produce far- reaching. but subtle, 
ill effects similar to those obtaining in some of 
the early x -ray exposures. we preferred to ap- 
proach the subject of human therapeutic treat- 
ment with caution. 

We soon found that all animals could easily 
be killed in an intense radio field, but only after 
evidence of overheating, so that death was ap- 
parently due to passage of the thermal limit 
of viability. Small insects such as fruit -flies. 
when submitted to fields of a few watts of 
radio energy, apparently died instantaneously, 
and the deposition of moisture from their bodies 
on the walls of the tube near them indicated 
that death was due to overheating. When the 
same insects were exposed to the field in the 
dormant condition produced by a surrounding 
temperature of zero degrees Centigrade, it was 
possible by careful manipulation to revive them, 
and to make them fly about in the zero air 
exactly as though midsummer temperatures pre- 
vailed. A slightly greater energy application 
killed them. Throughout this work. quartz 
tubes were used. it being found that glass it- 
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to the radiothermy here described. This selective 
method has been well illustrated by a recent 
article by McLennan and Burton, in which the 
local heating differences in dead flesh in this 
static field have been disclosed very ingeniously 
by changes in the colors of thermo -sensitive 
organic dyes. 

In all such work good judgment and careful 
planning are necessary, and it has been our 
plan to depend entirely upon the medical or- 
ganizations using the outfits to report their 
results, and that without undue haste. As sim- 
ilar devices are also now in use in European 
hospitals, it is probable that their value for 
the diseases in question will soon be determined. 

The question of action of radio energy, :1- 

distinct from simple heating, upon micro -or- 
ganisms, bacteria, transplanted tissue cells, etc., 
is very important. A number of workers have 
undertak' n researches with this in mind, but 
so far as we know the results might be attrib- 
utable to the specific effects of the rise in 
temperature of the body or culture medium in 
which the living matter was planted. 

As the methods of production of radiant en- 
ergy of shorter and shorter wave- lengths in the 
unexplored "radio" region are extended, such 
experiments will probably have to be repeated. 

(A paper presented at the International Else- 
tried Compress, I'., ie, Fenner, July 4 -12, 1831.1 

Building A Shielded 
Power Unit for S -W 

Receivers 
(Continued front page .599) 

N,,w with small wooden wedges tighten H 
laminations in the coil opening. Four of ti, 
brackets in Figure 3 and four clamping strips 
Figure 4 are made 1 -16 inch thick brass or 
aluminum strip. Using No. 6-32x116 inch 
screws clamp these to the laminations with the 
strips on each side of the jointed ends of the 
core. The long brackets serve to mount the 
transformer to the base. 

Buy or Make the Choke 
A very satisfactory choke can be made. one 

having a high inductance, as the current is rela- 
tively small. Using a block of the same length 
but sáx% inch instead of inch square as 
for the transformer, cover with paper as before; 
also use the strips of tape for binding the coil. 
Solder a lead to the No. 36 B. & S. wire and 
wind at random 7,500 turns of this wire on the 
block. Put a lead on the end of the wire and 
bind the coil with the strips of tape. Remove 
the block and dip into the hot parafin. The 
core is built up of forty laminations. but all of 
the "E" laminations are put into the coil from 
the same end. The straight pieces are stacked 
up in a pile and clamped to the open end of 
the core by using four more of the strips shown 
in Figure 4. Brackets Figure 3 will be added 
for mounting the choke. Using a bought 
choke, select one of high inductance -the direct 
current resistance can be as much as 1,000 
ohms. 

A mounting base for the parts is shown, with 
dimensions, in Figure 1. Make this of 1-16 - 
inch thick aluminum. The large hole is for the 
tube socket. The two % -inch holes mount the 
two electrolytic inverted condensers. Place the 
transformer and choke in position and mark for 
the holes from these. Drill holes for bringing 
the transformer leads and the choke leads under. 
The connections are very simple and are shown 
in the hookup diagram. The cathode terminal on 
the socket supplies the high voltage, rectified 
current to the choke. Tie both grid and plate 
terminals to one end of the 1.700 -turn winding. 
Only one connection is to be made to the elec- 
trolytic condensers. this being shown as the 
center on each one. The can is shown grounded ; 

this, as all other such symbols denote that the 
point is to be connected to the base if not 
already in assembly of part. Use a rubber - 
covered hookup wire for all connections. The 
twenty -four turn winding made up of number 
18 wire connects to the heater terminals on the 
socket. Leave two long, twisted leads from the 
other heater winding to connect to set. 

Shielding the Unit 
A sheet of 1 -32 inch aluminum 14x18 inch 

should next be cut as dimensioned in Figure 5. 
The hole is for mounting the voltage control re- 
sistance. Bend along the dotted lines, taking the 
flap edges first. A straight edge will be very 

NORDEN -HAUCK 
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. 
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The New 

Admiralty Super -15 
MULTI -WAVELENGTH SUPERHETERODYNE 

A NEW 

ENGINEERING 

TRIUMPH 
1( . i the latest type tubes 

are used in the ADMIR- 
ALTY SUPER-II. Smash- 
ing power with keenest se- 

lectivity and complete tone 
fidelity are the outstanding 
features of this new and ad- 
vanced Receiver. A preci- 
sion laboratory instrument. 
Reliable performance guaran- 
teed. Navy style construc- 
tion. 

No longer is radio reception restricted. The 
New Norden -Hauck Admiralty Super -15 opens 
up a vast new world of entertainment. Hear 
the voice of the tropics ... music of strange 
native instruments . foreign tongues; a 
twist of the dial and swing from Australia ... 
the bottom of the world, to Java, Siam ... the 
intangible, mysterious spell of the Orient- An- 
other change ... and there! London ... and 
now to Paris, Berlin, Rome, Madrid . . the 
world is actually at your fingertips. This is the 
real Romance of Radio. 
The Admiralty Super -15 is the finest instru- 
ment Radio Engineers have yet conceived. It 
offers super- sensitivity to bring you the pro- 
grams on the air; super- selectivity to bring you 
the one station desired, excluding all others; 
caper -tone quality to bring you the program 
just as it originates at the broadcasting station. 

Coot »fete literature cent on segued. Addrecc 

Norden -Hauck Electric& Manufacturing Co. 
402 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A. 

"Builders of the Highest Class Radio Apparatus in the World" 

New Way to At 
Learn the Code Home 

Make Your 
Own Records 

Easy to .Hake 
Easy to Real 

with 

The NEW TeIe!e 
MASTER ___._.._. _.._ _._...... _ 

The only instrument ever produced that will reeord 
Your own sending in visible dot., and dashes and then 
repeat it to you audibly on headphones. Revolu- 
tionises the teaching of code -makes learning easy. 
fascinating and rapid. No experience required. 
Designed for U. ,e. Signal Corps. ylarvelo,s say 
radio and electrical engineers. Loaned with Complete 
Cade Course without additional coat. Write today 
for Odder SW -2 giving full dvtait.. 
TELEPLEX CO., 76 Cardwell Shed, New York, N. Y. 

Get Started in RADIO 
Write for free 
booklet telling 
about this grow- 
ing and most 
promising in- ' dustry. The 
radio operator is 
an officer aboard 
ship. His work 
is light, pleasant 

and interesting. He has many op- 
portunities to travel to all parts of 
the world. 

EDUCATION %I. DEPARTMENT 

WEST YMCA 
18 W. 63rd St. 

SIDE New York 
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St. Charles 
An Entire Block 

On the Boardwalk 

ATLANTIC CITY 
r_ß.í 

A Smart Hotel in 

America's Smartest Resort 

Al' 
lo f..tNTIC CITY Is on than a summer 

resort. It Is a health resort, to Iso 

visited any season with great aatisfae- 
thon and lasting benefit. Ocean air and 
sunshine are "on tap" twelve months in 
the year -there Is renewed vitality and lat- 
ter health In every draught. 'rie St. Charles 
is the fore st seashore resort hotel, ready 
for you at any season and at all times, 
with every comfort and convenience, superb 
meals, a program of guest-entertainment tuna 
an atmosphere of goal cheer. Very speeiiil 
rates enable all to take advantage of At 
ianhlc City's healthful winter climate. 

European or American Plan 

French and German Cuisine 

Noise Reduction 
On Short Waves 

Is Possible 
By One 

Method 
Only 

LYNCH 
Transposed Transmission Line 

Illustrated Instruction Booklet 

FREE WRITE 
LYNCH MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY 
711 General Motors Bldg., New York, N. Y. 

geYct/fae "POI,ICIEMAN "1 

.frrL Yaw- RADIO J 
Less than one hour of high line voltage over- 
loads vital radin parts-causing crackly 
noises. AMPERITE automatically regulates 
voltage- prevents noises and burnouts. 

.tyll'I.itITl. hake, nplmrnunt r - 

ulamr. for thJt -'Ir. Brun., irk such 
all uthrr - 

Send $1.1,0 to Dept. SW-.: 
for sample and sales helps. 

AMPERITE Grponliar 
501 OROApwnr. 7.EW YORK 

PERITE 
T VOLTAGE CONTROL 

SHORT WAVE CRAF 
useful if clumped to the bending line. then the 
aluminum may be easily formed around this edge. 
With four sides bent up rivet the flaps to the 
adjacent sides with small rivets or eyelets. Next 
drill four holes in the bottom to line up with 
those in the corners of the mounting base. In 
mounting the assembled and wired unit into the 
shield use number 6-32x1% inch screws with a 
1 inch spacer under the base to give clearance 
to the parts under this base. If the variable 
resistance has its arm connected to the mounting 
stud this stud will have to be insulated from the 
shield by the use of fiber washers. A cover for 
the unit is made of the same material from 
which the shield was made. Using a piece 4x8 
inch cut one -half inch squares out of the cor- 
ners and bend the sides up so that the cover will 

over the shield tightly. 

Testing 
Using a '27 tube a test was made on the com- 

pleted unit to determine the actual output at 
various current loads. A milliammeter and a 
high, variable resistor were placed in the lead of 
the unit for taking these measurements. The 
voltmeter was of the high resistance type and 
was put in circuit from the tap to the minus 
connection. After setting the external variable 
resistance so that the current read was 5 milli- 
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amperes (mils) the voltmeter gave the voltage as 
176 volts. Another setting at 10 mils gave a volt- 
age reading of 165 volts; at 14 mils this had 
dropped another 5 volts to 160. These reading, 
will go to prove that this little unit is entirely 
capable of handling most of the converters and 
short wave tuners. The '27 tube used for recti- 
fication is very inexpensive as also are the two 
electrolytic condensers. 

List of Material 
Ninety Laminations (Type E -I -3 Allegheny 

Steel Co., Brackenridge, Pa.). 
Two Electrolytic Condensers (8 mf.) Con- 

course, Aerovox, etc. 
One 50,000-ohm variable rsistancc: wire 

wound. 
One -third pound number 36 B &S enameled 

magnet wire (for transformer and choke). 
One -eighth pound number 29 B &S enameled 

magnet wire. 
Fifteen feet each of number 18 and number 

15 enameled magnet wire. 
One UY wafer type socket. 
One 14x18x1/32 inch aluminum. 
One 4x8x1/32 inch aluminum. 
One 2Tisx6%x1 /16 inch aluminum. 
Courtesy of N. Y. Son. 

New Vacuum Tube for Generating 
Ultra Short Waves 

(Continued front paye 607) 
several wires reinforce each other to provide 
a strong, rigid. lightweight cathode, wherein 
the wires are secured against mechanical vi- 
bration, which induces field disturbances. 
Again, such a cathode is free to expand 
equally and will not warp, but will maintain 
its true and original state. 

Surrounding the heating element but radially 
spaced therefrom is another electrode, which con- 
stitutes a negative outer or secondary grid. This 
grid, which is substantially of the same struc- 
ture as the primary grid, comprises a plurality 
of upright supporting members, upon which is 
helically wound a wire of any suitable material. 
The top ends of the supporting members con- 
verge inward:y to be fixed to a ring, which en- 
gages the stem above the ring of the first men- 
tioned grid. 

The live terminals pass down through the 
bottom section of the stem for attachment to 
suitable pin or other contacts in the insulated 
base of the tube, which is not illustrates) hero. 
When the four elements are mounted on the 
stem as described. the stem is inserted in a 
tube blank which is fused at its bottom end to 
the base and is then exhausted through the tip 
which is seared. 

In Fig. 2 there are illustrated diagrammatically 
the various elements of the tube in a circuit and 
for convenience in illustration there is shown 
a source of energy or current supply for each 
element. Thus there are shown batteries respec- 
tively asanciated with the plate. primary, grid, 
heater, and secondary grid in the order men - 
tinned. 

The positive and negative conductors for the 
heating element are connected to the ends of 
the battery. There is provided a rheostat for 
controlling the current supply for the heating 
element. The plate conductor is connected to the 
negative side of its associated battery by means 
of a potentiometer interposed between the sides 
of said battery; the positive side of the bat- 
tery is connected to the like side of the heat- 
ing element battery. The conductor leading to 
the inner or primary grid is connected to the 
positive side of its associated battery by 
means of potentiometer also, as shown in the 
diagram Fig. 2; the negative side of the bat- 
tery is connected to the positive side of the 
heater battery. 

The conductor leading from the outer or set 
ondory grid is connected, as shown. to the nega- 
tive side of its battery, through the medium of 
a potentiometer. Suitable voltmeters are placed 
at the positions marked V, and ammeters at the 
points marked A. The positive side of the sec- 
ondary grid battery is joined to the positive side 
of the heater battery. 

Action of the Tube 
When the heating element is energized it tune- 

Lions as an electronic radiator or emitter. With 
a positive potential on the primary grid, an effect 
is produced which draws the electrons emitted 
by the heating element when energized, through 
the grid to the plate and thus the electrons are 
impelled toward the plate, because of the elec- 
trostatic field set up by this grid. In this im- 
pelled movement or flight of electrons they ac- 
quire kinetic energy; as the electrons pass 
through the grid they approach or enter a neg- 
ative electrostatic field adjacent to the plate and 
are repelled. 

If the plate be at a sufficiently high positive 
potential with respect to the heating filament. 
the kinetic energy of the swiftly moving elec- 
trons would be converted into heat by collision 
with the plate, and this would result mere:y 
in heating up the plate with a possible destruc- 
tion of the same. In this improved tube, where- 
in a negative potential is impressed upon the 
plate, the imparted energy of the moving el.,- 
trims is converted into electromagnetic waves 
or radiations, by reason of their motion being 
retarded by the negative electrostatic field. 
formed by the plate which is opposing or re- 
pelling the moving charge of the electrons be- 
fore they can reach and impinge against ti.,. 
plate, and this action is best illustrated in Fig. 4. 

When the electrons are retarded in their 
motion or - flight, they give up part of their 
kinetic energy in the form of radiation. How- 
ever, as the electrons are repelled by the ele- 
trostatic field adjacent to the plate, the retarded 
motion of the electrons is transferred to the 
space charge set up about the heater and in the 
space between the two grids. 

These electrons in this space are thus effected 
and become disturbed in their motion, acting 
through the meshes of the heater, where a sec- 
ond opposing electrostatic field is set up by the 
outer grid acting against them, and the dis- 
turbed electrons are thus again retarded and 
upon repetition sustained radiations or oscilla- 
tions are produced as the heater gives off at 
continuous flow or source of electrons. 

To further explain the electronic action, it 
is evident that in order to accelerate an elec- 
tron, work must be done upon it and if the 
electron is retarded in its motion, it must ghe 
up a part of its kinetic energy. If the inertia 
of an electron is wholly electromagnetic, tb' 
work in accelerating it is work done by line., 
of force. Supposing. then. a charge of electron. 
with its lines of force, moves through spa.- 
with uniform velocity. If this charge is sud- 
denly retarded the ends of the lines of force 
thereof will be jerked backwards. so to speak. 
In accordance with the characteristics of lino- 
of force the kinks or reversals created at the 
end of each line will not be transmitted alanz 
the entire line instantaneously. but will b, 
propagated along the line with a finite velocity. 
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substantially that of light. These kink., or re- 
versals in these lines of force are those parts 
thereof wherein the electrons are retarded and 
the electro and magnetic forces associated with 
these lines are more intense than those asso- 
ciated with the straight parts of the lines. 

When an electrostatic disturbance passes over 
an electron, moving with uniform velocity, the 
electro and magnetic fields associated with it 

will be modified by the intense fields in the dis- 
turbance, and this modification is propagated to 
the center of the moving electron along lines 
of force constituting it. The result is a change 
or reversal in the motion of the e:ectron. It 
is therefore apparent that the energy of a mov- 
ing electron is transformed into radiation energy 
and this transformation takes place when the 
electron is retarded or accelerated. 

Pentodes in Low -Power Transmitters 
(Co blued %r 

currents received by the wire hoop (two wind- 
ings with 8 cm. (3.2 inch) diameter) are recti- 
fied by the detector D, and the rectified current 
impulses are then demonstrated in a D. C. milli - 
ammeter. Figure 5 shows the hook -up: D is 
the detector and C a blocking condenser of 
5000 cm. (.005 mf.) capacity. With a good 
meter we are now in a position to investigate 
the field at greater distances from the trans- 
mitter coil. 

Third Experiment: Resonance in the 
Case of Inductive Coupling. 

In the first two experiments we worked with 
xn untuned receiver. The alternating currents 
induced in the receiver did not follow its nat- 
ural frequency, but were imposed upon it by 
the transmitter with the latter's frequency. 
The induced reception currents become incom- 
parably stronger if the receiver is tuned in 
re sonance to the transmitter frequency. 

Resonance phenomena are of basic importance 
for the technology of radio transmission and 
reception. For the experimental investigation 
of this complexity of questions we build a re- 
ceiver according to the diagram of Fig. 6. 
whose inductance and capacity approximately 
correspond to the values of the transmitter. 
The roil is cut in the middle and there is in- 
serted a connection for a small 3.5 volt filament 
lamp (F). Then we set up the receiver about 
30 cm. (12 inches) away from the transmitter 
in such a way that the coils are parallel. By 
cautious changing of the capacity of the tuning 
condenser, we soon find a position in which our 
little indicator lamp lights up. In this experi- 
ment we can either tune the transmitter to the 
receiver, or conversely tune the receiver to the 
transmitter. The characteristic difference be- 
tween the third experiment and the first lies 
in the range, or, what amounts to the same 
thing, the degree of coupling. 

The lighting of the lamp, which in the first 
experiment occurred only in the case of close 
coupling, shows itself in the third already with 
very loose coupling. In that we have the basis 
for the nature of resonance. For it is only when 
the natural frequency of the receiver is ad- 
justed to the frequency of the transmitter that 
such weak effects are sufficient at a relatively 
great distance to excite the reception system to 
vigorous response. 

When the oscillating circuits are in resonance, 
we must not bring the receiver too near the 
transmitter. The induced currents become so 
strong that the filament comes to a radiant 
white heat and at the same time is in danger 
of being burned out. 

Our experiment permits the recognition of 
still another fact of great importance, likewise 
for the construction of receiving sets. if we 
change the distance between the two coils, always 
remaining in the space permissible for the 
filament of the indicator lamp, we can establish 
the fact that the tuning becomes sharper the 
looser the coupling is. A really sharp adjust. 
ment is only possible in the case of extremely 
loose coupling. 

Fourth Experiment: Action of the 
Absorption Circuit. 

The electric power arising in the receiver in 
the experiment just performed came from the 
transmitter. Once the second oscillation circuit 
was adjusted to resonance with the transmitter, 
it withdrew from it the maximum of power. 

The ability of taking up power in the reso- 
nance position is a common property of all 
oscillating circuits. To explain it clearly by 
experiment, we use an experimental arrange- 
ment according to Fig. 7. First the resonator 
is given loose inductive coupling with the trans- 
mitter and is tuned to resonance. Its !emit 
G1 lights. Then we bring toward the resonator 
a second circuit, in the middle of whose coil 
is likewise built in a email lamp G2. If we 
change the capacity of the condenser, we find 
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a very pronounced position at which the glow 
lamp GI goes out. The second circuit is now 
of equal frequency with the resonator and with 
the transmitter frequency. It withdraws front 
the resonator so much electric power that the 
amount remaining is no longer sufficient to keep 
the filament of the little lamp at the glowing 
temperature. 

The proof that in this method of tuning the 
second circuit actually is adjusted to the trans- 
mitter frequency is easily furnished in the fol- 
lowing way. We remove the resonator and put 
in its place the second circuit. At once its lamp 
02 lights. 

The experiment at the same time explains 
the term "absorption circuit." Such circuits 
are frequently used in receiving hook -ups when 
it iv desired to increase the selectivity of s set 
and (for example) to prevent a local station 
from breaking through on others. One then 
inductively couples the absorption circuit with 
the antenna and sets the former in resonance 
with the interfering station. It then absorbs 
out of the antenna path the alternating (os- 
cillating) currents induced by the interfering 
station, and thus keeps them away from the 
grid circuit of the first tube. 

Fifth Experiment : The Blocking 
Circuit Action. 

To explain experimentally this property of 
the oscillating circuit, very important for radio - 
technology, we use an experimental arrangement 
like that in Fig. R. First the oscillating dr- 
cuit 1 (provided with the indicator lamp Cl) is 
directly coupled with the transmitter by a wire 
Z S. Circuit II is at first not used. The coils 
are so placed that an inductive effect of the 
transmitter on the receiver is excluded. We 
tune I to resonance to the transmitter frequency, 
o that GI lights. We convince ourselves that 

the tightness of coupling becomes the greater, 
the further the tap Z is moved toward the end 
of the coil. Th, n we rid to the connection 
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Please send with no obligation to me: 
( ) Full Intortuatlon on Ille New General fourni lu 

¡talle. (At New York resident school 013'.) 
( ) lu.,u,tet atalog and Information about 

specialized resident, school roanos lu radio and 
allied arts. 

( ) information about extension course for :tins at 
home, together with Illustrated catalog. 

Name .-. ..-- ..._... Age 

1 

(1I'.1LITY .lPP.1R.1T1 -.ti FOR 

Short Waves 
GENWIN SHORT WAVE COIL KIT 

'Di .:I iderel ,h- n.d.. Void. ml i ielm 
0náó aldiu:: ..:i..redi,akeble nO.l i.kl., .tauref'. 

Ienethe. 
on 

and Wally r Ailed by all .ha. Ran 
.la to 335) 4111014 .0001.5 ,nf.l.w ,nden ` Rer 

ended for the follow The 
or 

Trader.' The `ign.l t le 
'The 5lnadyn.;. col Moodie deslen..l by R. n. We.hlmrn. 

and F. R. Barrie 
4 Cell Enamel Wire 99 W.H.-4 Coll Litz Wire 

Kit $1.50 f Kit ....... ........ ... .$2.25 
Broadcast Coll. (200 to 550 meters) _. .55e 

POLICE AND SHORT ALL -WAVE COIL KIT 
WAVE ADAPTER Range 25 to 550 Meters 

convert your broadcast set 
Info shortwave cet tuning 
from 80 to 200 meter?. 

flee ̀taÌ..m.ngfr55, 
huu.ande 

o.f 1 n,iln 
0105 ̂ e Mom,i 
plan figi,t 
Amateur phone 
end international 
rude 

Time, 
1n1e nine'. ie.welld in 

un 
i iffy Rug. directly i , the detector 

rube 
meket 

mify 
he detector 

No. 200 -for 227 
Det. tube 

No. 
Det 

201-f 224 Cl .39 All Wave R. F. Coil 
.Q.nd re 'a 

` 
i..Ape4 , order 

Reeiaor bac i/ foNaiws 

GENERAL WINDING COMPANY 
214 F(ILTON ST. NEW YORK. N. Y. 

ComOri.n 

and 
and R. F. eon. 
bath having 
tapped 

an,d r permits s. 
enloy 

both tSHORT 
WAVE .sd BROADCAST Pao. 
GRAMS. Highly re.mmme,,ded h. 
such erRmeere u Clifford E. De,.. 

u. F. R. lignin and other.. Ki- 
y he had for use with either 

00035 n .0005 n.fd. ...indenter. 
specify whie), when seden,,.. 
All Wave Tuner (as 

Illustrated) 
75e 

FREE -C. S. Code Guild 
Sked. Daily C. S. practice 
programmes on amateur 
bands. 

You Can Become a Fast, Capable 
RADIO OPERATOR at Home 
With the Famous 
CANDLER 
Scientific System 

t' ItEE short wave press 
schedules. Learn to copy 
etc from Candler trained 
ups, sending out of prin- 
cipal px stations. Amar.- 
ing results in short 
time. FREE ADVICE. lF 

''Candler training er - 

ahle,t nu, to ropy 
scion for We 
reeor.I. " -T. lt. ]l 
Elroy, Official ('h.,,, 
pion Radio Ulter.n, 
of the World, 48 l'o 
dean St., It o s h, 
Mass. 

"STUCK." Write Candler. No 
obligation. Junior Coto se for 
beginners. Advanced Course for 
ops with speed of 10 wpm or 
over who want to get in 80 to 
45 wpm class and copy behind. 
Also Radio Typing Course. Save 
time and money by sending for 
FR EE BOOK today. 
CANDLER SYSTEM CO., Dept. 22 

6343 edzle Ave., Chicago 

oey. 
4 S K C 

World's Only Code Specialist 

FREE 
13th ANNIVERSARY 

RADIO CATALOG 
124 pages containing 
the most complete 
listing of radio items 
for the amateur and 
experimenter at real 
bargain prices. 
Send for your copy 

now! 
AMERICAN SALES COMPANY 

wholesale Radio Distributors 
8W.44 W. lath St, N. Y. C. 

The Oblyst Amateur Rappty !louse, Est. 11718 
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NEW ADAPTER 
AND ANALYZER 
EQUIPMENT 
SPECIAL 
40 IN 1 

9SOXYL ADAPTER 
lleres what you have been looking for- nothir 
like it- highgrade tube checking adapter -ti' -I 
ever 40 tubes. No leads -no jacks or plue 
tr.i complicated directions. Resistances u 
toggle switch for instant reading of both plan, - 

. t dual plate tubes- beautifully and ruggedly 
made -a typical Na -Add product. List 36.00. 
servicemen's postpaid prim 33.75. Orders filled 
in sequence received. Do not delay-send order 
today. Tubes it will check in practically any checker are 19, 29, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 41. 42, 44, 
Iti, 47, 49, 52, 55, 57. 58, 59, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 80, 82, 83, 85, 88, 89, 93, 95, 985, 986, G -2, 
c I -4, LA, PA, PZ, PZH, Wunderlich A and B. No. 950XYL, Servicemen's price $3.75 postpaid 

NEW 7 -Prong Analyzer Plug 
907WL Na -Add 7 -Prong latch -lock 
analyzer plug. 
List Price 33.50 

907WLC Above plug with five feet 
of EIGHT wire cable. Eighth wire 
insures adaptability to possible future 
developments. 

1st Price 35.50 

This new plug has a seven prong base 
which is reduced to a 6, 5 or 4 prong 
hase by locking on the following 
adapters: 

976DS 7 -hole to 6-prong adapter with 
locking stud. 
List Price ....._.._.._._.. -_.._ 31.25 

975DS 7 -hole to 5 -prong adapter with 
locking stud. 
List Price _._.._. ._$1.25 

974DS 7 -hole to 4 -prong adapter with 
locking stud. 
List Price 31.25 

NA -ALD DeLuxe Dials 
3043 3" Dia. Dial.__ 50c 
3044 4" Dia. Dial.__ 50c 
3094 5" Dia. Super Dial _...75c 

These dials are just the thing 
for your short -wave receiver or 
transmitter. Blarklash is impos- 
sible in a direct acting dial. Fee 
the 5" Dia. Super size on your 
transmitter. 

9o7wL 

976DS1 

97505 

97405 

456E 

457E 

Set of four precision 
wound short-wave coils- 
20 to 200 tern with 
.00014 mtd. condenser. 
704SWS tint l'rire$2.00net 
Set of two tots to cover 
100 to 540 meters wit .00014 fd. condenser. 
TOISWW and 704SWO List Price 

Replace the present UX 
socket of analyser with the 
456 or 456E composite 
socket which takers 4. 5 sml 
O prong tubes and the 
UY socket with the 437 
437E seven hole rocket. 

456-50c, 456E -60c, 
437- 35.- -, :51715 

OUP fkP ;S 
v 

VIO 
7045195 

{1.50 

NA -ALD Short Wave Sockets 
481X 4 -hole socket 25e 
481 Y 5 -hole socket 25c 
486 6 -hole socket 25e 
487 7 -hole socket 35e 

Mounting holes I 7 -16' 
centers. Use the. q sockets f tr 
breadboard tntinR m 
new 

Yo 
short-wave t for 

experimenting with the rnew sit 
e en prong tubas. 

Servicemen's Discount 55% 
On orders amounting to $10.00 List _ 40% 
Na -Add Adapter Data Sheets listing 300 new adapter dl . grain, tube connection etc.. are supplied free with ali 

C/r7 ALDEN PRODUCTS CO. 
A -Alajj Dent. SW. 1 BROCKTON, MASS. 

rtS Center St- 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1933 
wire Z S, the oscillating circuit II. In this 
arrangement it is in the blocking circuit hook -up 
and acts in such a way that, as soon as it is 
adjusted to the transmitter frequency, it com- 
pletely blocks the flow of these alternating cur- 
rents. It always shows the greatest apparent 
resistance for that frequency to which it is itself 
tuned. Therefore at the start of our experi- 
ment we untune the blocking circuit as much 
as possible with respect to the transmitter. 
Then it has no effect on the liehtinu action of 

lamp Gl. Then we regulate its tuning condenser 
and observe that in a definite and again fairly 
sharply limited position, the lamp GI is ex- 
tinguished. In this moment the blocking circuit 
is itself in resonance with the transmitter. A 
small 3!_ volt filament lamp connected at the 
center of its coil (G2) lights up and thereby 
demonstrates that now the blocking circuit itself 
is working. It resistance toward the alternating 
current has now become so great that there is 
no longer at, power flowing to circuit I. 

Short Wave League 
(Continued from page 608) 

some degree of their zeal is a protective meas- 
ure. as well. One of your correspondents 
writes you that he has "learned the code, but 
has great trouble in reading it." That means 
just that he has not learned it, or he could re- 
ceive. Will he apply himself any more to 
theory. and technique? The cry is continually, 
"none of this useless theory, give us practical 
articles." Without the theoretical work pre- 
ceding it, no practice would be brought out 
except by accident. Brains to one degree or 
another must be used, and the aimless putter- 
ing I have watched and have heard, termed 
"experimenting," does not produce results 

All that is done on the longer short waves 
applies to 5 meters. Experience in the simpler 
frequency ranges will show what to expect in 
new territory. 

There is a lot of condemnation of the code 
operation in general, as being uninteresting, and 
even as being useless. Contacts of stations at 
great distance are accomplished by C.W. -seldom 
by phone. The fact that the "keying' of a 
carrier is heard with the level way down where 
a modulated carrier would be heard only as the 
continuous wave allows this. By all means use 
code, and to familiarize the amateur with his 
transmitter and the radio frequency phenomena, 
have him pass a code test so he will want to 
go C.W. at first. Don't forget that a decent 
"phone rig" is expensive, too: don't lose sight 
of the regulations Made to insure that the 
signals will not interfere with others' rights in 
the spectrum. The amateur bands are there for 
experiment, and who can start in and build a 
phone outfit immediately and obtain the good 
results to be expected by other amateurs? Broad 
signals, "hash," and the rest of the QRM must 
go, and inexperienced operators would not help 
in that. It's the old idea of apprenticeship. 
learning the ropes, then taking the "exam." 

If you will publish this, I think we will hear 
some good arguments, or read them, rather. 
Pick the flaws, you readers, and I'll see what 
comes then. 
TEMPLE NIETER (W1EPL, W8HPF), 

54 Garfield St.. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

P. S. Mr. Gernsback, tell your letter -writers 
not to say "73's." The signal is just 73, mean- 
ing "best wishes." 73's would read "best 
wishes's," and anyway, is liddish. 

Why the "Code Test "? 
Editor, SIIoRT WAVE CRAFT: 

I laud your stand for abolishing the code ex- 
amination for phone below six meters. I never 
could see the sense of one knowing the code, 
who had a first -class phone station anyway, 
except that it keeps quite a number from having 
phone stations. This also keeps business down. 
as many would like to have phone stations but 
cannot pass the code test. 

Yours for success, 
THOMAS J. P. SHANNON, 

6232 S. Alamo Ave.. 
Bell, Calif. 

Sees Big Future -"Without Code Test "! 
Editor, SHORT WAVE CRAFT: 

In the first place I sure am in favor of the 
SHORT WAVE. LgAGUE.'s platform and I am willing 
to "do my bit" in making this club what it 
ought to and can be. Personally, I don't see 
any reason whatever why it is necessary for a 
prospective phone "ham" to be made to 
memorize the code, before he can operate a 5 
meter phone transmitter, and I am sure I voice 
the sentiment of an army of would -be amateurs 
when I say that there are a decent bunch of 
fellows who would go on the air and instead of 
causing a lot of interference (as some hams 
seem to think) would be willing to help do 
away with it. Further they would be willing 
to, with intelligent cooperation and research. 

bring about a spirit which I will leave to the 
imagination of the intelligent reader. 

But allow me to say this, please: Encourage 
all members and prospective members to acquire 
at least a knowledge of the fundamentals of 
radio. I do not mean to say this should be 
imperative, but the idea should be encouraged, 
at least. 

Ignorance in all ages and places has been the 
prime cause of much misunderstanding that 
should have been avoided. The same applies to 
radio. Everybody who expects to derive pleas- 
ures from this matchless hobby should under- 
stand enough of the mysteries of radio involved, 
to enable him to get the best results with the 
least amount of interference to the other fellow. 
I am a student. who is at present enrolled with 
one of the pioneer training schools of the United 
States. But not everyone is so fortunate and 
still a lot can be learned from the text -books 
available. I am saying all this with the feeling 
that it might help inspire some member or 
would -be member to get the fundamentals, so 
that the SIIORT WAVE LEAGUE. will develop into 
an efficient and well -informed organization that 
may change short wave radio from its already 
big status to an even bigger one. Who can tell? 

Before closing this letter I wish to say that it 
is my belief that phone transmission will help 
very materially to popularize radio. Right here 
I want to tell of the enthusiasm exhibited by a 
friend of mine when he first heard a phone 
ham. He acted just as a kid would when pre- 
sented with a toy steam engine that really 
worked I That boy was thrilled to the core ! 
And he says that now his highest ambition is 
to become a "ham." But here's the embargo: 
He doesn't want to memorize the code ; he wants 
to go on phone right off ! Personally, I don't 
blame him. 

In the near future I am going to organize 
a radio club. Obviously it shall be a chapter of 
the SHORT WAVE LEAGUE_ So here's wishing the 
LEAGUE an abundance of success. 73 es CUL. 

Yours very truly, 
SIMON H. SASSER. Jr., 

P. O. Box 46, 
Hawthorne, Fla. 

Those Harmonics Again 
It seems that we will have to make up a 

big sign for the benefit of short-wave listeners, 
something like this: "Warning 1 Beware of Har- 
monics I" The other evening we listened for 
ten minutes on about 29 meters to a fairly 
strong station that was transmitting a program 
in German. The announcer was German, the 
performers were German and the music was 
mostly heavy Wagner. We thought we had 
run into a brand new foreign station until a 
clear American voice replaced the German and 
announced that the "All German program spon- 
sored by the So and So Furniture House of 
Yorkville" was now over, and identified the 
transmitting station as one located only about 
a mile and a half away I If that announcer 
could have heard what we said about him, his 
face would have been plenty red ! ? XOM ! 

Is it 44277 or "Q"? 
Many new short-wave listeners who have not 

yet become familiar with "ham" lingo misin- 
terpret amateur call letters very badly. The 
most common error is in mistaking the number 
2 for the letter Q. Thus nearby and easily 
heard second district amateur phone stations 
are logged with call letters that do not exist. 
Remember this: all American amateur stations 
begin with the letter W, followed by any num- 
ber from 1 to 9, indicating the geographical 
district, and further followed by either two or 
three letters. Canadian stations begin with 
E, British with G, French with F. -R. H. 
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Improving the Short Wave Antenna 
(Continued from page 601) 

watts tube input, which is the maximum power 
allowed the United States amateur. The small 
seven- strand copper cable is not recommended 
for the antenna where short waves are to be 
dealt with. Its losses on the higher frequencies 
are such that it should be discarded in favor of 
a single wire in the gauges mentioned before. 
Above all beware of any so- called antenna wire 
made up of tinsel or multiwire copper strip or 
cable sold under attractive trade -names. Single 
wire, sufficiently large, will always be better and 
will give superior results. It should be men- 
tioned in this connection that the "skin" resist- 
ance of multiwire cables mounts to a surprisingly 
high value after the antenna has been subjected 
to the elements. especially after corrosion and 
oxidation has set in. This in turn reduces the 
efficiency of the antenna -a factor which can- 
not be permitted on short waves, where every 
loss should be kept to a minimum. 

Enameled Wire Valuable 
Single wire with enamel insulation is to be 

preferred for antenna purposes over bare copper 
wire. While both kinds of wire will give about 
the same results when first installed. over long 
periods of time the enameled wire will give 
superior performance. Roth enameled copper 
and bare copper wire will give excellent results 
when first installed, but the bare copper wire, 
especially in the city where dense smoke helps 
to contribute its share of deterioration, will soon 
lose the "shiny" appearance and the dull cop- 
per oxide coating due to the chemical reaction 
between the surface of the bare copper wire and 
the oxygen in the air completely covers the wire. 

Because of the difference in resistance between 
the inner copper of the wire just under the 
oxide coating and the copper oxide coating it- 
self, distributed over the outside of the wire, 
some loss is introduced in the antenna due to 
the "skin resistance' effect and results will be 
found to decrease as the antenna gets older and 
after it has been used for some time. To those 
of our readers who do not understand what we 
mean by the term "skin effect" we can clarify 
the matter by explaining that radio frequency 
current does not travel through a wire as D.C., 
but instead it follows the surface path of the 
wire. and. since but the mere shell of the surface 
is used, it has been likened to the skin -the 
bare outside covering. 

Some of our readers may not understand why 
the enamel coating on enameled wire does not 
behave in a similar manner to offer a high re- 
sistance surface to the radio frequency energy 
as in the case of the oxide coating. The fact 
is that the copper oxide coating, while of a 
higher resistance than the original copper sur- 
face, it not so high in resistance that it can be 
classed as an insulation. The enamel coating, on 
the other hand, is primarily an insulation and 
no radio frequency will use it as a path. This 
being the case, there is but one other possible 
path for it to follow and that is the surface of 
the copper wire just under the enamel coating - 
all of which is exactly what happens. Thus by 
protecting the surface of copper wire with en- 
amel insulation the surface of the wire remains, 
r.if far as resistance to radio frequency is con- 
cerned, as though the antenna had just been 
t lected, even after months of exposure to the 
elements. 

What the Insulators Must Do! 
So much for the wire in the antenna. This 

far we have been interested in the lowest re- 
: :stances possible. In the selection of our insula- 
tors, however, the problem is not the lowest re- 
sistance, but the highest possible resistance and 
Levest distributed capacity. Both the internal 
:rid outside resistance of an insulator must be 
as great as possible and these qualifications must 
not break down even in the most inclement 
weather. The material of which the insulator is 
made must be capable of maintaining its re- 
sistance value over long periods of time, in all 
kinds of weather, in all kinds of climatic con - 
d:tions. These, it can be readily seen, are very 
rigid and drastic specfications which have not 
Leen so easy to attain. To be practical, rain 
mod snow must not change the insulator resist- 
ance materially; in other words it must be of 
:oat a composition that rain or moisture will not 
be absorbed and the design of the insulator such 
that any water striking the insulator will drop 
off as rapidly as it forms upon it. In addition 
to these qualifications the insulator material 

must be such that it will not permit soot and 
smoke to accumulate on its surface, as this type 
of accumulation tends to lower the surface re- 
sistance of the insulator and thus ruin its ef- 
fectiveness. These and many other specifications 
must be adhered to if an insulator is to be 
trusted on our short wave antennas. 

We now know what a good insulator should 
do -but how are we going to select one which is 
best for our purpose? With what we have Jut 
said kept in mind, this is not an especially dif- 
ficult task. Insulators made of Pyrex, glass and 
glazed porcelain are all good, and their relative 
"goodness" is in the order mentioned. with Py- 
rex leading all other compositions as the best 
insulator materiel commercially obtainable to 
the layman. 

In addition to high resistance, the insulator 
must have an extremely low capacity between 
the ends so that no appreciable energy will be 
lost due to the condenser effect of the two ends. 
If our insulator is anything over four inches 
in length and composed only of the insulation 
material itself, i. e., without fancy metal ends 
for fastening the wire, etc., it can be depended 
upon to have a fairly low capacity between its 
extremities. The longer the insulator for a 
given thickness, the better it is both in respect 
to high resistance and low capacity. If one in- 
sulator sufficiently long for the purposes desired 
is not available, the same effect can be secured 
by placing several short insulators in series 
until a resistance path the desired length is ob- 
tained. 

Why Insulators are Ribbed 
The better grades of insulators on the market 

all have a ribbed outside surface. This "bumpy" 
appearance with its hills and dales serves two 
important functions in the insulator. First, be- 
cause of the fact that radio frequency tends to 
travel on the surface of the insulator rather 
than through it, these ridges lengthen the sur- 
face path from one end of the insulator to the 
other. Second, they afford an excellent means 
for disposing of any water which may start to 
accumulate due to heavy rain by allowing the 
water to form easily into drops and thus fall 
away from the insulator. Most of the water 
will tend to form on the under side of each pro- 
truding ridge, which leaves the dales compara- 
tively free from water and betters the insulation 
qualities of the insulator even with water fall- 
ing upon it. A good insulator of proper design 
will dispose of water almost as fast as the rain 
deposits it upon the insulator. 

If porcelain insulators are to be used. use only 
insulators made of glazed porcelain. See to it 
in choosing such an insulator that the porcelain 
glaze is not cracked and that it covers the en- 
tire surface of the insulator, except possibly the 
extreme ends. Glazed porcelain insulators com- 
pare favorably in performance with the ordinary 
glass type familiar to all of our readers. 

For best results in either transmitting or re- 
ceiving antennas do not try to skimp on the 
use of insulation. At least two of the common 
four inch variety should be used in series, and 
better results can be expected if even more are 
used. It must be remembered that even though 
the voltage in a transmitting antenna may be 
hundreds of times more than that in a similar 
antenna used for receiving purposes it is just 
as important, and in fact still more important, 
to keep from losing any of the minute voltages 
generated in the receiving antenna -for, al- 
though the losses may be extremely small. they 
may seriously impair reception. Good insulators 
are cheap enough and every one that you add 
helps to better your insulator when weather con- 
ditions are at their worst and reception pro- 
portionately so. Insulators must not be put in 
an antenna on the basis of good weather per- 
formance but installation must be made on the 
basis of good insulation even during the most 
disagreeable and inclement weather. 

Correct Type of Lead -in 
Next in our discussion of the better antenna 

is the problem of correct lead -in and feeder de- 
sign. When the reader is told that some of the 
most serious losses of any antenna occur in the 
seemingly unimportant lead -in, he can begin to 
see the need for proper design of this portion 
of the antenna system. 

As in the case of the antenna proper, ample 
clearance is an absolute essential for best results. 
The lead -in wire should be kept at least three 
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THE TINKERERS DAY IS DONE! 
It's offal that you become Radio technician through 

R. T. A. teaching NOW! New, complicated ci rruus .. . 
new tubes . the approach of popular television . 

all require professions{ service men. Then future is 
secure -their opportunities to make good money are 
limited. And R. T. A. can pl.ne you in their alts 

studyquickly-easily-and lyrlerstood 
by !anyone 

through 
ho CanoreadnEnglish. 

SET ANALYZER - 
AT NO EXTRA COST 
Included with R. T. A. 

Training Is this excellent set 
analyzer and trouble shooter. 
After a few lessons you will 
know how to use it, and It 
becomes an immediate mean! 
of earning as you learn. Many 
R. T. A. students make far 
more than enough to pay lot 
their training by spare time service 
work. using this analyzer. In ad 
dition, R. T. A. gives you life membership in a great 
radio service men's association with the privilege of con- 
sultation on "tough'' problems at ally time, and 
employment service that works to keep you at work. 

WONDERFULSOPPORTUNITIES NOW! 
You don't have to wait for a Jim and distant future 

as an R. T. A. professional Radio Technician. Even 
though there was never another receiver built -even 
though all the tremendous progress in this' gigantic In- 
dustry stopped -there would be enough work in condi- 
tioning and reconditioning the sets now In operation 
to assure you a good living. lark Into this great field 
of professional radio service work. Learn, too. of the 
many other glowing opportunities open to true ItaJio- 
tech nicians in this field. Fill out d mail the coupon -It will bring you FACTS that will surprise you -and 
that may open up for you a permanent. way out of 
depression and Job -fear. 

FILL IN EMAIL TODAY 
CRADIO TRAINING ASS'S. OF AMERICA, 

Dept. SWC.2,4513 Ravenswood Ave., camas., le. 
Fiend me he FAITS *1 

e si , tomme 
J urn i 

o I 
service 

h wit the o. o the 
raisin. 

'fiiy 'heu obligation 

NAME 

I AnnnFaa 

RADIO SPECIALS! 
For One Month Only 

Genuine \ i,-tor part. for Model,: ac -32. RE-45. It-5311 
RE-75. 
Victor power transformer. 51.27 
Victor Filter Condon., Blocks .79 
Victor 1st Audios .39 
Victor P. P. Input and Output trans( Troth .59 
Victor 30 hy. hoker -I50 M.A. 200 oboe .39 
Audio traref. 304 to 1 .47 
Thordarson or Dongen 30 by. chokes .65 
Crosley double choke 30 hy. each hotly .69 
14teinrto 30 hy. chokes .35 
G. It. C. Audio transf .59 
Rauland Lyric Audio trans( 1.49 
Crosley 30 hy. choker .39 
Thordarsoa output transf .75 
Carbon Rmdrtors -1 watt various cap..... . earh .03 
1. R. C. 1 watt metallised resistors 1000 ohm. only .12 
Harwiek- iliadle 10.000 ohm. 00 watt resistors .39 
Transmitting keys .79 
Amoco 1000 ohm poteniometer -with knob .29 
U.S. 1.. midget condensera .2s 
.5 mfd. 300 volt condensera .15 
Bliley Xtola stocked $5.50 up 

Pert discount with each order. Postage extra. 
We ship to any part of the world. No order too small 

to ship. Write for FREE bulletin. We represent all 
notionally known manufacturers of radio parts. 

Maurice Schwartz BJ Son 
710-12 Broadway Schenectady, N. Y. 

S BIG FREE BOOK 
Today. The most complete line of 
radio sets, service men's supplies, re- 
placement parts, test equipment at the 
lowest wholesale prices. 

ALLIED RADIO CORP. 
837 W. Jackson Chicago, Ill. 

PATENTS TRADE 
COPYRIGHTS S 

"Liste Ideas May Bare Buy Comme.eird Pasibitihe." 
PROTECT THEM BY PATENTS 

Send for our Free book. "111/W TO OBTAIN A PAT- 
ENT" and "Record of Invention' blank. 
Prompt Service- Reasonable Charges -Deferred Payments. 

HIGHEST REFERENCES 
VICTOR J !VANS N CO 

Registered Parent Attorneys- Eafabfi.hed 1898 
651 BR Victor Building. Weshiniton. D. C. 
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A -B -C of 
RADIO 
HOW TO BUILD 

THINGS THAT WORK 
rwww.ew 

' SHE young folks are 
1 at it again . . build- 

ing crystal sets so that 
everybody at home can 
listen to his favorite pro- 
gram. The crystal -craze 
is on again. So we have 
published a book that 
tells you how to make 
these inexpensive little 
sets. This book also tells 
the ABC of Radio . . has 
a question and answer 
section . . tells you many 
things of interest. COM- 
ING SOON -A book 
that tells how to make 
the short wave set that 
won the President 
Hoover Prize. Read the 
announcement of it in 
this ABC book. 

Send 25c -- Stamps or Coin- - 

Use the Coupon 

COUPON------ - 
RADIO MAGAZINE, 
422 Pacific Building, 
San Francisco, California. 
Here is.... cents for ... copies of 
the ABC OF RADIO at 25c per copy, 
ostpeid. Send these books at once. 

Name 

ddress 

When You Buy ALAN Short Wave Receiver, You Get 
und 

eastee f ctoontrolty Multi-Mu Sensitivity 
L 

Background 
Noise 

IsatlOnrCó ttreoino.rn. 

Absolutely Ñu "miessp" 
C.C. Operation 
Impedance Audio for 

In uÌ trtn la 
Micah. io 
throughout. 

Alan 2-B artery net 'Xiang 1 urne 33 M i -mu tube end 
1f Pentode. 

eatuir' 
r 7.75 Ki oit Yu Rfi 6.45 Kit ut 2 Tuba 150 

Alen Rsnen `.l mur. 2 type 345 and 1 b'p 35 13.50 
Kit Pririt. 13.70 Kit at Tutee Tubes for 9.nAlan 

a -a helm, mua ! 9s, one type 50 tube And one 
33 4.40 

Kir ff 15iee 

15 40 
Kit of 4 Tubes 0.05 
Alan III A. C. 4 Tube A. C. Re ekes rely a Type 58 Tube.. 

I Tree 60 and I Type 50. Absolutely hunter. ready to 
due m n 180 Volt A. C. lin. 11.3 50 Kit Prim l ' h diagram and directions/ 1.05 Kit Guaranteed Tube. 

Alm IV A. C. 5 Tube A. C. i er ntinain. Type 55 
Tube.. u Type Sa rad me 47 sort ar Power Talw and one Tr M 50. Ready to Mae to 824:20 

net of Tube. for .Sion IV S. C 4.25 
SA VD FOR LITERATURE 

ALAN RADIO CORP. 83 Codieedl St. New Yerk 

See Announcement on page 637 on 
Monthly Prizes for Best Sets. 
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to four feet from any building walls, cornices. 
gutters and similar objects which frequently fall 
in its path. Another important factor is that no 
sharp bends are permissible as these cause con- 
siderable loss and in the case of fairly high 
pt. wered transmitters they will emit a corona 
discharge. 

One of the most common places where ex- 
cessive loss is suffered is at the point where the 
lead -in wire conies through the wall or window 
of the building into the room in which the set 
is located. Extreme care must be taken to 
avoid excessive capacity between the wire and 
the building for if this exists much valuable 
energy will be by- passed directly to ground 
through this capacity and thus be lost. In de- 
signing the lead -in through the wall or other 
parts of the building take care to reduce capacity 
to the smallest possible amount because at the 
higher frequencies quite small capacities will 
cause serious losses. Little need be said of the 
necessity for the best lead -in insulation it is 
possible to get. In this connection see to it that 
the design of the lead -in insulator is such that 
it will not permit water to accumulate on it or 
flow through it on the wires into the inside room. 

The same precautions just given for the lead - 
in hold good for the design and placement of 
any of the so- called feeder systems. While it is 
true that their fields are restricted and that they 
do no radiating themselves. nevertheless. major 
leases will occur in them if the feeders are 
erected in a haphazard manner with no thought 
given to proper design. A little care and 
thought invested in the lead -in or feeder system 
before building will repay itself in dividends of 
good consistent performance over a long period 
of time. 

Keep the antenna free from any vibration. 
Swinging wires in the wind are not only un- 
sightly, but they impair efficiency and give un- 
steady results. It is a simple matter to pull all 
antenna wires taut and rectify the above. II 
an antenna is built in n slipshod, careless man- 
ner and allowed to blow in the wind like an old 
broken down clothes line, the antenna had bet- 
ter he used to dry the family washing, for it 
will prove far superior for this purpose than for 
radio transmission or reception! 

And You must Do "Good" Soldering! 
One more thing remains. We have purposely 
pt it to the very last because of its importance 

old because of the fact that it is so often over - kcrl and forgotten in the hurry to get the 
r,,l ,vorkir, 1C.. ..Gr to the nutt- 

ter of GOOD soldered connection, not connec- 
tions good for only a week or month, but goon{ 
for many months and even years. The im- 
portance of a good soldered joint cannot be 
overimpressed on the mind of the reader for in 
the connections and joints of the antenna system 
lies to a large degree the success or failure of 
the entire system. See to it that the wire in 
perfectly clean and shiny before attempting to 
solder; use either a good heavy iron or blow- 
torch; wrap the two wire ends well around 
each other so that too much dependence is not 
placed on the ability of the solder to overcome 
the mechanical strain on the joint; allow the 
solder to flow freely ; use a good flux and see to 
it after the job is completed that every sign 
of flux left on the surface is wiped off. Some 
soldering pastes, and acid flux in particular, 
permit bad corrosion to set in and this corrosion 
in time entirely destroys the effectiveness of the 
soldered joint regardless of how good a job it 
was originally. 

The short wave antenna is one of the most 
important cogs in the machinery comprising our 
high frequency mechanism. It is not stretching 
the matter too far to say that results with the 
best or the poorest equipment will be just as 
good as the antenna used with it. 

If your antenna has been up some time, bet- 
ter take it down and inspect it carefully by 
checking over the condition of the wire, the in- 
sulators and all soldered joints. Such an inspec- 
tion will be well worth your time and may im- 
prove results surprisingly over what you are 
now experiencing with your present antenna 
condition. 

In closing allow the writer to leave this one 
thought: while it is true that a small loss here 
and there in one part of an antenna may not 
seriously impair its action, if we can, by 
proper construction and design, effectively elimi- 
nate several of these smaller loases at one time 
we have accomplished the same thing as though 
we had disposed of a major loss and consequently 
our performance will show a decided improve- 
ment, and, regardless of the set used, results 
will be bettered. The more of the smaller 
losses that we can successfully eliminate the 
more will be this noticeable improvement! 

A high quality short-wave receiving set is a 
fine thing, but don't try to make it work on an 
antiquated or obsolete antenna. Give the set a 
chance to show you its real worth by building 
an antenna built for best results-and then 
really enjoy the hobby we all like beat of all, 
Short Ws 'e Radio. 

A New Short -Wave Switch 
THE H. H. Eby Manufacturing Co., Inc., 
is now marketing a versatile instrument 

,er switching circuits of almost any nature. 
"I his device is commonly called a Short 
!!'are Switch but is in general' intended for 
switching all kinds of apparatus wherein 
the load which is to be carried does not 
exceed 3 amperes at 110 volts A.C., or 1% 
amperes at 110 volts D.C. of non -inductive 
loads. A single switch of this type actually 
consists of one or more switches combined 
into a unit but operated by means of ro- 
tating a single shaft. The flexibility of 
the component parts makes it possible to 
open or close any number of circuits si- 
multaneously. For example, it might be re- 
quired to close seven independent circuits 
at once. The switch would easily accom- 
plish this or could be so arranged so that 
as it closed these seven circuits, it opened 
seven others at the same time. In other 
instances it might be necessary to close, 
for example, five circuits in sequence; that 
is, first No. 1, then No. 2 and so forth up 
to five or more. More complicated ar- 
rangements might require that circuit No. 
1 in say four different groups be closed 
simultaneously; then circuits No. 2, No. 3. 
No. 4, etc., be closed in each group in se- 
quence. Such a seemingly complicated 
switching of circuits can easily be accom- 
plished with this switch. 

The unique manner in which the con- 
tacts are fastened to the switch results in 
an exceedingly low capacitance between 

the various segments. The advantages of 
such an arrangement are broadly recog- 
nized in all short -wave radio receivers. This 
prevents the effects of one circuit influenc- 
ing others nearby and in the case of short- 
wave receivers makes it possible to clearly 
detect one station from another. This sanie 
feature of low capacitance is invaluable in 
complicated photo -electric circuits where it 
is of utmost importance to have negligible 
effects between the lead wires of various 
apparatus used with photocells. 

The switches are made in any lengths 
and combinations to meet the specifications 
of the user, some switches being very small 
and thus requiring perhaps but one or two 
segments and two or three positions; while 
others are longer and may comprise as 
many as fifteen or twenty segments having 
four, five or even six positions to suit the 
individual needs. 

The new Eby Short -Wace Switch. 
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A Little Drama entitled 

{`When To Listen" 
or 

The "Low Down" on Short Wave 
Schedules. 

Hy Robert Hertzberg 
FOR several months we have been considering 
the advisability of making up an hour -hy- 

hour chart showing what short -wave stations are 
on the air during each particular period. After 
studying some lists of this type that have al- 
ready appeared in print, and considering our 
own extensive short-wave listening experient.. 
,s well as the experience of numerous other fans. 
we have come to the conclusion that such a list . 

however attractive it might appear, is not really 
very useful or practical. 

It would be very easy to list half a doren 
foreign stations as being "on the air" between 
say 10:00 and 11:00 a. m.. but the actual use- 
fulness of the data, in most cases, is negligible. 
As every short -wave listener has learned, reetT- 
t ion of short wave stations depends on several 
interlocking factors, such as the frequency, the 
season of the year, the hour of the day and the 
patience of the operator. The fact that a sta- 
tion is known to be transmitting at any partic- 
ular time does not mean that you can hear it 
by merely tuning your receiver to the proper 
dial setting. In fact, lists of this kind are likely 
to cause many unnecessary disappointments. A 
person not fami:iar with short -wave tuning 
technique will twist the dials vainly in search 
of stations that he can't possibly hear because 
of unfavorable circumstances of one sort lit 
another. 

One of the little jokers that. ruins the value 
'.1 hour -by -hour lists is the fickleness of the 
stations themselves. Almost without. exception, 
short-wave stations that transmit programs are 
entirely experimental in nature. and change their 
wavelengths and schedules without much advance 
notice if any at all! The fact that most short 
wave phone stations carry experimental -class 
licenses is significant in itself. 

During the past five years the writer has been 
in correspondence with practically every short- 
wave phone station of importance in the world. 
has received letters from thousands of individual 
listeners describing their experiences, and ha, 
lost many valuable hours of sleep scanning the 
short wave channels with every kind of set 
from a one -tube squealer to a fourteen -tube 
superheterodyne. As a result of this accumulated 
experience he has come to the following con- 
clusions, which will undoubtedly be verified by 
many readers: 

1. Except for a few isolated stations, an- 
nounced schedules. even when taken directly 
from the stations' own letters, cannot be relied 
on to any great extent. The more business -like 
stations state frankly that all schedules are 

"subject to change without notice," or they re- 
fuse point blank to commit themselves to any 
.rhedu es at all. 

2. The only way to bring in stations pot 
previously logged is to go up and down the scale 
patiently. at the correct time of the day for 
the particular wavelength. Hundreds, if not 
thousands of S.W. set owners waste countless 
hours on absolutely unproductive wavelengths. 

In this connection it is highly appropriate to 
quote from an instructive little booklet entitled 
"World Wide Short Wave Reception." written 
by James Millen, of the National Company. 
Staten Mr. Millen: 

"It is desirable to reiterate that the listener 
should time his reception, or tune on certain 
wavelength's at certain times of the day. From 
I t to 20 meters all tuning should be done from 
daybreak till 3 p. m. local time. From 20 to 33 

meters, stations to the east of the listener will 
be heard best from about 11 a. m. till 10 p. m. 
Stations to the west of the listener in this band 
should be heard best from midnight till about 
two hours after daybreak, when they will fade 
out. From 33 to 70 meters. distant stations can 
be heard only after darkness falls. Very little 
in the way of distance can be heard above 70 

meters. although the ships, police, fire, c,ast 
guard and aircraft stations are all heard atom. 
that wavelength. 

"Short wave stations have a habit of changing 
in volume from time to time, these change. 
being affected mostly by the amount of daylight 
between the stations and the listener. For ex- 
ample, European stations are always best for 
American listeners during the summer months. 
In reverse, South Americans are best during th. 
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OH-OSI- UNCLE LAVE, 
GOT TOSAR ORDER IN 
TIE HAND Or 
'NE U. S.MA,L 
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A Sure Way of 
Passing Your 
Government 
Examinations! 
Send for this copy 

on approral 

HOW TO 
PASS 

U. S. Government 
Radio License 
Examinations 

By R. L. I)UNCAN and C. E. DREW 
Formerly R. C. A. Institutes 

Don't take any chances with your 
examinations. This little book, in 
evexy way, will insure success in ob- 
taining your government radio li- 
cense, because it contains full par- 
ticulars, questions and answers on 
radio examinations given by the 
government. 
286 questions with complete answers show you 
just what the government expects of you. 
Through the question and answer method used 
in this look you will be taught how to express 
yourself and put your knowledge into words. 
62.00. 

ON APPROVAL COUPON... 
JOAN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 
440 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Kindly send me for ten days' 
free examination, a copy of Duncan k Drew's 
"How to Pass U. S. Government Radio License 
Examinations." I agree to remit the price of the 
book (62.00) within ten days after its receipt or 
return it postpaid. 
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only postpaid for only 81.00. 

Send for your. today. 

WONDER 
SPECIALTIES,Ine. 

1212 C. A. C. Bldg., 
Cleveland, Ohio 

LITTLE WON DER 
*1 MICROPHONE 

IN 1936 
You will be interested in tracing 
the early developments of Short 
Waves. Your best source of in- 
formation will be SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT. Back numbers may be 
had at 25c per copy. Address: 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, 96 Park 
Pl., New York. 

FREE CATALOG 
Hams-Servicemen-Dealers 

our new catalog Is replete with bargains galore. 
SEND FOR IT TODAY. 

TRY -MO RADIO Co. Inc. s5B Cortl.ndt St. 
New York City 
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winter months. Each year we hear from hun- 
dreds of listeners arguing that winter months 
are best for distant reception and others that 
summer is best. It depends mostly on the habits 
of the listener and his location. By habits we 
mean. the stations he generally tunes for. There 
is not the (east doubt that European stations 
such as G5SW, 12R0, Zeesen and OXY are best 
during the summer months." 

In other words, the hour -by -hour list looks 
pretty, but it is useless unless it is qualified ac- 
cording to the information given above. The 
three -page station list as it has been appearing 
in SHORT WAVE CRAFT is actually easier to use, 
because it runs according to wavelength and 
frequency. 

To give an example. Suppose you get up 
early some morning and decide to give the 

knobs a twirl. According to the foregoing 
"dope" you should plug -in the smallest coils and 
stay in the neighborhood of 20 meters if you 
are after DX. That's all there's to it. If you 
hear distant stations, congratulate yourself ; if 
you don't, it's just too bad, but don't worry about 
it. Short wave reception conditions are known 
to change to an extraordinary extent from one 
day to another, and where there was utter si- 
lence on the dial on Monday there may be 
strong signals on Tuesday. 

What S.W. fan hasn't had the embarrassing 
experience of inviting guests to hear those won- 
derful foreign stations, which tore the speaker 
apart for two weeks previous to the day of the 
fateful visit. and then having to twist the dials 
desperately with no sign of them? Was your 
face red! 

When To Listen In 
By ROBERT HERTZBERG 

WE are grateful to the many readers of 
SHORT WAVE CRAFT who have sent in re- 

ports concerning foreign short wave sta- 
tions. Some of these are reproduced here- 
with for the benefit of other readers who 
have not been fortunate enough yet to 
pick up the stations mentioned. 

League of Nations Station 

John DeMyer, 545 Baker Street, Lansing, 
Mich., received a letter of verification from 
"Radio Nations," the short -wave broadcast- 
ing station maintained by the League of 
Nations at Geneva, Switzerland. This fol- 
lows: 

"From September 25th, 1932, onward, 
this station broadcasts on the work of the 
League of Nations every Sunday in English 
from 11:00 to 11:15 p.m. (5:00 to 5:15 

p.m. E.S.T.), in French from 11:15 to 11:30 
p.m. (5:15 to 5:30 p.m. E.S.T.) and in 
Spanish from 11:30 to 11:45 p.m. (5:30 to 
5:45 p.m. E.S.T.) on wavelengths of 31.3 
and 38.47 meters. We vary our weekly pro- 
grams on some Sundays, giving talks by 
statesmen known to audiences all over the 
world; on others, interviews between a 
journalist and an official of the League of 
Nations on current problems. 

"These broadcasts are especially intended 
for overseas countries and will, I hope, in- 
terest you. I should also be extremely 
grateful if you would further our rims by 
informing your wireless listener friends of 
our undertaking. Any letters on our pro- 
grams and their reception will be welcome. 
Address them to G. Gallarati, Information 
Section, League of Nations, Geneva, Switz- 
erland." 

New British Empire Station 
Short -wave enthusiasts should make a 

note of the new call -signs which have now 
been alloted to the British Broadcasting 
Corporation for use in connection with 
their British Empire short -wave station at 
Daventry, which is to supersede G5SW. 

In order to distinguish between the eight 
different channels on which transmissions 
are to take place, a different call -sign has 
been allocated to each wavelength it fre- 
quency that is going to be used for the 
Empire broadcasts. 

Thus, for example, GSA is the call -sign 
for the 6,050 kilocycle channel; GSB for 
9,510 kilocycles; GSC for 9,585; GSD for 
11,750; GSE for 11,865; GSF for 15,140; 
GSG for 17,770; and GSH for 21,470 kilo- 
cycles. For those who find it easier to 
"think in wavelengths," the equivalents in 
meters are as follows: GSA, 49.58 meters; 
GSB, 31.54; GSC, 31.29; GSD, 25.53; GSE, 
25.28; GSF, 19.81; GSG, 16.88;and GSH, 
13.97 meters. 

It is possible that slight alterations to 
these wavelengths or frequencies may be 
found necessary as a result of experience 
gained in the course of the experimental 
transmissions when the station comes "on 
the air. " -Amateur Wireless (London). 

Cairo- London Phone Circuit 
Several radio telephone stations are 

working from Cairo, Egypt, to England, 
apparently as a preliminary to a regular 
radiophone service between the two coun- 
tries. SUV, SI1W, SUX and SUC have 
been reported on various waves between 
25 and 40 meters. 

Costa Rica on Low Wave 
"The smallest broadcasting station in 

the world," little TI4NRH, in Heredia, 
Costa Rica. Central America, is now worlo- 
ing on 19.9 meters as well as on 31 meters. 
This station uses only 7'z watts but has 
been heard almost everywhere on the face 
of the globe. 

Some time ago the owner, Senor Amondo 
Cespedes Marin, increased the power to 150 
watts, but for some strange and as yet 
unknown reason the outfit refused to "perk" nearly as well as before. When the 
old "flea power" transmitter was restored 
the DX reports started rolling in as before! 

Banana! 
The name "Banana" now appears on the 

official list of the world's radio stations. 
This station is located on the Belgian Con- 
go, and uses telephony between 15 and 20 
meters. 

Yearly Schedule of VK2ME and 
VK3ME 

Through the kindness of P. M. Farmer 
of Amalgamated Wireless Ltd., Sydney, 
Australia, we are able to publish the entire 
1933 schedules of both VK2ME, Sydney, on 
31.28 meters, and VK3ME, Melbourne, on 
31.55 meters. This unusual chart is well 
worth saving. 

vg2ME. (Sydney/ -Smithy. Only 
EST (America, 
n m. -3 u.rm. 

511 
U -ii 

..m 

GM 
Ist 4 p.m:6 p.n.. 0103.0000 
21 1 k 3rd 9 n.m.-51.Ir. 101111-1100 
4th Sldt: 2 a.1n. 14011-InOU 

Feb. let 4 p.m.fi p.m U.-0 O.UO I nm.-3 am. 
20.1 h 3r1 1 n...IJt. 01)11-I100 
4th Nt: 2 eau. 

140U-1100 

Mar 1st. 4 p.m.-o p.m. O'99 0000 
2011 k 3rd 9 p.m..51Jt. 10011-1100 
4th 1290...m: 290 a.m. 1430-1030 

April 10 
k 3rd 

4th 

Muy Ist 
291 k 3rd 
4th 

June Ist 
2n1 k 3rd 
411) 

July 
áná k 3rd 
4th 

4 p.n..-6 p.m 0500-0.00 
it n.m: 51,11. 1000-1400 
12:30 a. m: 2:30 a. m. 1430-1630 

4 p.nI. -0 ,,m. Im011-0000 
.51.1). 10110-1400 

1 

it 
n..n.-3:30 a.m. 1530-1730 

IS nati.-3 s 

9:J0 avo ..11.30 s.m. 

1 awl -3 n 

9:30 a.n 11:30 a.m. 

1 n.m.-3 n.m. 
5 0.11, -0 a.m. 
I0 :30n.m: 12:30p.m 

0100 0700 51.11.-2 ern. 
i00-110.1 

3:30 a.m.-4.30 a.m. 1630-090 

a)5011-0700 
7:30 p.m: 11:30 p.m. 1130-1310 
2:30 n.1n.-490 s.1n. 16:10-1030 

Aug. let 3 p.m: 5 p.m. 0590 -0700 
2nd A 3rd 7:30 p.m. -11:30 p.m. 0930 -1330 
ich 1:30 San. -39O a.lo. 1530 -173U 

11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 

0151.9 n.m. 
4'.30 n.m.-a:30 a.m. 
11:30..m.-1:30 p.m. 

31.11.-2 n. . 

4:30 n.nÑ ..- :30 a.m. 
IO:304..a.-12:30p.m 

Sept . 1.1 3:30 p.m. 5:30 p.m. 0530 .0730 1T.30 n.11...290 a.ai. 
2nd k3rd 7:30p.m.-I190 y.m. 0030-1330 430n.m..0.30:..111 . 

4th 12:30...1..190n.m. 14:10-1030 0900.51.1190n..n. 

Oct . lot 
k 3,d 

3:30 
v.m.-ii3ip.m. . 

ów1á °3 ü 12:30 ï'dt!s i i. a. hi. 

4111 12:30a.m.-2:30 a.m. 1430-1630 9:30a.m: IL30n.m. 

Nov. let n.m.-0 p.m. 00110-0100 I n.mA a.m. 
2nd k 3rd 790 p.m.-11:30 p.m. 930-1330 4:30 a.m.-0:30 a.m. 
4th Mdt: _ a.m. 1100-1000 9..m.-11 a.m. 

Der. I.t { p.m.9 nm. 01100-0wU0 1 a.m.J n.m. 
" d k 3rd a p.m: Hdt. 1001-1330 5 a.m. 9 a.m. 
4th 51dt. 2 e.m. 1400-1600 9 a.m.-II s.m. 

5'K351E (Melbourne/ 
Wednendny a p.m..9:30 p.m. 1000-1130 5 a.m.-0:30 a.m. 
Saturday 1000-1220 5 a.m.-7 am. 
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BRITISH EMPIRE STATION OPENS 

THE most important news of the month 
for short wave listeners comes from 

England. The new Empire station at 
Daventry began operation on Monday, Dec. 
19, 1932. This is one of the largest short 
wave plants in existence. The new station 
will supplant G5SW at Chelmsford. The 
station consists of two transmitters cap- 
able of working on any of eight different 
wavelengths! Each transmitter has a 
power rating of 20 kw. In addition there 
is an array of 17 directional antenna sys- 
tems for directing transmissions to any 
part of the world. With such a set -up 
fairly reliable world -wide reception is as- 
sured. 

For program purposes the transmissions 
have been divided into five world zones 
with the following calls and frequencies: 

Zone 1, Australia, New Zealand, etc.: 
GSD, 11,750 kc., 4:30 a. m. to 6:30 a. m. 
Zone 2, Indian zone including Malay 
States: GSG, 17,770 kc., GSB, 9,510 kc., 
and as a reserve channel, GSD, 11,750 kc. 
9:30 a. m. to 11:30 a. m. Zone 3, East 
Africa, Western Indian Ocean, etc., and 
Palestine: GSH, 21,470 kc., during day- 
light and GSC, 9,585 kc. during night- 
time, 1:00 p. nl. to 3:00 p. m. Zone 4, West 
African Zone, West Africa, South Atlantic 
Ocean and probably South America: GSB, 
9,510 kc., GSA, 6,050 kc., 3:30 p. m. to 
5:30 p. m. Zone 5, Canadian Zone, includes 
all of North America: GSF, 15,140 kc. 
(probably won't be used till late spring). 
GSB, 9,510 kc., GSA, 6,050 kc., 8:00 p. ni. 
to 10:00 p. m. All time is Eastern Stand- 
ard. These schedules are experimental 
and may be changed to suit conditions. 

As mentioned, directional antenna sys- 
tems are employed, so it will probably be 
impossible to hear all of the transmissions 
in the United States. It should be possible 
to hear the transmissions to zones 1 and 2 
sometimes and certainly to hear those for 
zone 5 which are directed broadside at 
the United States and Canada. -M. Har- 
rey Gernsback. 

A list of Columbia Broadcasting Sys- 
tem's short -wave broadcasts for the 
period Nov. 11 to Dec. 11 follows: 
November 12, 12:30 to 1:00 A. M.- Special 

program of popular music from Hono- 
lulu, Hawaii. 

November 13, 1:00 to 1:30 P. M.- Prince 
Clumay speaking from Paris on "Why 
Drink and What ?" 

November 14, 4:20 to 4:40 P. M. -Right 
Honorable Lord Ponsonhy speaking 
from London on "To an Old School 
Friend." 

November 21, 4:20 to 4:40 P. M.-Lord 
Peel speaking from London on "To an 
Old School Friend." 

November 27, 12:30 to 12:45 P. M. -Leon 
Trotsky speaking from Copenhagen on 
"The Meaning of the Russian Revolu- 
tion." 

December 4, 12:30 to 1:30 P. M.- Speeches 
by Dr. Yen and Dr. Matsuoka of the 
Japanese and Chinese Delegations of 
the League of Nations -from Geneva. 

PRESENT "NBC" SHORT WAVE 
SCHEDULE 

3 %AL- Boundbrook -WJZ 8:00 a. m. to 
4:00 p. m. daily except Sunday. 4:30 
p. m. to 1:00 a. ni. each Saturday night. 

2XAD-Schenectady-WEAF 1:00 p. m. to 
3:00 p. m. daily except Sat. and Sun. 
1:00 p. m. to 4:00 p. m. each Sat. and 
Sun. 

2XAF-Schenectady-WEAF 5:15 p. nr. to 
11:00 p. m. daily except Sat. and Sun. 
4:00 to 11:00 p. m. each Sat. and Sun. 

WI %AZ- Springfield -WJZ 7:00 a. m. to 
1:00 a. m. daily. All time is E.S.T. 
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2USEFUL RADIO BOOKS 
WHICH EVERY EXPERIMENTER 

NEEDS IN HIS LIBRARY 
There is not a radio man in the field, experimenter, or short wave fan, who will not want to read these books. Right up to the minute with outstanding de- velopments in short -wave radio -new methods and apparatus for quickly learn- ing how to become a practical radio operator- Each book is authoritative, com- pletely illustrated and not too highly technical. The text is easily and quickly grasped. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
96 -98 SWC Park Place, 
New York, N. Y. 
Gentlemen: I enclose herewith $ 
for which please send me, prepaid a copy of 
the book checked. 
( ) HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE 

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS -50c 
( ) HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR 

RADIO OPERATOR -50c. 
Send money order, check, cash or new U. S. 
stamps. Register letter if it contain: 
stamps or currency. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

How to Become An Amateur 
Radio Operator 

We comms- o ed Lieut. Myron P. Eddy. U. S. 
Navy, Retired, to write a book on this subject in 
such a way as has never been done before. We 
chose Lieut. Eddy because his long years of ex- 
perience in the amateur field have made him pre- eminent in this line. For many years he was in- structor of radio telegraphy at the R.C.A. Insti- 
tutes. He is a member of the I.R.E. (Institute of 
Radio Engineers), also the Veteran Wireless Op- erators' Association. 
If you intend to become a licensed code operator. 
if you wish to take up phone work eventually, if 
you wish to prepare yourself for this important 
subject -this is the book you must get. This book covers literally everything from "soup to nuts" 
on the subject, in such a clear and lucid manner 
that it will be of great value to every student. 

Partial List of Contents 
CHAPTER 1. Ways and means of learning the 
code. A system of sending and receiving with 
necessary drill words is supplied so that you may 
work with anproved methods. 
CHAPTER 2. Concise, authoritative definitions 
of radio terms, units and laws, brief descriptions 
of commonly used pieces of radio equipment. 
This chapter gives the working terminology of 
the radio operator. Graphic symbols are used to 
indicate the various parts of radio circuits. 
CHAPTER 3. General radio theory particularly 
as it applies to the beginner. The electron theory 
is briefly given, then waves -their creation, pro- 
pagation and reception. Fundamental laws of 
electric circuits. particularly those used in radio, 
are explained next and typical basic circuits are 
analyzed. 
CHAPTER 4. Descriptions of modern receivers 
that are being used with success by amateurs. 
You are told how to build and operate these sets, 
and how they work. 
CHAPTER 5. Amateur transmitters. Diagrams 
with specifications are furnished so construction 
is made easy. 
CHAPTER 6. Power equipment that may be 
used with transmitters and receivers, rectifiers, 
filters. batteries, etc. 
CHAPTER 7. Regulations that apply to amateur 
operators, internnti..nul "Q" step al., conversion 
table; for refer. , purposes, et,. 

How to Build and Operate 
Short Wave Receivers 

is the Lest and most up -to -date book on the 
subject. It is edited and prepared by the edi- 
tors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT. and contains 
a wealth of material on the building and op- 
eration, not only of typical short -wave receiv- 
ers, but short wave converters as well. 
Dozens of short -wave sets are found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustra- 
tions: actual photographs of sets built, hook- 
ups and diagrams galore. 
The book comes with a heavy colored cover. 
and is printed throughout on first -class paper. 
No expense has been spared to make this the 
outstanding volume of its kind. The book 
measures 7y:x10 inches. 
This book is sold only at a such ridiculously 
low price because it is our aim to put this 
valuable work into the hands of every short- 
wave enthusiast. 
We know that if you are at all interested in 
short waves you will not wish to do without 
this book. It is a most important and timely 
new radio publication. 

Over ISO Illustrations 
in Each Book 

72 Pages 7x10 Inches 
Heavy Colored Covers 

Not Sold on Newsstands 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
98 Park Place, N. Y. C. 
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"HAM" ADS 
Advertisements In this section are inserted at 5e 

per word to strictly amateurs. or IOe a word (8 

words to the line) to maafactarers or dealers for 

each insertion. Name. Initial and address each 

count as one word. Cash should accompany all 

"Nam" advertisements. No less than 10 words 

are accepted. Advertising for the March issue 

should reach us not later than Jan. 18. 

SHORT WAVE LISTENERS CARDS: WE 
print just the type of cards you need for report- 
ing the stations you hear. Write for free sam- 
ples today. WIBEF, 16 Stockbridge Ave., Lowell. 
Mass. 

WORLDWIDE KNOWN SESSIONS EIGHT 
clay alarm clock, all nickel, with raised num- 
erals, bent glass, Cathedral model, most beau- 
tiful in design. $2.95, with radium dial. $8.95. 
parcel post prepaid in U. S. A. Gold Shield 
Products Co., 112 Chambers St., New York 
City. 

WORLDWIDE KNOWN SESSIONS ELECTRIC 
mantel or desk clock, for D. C. and A. C. cur- 
rent, beautiful design, black and silver, raised 
numerals, bent glass, $1.65, parcel post, pre- 
paid U. S. A. Gold Shield Products Co., 
112 Chambers St., New York City. 

BELGIAN. JEWELED STOPPANI COMPASS. 
made of phosphor bronze, fitted in hard wood 
case, 4x4, may be used as a galvanometer, for 
detecting electric currents in experimental or 
conventional radio apparatus. Ideal surveyors 
and sportsman instrument with elevated sights 
(worth 130.00) 84.50, parcel poet, prepaid in 
U. S. A. Gold Shield Products Co., 112 Cham- 
bers St., New York City. 

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND OR BUILT TO 
your order. Speaker field coils. Pembleton 
Laboratories, 921 Parkview, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

SENSATIONAL MICROPHONE VALUE -UNI- 
versal model "Y "- Experimenters single -button, 
watch model type, 200 ohms. Pure gold spot cen- 
ter diaphragm. Only $2.00, including valuable 
1933 general catalog with diagrams. Universal 
Microphone Co., Ltd., Inglewood, California. 

FOUR TUBE BAND SPREAD RECEIVER 
$12.00. W9JAJ. R.R. No. 4, Bellevue, Iowa. 

VIBROPLEXES, BRAND NEW, $12.00. RE- 
builts $9.00. Guaranteed. Frank Lydeard, 28 
Circuit, Roxbury, Mass. 

QSLs. SWLs. PRINTED TO ORDER. BEAUTI- 
ful styles, samples, prices on request. W2AEY, 
338 Elmora, Elizabeth, N. J. 

PLUG -IN COILS. SET OF FOUR WOUND ON 
bakelite forms. Tune 15 -210 meters with .0001. 
Condensers 50c. Tube bases .05 ea. Noel. 419 
Mulberry, Scranton. Pa. 

BUILD YOUR OWN TAPE TRANSMITTER. 
Plans $1.60. Wilson Ruppenthal, Goltry, Okla. 

CRYSTALS, Tin TO I ", X OR Y, WITHIN TWO 
kilocycles of your frequency, three for $5.90. 
exact frequency, 1 ", $3.50 each. 7000 to 7300 
within five kilocycles, $4.50, exact frequency 
$5.60. Oscillating blanks $1.50, unfinished 81.00. 
Practical instructions on grinding and calibrating 
75e. William Threm, W8FN. 68 E. McMicken 
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

TUBE BASES- BAKELITE 4 OR 5 PRONG. 5 
tents each. Noel, 419 Mulberry, Scranton, Pa. 

U.S. NAVY DYNAMOTORS -IDEAL HIGH 
voltage supply operating from storage batteries 
General Electric 24/1500 volt, 350 watt 
$37.50; 24/760 volt, 150 watt $25. On 12 
volt deliver 375. Westinghouse 27 t4 /350 80 
mills $10. Mounted twins 815. 500 cycle 
500 watt $7.50. All ball bearings. Henry 
Kienzle, 501 East 84th Street, New York. 

1- 818.00 CROSSMAN AIR GUN. $7.50. 1- 
$36.50 Workrite S -W Converter, 88.00. $75.00 
Victoreen B.C. Superheterodyne, 6 volt D. C. 
model. 8 tubes, for $15.00, includes Weston 
meter. I National B.C. Screen Grid Tuner 
(110 v. A.C.) and Thordarson Power pack. 8 
tubes, make offer. 1 -6 foot R.A.C. Victor Ex- 
ponential Horn with electric pick -up, make 
offer. Satisfaction guaranteed. Dataprint 
Company. Ramsey, N. J. 
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The Comet "Pro" Superheterodyne 
(Continued front page 603) 

In this range. the 26 nonf. condensers E 
and F (Fig. 1) are connected into the cir- 
cuit also. However, no switch is necessary. 
as this additional connection is automatic- 
ally made when the "CC" and "DD" coils 
are inserted in their sockets. The fifth coil 
prong (which is not used in Coils "AA" 
and "BB ") is used for this purpose in 
Coils "CC" and "DD." In this frequency 
range the band width varies from approxi- 
mately 1200 kc. at 4.5 mc. to 225 kc. at 
1.5 mc. 

Screen Grid Pentodes as Detectors and 
I.F. Amplifiers 

The first detector is a "57" screen grid 
pentode. Its high detector sensitivity and 
high output impedance make it highly suit- 
able to work into the high impedance pri- 
mary of the first I.F. transformer. 

The two intermediate amplifying stages 
employ "58" variable -mu pentodes, and the 
intermediate coupling transformers are of 
the twin -coil tuned plate tuned grid 
type. Since the in- 
termediate ampli- 
fier provides most 
of the receiver's 
sensitivity and se- 
lectivity, no effort 
has been spared in 
the design and con- 
struction of the in- 
termediate trans- 
formers. The trans- 
former coils are 
wound with 10/41 
Litz wire and have 
an inductance of 
1.2 millihenries. At 
465 kc., these coils 
have a power factor 
of .01 or a Q of 100. 
They are tuned by 
adjustable conden- 
sera with mica di- 
electric and Iso- 
lantite bases. Inas- 

t'uil No. 
AA W.1.. 
BB W.I.. 
t.c W.1.. 
DD W.I.. 

much as six of these low loss tuned cir- 
cuits are used in the three I.F. Transform- 
ers, it is not difficult to account for the 
extreme selectivity shown by the overall 
performance curves of the receiver. 

The second, or I.F. detector, is also a "57" 
screen grid pentode operated as a plate 
rectifier. Since its plate circuit contains a 
large I.F. component in addition to the de- 
sired audio frequencies a filter is necessary 
to remove it, otherwise undesirable feed 
hack would result. 

High -Power Output 
The output tube is a "47," resistance ca- 

pacity coupled to the second or intermedi- 
ate frequency detector. An output trans- 
former 11s mounted underneath the chassis 
with its secondary connected to the speaker 
terminal block at the rear edge of the 
chassis, and is designed to operate any 
speaker, either magnetic or dynamic (or 
permanent magnet dynamic), having an 
input impedance of the order of 4000 
ohms. A tap on the secondary of the out- 

WINDING DATA ON COILS FOR NEW COMET "PRO" 
W.L. Coil. Ito he wmmd on standard forms) 

Wavelength 
Itaug 
1531 
28-61 
50 -120 

115 -2:A 

EE W.1.. 250 -55(1 

TPI equals 'runts Per Inc.. 

Primary 
Turn. Wire Size 

3 Nu. 30 DSG ' 
4 

a '. 

S 

Seondary 
'Rims Wire Size 

7 Nn. 20 1)14(: 
16 .. 

29 " 
50/41 
Silk Lita 

13a I0/41-two 
lank. Silk Litz 

T.I'.I 
ti 

12 
24 

'The turns given guide only -the inductance should ra 1 ii or 2';. greater than our 
present No. 5W.L noil. 
OSC Coils (to be wound on new fortes with holes for tap -thee roil- have no primaries). 

Wavelength 
Coil No. Range Turns Wire Sise T.P.1 
AA-083C 15 -31 7 No. 20.1)SC 6 'rep at l 2/3 turns from 

bottom, 
BE-011ie 25-61 14 12 Tap at 2 2/3 turne from 

hotton, 
CC-08e 56 -120 23 " 24 Tau at 4 2/3 turns from 

bottom 
DD-OSC 115 -250 30 28-380 66 Tap at 6 2/3 rums front 

bottom 
EE -OSC 250 -550 80 28-SSC 60 Tap at 10 2/3 turn.., from 

bottom 
All tape to be soldered to the "P" terminal ofcoats. CC -W.L., nD -W.L., CC-OSC and DI1 -O5e 
coils also to have jumpers between the "G" terminal and the "II" terminal neat to the "K" 
terminal. 

Forma 1 and 7 sixteenths inch diameter 

CRYSTAL SET. SOMETHING NEW, SEPA- 
rates all stations, operates speaker. Blue print 
25c coin. Modern Radio Laboratories, 1508- 
23rd Ave., Oakland, Calif. 

LISTENING SERVICE, FOUR HOURS DAILY 
on 20, 80, 40 meter bands. Twelve reliable 
reports mailed for dollar. State schedule. etc. 
Sparks, Steamer Adrastus, Butterfield Swire, 
Hongkong. 

SHORT WAVE CONSTRUCTION KITS, SETS, 
Supplies. Wholesale Catalog 5c. Federal 
Radio & Telegraph Co., 4224 Clifford Road. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

SPECIAL POWER PACKS -D.C. for Phone. 
handles up to 5UX 210s, 500 volts PURE D.C. 
to plates and 7Sa A.C. to filaments, 170 mills. 
uses 2 UX 281s as rectifiers, SPECIAL PRICE, 
$15.00. We also manufacture D.C. Power 
Packs to 1 kw. for broadcast work. Filter 
Chokes, highest quality, 170 mill 44 henries. 
$2.00. Variable transmitting condensers, 6000 
volt, $10.00; also filter condensers and a full 
line of transmitting supplies, we guarantee 
everything. We manufacture only the highest 
quality in merchandise. write for bulletin. 
The General Engineering Corp., Charlotte, 
Mich. 
HAMMARLUND PRO $75. SW3 $22. CON - 
denser mikes $6.50. 8500v working puncture 
proof condensers 2.8 mfd. $15. WE 261A & 
276A 100 watters $7.50. De Forest 552 $9.50. 
Used Cardwell condensers, meters etc. Xtals 
$3. QSL'S 250 $1.50. 600 82.60. Klassen & 
Roes, 823 Garfield, Kansas City, Kansas. 
SPECIAL: $27.50 STEWART- WARNER CON - 
verters complete. Arcturus tubes -sealed car- 
tons $15.00. Ware & Garvin, 3418 W. 4th 
Street, Cheater. Pa. 
AUTO HANDY LICENSE HOLDER. MADE 
of brass, nickel plated, octagon in shape, with 
a key ring attachment. By carrying your 
auto license in this small receptacle (3 "x t/a ") 
you avoid embarrassment when an officer asks 
you to show your license. Saves a fine and 
time lost in court. Worth ten times its cost. 
Send 25c money or stamps. Gold Shield Pro- 
ducts Co., 112 Chambers St., New York City. 

WANTED A USED TELEPLEX INSTRU- 
ment. What have you? Alfred Boisseau, 
Stroud. Okla. 

put transformer is connected through a 
resistor to the jack on the front panel, 
thus providing head -phone reception at re- 
duced volume and with a minimum of hum. 

A very important feature of the Comet 
"Pro" is the intermediate oscillator, which 
can be started and stopped by the toggle 
switch on the panel. It consists of a "58" 
tube and associated circuits permanently 
adjusted to oscillate at the intermediate 
frequency of 465 kc. Like the high -fre- 
quency oscillator, it is also of the "elec- 
tronic coupled" type. 

This feature was designed primarily for 
the reception of pure C.W. code signals. 

Comet "Pro" Tuning Condenser Data: 
Referring to the diagram, the tuning and 
oscillator variable capacitors have the fol- 
lowing values: C1 -138 mmf., C2 -15 mmf., 
C3 -26 mmf. 

The trimmers across the two coils in 
each I.F. transformer each has 140 mmf. 
(max.) Each coil in the I.F. transformers 
has 1.2 millihenries inductance (1,200 mi- 
crohenries) and are especially wound on a 
machine, the coils being about % "x%" in 
cross -section. 

The plate rectifier chokes (iron core) 
have about 30 henries inductance each. 

The capacity X is an infinitely small 
capacity, equivalent to the capacity between 
lead wires or that between the edges of two 
small lugs fastened near together on the 
tube base. 

Direct Reading Ohmmeter 
(Continued front page 615) 

the 10,000 to 100,000 the milliammeter is 
adjusted to full scale. These readings are 
an adaptation of Ohm's Law, which states 
that R equals E over I. 

One thing had best be kept in mind. 
If the approximate value of the resistance 
is unknown, it is safest to have one of the 
shunts on when first turning the battery 
switch on, as a low resistance under test 
might cause damage to the meter. 
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New! New!! New!!! 
TWO NEW 25c SHORT WAVE BOOKS 

COUPON 

BRINGS 

THESE 

BOOKS 

TO YOU 

These Books NOT Sold on Newsstands 
Clip and Mail Coupon Today! 

HERE IS GREAT NEWS 
PURSUANT to many requests from our readers, we have decided 

to publish two new popular short gave books, for which there is 
a persistent demand at this time. 

These new books contain everything on the subjects worth know- 
ing and both hooks will be welcomed by all short wave experi- 
menters, short wave fans and short wave enthusiasts, the same as our former two books HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS, and HOW TO BECOME AN AMATEUR 
RADIO OPERATOR were welcomed by thousands of our short 
wave friends. 

In conformity with the times these books have been priced at 25c 

Ten Most Popular Short Wave Receivers. 
How to Make and Work Them 

lib r, new volume will be revelation to all those who wish to build their own 
short i e receivers. 

will 
editors of SHORT -WAVE CRAFT over a period of years 

bale learned to know exact ly what thurt w experimenters and short v ave set builder: 
a t to get. For that x reason URI' have .snleeted ten outstanding short wave maekers want 
ui these are Ou,'rlbed in the n volumi,. F:, elythIng worthwhile about every one 

of the ten revolvers I. derribrd sin the text. F::uin r inkier Is full' illustrated and twit receivers ha: r nlplete layout. pictorial rei,reinntation photographs of the set 
anplrl,. hookup and all worthwhile iiiijutai ion,, , there is nuAina Isfl n. goo., 

1e notion n hems jl n to building any `of these tell popular receivers. Everything from the simplest one tube set to a site tube superheterodyne is presented. 
Complete list, of parts are given to make each set to complete as It is humanly poDir to do. You can select any or all receivers 
and know lier nrehand that you will be able to cune.,- 
full' build and operate suet a receiver and not wale 

r 
m nee in building some theorist's dren- rhlld 

Y ir will also be shown how to monde the receiver to v Mai 111111111 eOlrienry. 

IMPORTANT 
THERE IS NO DUPLICATION WHATSOEVER 

BETWEEN THIS BOOK AND OUR OTHER VOLUME 
--HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT WAVE 
RECEIVERS." ALL THE MATERIAL PUBLISHED 
IN THE NEW BOOK HAS NEVER APPEARED IN 
ANY BOOK BEFORE. 

This hook La, /wen be Ih i ii r of Slletit'l' 

PRICE icc PREPAID 40 PAGES 
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS 

instead of 50e, which is the price of our other books. Yet, the two 
new 25c volumes that we are offering now contain a tremendous 
amount of information and the type and illustrations have been chosen 
in such a manner as to give you almost as much for your 25e as 
you received for your 50e before. Only by increasing the press run 
enormously and making other printing economies has it been pos- 
sible to price these books at such a low, popular price. 

You will make no mistake in getting either or both of these new 
and popular books and we know in advance from our many years of 
experience with short wave enthusiasts that you will thank us for 
having made these books possible. 

A Short Wave Beginners Book 
Here i, a book that ti ill coke your problems If you are new to the short ware 

game. It contains po, It l rely evegi h ing that you would wish to know in mnneetion 
with short wares. leading you in easy stage, from the simplest fundamentals to the 
Present otage of the art in short w s it is known today. It is the only low - 
priced reference book no short waves 

xv 
for the beginner. whether he he a short wave 

enthu.lat, short wave listener or hort wave amateur. 
The book i. profusely illustrated with all sorts of !Moira, into. rvplanat lots and 

everything worthwhile knowing about shoe wavet in I hi interesting and growing 
field. Yet withal, the book 1. not "trrhnict." It has no mathematics, no "high- 
faluting" language and no terhnkal jargon which would only servo to frighten you 
away. The enlire book le kept 

e 
popular language fhrough,nt. Wherever technical 

word: used. explanations are given. leaving nothing to the Imagination. You 
al shown hoe to Interpret a diagram and a few simple tets are also given to show 

you hmv to CO shout It in making then. Yet every - 
hing has been done to make It possible to give you 

,anplete understanding of short waves from the 
and un. 

I iter trailing this book, you will never be at a Inns 
'mart Wave terms and you will not have to rnnsull 
r text-books or dictionaries. des. 'Pie editor of seed' 

I t'F l'IL.tFT who pare edited this bank tale oreo 
r that everything has bran date to make thi, volume 
Important ono that will be used as referenre for 

me by rill those who .T.h to knot into the .hurt ern to a everything. seems. "from soup to nob' and will Iro of mrmev 

tÌaewith any alt a f . photograph, .ltnele r n. hook. 
z 

r o id. nfind oem n etini Ldoar t which 

1oly 
not i other 

It rftab) r 
n11 o w. in 

aifi 
n 

verification i 
thr t . 

. al Ono. radio robq 
roil widingnnd onna of other uhreta. 
m4ú shoe .of information sod 

this 
^ 

1 volume. will keep refmrint to r 

s1111RI. WAVE Cit.%FT, .SW -233 
lint-Ins Park Piave. New York City. - 

I:rntlumen: 
1 turlroe herewith 21e. for which pit i.O awl me 

intddishrJ. prepaid, t IO of 

r 

:OOP 
Most Popular Short Wave Receivers. 

How to Make and Work Them." Tue book to be 
Elsent lo me 1111111W! lale'I,y union Publliutinn. 

I enclose he ew l tin _.r for mLirh Ulea,e send me 
Ili 

a 
netlllldad. prepaid. a ...MY of your lieww 

book "The Short Wave Beginner Book." Tue hook 
W be set to one immediately upon Iihlieatiuw. 

I enclose Sur for which please se/ 111 III, Prrpald 
soon as plihlóhed your two Look:. "Ten Most 

Popular Short Wave Receives. How to Make and 
Work Them." and "The Short Wave Beginner's 
Book." The book, to be sent to me immediately 
upon publleat ion. 

1 Send money order. cheek, cash or new F. S. 
damps. RegIt er letter if It contains currency or 
.lamps). 
Nantua .....-...._ ................. ..- ....__....... .. 
tddrets 

............................ 

ti 

PRICE 25c PREPAID do PAGES 
OVER 75 ILLUSTRATIONS 
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The World's 
FINEST 
Short -Wave 
[RECEIVER 

H\IMARLUND, 
for once, 

discards its customary mod- 
esty and asserts that the 

new COMET "PRO" is the 
It'orld's Finest Short -Wave Re- 
reiver. 

WORLD -WIDE 
RECEPTION 
Guaranteed 

IN YOUR HOME 
With the whole radio world to 
choose from, the "PRO" holds 
honor position in the service of the 
L. S. and Canadian Governments, 
leading air -transport and steamship 
companies, police departments, and 
key stations of broadcasting net - 
works- faithfully performing their 
most exacting tasks. 
The "PRO" now uses four "58" 
tubes, two "57's," one "247" and 
an "80" rectifier. 
It is even more sensitive and selec- 
tive than before -yet surprisingly 
rasy to ante with its simple band- 
pread system. Full loudspeaker 
volume. Electron coupling gives 
,treater oscillator stability. Shield- 
ing is more effective, and the new 
metal cabinet prevents stray influ- 
ences. Wood cabinet optional. 
\.C. and Battery Models. 

Mail coupon for 16 -page folder 
describing complete details of 
this really GREAT receiver. 

COfViET -',i1 

Custom-Built p R 0- 
by 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO. 
424.438 W. 33rd St., New York 

Please send 16 -page illustrated folder de- 
scribing COMET PRO" Short -Wave Super- 
heterodyne. 

Name 

Address 

SW -2 
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Two -Tube AC Band -Spreader 
Works Loud Speaker 

(Continued from page 
coil. For band spread tuning, a Hammar- 
lund 80 mmf. equalizing condenser is 
mounted in the top of the coil form, and 
is shunted directly across the grid coil. 
The method of tapping the coils to ob- 
tain band spread is shown in the diagram. 

No switch is provided to turn off the 
whole receiver, as this would necessi- 
tate the running of the A.C. leads into 
the receiver. The only switch used is in 
series with the plate supply "B" nega- 
tive lead, which is useful to transmitting 
amateurs as one does not have to wait for 
filament heating. 

Antenna To Use 
The antenna that was found best for 

this receiver was a long low wire. This 
type gives considerably less background 
noise. However, this receiver will pull 
in foreign stations with an antenna only 
ten feet long and the coupling condenser 
adjusted closer. 

All negative leads are connected to the 
aluminum can, and the whole thing is 
"grounded." 

For reception on the 100 to 200 meter 
band, the coil needs 42 turns in the grid 

coil and 11 turns in the plate coil; also 
an increase in the grid condenser tuning 
capacity, which should now be 100 mmf. 
instead of 35 mmf. 

List of Parts 
1 -Blan 7x6x9 inch shield box 1- National type B dial 
1 -Eby antenna and ground unit 
1 -Eby phone tip unit 1- Yaxley switch 
1 -35 mmf. Hammarlund condenser 
1- 50,000 ohm (Clarostat) potentiometer 
1 -6 prong wafer socket Eby (Alden) 
1 -5 prong wafer socket Eby (Alden) 
1 -5 prong bakelite socket Eby (Alden) 
4 -80 mmf. Hammarlund equalizing con- 

densers 
2 -2 meg. grid leaks, Lynch 
1- 250,000 ohm resistor, Lynch 
1 -1500 ohm resistor, Lynch 
2 -.002 mf. Aerovox condensers 
1 -.006 mf. Aerovox condensers 
2 -.5 mf. tubular Aerovox (Concourse) 

condensers 
3 -5 prong coil forms (National or Silver 

Marshall) 

20 METER 

C2 
C011. 

LL 
10 y4T 
NR 20 
ENAM. 
WIRE 

TAP 
AT Se/4T 
MOM TOP 

L2 
(TICKLER) 
ST. Nt.28 

S.C.C. 
WIRE 

Cl. 

LI 
10 Vat 
Nt.20 
LUAU. 
WIRE 

TAP a 

AT 8b4 T. 
FROM TOP 

GTOC. L2 
(TICNL[R 

S T. Nt. 8 
S.e.e. 
WIR[ - 1%[-OM a 

40 METER 
COIL 

C2 

32 YeT 
Ní.24-, 
ENAM 
WIRE 

80 METER 
COIL 

(NO 

L2 74. 
(TICKLER) 

TT. 1121 28 
S.C.C. 
WIRE `BOTTOM HOTS 

(O 
COIL COIL USE'Y'FN EO CTEE O 

FROM TOP) 

L2 
F 

TICKLER 
111 

Coil details for Band -Spread Receiver. 

The Short -Wave Beginner 
(Continued from page 609) 

without wires on the detector. The "C" 
(cathode) terminal is connected with a 
wire to the common ground terminal on 
the under side of the baseboard. 

The filament wires must be quite heavy. 
The best thing for this purpose is twisted 
lamp cord. Solder one wire on each of 
the "F" terminals of the detector socket 
and solder the other ends of these wires 
to the two binding posts on the left in 
the rear of the set (the two that were 
formerly used for the "C -" and "A +" 
battery terminals). 

Connect the wire from the "G,' ter- 
minal on the transformer to the "G" 
terminal on the new audio tube socket. 
Resolder the "P" socket terminal to the 
front "phone" binding post. Connect an- 
other piece of the twisted lamp cord to 
the two "F" terminals and wire them to 
the "F" terminals on the detector socket, 
so that the two are connected together. 

We have two new pieces of apparatus 
that have not yet been connected in the 
set. They are the 2,700 ohm resistor and 
the 1 mf. condenser. These are mounted 
on the baseboard near the "C" terminal 
on the amplifier socket as shown. Take 
a piece of wire and solder it 'o the lat- 
ter terminal and connect the other end 
to one terminal on both the resistor and 
the condenser. Then with another piece 
of wire, connect the other terminal on 
each of these two parts to the common 
ground wiring. The last wire in the set 
is the one connecting between the "F" 
terminal on the transformer which also 

connects to the common ground wiring. 
This completes the changes in the set 

wiring. You will notice by looking at 
the wiring diagram that the binding posts 
at the back of the set have been re- 
designated. The two left terminals are 
connected with a piece of twisted lamp 
cord to the A and B binding posts on 
the amplifier and power unit. The third 
from the left is the "B - ", which con- 
nects to the H post on the amplifier and 
the last connection is the "B +" which 
connects to the G binding post. 

We are now ready to try the set. Turn 
the power switch on the amplifier to the 
ON position -this turns on the entire 
set. The filament rheostat of the set is 
left without any connections, although, 
if a really neat job is desired, the power 
switch on the amplifier can be trans- 
ferred to the set panel, in the position 
occupied by the rheostat. 

Operating the Set 
When the power switch is turned on, 

the filaments on all the tubes, both in 
the set and the amplifier, should light. 
It is best to connect the phones to the 
binding posts on the set, to try it. Tune 
the set in the usual way, using the vol- 
ume control to control the regeneration. 
If the set oscillates too freely, move the 
position of the "G" contact on the volt- 
age divider resistor to a lower position 
(R3 in the amplifier last month). If the 
set will not oscillate over the complete 
band, move the band higher. 
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Letters from Short Wave Fans 
(Cunt uttrerl 

WE HANG OUR HEADS 
Editar, SIIDRT WAVE CRAFT: 

t t'otn page 61 4) 

I have been a reader of your magazine, SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT, for several years. Am also an 
ardent radio enthusiast and have operated 
Amateur Radio Station WRAKF very consis- 
tently, using both "tone" and "C.W." I am sure 
this call is very familiar to many of your 
readers. 

If you will go over the issues of SHORT WAVE 
CRAFT for the past year you can find retarding 
articles in each issue. The one in particular 
which has caused so much concern among the 
"tone" operators, is in the February- March 
1932, issue and features an "Inexpensive Fone 
Transmitter." You have informed your readers 
in the December- January issue that an oscillator 
could not be successfully modulated and directly 
in the next issue reverse your opinion and tell 
them how satisfactory it is to modulate an oscil- 
lator by the absorption principle. I hope this 
article was not taken to heart by our younger 
brothers and put to use, as conditions on the 
"tone" bands do not warrant such antique 
equipment. 

I suppose you realize the "amateur fraternity" 
depends on your publication as a source of ad- 
vanced information concerning radio trans- 
mitting and receiving, with better operating 
conditions and practices as their objective. I 
trust in the future you will give this your deep- 
est consideration and publish and feature articles 
which will be forward and constructive and 

thereby impress on the minds of your readers 
who, in most cases, are amateur operators of 
today or tomorrow, modern ideals of the fra- 
ternity. 

I believe in so doing SHORT WAVE. CRAFT and 
all the amateur operators and short wave listen- 
ers will be greatly benefited. I sincerely believe 
this note has expressed the ideals of thousands 
and if I may be of service to regarding any 
radio activities I will be glad to do so to the 
best of my ability. 

Yours for cooperation. 
MARVIN W. SHELLHAMER, 
Amateur Radio tation W8AKP, 
The Voice of the Anthracite Coal Region, 
258 Brown St., Tamaqua, 
Schuylkill County, Pa. 

(Thanks a lot, Marvin, and we will bear in 
mind what you have to say regarding future 
articles on 'phone transmitters. We should have 
labeled the article you speak of with a blurb 
stating that the loop transmitters are of par- 
ticular interest to students of the subject and 
that they are not desirable for everyday use by 
amateurs. We understand that the loop absorp- 
tion modulators are used in some of the port- 
able army radiophone transmitters. 

The editors had the thought in mind that the 
principle involved mould be of interest to new 
students of short [cares, but as you suggest, the 
loop absorption method might be taken too 
strongly to heart by some of them, Thanks 

,arn for the suggestion -Editor.) 

2 -Tube Portable All Wave Receiver 
(Continued from page 5,ß'î) 

T h e regeneration control, a 50,000 
ohm Car ter variable resistor, is 
mounted on the right -hand panel. The 
ear phones are connected to the set by 
an Eby phone post strip mounted next 
to the regeneration control. The grid -leak 
leads are soldered directly to the leak 
to conserve space. 

The tube sockets selected were spring 
suspension sockets, selected not because 
of size, but because it was thought they 
would be useful when set was to be used 
in portable auto receiving. 

The rheostat, switch and binding posts 
are all mounted on the rear panel. The 
left panel supports the 13 plate Pilot 
midget "band spread" condenser, the an- 
tenna and ground binding posts and the 
coil socket. 

In order to wire the set, it was found 
necessary to have the front panel, as well 
as the top of the shield can removed 
most of the time, and for this reason it was 
decided to mount only the main tuning 
condenser on the front and have this 
panel readily removable. This was ac- 
complished by having the stator connec- 
tion on the condenser made by a "free" 
wire with a forked clip soldered on the 
end and fastened to the condenser by a 
nut provided for that purpose. 

The use of such a small condenser as a 
pilot 5 plate midget for a main tuning 
condenser provides good band spreading 
and eliminates the need for a vernier 
dial, which is always hard to mount on 
an aluminum panel. 

Rubber feet are provided to eliminate 
noises when the set is operated on a metal 
surface. Another precaution necessary 
to prevent noise is to tighten the upper 
corners of the corner posts by squeezing 
with pliers and then forcing the sides 
into them, otherwise the corners and 
corner posts will create excess noises 
and at times the set will refuse to oper- 
ate altogether when this condition is 
present. 

The only really novel part of the cir- 

Reinartz Next Month! 
Due to unavoidable circumstances this 

month's installment of John L. Reinarti s 
series -"How to Become A Radio Ama- 
teur" -had to be postponed till next issue. 

cuit is the extra by -pass condenser C2. 
This was found a great aid to smooth re- 
generation and also to prevent fringe 
howl, and while not necessary in ordinary 
two -tube regeneratives, it is necessary 
here probably because of the close place- 
ment of parts and the resultant inter - 
coupling and need for extra by- passim 
This condenser and also condenser CI 
are both mounted on top of the 85 milli- 
henry R. F. C. by means of friction tape. 

The 1 mf. regeneration control resistor 
is mounted on the lower left of the rear 
panel. 

The coils are all wound on UX tube 
bases and the tickler coils are wound on 
the finger tips, tied with thread, and 
mounted simply by inserting the wires 
in the prongs and soldering. The coils 
are wound as follows: 

Secondary 
20 meters 7 turns No. 22 D. C. C. 
20 " 9 " ditto 
40 " 17 " ditto 
80 " 21 " ditto 
80 " 28 ditto 
Broadcast 90 S. S. C. turns No. 36 

Primary 
6 turns No. 32 D. C. C. 
7 ditto 
8 " ditto 
ï ditto 
ï ditto 

11) turns No. _! D. t'. 

Novel Short -Wave Coil 
Ideas 

(Continued /111111 page 587) 
support the coil sections, while each unit 
is permanently held in place by the slut 
walls. By marking off tl e slots on the 
surface of the tube, they can be cut by 
a hacksaw into which two or three blades 
can be fitted at the some time, so as to 
cut a slot of the desired width. If access 
is had to a milling machine or a lathe 
then a saw or milling cutter can be used 
to cut the slots in the tube. The ridges, 
B, may be sunk to the depth of the in- 
ner tube surface by placing one tight- 
fitting tube within another and allowing 
the ridges B to be formed on the second 
tube. 
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$20.00 Prize Monthly For Best Set 
THE editors offer a $20.00 monthly prize for 
the best short -wave receiver submitted. If your set does not receive the monthly prize 

you still have a chance to win cash money, as 
the editors will be glad to pay space rates for 
any articles accepted and published in SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT. 

You had better write the "S -W Contest Edi- tor," giving him a short description of the set 
and a diagram, BEFORE SHIPPING THE 
ACTUAL SET, as it will save time and expense all around. A $20.00 prize will be paid each 
month for an article describing the best short- 
wave receiver, converter, or adapter. Sets should 
not have more than five tubes and those adapt- 
ed to the wants of the average beginner are 
much in demand. 

Sets must be sent PREPAID and should be 
CAREFULLY PACKED in a WOODEN box! 

The closing date for each contest is sixty days 
preceding date of issue (January I for the 
March issue, etc.) 

The judges will be the editors of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT, and Robert Hertzberg and Clif- 
ford E. Denton, who will also serve on the exam- 
ining board. Their findings will be final. 

Articles with complete coil, resistor and con- 
denser values. together with diagram, must ac- 
company each entry. All sets will be returned 
prepaid after publication. 

REQUIREMENTS: Good workmanship always 
commands prize- winning attention on the part 
of the judges: neat wiring is practically impera- 
tive. Other important features the judges will 
note are: COMPACTNESS, NEW CIRCUIT 
FEATURES. and PORTABILITY. The sets may 
be A.C. or battery-operated. Straight Short -Wave 
Receivers, Short -Wave Converters, or Short - 
Wave Adapters. No manufactured sets will be 
considered; EVERY SET MUST BE BUILT BY 
THE ENTRANT. Tubes, batteries, etc., may be 
submitted with the set if desired, but this is not 
essential. NO THEORETICAL DESIGNS WILL 
BE CONSIDERED! The set must be actually 
built and in working order. Employees and their 
families of SHORT WAVE CRAFT are excluded. 
Address letters and packages to the SHORT 
WAVE CONTEST EDITOR, care of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT Magazine, 96 -98 Park Place, 
New York, N. Y. 

See page 635 for 
IMPORTANT 

Announcement on 
NEW BOOKS 

News of the industry, 
technical articles, 
service hints, ideas 
and hundreds of bar- 

gains. 

BALTIMOR 
/ RAD10 CORP. 

Dept. S 

725 Broadway New York, N. Y. 

PATENTS -TRADE MARKS 
All cases submitted given personal 
attention by members of the firm. 
Information and booklet free 

LANCASTER, ALLWINE & ROMMEL 
PATENT LAW OFFICES 

Suite 030 B15-15th St. N. W., Washington, D. C. 

DO IT NOW' 

YUN 
YOUR IDEAS 
REGISTER YOUR 

TRADEMARK ay 

Z.H. POLACHEK 
1234 BROADWA 

31st, NE YORK 
9(6. PATENT ATTORNEY PRo ENGINEER 

WHAT IS YOUR INVENTION? 
Send me a simple sketch or model for 

CONFIDENTIAL ADVICE 
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Official Doerle Receivers 
runrrtE hAVe 

storm 
been prolncel Aloft-wave receivers which have taker, ti,, whole 

rte try by 'noel. + the now fa DOER .F: Receivers. Mr. nnerle 
described Iris lira ire r. the now famous TWO TUBE 1 2;011 MILE RED'El V1 It 

in the Uaromler- .IangarI iss a of $110111' WAVE. CRAFT. V011 have seen the utahy letters 
puhlieh,l ill SIB 11íT WAVE 1('ItAFT laudinr this receiver to 1h skies, and for a rood rcq-on. 
It is a low-priced rereit . truss i short -wave stations from II over the world. lOXt'- 
I.AItL'', in practically sany location, not only in this country but anywhere. Ti -and of experimenters have built their own. and have obtained too fold... ofold... .+ results, as lun - 

of glowing testimonial letter. I r,our radio fans testily. 
Recently, Mr. Daierle brought riot a her receiver, the 

TII REE TUBE SIGNAL t RI I'l'F :It, which rdready ha- 
started to make hirtr,ry. There is no question that the time 
Who job will also make its triumphant tour all over the 
weld. 

We repeat that we do not believe that there are two 
n efficient and practical low -priced 

the 
receivers. more 

,e today at the present stage of the art than the 
Doerle TWO TUt TURF: 12.500 MILE RECEIVER and 
THREE TUBE SIGNAL (.RIPPER. 

In the ctours, of the year, we haver received many 15- 

queeta for these re and have ,.old va great In we 
Parts for both both 

tests which 
but not 

rplacntilt 
recently 

tr -ithave 
awe 

our 
supply the two complete + so that you can either 
buy them nomnletely wired rorlvinr kit form. 

By special arrangement with the Ptrbli +hers of SHORT 
WAVE ('RAFT, we are a n le, -ition t 11 yen these 
official r 

e 
that 

s 

all us short. wave enthusiasts who 
wished ems either of these line . Iw none 
us 1153 then, will t a gqesrinn in their 

can 
J tlml 

they will performs Bag ,. 
It took a lot of later, and much ingenuity to collect the 

correct parts to make +,ore that each receiver would work 
tinder all cm mstance+. This means that all the ogee) 
"hdg+' have been ironed out Lyres in urh way that 
you may order every receiver with lull eonfidenee. that 

in p cticraally 
every loatiou, mgwhere, ''they will d,. 

ONLY FIRST CLASS PARTS USED 
It may he laawible to buy the parts of the completed 

seta at a lnwe: price. We admit this at Once. But if you 
will look over our parts list. you will find that onle first dal. 
nsafcrial is asrd. We have done away with all losses. 
There is no "hand r parir,.." IN TFIF :SE TWO SSTs 
(lNt ' THE ItES'P t'rlN its' \ >El( t \It dill tl' 

MEANS II AM51 AItLUN D -ARE l'S1;P. The web. could le produced for a considerahl 
leis a ont if we sed cheaper comden.ers. We have refrained from lining so L ee aovew 

anted a first claw product. And this rocs for everything eke in tile They a. e law i 

price. yet the quality is excellent eon -ide Mg the low price. Tlitm. for ...nee. we a e usine 
Kurt,, -Kasch dials because we found then, excellent for their purpose, and as everyone know., 
the are really tir[ ,'lass i 

r 
The Las - 53rd - e of lani ted well -seasoned veneer 

d lit will not warp. Panels are polished eloch the c.dense, seal other 
part, arc mounted. Thee panels do wry with baited c. The plea -in e,, b a eof Rake - 

lin und aim 'Il. 1 low toe In short. les, tla 

redkralyy 
how . rl r ' a . v ,alit 

ww 

ide 
despite 

,ekes w' i,ri..E i,l r u.l., e of 11.e \lie mold 
I'eu.R.ins r'r W'.rJ. ,I.ole.i pr W, -ri ..ke. r.rvx.q with 
ra or and l 53ór, f a /Lotel1, tar ,sere u low 

Ìn .Mor. elssl rll: rfut,,'' 1ÌI. w11ó 
the business-h. 

Only by making these sets In quanti- 
ties can we afford to sell them at 
the extremely low prices quoted. 
. 

HOW DO THE TWO SETS DIFFER' 
1wol Ii..nt. I_.:.nn \111.1. -IIt,111 Wri sí51. rl.; ...tr.. 1..1 

to Le used it bmelpnnnee. Itlwaeh it t rra iae ,. r iu ralong. 
n the loudspeaker. We. however. do not make much a lain.. eaten,. 

. tis 5.000 end 10.000 mike sway emus in only on 
headphone.. Then is art two 230 two-volt battery type tube.. 

The THREE TUSK SIGNAL "RIPPER. 
ae is a .a 

it. earn. 
a It adir. . hree tune rat. It aiwt use the 200 type 

Is2 more powerful than the smaller d will bring 
r t dietetic. on e loudspeaker. A sued m..nelk lod.p,r 

Mould h v l Thos. for . from Il ever she 
in 
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earphones. 
ofer, nrr..a knu 12.000 mile. Jùt.i.i 
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The price tif the two .et. Maude e nl olnf.in coil.. Berl, rse 

tel from ordin..y dry cells. The "It' benerY ph 
h+eit M1rr 90 v,Jta or Its vola for rah. TIth ER T'UHF. ent.K AI. ORI I'. 
PER. cor the TWO TURF. NET. 0 volt.' uionlent. 

Ruth 
lmaure 

e et rho.ly ,,..11 
!+raie 

rele sin 
h1 tnorr l r J -i.0 ,'. 

n he I' . .r o eJ positions exam rime y,u'tr ate 

WHAT THEY SAY! 
I lac hua:. _.. and I want to e.y it liens 

all you ay i , 
J. Jarnn w .. , var t. CunJ,erlaud. SIl. I 

sore. List! 
Hove not marvlefed , ,,,her. I received the followimt 
the lood.l1w. ker: \ .)1Ìt. VEOOK, VEOOW', KK(J, 

WIX.AL. W:X.AF. W ;,A Ii t v 1. W_XAB. WAKE. WAXAI.. 
WOO". W!f. A.A. Kaisers... Iton.Ielu. Rodapr.n, Hungary. and 
"i, :.roe' i..: s eq.. 

Ma sais tram-. K. F. II. I. Hammond. Ind. 

This Is Gains fonte! 
Today is my third dao for working the Bwdr .et. and to data 1 have 

received over arty .nations Some r the le dotant one. I .hell 
lia From my home in Aluplewwsl. N. J..oI received the following 
WS'K.Atlent,. t la.; Wr:K. Uh;f: WnRll\l. Fr. Wayne. Ind.: WOA I'S 
Elgin. 111.; W''F:IIK. 

' Tut u' ..x'vl 
wLkL 1 la uni lùrrd i, roll book. 

That n bad r .nl for ,or. er d. -tube job, u it? 1 

will newer a 

,,, 
M1 ionn any 

Jsels Prior. 11 51.0 iv o,d Terrace. Maplewood. N. J. 

A Good Word Iw the hoed. 
I I would like a tad in for h. Dorris s112.500 mmileFrem e.. ,end Ode mean all"rr wreckers in away 

" 
recommend 

wa "perks t all "ham:' in big . 

J. Kedball., 150e Belt SraL Baltimore. Md. 

A Doerle Elltrtoo.,t 
1 ha. nlete,l a -oho J.er! eel'[ IY 

',Uri rrl 111 ,r ell rire nu.l \ i,.d>) , fl 
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viró w weldor' "rria. :vais h. Lurk Iba 241. Grayling. Mich. 

Two Tube 12,500 Mile Doerle Receiver 
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a ph.. of alum 
,.l i 

Aim 
i eh.e;lhk w 

.d.n 
Lie taf ro.Ii.r1J 

14 Condense.. - ohm Rh., ndS trh: I 

l'.rrle.n AA,linTransform :' 1:.nt.rKuelr \'errri.rsUÙla; 0 Ra4rlit. 
la,w 1,55 555.4515; I Mirmmo'd F1g.ulttrr Anntrma Cndrwr: I W01 
Arn,ror Fias/ CnnJenm.r; -5 mre. . er er, rdurn id I.eak: : 

T.lePhonr Pin Jacks; 1 Aluminum P.nei; 1 Veneer Buelm.rt; 1 H.kolie 
Rhr ot K, Bakelite Rinli e Pont ; 1 t of 4 Bakelite Short 
Wave av Iq i lil+ f r)prrarou: 

1 Bt of Iardnc. W r 
etc. 

. `s ee. il g weight 511s 

No. 2140. TWO TI1BF. 12.500 MILE OOERI.Fo SHORT WAVE 

tat u 1. 
vw"' 

fiam ontECFiVEI. 

ori,IreU e! a8.70 
TOUR PRICE 

No. MG. TWO TPKE, 12.500 MILE UOEIILE Sllnitl' 45 VE 
AIF,C:II'F:R KIT. with all pare u 

:r.d, with l,lu. ' ne 

e$7.70 ep of / 1T .i.1t S 
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Complete 

PHi 'i: 
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nr 
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rnmMtuhe, with this wt.rrW, mur1a r-sl her hove other. talk .boat 

I,fr.lrni'h. we have. a, t t . to reretve v sing!. r ,meine on Oa.. 

Three Tube Doerle Signal Gripper 

GUARANTEE 
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.00014 Tuning 
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. 

C,.ndenwrr.: 
1 ('arte, 20 ohm Rl.reatst 

mid Sw itch, l l'eerlce.A,Win Tren.f.,rmer:2 Kuta.K mach Vermrr IIiJ.: 
2 Se. of Short Wave Ooil: I.S Meo.hrn ('arhor.m,mm id I.eok: 2 
RTC 1r.l.(Toke.: Bakelite Low l os,Snckete: S ieamold Equaliser 
Aerial Condensers: 1 Bakelite Binding P: 

ñ 

p2Telephn'e 
Phi 

lar4f :2lnkliel Ina l Panel: Veneer Ow- 
Set o 1ir ne elY.... 

tt 
for Operation; 1 9etn11 - I..e. 

Wire. ihipp`i.itIM 
No. 2143. TIiREF TUBE UJttltSIINtL 

cuunlrtely wired. 
ready to use. YOUR PRII.'F. 

'l'111tEF. TUBE i)nYRLE SIGNAL GRIPPE it 1:I I. 
nll par. es 

tm 

....died s lwv b t "d wit, 

FT.! m $10.5 0 wiigh 
J Ibs YOUR 

,.. 

]o215. Complete of a 
.le months 

bi 
,. 

, Brandes x,elmd Ñn1Mo 
rOlm: 

Ñ.enefvwllnu,Lpeeaker. enc. 
phte. AMAMI. weight J2Ibn. $11.00 

ORDER FROM Send money order or certified check. 
C.O.D. only if 20% remittance accote- 

T H I S PAGE panier all orders. Order NOW -TODAY I FREE 
100 -pare Radio and Short Wave Treatise; 100 

hook -ups, 1,000 illustrations. Enclose 4c for post- 
age. Treatise sent by return mail. 

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, I00A Park Place, New York City 
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1933 

SWAPPERS 
SWAPPERS are swappers of corre- 

spondence. During the past few years 
we have noted that Short -Wave enthus- 
iasts love to get acquainted with each 
other by mail in order to swap exper- 
iences. 

Use a postcard only. Never write a 
letter. Address postcard as follows: 

SWAPPERS, c.o SHORT WAVE CRAFT. 
96 -98 PARK PLACE. NEW YORK. N. Y. 

On the blank side of the postal PRINT 
clearly your name, address, city and 
State; nothing else! No charge for this 
service.- EDITOR. 

CARLTON ABERNATHY 
1840 Overbrook Rd.. Clearwater, Fla. 

ORVAL ANDERSON 
17 Ascot Ave.. Toronto, Ontario. 

J. M. ANDRAUD. U.S.N.R. (Ex -Op.t 
41 Morton St., New York City. 

DANA W. ATCHLEY, JR. 
Ocean Ave.. Newburyport. Mass. 

LELAND S. AX 
SS. Dow Chemical. Marine P. (l.. Detroit. 
Mich. 

PETER J. BACK 
5618 N. Clark St.. Chicago, Ill. 

BUD BARRETT 
6 West Ave., Larchmont. N. Y. 

ROCCO BATTAGLINO 
1377 Bay St., Ft. Wadsworth. Staten Island. 
N. Y. 

PETER BORSE 
2855 N. 58th St., Milwaukee, Wia. 

CAREY BRITTON 
84 Lanning Ave., Penna Grove, N.J. 

ORMOND "ORN" BROWNING 
1050 So. 29th St., Omaha. Neb. 

CLARENCE CARLSON 
Box 84, Avoca, Minn. 

DONALD M. CLUTE 
Andover. Ohio. 

RICHARD COLWELI. 
439 West Main St., Deshler. Ohio. 

CRANE W9ER 
Timken. Kansas. 

A. G. DAUGERDAS, W8GVI 
612 Linden Ave., New Kensington, l'a. 

R. MONTALVO DEL TORO 
P. O. Box 198. Cabo Rojo. Porto Rico. 

JOHN W. DOOLEY 
Coalgate. Oklahoma. 

FRANCIS DOWERS 
820 S. W. Fifth St., Perryton, Tesas. 

EDWIN DUNN 
3940 Carpenter Ave.. Bronx. New York City. 

MAURICE DUTTON 
Orleans, Vermont. 

JAMES ECKENWILER 
244 Arlington Ave., S. W., Canton. Ohio. 

DAWKINS ESPY, JR. 
705 McClure Ave.. Taylor. Texas. 

MANUEL T. EUGENIE 
48 Cayetano Frellane St.. Malabon. Rizal. 
Philippine Islands. 

HARRY GEE 
84 Humber Blvd.. Mt. Dennis. Toronto. Ont.. 
Canada. 

P. J. GOTZSCH 
Lean van Eiken Duinen 1 I. 'S- Gravenhage, 
Holland, Europe. 

ROBERT D. GILES 
217 Webster St.. Clarksburg. W. Va. 

R. A. GUTEKUNST 
Drayton. North Dakota. 

HENRY GUTTMAN 
997 Kelly St., New Yorke N. Y. 

"BUD" HAYES 
1626 Commonwealth Ave.. Boston, Mass. 

ERNEST A. HECKLER 
Box 194. Iron Mountain, Mich. 

JOHN HIX 
1928 16th Ave.. South. Birmingham, Ala. 

J. EDWIN HOLT 
164 Fairfield Ave.. Stamford. Conn. 
JOHN W. HUGHES 

318 West Iowa. Denver, Colo. 
CURTIS JENKINSON 

204 Spring Ave., Pomeroy. Ohio. 
CLARENCE W. JOHNSON 

63 Winslow Ave., W. Somerville, Mass. 

EV E. JOHNSON 
1328 Shotwell St.. San Francisco, Calif. 

JAMES KELLY 
524 So. Main Ave., Sidney. Ohio. 

JOHN KOSTIS 
507/, Fulton St., Elizabeth, N. J. 

RAYMOND KRONFORST 
R. No. 1. Francis Creek, Wisconsin. 

J. M. MAHLSTADT 
Aredale, Iowa. 

415 Fifth Ave., Huntington, W. Va. 
DOUGLAS MAUER 

609 Sprague St.. Madison. Wis. 
JINKS MeNUTT 

308 West Harrison St.. Maud, Okla. 
ROBERT MEYERS 

1228 65th Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 
E. MICHAEL 

349 West 85th St., New York City. 
HAROLD H. MILLER 

2449 Willow Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
IAN MURDOCH 

17 Main St., W., Grimsby. Ontario. Can. 
HUBERT NOLAN 

Box 357, Burnet, Texas. 
EDWARD O'COLE 

2714 Warren Blvd.. Chicago. Ill. 
"DICK" OLSON 

2919 Aldrich Ave. No., Minneapolis, Minn. 
HAROLD L. H. OTIS 

1006 Lefingwell Rd.. Norwalk. Calif. 
GEORGE PAPUK 

Box 193, Grant Town, West Virginia. 
B. A. PATTERSON 

P. O. Box 27. Slocomb, Ala. 
LAWRENCE PILAT 

3339 West 59th St., Cleveland, Ohio. 
CLIFF PORTER 

135 East Pittsburgh St., Greensburg. Pa. 
PHILIP PORTER 

115 No. George Ave., Mason City. Iowa. 
RICHARD QUIRK 

R. D. No. 3, Madison, Ohio. 
JAMES RAY 

Bardstown, Ky. 
JAMES B. REID 

Box 294, Houston, Miss. 
EUGENE RIGSBY 

2427 Sherry Rd.. Louisville. Ky. 
FRED ROSENTRETER 

914 Haynes St., Fremont. Ohio. 
E. L. ROYI.AND 

1548 West 7th St.. Brooklyn. N. Y. 
LEONARD RUBIN 

55 Lanark Road, Boston. Mans. 
ARTHUR S. R. RUTHEN 

38 Cranston Ave.. St. John, New Brunswick, 
Canada. 

LIEUT. CHARLES F. SAENDLIN 
Radio Signal Officer. U. S. Army Signal 
Corp., P. O. Box 8. Sta. L., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

ALFRED H. SCHMIDT 
3910 N. Oriole Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

LOUIS SELTZER. W3COG 
2310 M St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
M. R. SHIVELY, W8BIK 

920 S. Church St.. Hastings, Mich. 
JOHN SJODIN 

3503 Melrose Ave.. Chicago, Ill. 
ROBERT R. SMATHERS 

R. F. D. No. 1, Raymond. Miss. 
M. R. SMITH 

Box 342, Selkirk. Manitoba. Canada. 
JOHN A. SMOOT 

3010 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C. 
TED SOUZA, W6FKL 

110 Bell Drive, Atwater, Cal. 
CHARLES SOVATSKY 

169 West Ridge St., Nanticoke. l'a. 
ARTHUR STEINBERG 

515 -1st Street So., New Ulm. Minn. 
EDWARD STONE 

53 South 7th West. Provo, Utah. 
ROBT. M. STRATTON 

36 Smith St.. Middletown, N. Y. 
CARL STUMP 

P. O. Box 372. Prescott, Arizona. 
'l'ED SURA 

4366 3 -Mile Drive. Detroit, Mich. 
H. D. SWICK 

Box 127. Buena Vista. Colo. 
WILBUR J. TABOR 

Spring Valley, Minnesota. 
WARREN TAYLOR 

5744 Pillsbury Ave.. Minneapolis, Minn. 
OWEN S. THIBIDEAU 

e Windsor Hotel, Stratford. Ont., Canada. 

n3' 

DATAPRINTS 
\ iter Give 

Technical 
Information 

on the 

Building 
of 

Worthwhile 
Apparatus 

Dataprint containing data ter 
.onstrueting this 3 ft. spark 

OudinTesla coil. 

$.75 
Includes condenser data. 

11'1' I Ie:K 44DATAPRINTS" 
TESLA OR OUDIN COILS 

inch spark, data for building, Including 
ondenser data 90.75 

Inch spark, data for building, including con - 
denser data 0.75 

Violetta type, high frequency coil data; 110 
volt A.C. or D.C. type; 1" spark; used for 
giving "violet raye' treatments 0.75 

How to operate Oudin roll from a vacuum tube 
oscillator 0.75 

TRANSFORMER DATA 
spy sire, 200 to 5000 watts. (1 primary and 

I secondary voltage data supplied- spocily 
watts and voltage desired/ 61.00 

I k.w. 20.000 -volt transformer data, 110 -volt 
00 -eyrie primary. Suitable for operating 3 ft 
Ondin coil 0.50 

k.w. 15,000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt, 
n0 -eycle primary. Suitable for operating fl- 
inch Oudls coil 0.50 

luduct Inn Coils -1 to 12 inch spark data 0.75 

MAGNET COIL DATA 
1 'nerful battery electro- magnet; lifts 40 lbs.....$0.50 
110 volt D.C. magnet to lift 25 lbs. 0.50 
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifts 2 lb. through 1 inch 0.50 
110 Volt D.C. solenoid. lifts 0 lb. through 1 Inch 0.50 
12 Volt D.C. solenoid. lifts 2 lb. through 1 Inch 0.50 
A. C. Solenoid, powerful. 110 -volt, 60 -cycle 0.50 
MOTOR -1/16 B.P., 110 volt A.C. 60 cycle 

(suitable for driving 12" fan or light appa- 
ratus), constructional data 0.50 
1-2410 ,grle Synchronous motor 0.50 

Ir Synchronous motor 0.50 

TELEGRAPHONE- Records Voice or 
"Code" signala on steel wire by mag- 
netism. Code can be recorded "last" 
and translated "slow ". Construction 
data (speetaH $0.50 

:LOCKS -Electric chime ringer. Don 
sake one to fit on any ordinary dock 0.50 

MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS - 
-,trie Ice Skates -Ilow to make 0.50 
w to Thaw Pipes by Electricity 0.75 

motor circuits- hook -ups 0.75 
practical telephone hook -ups 0.50 

'l'i ra sore Locator 0.50 
100 mechanical movements for inventor 0.50 
Polarised Relay-Ultra Sensitive 0.5(1 
t :lect ro- medlral roll (slue king roll) 0.51 
REFRIGERATION MACHINE - Dataprint- 

Rom to slake Data _._ 1.00 

SLIDE RULES - Specially Selected 
w4nn s' l0 -inch wood slide rule, oclurate(y 

. ud (prepaid) 11.10 
ELECTRICAL Slide Rule, 10 inch star. with 

see (al electrical law ratios and indexes, wool 
silk sJdtr Ivorine stales, prepaid 5.73 
"Pocket" slide rule 4.00 

Circular Pocket" slide rule. Fits vest pocket, 
diame.er, leather case 4.00 

. elent'.s circular slide rule 1.50 

(Postage 10 cents extra on last three slide rules.) 

Tile I).ATAPRI'T COMP.% ' 
Lock Boa 322 RAMSEY. N. .. 
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Fan SHORT WAVE CRAFT for FEBRUARY, 1933 

GET A CONVERTER FREE! 

HERE at last you have it-a highly sensitive short- 
wave converter, 15 to 200 meters, that works on 
any set and that has its own A, B and C supply 

built in and that does not use plug -in coils for band 
shifting. 

Two separate tuning condensers and two dials are 
used, so there can not be any possibility of sensitivity 
loss due to mistuning, as where ganging prevails. Also, 
any intermediate frequency may be used. 

The little extra effort in tuning is well repaid by 
thousands of miles of extra reception. Stations all over 
the world have been tuned in, using this converter with 
a good broadcast set. 

There are only three connections to make in team- 
ing up the converter with a receiver. 

Two coils are used, one for oscillator, the other 
for modulator, and two tube sockets are near these 
coils, underneath the top panel, not for tubes but so 
that you can move the flexible grid connecting wire of 
the two condensers to any one of four points for wave 
shifting. Simple. effective, inexpensive, infallible! 

Three 237 tubes are used. These are of the auto- 
motive series and are most economical, the total con- 

PARTS FOR A MIDGET 
CONVERTER 

No matter what type of broadcast receiver 
you have, you can get short waves by using 
a midget short -wave converter built of parts 
we can supply. The panel is only 5 x 6! 
inches. There is only one tuning control. No 
squeals, howls or body capacity. This model 
is available for battery operation and uses 
three 227 tubes with heaters in series. Full 
details supplied with order. 

All nnrts for the battery model (less three 
227 tubes), free with a year's subscription 
for Radio World, (iá $6.00. Order PR -3B. 

The three 227 tubes can be supplied 0i $2.00. 
No subscription goes with tubes. Converter 
shipping charges must be paid by you. 

A set of three shielded coils on 1 lt inch 
diameter to cover the broadcast band, with a 
tap on secondary that enables going down to 
80 meters. For screen grid tubes, including 
vari -mu tubes. An aluminum cover (not 
shown) screws over the base. Send $3 for 

sumption, A and B power being less than 10 watts, 
hence costing no more than one -tenth of a cent per 
hour to operate! 

This converter works on superheterodynes as well 
as on tuned radio frequency sets, because IF ANY 
CONVERTER IS A GOOD ONE IT IS BOUND TO 
WORK ON ANY TYPE OF SET. 

There are 16 mfd. of filter capacity and a 15 henry 
B choke, in the B supply, as well as a husky line trans- 
former. 

Do not suppose just because the offer of these parts 
is generous that this converter does not perform effi- 
ciently, for it is a knockout! What sensitivity! What 
power! What results! Send $12 today for a 2 -year 
(104 issues) subscription for RADIO WORLD and get 
the parts for this converter free (less tubes). Order 
PR -NCV. A clear diagram is furnished with each kit. 
Note the kit is not wired. Shipments made by express 
at your expense. Order Cat. R -CNV. 

TUBES USED: Three 237, supplied extra at 
$3.50, if desired. No subscription offer attaches to the 
tubes. 

a 6 months' subscription, 26 issues, and order 
PR -TSC -S for 0.00035 mfd. or PR -TSC -5 for 
0.0005 mfd. We pay shipping expense on the 
coils. 

YOUR CHOICE OF NINE 
METERS! 

To do your radio work properly you need 
meters. Here is your opportunity to get them 
at no extra cost. See the list of nine meters. 
Heretofore we have offered the choice of any 
one of these meters free with an 8- weeks' sub- 
scription for RADIO WORLD, at El. the reg- 
ular price for such subscription. Now we ex- 
tend this offer. For the first time you are per- 
mitted to obtain any one or more or all of 
these meters free, by sending in E1 for 8- 
weeks' subscription, entitling you to one meter; 
E2 for 16 weeks, entitling you to two meters 
$3 for 26 weeks, entitling you to three meters 
$6 for 52 weeks, entitling you to six meters. 
Return coupon with remittance, and check off 
desired meters in squares. We pay shipping 
expense on .the meters only. 

RADIO WORLD (11th Year) 
145 -G West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. 

Radio World is the great national radio weekly. Eleventh year. 

r 
RADIO WORLD. 145 -6 West 45th St., New York, N. Y (lust East or Broadway) 

F.nr!nscd please Iind E for week subscription for RADIO WOULD and please send as free 
premium the meters checked off below. 
D I am a subscriber. Extend my subscription. (Check 

off If true). 
0.6 Voltmeter D.C. ..._..._.._ _...._.........._..._.......No. 326 

O 0 -50 Voltmeter D.C. ..._...._... ._.........._..._...._........ No 337 
O 6 -Volt Charge Tester D.0 No. 23 
O 0.10 Amperes D.0 No. 338 
O 0.25 Milliamperes D.C. No. 325 

0.50 Milliamperes D. C. _._...._.._....__........._. _. No 350 
D 0 -100 Milliamperes D. C. ..._..._..._..._.._ No. 390 
D 0.300 Milliamperes D. C. ..._....___ No. 399 
O 0 -400 Milliamperes D. C. _No. 394 
D Enclosed find $12 for 2 yrs. subs. Send PR -NCV. 

Enclosed find SG for 1 yr subs. Send PR -3B. 
D Enclosed find 53 for 6 mos. subs. Send PR- TSC -3. 
D Enclosed find S3 for 6 ones. subs. Send PR -TSC -5 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

15c copy. 
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In thrit n ecluded laboratory. thne engi- 
neer,. n ithT lids rule, meter and microscope are 

also e. % s making improvement. and double check- 
ing Certified Triad production. 

for 
SERVICEMEN 

Hundreds of .killed young 
ladies find in ing and 
profitable emplu, ment, mak- 
ing " +sali parts" for t'erti- 

fied Triads. 

CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES are the result 
of many years' experience. All the guess- 
work has been eliminated. They are designed, 
manufactured and tested by the most modern ma- 
chinery. They are produced by skilled operators. No 
better tubes can be bought. 

A complete study of the proper method of mer- 
chandising tubes, in order to protect the seller 
as well as the buyer has resulted in the adop- 
tion of an entirely new form of distribution. 
The CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN 
is the key stone. You can become one of 
the agents, who are taking a handsome 
profit from these tubes, by filling in 
the coupon. The whole interesting 
story will come to you by return 
mail. 

If you are selected to 
represent TRIAD, we will 
pr o t e c t your territory, 
for you. Every Tom, 
Dick and Harry will 
not be competing 
with you. 

Write for full 
information 

Man, "batteries" of sealing 
machines controlled by high - 
1, killed co- workers make 
Triado great p r o d u c t i o n 

possible. 

0 
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This is a reduced fac- 
simile of the Triad Radio 
Tube Certification Coupon, 
which is sealed in the box 
with tube to which it refers. 

At the end or every produc- 
tion line, the tubes are given 
their first check. Ten char - 
acteristics are checked here. 
Even this is more than la 
done with the tube, 
but it is not enough for 
"Rouble- Checked;" Certi- 

fied Triads. 

EXPERIMENTERS 

Even a good radio receiver will sound like "nothing at all" if it is equipped with poor tubes. 
Most people realize that the radio tube is the heart of their receiver. Ordinary tubes can be 
bought for a song, but you usually get what you pay for. No one expects to get Cadillac or 
Lincoln service from an Austin. No one looks for custom -made shoes for three dollars. Those 
who expect the very best performance from inferior tubes are not logical and they are sure to be 
disappointed. No form of entertainment is as inexpensive as radio. Isn't it good business to keep 
it working at its best? You can be sure of doing so By insisting on CERTIFIED TRIAD TUBES. 
A line to us will enable us to send you the CERTIFIED TRIAD SERVICEMAN, we have 
selected to serve your vicinity. 

The TRIAD LINE is complete. It iadSdSs - Lacs of' standard 
Tubes `as well as Piote- Eisetrie 

_` 
evision.:tubes 

I 

TRIAD 
TELEVVISSIOt"kot, 4F j: CO. 

Gentle 

Please i 

compte 
s my 

Television. 

Ezperlm 
Dealer 
Serviceman 

and price. on 
'ad tubes. , Check 

tl' hart avei and 

Name 

Address..._...._...._...._. .._...._..._..._...___._.....` 

City State _._ 
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Superpower 
`T'o You every73it pi(PerformancePossible 

`7,Inder7'revailin y atmospheric Conditions 

Lincoln De Luxe 
cell Ware Superheterodyne 

15 TO 550 METER 5 
With undistorted amplification made possible 
thru Lincoln's foresight in development of new 

triple push pull detector and audio system. 

Automatic Volume Control 
Signal Indicator 

Four High Gain I. F. Stage! 

BRING THE WORLD RIGHT INTO YOUR HOME 
with proven equipment used by the MacMillan Polar Expedi- 
tion, Commercial Experts and Individuals the world over. 

SUPER POWER of the New Twelve -Tube 
Lincoln DeLuxe SW -33, coupled with 

the new Lincoln developments, guarantees 
to you real radio reception of unlimited 
distance. 

If you have never tuned the new Lin- 
coln you have missed the treat of your 
life. 

Just tune to a European station which 
ordinarily fades completely out at times, 
and note how the Lincoln new automatic 
volume control holds the signal at a per- 
fect level. 

Watch the signal indicator register the 
weakest signal, and then tune to the exact 
center of the carrier wave with absolute 
precision. 

When you wish to tune late at night, 
open up the sensitivity control wide, and 
reduce volume control to whisper. 

Throw in the 53 to 1 ratio on the dial 
for ease in tuning high frequencies. 

Open up the volume control to the limit 
and shake the floor with the tremendous 
amplification, without distortion. 

Listen to the heavy bass vibratory notes 
produced by the use of the push -pull de- 
tector followed by two stages of push -pull 
audio and reproduced in the finest audito- 
rium type speaker we can procure. 

Note the high sensitivity provided by 
four tuned stages of intermediate ampli- 
fication -just tune in a foreign station - 
you will want the volume control opened 
only a few degrees. 

Just note what a recent Lincoln owner 
in Java (a country with extremely bad 
weather conditions, and mineral deposits, 
making high noise intereference) says about 
the new Lincoln: "Foreign stations come in 
very loudly. Paris, Rome, Zeesen, Konig- 

swusterhausen, Chelmsford and a score o 
other European stations come in clearly 
Sydney, Queensland and Melbourne fron 
Australia can be received with great vol- 
ume; JIM from Japan is consistently 
heard, while Pittsburgh and Schenectady 
have been received. Also on the broad 
cast band daily reception can be had from 
several European stations, Japan, Manilz 
and China. I have heard of no other se 
that can equal your Lincoln." 

Owners of the first Lincoln models ar 
still proud of their performance. 

BATTERY RECEIVER uses eleven (11' 
two -volt tubes, and can be used in con 
nection with the Air Cell or storage bat 
teries. 

Mail the coupon for Laboratory informa 
Lion and price. New York City territor 
write Valentine G. Hush, Division Drive 
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. SWC -16, 329 S. Wood St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send information on A.C. D.C. 

Name 

receivers. 

Address 

City . State 
Print name and address plainly 

LINCOLN 
De[u,ae Receivers 
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